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(57) Abstract

A license management system and method for recording (6) the use of licensed product (1), and for controlling (4) its use.
A licensed product invokes a license check monitor (2) at regular time ‘intervals. The monitor generates request datagrams (3)
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LICENSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD ' ‘

BACKGROUND

Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to

5 systems for managing licenses of ' products such as

computer software, video games, CD-ROM information,

movies and other video products, music and other audio

products, multimedia products, and other systems for

up-to-date recording of actual usage of such a

10 licensed product to enable efficient billing therefor.

Description of Related Art

Licenses for ‘information products such as

computer software, music, video products and the like

usually provide licensees with limited rights. The

15 licenses may restrict sites of use, duration of use,

or number of concurrent uses of the products. The

licenses also may limit "the use of the products

depending won currentness of licensee's payments.

However, enforcing the conditions of the licenses is

20. difficult, because, in general, the licensed products

may be easily copied or "pirated" and used without the

licensor's knowledge. ‘

Compliance with limited license rights has been

encouraged with copy protection. Known methods of

25 computer software.copy protection include putting a

SUBSTITUTE SHEET I
Petitioner Apple Inc. — ExhibiLlQ 
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physical hole or mark on the diskette containing a
product, or placing data on the diskette in a location
where no data is expected. A disk with an illegally

copied software product usually would not contain the
5 marks. At the beginning of its operation, a copy-

protected, but illegally copied software product would
search its own diskette for the marks. Upon failing

to detect the marks, the software would abort from its

normal procedures.

10 Most software products sold today do not have

such copy protection, partly because copy protection
renders legitimate duplication of copy protected

software difficult, but not impossible. Copy

protection frustrates the making of legitimate copies,
15 while not eliminating’ unauthorized copying. Many

software publishers have experienced higher sales by

eliminating copy protection schemes.

Another method for enforcing limited licensing

rights of computer software is described in U.S.

20 patent No. 4,932,054 to Chou. Chou describes a "coded
filter" hardware device which is plugged into a port

of a computer. The "coded filter" outputs an

authorization control code when a predetermined

control code is sent to it. The licensed software

25 functions properly only if the "coded filter"

transmits the correct authorization control code to

the software.

while devices such as described by Chou have

existed for several years, they have not been well

30 accepted by the market. Since the device is attached
to the outside of a computer, it can easily be lost or

stolen, preventing the use of licensed software. In

addition, if a licensee purchased a number of software

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4010
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products, each of which used Chou's protection scheme,
the licensee would collect a stack of "coded’filters."

Hershey, in U.s. patent No. 4,924,378, describes

a method for limiting the number of concurrent uses of

5 a licensed software product. Each workstation of a

network has a license storage area in its local

memory. License Management System (LMS) daemons are

provided in the network in -a number corresponding to

the permissible number of concurrent uses of the

10 software product. To use the software, a work station
stores a daemon in its license storage area. If all

daemons are in use, no further work stations may use

the software.

. Robert et al., in 11.8. patent No. 4,937,863,
15 describe a similar invention. This invention "includes

a license management facility which accesses a

database of license information related to licensed

computer software programs. When a user attempts to

use a licensed program, the license management

20 facility first“ checks the database. Access to the

licensed product is prevented if licensing conditions

related to the product are not satisfied (e.g.,

expiration of licensing dates, etc).

While the Robert et al. and Hershey patents show "

25“ effective techniques for controlling licensed computer

software, each also reveals components that cannot be

easily managed by an average user. A-.system manager,

or someone with special access. privileges to the

internals of a machine, must install the licensed

30 software". This ' hinders the distribution of the

software.

Licensable products other than computer software

have not generally been copy-protected. For example,

' " " ' I Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 10 
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video tapes can be easily. copied by anyone with two

VCR machines, and audio tapes and music C155 can be

easily copied to tape. Computer CD-R01-Is can be copied

to magnetic disk; however, their large information

5 storage capacity relative to that of magnetic disks

makes this a very expensive proposition. The

introduction of digital audio tape is being delayed,

because some view its ability to easily produce very

high quality copies as a threat to music royalties.

10 Hellman, in U.S. patent No. 4,658,093, describes

means to bill by usage. This is accomplished via

communication of an encrypted authorization code from

a licensor to a base unit at the licensee's site. The

encrypted authorization code contains information

15 related to an identification of the base unit, a

number of uses requested, and a random or non-

repeating number; however, implementation of Hellman's

scheme requires a “base unit“, such as a computer,

video game unit, record player, video recorder, or

20 video disk player, with a unique identification

number. The requirement is difficult to satisfy,

because, at the present, only a fraction of such

systems on the market have an internally readable

serial number for identification. In addition,

25 vendors of these systems provide no guarantees for the

uniqueness of any given device's serial number.

Furthermore, an internal serial number can change when

hardware maintenance is performed on the device.

Also, Hellman's approach requires that an identical

30 copy of each software product be stored at the

authorization site. These copies are used in the

generation of unique keys. The unstated assumption

that all copies of a specific version of a software

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4012
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product are identical is unrealistic- Minor -bug fixes

to software are often made without generating a new

version of the product. Also, some software products,

such as those which run on Macintosh computers, are
5 self-modifying.

p While Hellman's invention counts each use of the

software, it does not monitor the duration of use.

Thus, He1lman's system would not be able to bill for

extensive use of licensed software if the software

10 _ were continuously operated. Finally, while Hellman
suggests the inclusion of an automated communication

system as part of his invention, he does not disclose

how this communication system could be implemented.

Instead, he mentions non-_automated use of telephone

15 and mail. In summary, I-Iellman's patent is an

interesting discussion of cryptographic techniques,

but it does not provide a practical, real-world

implementation of those techniques. p

Shear, in U.S. Patent No. 4,977,594, describes a

20 system and method to meter usage of distributed

databases such as CD-ROM systems. The method

describes a hardware module which must be part of the

computer used to access the distributed database.

This module retains records of the information viewed.

0 25" once the module storage is filled, the module must be

. removed and delivered to someone- who will charge for

the usage recorded therein and set the module back to

zero usage. Like Hellman's method, this method

requires a hardware module which must be incorporated

30 within the computer so the. system can control - user

access. No database publisher will be able to use

this method until there are a very large- number of

units containing such modules. Hardware manufacturers

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4013
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will be hesitant to include the module in the design

of their computers until there is sufficient demand

from customers or publishers for this system. the

method and apparatus according to the present -

5 invention can be implemented entirely in software and

hence does not require special, dedicated computer -

subsystems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to

10 » provide a license management system and method which

can ensure that a licensed product is used only on

machines under which it is licensed.

It is another object of the present invention to

provide a license management system and method which

15 may terminate access to a licensed product once its

license has expired.

It is yet another object of the present invention

to provide a license management system and method

which may terminate access to a licensed product when

20 payment for a license is overdue.

It is a further object of the present invention to

provide a license management system and method which

can limit the number of concurrent uses of a licensed

product.

25 It is yet another object of the present invention

to provide a license management system and method.

which can bill licensees for the duration of actual

usage of a licensed product.

The present invention provides an advantageous

30 feature of quickly and effectively implementing

license agreements between a licensor and licensee. ,

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4014
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The present invention provides " another

advantageous feature of allowing logic used to control,

licenses to be easily changed.

The present invention provides yet another

5 advantageous feature of detecting, at the licensor's

site, many types of attempts to alter the license

management system. a

The present invention provides a. further

advantageous feature of permitting anyone without
10 special access privileges to install a licensed

product.

In the present invention, a licensed product

generates request "datagrams," messages transmitted

over a communications network. The request datagrams.

15 are sent to the licensor's site. At the licensor's

site the datagram is compared to information stored in

a license database. After the comparison, a reply

datagram is sent to the licensee. Upon receiving the

reply datagram, the licensed product reacts in

'20 accordance with the instructions therewithin. For

example if a reply datagram contained a "denial," the

licensed product would display an appropriate message

to the user and then suspend further execution of its

programs. _

25. In the present invention, the licensed product

is implemented on a network node attached to a

communications network‘ that includes the licensor.

The network node may be a computer, a CD-ROM player,

a tele-computer or other.multimedia machine, or any

30 other appropriate device. The node may also be an

intelligent type of consumer electronic device used

for presenting information, such as an intelligent

television, VCR, videodisk player, music CD player,

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4015
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audio tape player, telephone or other similar device.

Further, the communications network may be any two-

way network such as a computer network, telephone

network, a cellular telephone network or _other

5 wireless network, a two-way cable TV network, or any

other equivalent system.

Should the user detach the node from the network,

the licensed product will fail to receive reply

datagrams. Upon several failures to receive reply

10 datagrams, the licensed product will generate its own

denial.

After a request datagram has been sent out, a

user may be permitted to use the licensed product for

a limited duration. This feature may be necessary

15 because of the delays in network communications. when

networks are sufficiently’ fast, use of a licensed

product can be postponed until the reply datagram is
received.

In the preferred embodiment of the present

20 invention, licensees‘ network addresses are used to

identify the licensees. other embodiments may use a

licensed product serial number or hardware serial

numbers for the identification.

A licensed product as in the present invention

25 generates a request datagram after each period of

product use. The number of request datagrams received

by the licensor can be used to bill the licensee. For

example, if datagrams are sent after every hour of

product use, the licensee ‘will be billed for the

30 amount equal to the number of request datagrams

received by the licensor multiplied by the hourly
rate.

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4016
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The embodiments of the present invention may

incorporate a query system at a licensor's site for

reporting on problem datagrams. This would allow the

licensors to take appropriate actions in accordance

5 with problems associated with each datagram.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other objects and advantages of this

invention will become more apparent and more readily

appreciated from the following detailed description

10 of the presently preferred exemplary embodiment of the

invention, taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, of which: ’

FIGURE 1 is a g_eneral block diagram of the

preferred“ exemplary embodiment of the present
15 invention;

FIGURE 2 shows representative diagrams of the

contents and formats of data at licensee's site,

contained in datagrams, and at licensor's site;

FIGURE 3 illustrates a sequence of representative

20 operations executed at the licensee's site and at the

licensor's site, together with required inputs for the

execution of the operations and with outputs produced

therefrom;

FIGURE 4 illustrates a sequence of representative

25 operations to send a request datagram, together with

required inputs for the execution of the operations

and with outputs produced therefrom;

FIGURE 5 illustrates a sequence of representative

operations when a reply datagram is overdue, together

30- with required inputs for the execution of the

-operations and with outputs produced therefrom;

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006,_p_AO_ll_
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FIGURE 6 shows a sequence of representative

operations to process a reply datagram, together with
required inputs for the execution of the operations

and with outputs produced therefrom; .

5 FIGURE 7 shows a sequence of representative

operations to generate an authorization code, together

with required inputs for the execution of the

operations and with outputs produced therefrom; and

FIGURE 8 shows a sequence of representative

10 operations to send a reply datagram, together with

required inputs for the execution of the operations

and with outputs produced therefrom.

DQAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PRESENTLY PREFERRED EXEHPLARY EMBODIMENT

15 As shown in FIGURE 1, a licensed product 1 is

located at a licensee's site. Product 1 may include

a data portion 1B and a functional portion 1A such as

computer software product or any other kind of

information product used to control use of data

20 portion 1B. If data portion 1B is CD-ROM database

information, functional portion 1A should enable the

licensee to search indexes and display text. If data

portion 1B is video information, functional portion 1A

should control the display of the video information.

25 For audio information, functional portion 1A should

play the audio information. If data portion 1B is an

electronic book, functional portion 1A should display

and turn pages. The above examples show some of the

ways functional portion 1A can control data portion

30 1B; however, they are hardly exhaustive.

By including in product 1 both information and

software which controls the information, product 1 is

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4018
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an execbtable product. Non-software information in

product 1 is preferably encrypted so that it cannot

be easily extracted,from the product.

License check monitor 2 sends license datagrams

S 3 to the licensor and also receives license datagrams

3 from the licensor. License check monitor 2 also

prevents further use of product 1 when a datagram 3

containing a "denial" message is received.

License datagrams 3 are messages that describe

10 information related to the use of licensed product 1.

Datagrams 3 are sent over a communications network
between the licensee and licensor. Initially, the

licensee sends a request datagram 3 over the network

to the licensor. The licensor then returns a reply

15 datagram containing either an approval or denial. It

is also possible to implement the present invention by

A having the licensor transmit a reply datagram only for

approvals.

At the licensor's site, license control system 4

20 makes licensing decisions by comparing request

datagram 3 with license records 5. After the

comparison, control system 4 ‘stores information

related to request datagram 3 into history of license

datagram record 6. It is noted that request datagrams

25 3 are periodically sent while product 1 is in use.

Thus, the history of license datagrams in record 6

provides means for measuring the duration of use of

product 1.

Representations of data and records stored at the

30 licensee's site, contained in datagrams, and stored at

‘N the licensor's site are illustrated in FIGURE 2. At

the licensee's site, network service 7, which handles

delivery and transmission of datagrams 3, supplies

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4019
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network address 8. It is by this address that license
control system 4 identifies a location of use of
product 1.

Licensed product record 9 is contained within

5 monitor 2. Within the license product record 9 is an
identification record 10, which contains the following
two items: licensor's network address 11, and product

model number 12 that identifies product 1. when a

licensor has only one product, or uses different

10 licensor network addresses 11 for each product,

product model number 12 may not be needed.
Datagram sent record 13 stores information about

the last sent datagram 3. It includes a datagram

number 14, which uniquely identifies the last

15 transmitted datagram 3, and the date and time 15 when
the last datagram 3 was sent from the licensee's site.

Licensed product record 9 also contains control

parameters record 16, which is used for controlling
the timing of key events in the communication of

20 license check monitor 2 with license control system
4. send interval 17 specifies a time interval between

each transmission of a new datagram 3 from the

licensee to the licensor.

Wait interval 18 is the length of time that

25 monitor 2 waits to receive a reply datagram 3 before
resending the same request datagram 3. The duration
of this interval depends on the speed of the

communications network being used to deliver datagrams

3.

30 Disconnect allowed interval 19 is the duration
of time that monitor 2 allows product 1 to be used
without a reply datagram 3 from the licensor. The

duration of this interval depends on the reliability

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 4020
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of the communications network. The interval must be

long enough to N take into consideration network.

downtime. For example, suppose a message was sent

from the licensor and the network went down just

5 afterwards. Disconnect allowed interval 19 should be

long enough to allow the network to resume its normal

operation and successfully deliver datagrams 3 from

the_ licensor; otherwise, the licensee would be forced

to stop using product 1 until the network was

10 operational.

License datagram 3 contains header 20. Header

20 is used during execution of low level communication

protocols within the network. source network address

2.1 is the network address from where datagram 3 is

15. sent. Destination network address 22 is the network

address to where datagram 3 is sent. Additional data

may be included in header 20 if required by low level

protocols used in delivering datagrams 3.

Data 23, a part of datagram 3, conveys a message,
20 and contains a. number of fields. Product model number

24 and datagram number 25 identify product 1 and

datagram» 3, respectively.- It is noted ' that
retransmitted datagrams have an identical datagram

number. Duplicate datagrams must be identified at a

25 1icensor's site so that they do not all contribute in

billing a licensee.

Each datagram number 25’ is unique. for each

request datagram 3 transmitted from the licensee-,

except for retransmitted datagrams. This allows a‘

30 ~ reply datagram 3 received by a licensee‘ to be verified

as an actual reply to a request datagram 3 from that

licensee, as explained below.
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Number of processes running 26 is the number of
concurrent uses of product 1 at the time datagram 3
is sent. Authorization code 27 is used on reply

datagrams 3 to indicate an approval or a denial.
5 Message text 28 contains a message which will. be

displayed to the user upon a denial.
License database 29 at the 1icensor's site holds

records of information about customers, licenses, and

license usage. The types of information within

10 license database 29 of the present embodiment are

shown in FIGURE 2. However, a specific license

management system may require its license database to
hold types of information other than those in FIGURE
2. For example, licensee name and address may be

15 incorporated as a part of a license database 29.
License record 5 contains information on

licenses. Licensee network address 30 identifies a

precise network node which is licensed to use product
1. If request datagrams are received which do not

20 originate from known licensee network addresses 30,

reply datagrams containing denial messages are

transmitted. Product model number 31 is the model

number of a licensed product. Termination date 32 is

the expiration date of a license. When the license of
25 a product is issued for an unlimited duration,

termination date 32 should reflect a date very far

into the future, relative to the licensing date.

The present embodiment allows licenses to be paid

for in a lease-like or rental fashion. If a licensee
30 were to rent or lease product 1, paid through date 33

would reflect the date through which the licensee has

paid for using the product. Grace period 34 is the
time interval for which the licensee is allowed to be
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delinquent before services are disconnected; Grace

period 34 would reflect a very large time interval if
the license is not of a lease-like or rental type.

when the license provides for a limit on the number of

5 concurrent uses” of a product 1, number of processes

licensed 35 contains the limiting number. when the
license does not provide for such a limit, number of

processes 35 should» be a very large number.

History of license datagrams 6 is an archive of

. 10 datagrams 3 received from the licensee. ‘

FIGURE 3 illustrates operations executed at the

licensee's site and at the licensor's site. An

overview of the” processing at the licensee's site is

described by steps 101.0 to 106.0, and an overview of

15 the processing at the licensor's site is described by

steps 107.0 to 110.0.

At the licensee's site, at stepi101.0, product 1

invokes monitor 2. This is accomplished by first

establishing monitor 2 as a handler for a timer

20 expiration interrupt signal and for received datagrams

3. Next, a timer__ is set with a very short time to

cause an initial call to monitor 2. At step 102.0,

monitor 2 computes a time. 36 since the last datagram

was sent by determining the difference between the

25 current date and sent time and date and time '15 that

a datagram was last sent from the licensee's site.

When product 1 commences execution, datagram sent date

and time 15 is set to "null." Thus, time since send

36. is very large at the beginning of the monitor's

30 execution. At step 103.0, time since send 36 is

compared to send interval 17. If time since send 36 '

is greater V than send interval 17, then a request

datagram is transmitted, per the steps described in
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FIGURE 4. Step 104.0 first checks if a reply to the

last datagram has arrived and if wait interval 18 has

expired. If a reply has not arrived and the wait

interval has expired, steps 104.1-104.3 (FIGURE 5) are

executed. Step 105.0 processes authorization code 27

in a reply when the reply is received, in accordance

with steps 105.1 to 105.5 (FIGURE 6). At step 106.0,

product 1 resumes normal execution of its programs

until the next interrupt signal is generated.

At the 1icensor's‘site, license control system 4

receives and processes datagram 3, in accordance with

steps 107.0 to 110.0. Step 107.0 receives request

datagram 3. Step 108.0 generates authorization code

27, per steps 108.1 to 108.8 (FIGURE 7). Step 109.0

creates reply datagram 3 and transmits the datagram to

the licensee via steps 109.1 to 109.5 (FIGURE 8).

FIGURE 4 shows the procedure which monitor 2

follows for sending request datagram 3 to the

licensor. Step 103.1 sets source network address 21

in datagram 3 to the network address 8 of the

licensee's location on the network. Step 103.2 sets

destination network address 22 to licensor's network

address 11. Step 103.3 encrypts product model number

12 for datagram 3. step 103.4 assigns a unique number

to datagram 3, encrypts the number, and stores it as

datagram number 14. This number is altered when an

entirely new datagram 3 is sent. Datagrams which are

retransmitted have the same datagram number 25 as the

original. As already explained, this allows license

control system 4 to —identify duplicate datagrams.

Step 103.5 counts the number of processes using

product 1, currently running, encrypts the count, and

stores the encryption as the number of processes
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irunning 26. In the UNIX operating system, this

procedure_could be performed using the command "ps" to
obtain a list of current processes, the command "grep"

to extract the processes of product 1, and "we" to

5 count the number of processes. step 103.6 sets

authorization code 27 to number 255 and encrypts the
number.

, Number 255 indicates that datagram 3 is a request

for authorization,_ such an indication is needed to

10 guard the present system against the following steps
for circumventing the present invention: intercepting

outgoing datagrams; and inputting the intercepted

"datagrams to monitor 2.

Step 103.7 stores the current date and time as

15 sent date & time 15. This date is needed to compute

when to send the next datagram 3. Step 103.8 assigns

a value to send interval 17, which sets an alarm for

invoking monitor 2"to send the next datagram 3. Step

103.9 sends datagram 3.

20 In the present embodiment a datagram is

transmitted via a connectionless. datagram service. 5

Methods for transmission are well documented for some

networking systems. For example, TCP/IP'(Transport

Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) includes a con-

25 nectionless protocol called ,DDP (User _Datagram

Protocol). A method for sending a datagram using UDP

protocol from a SUN Microsystem computer is documented

in a SUN manual titled, Network grogramming Guide, in

section 9 titled "Transport Level Interface

30 Programming."

Step 103.10 sets another alarm using wait

interval 18 for retransmitting datagram 3, if no reply

datagram has been received. The alarm causes monitor
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2 to be invoked for checking whether a reply datagram

3 has been received. Monitor 2 will transmit a

duplicate of the previously transmitted datagram, if

no reply has been received. After the execution of

5 step 103.10, "Send License Datagram" procedure returns

system control to step 104.0 in FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 5 shows the operation of the "Reply

Datagram is overdue" procedure. Step 104.1 compares

time since the last datagram was sent 36 to disconnect

10 allowed interval 19, which, as described above, is the

interval that product 1 is allowed to operate even if

a reply is overdue. If time since send 36 is smaller

than disconnect allowed interval 19, datagram 3 is

retransmitted via executing step 103.9 in FIGURE 4.

15 Step 104.2 "disconnects" product 1 from further

service, if time since send 36 is greater than

disconnect allowed interval 19.

Step 104.2 comprises a sequence of sub-steps

104.2.1-104.2.3. Step 104.2.1 assigns number 5 to

20 authorization code 27 in the current datagram being

processed. value 5 is interpreted by monitor 2 as a

denial. Step 104.2.2 sets message text 28 to the

following: "A reply from licensor to numerous

authorization requests was never received. This

25 product must be connected to a communications network

in order to function." Step 104.2.3 transfers system

control to step 105.3 in FIGURE 6. Step 105.3

processes the current denial datagram 3 as if it were

just received.

30 Through the execution of steps 104.1-104.3, the

present system permits the use of product 1 for a

prescribed period of time. After the prescribed
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generates. a, denial. 0

FIGURE 6 illustrates the steps which monitor 2

follows in processing a reply datagram 3. Step 105.1

5 decrypts all encrypted data in the received datagram.

Step 105.2 compares datagram number 25 with datagram

number 14 associated with the last datagram. If

datagram number 25 is not equal to datagram number 14,

step 105.2 ignores the current datagram and transfers

10 procedural control to step 103.94 (FIGURE 4) in. order

to resend the last transmitted datagram. After

disconnect allowed interval 19 elapses, monitor 2

generates a denial. '

In essence, step 105.2 guards against the

15 circumvention of the present invention via: (1)

intercepting a reply datagram 3 (from the licensor)

containing an approval (2) storing the reply datagram

3; and (3) inputting the stored datagram to monitor 2.

If the execution of step‘ 105.2 does not transfer

20 its procedural control to step 105.3, and if

authorization control 27 is not zero (indicating an

unqualified authorization has not been received) , step

105.3 processes authorization code 27 via steps

105.3.1 to 105.3..3. Step 105.3.1 retrieves. message-
25 text 28 from datagram 3. If message text 28 is null,

then the current datagram 3 is ignored, and monitor 2

resends the last transmitted datagram 3. Step 105.3.1

further protects the present system from attempts to

generate fake datagrams and to feed the fake datagrams

30 to monitor 2 by checking for a proper authorization

code of zero. _ _

If message text 28 is not null, step 1o5.3.2

presents the message 28 to the user on an output
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device such as a CRT screen. Step 1o5.3.3 terminates

the current use of product 1. This step may be

implemented by subroutine or function call to a simple

exit that saves any current user data to a file.

5 Alternatively, product 1 may be designed so that‘, upon

being directed to terminate further execution, it

first gives the user an opportunity to save their

data.

If‘ authorization code 27 is zero, step 105.4

10 allows further use of product 1. Step 105.5 returns

procedural control to 106.0 on FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 7 shows a sequence of operations within

the "Generate Authorization Code" procedure. The

procedure produces appropriate authorization code 27

15 when a request datagram 3 is received at the

licensor's site.

Step 108.1 decrypts all encrypted data in the

received datagram 3. Using source network address 21

and product model number 24 in the datagram 3, step

20 108.2 searches the license database 29 for matching

licensee network address 30 and product model number

31. If license database 29 does not contain a record

of product model number 24 of the product 1 being

licensed to the licensee , step 108 . 3 sets

25 authorization code 27 of its reply datagram 3 to 1

(i.e., the sending node is not a registered address)

and authorization is denied.

Step 108.3 prevents copies of product 1 from

being installed on multiple nodes independently of

30 whether they are within or outside the licensee's

organization. Step 108.3 also prevents the licensee

from transporting product 1 from one node to another

node without the licensor's approval. This is
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important "because the two nodes may have different

processing capacities, and they may be. billable at
different rates. I

If the date a request datagram is received is

later than license termination date 32, step 108.4

sets authorization code 27 to number 2 (i. e., license

has expired). Step 108.4 allows the licensor to fix

licensing periods, or to determine free trial periods

for the use of the product. The licensing period may

be extended by resetting license termination date 32»~

at the 1icensor's site.

If the date when the datagram is received is_

later than the paid through date 33 as extended by the

grace period 34, step 108.5 sets authorization code 27

to 3 (i.e., payment is past due).

If the number of processes running 26 exceeds a

licensed number of concurrent uses of product 1 (at a

particular node), then step 108.6 sets authorization

code 27 to 4 (i.e. concurrent process usage limit is

exceeded).

Step 108.7 sets authorization code 27 to 0

indicating.processing can continue. It is noted that

steps 108.3-108.7 are a part of a

IF (x1) then (yl)

ELSE if (X2) then (y2)

ELSE if (x3) then (y3) ...

statement of a procedure (e. g., FORTRAfl, PASCAL, C,

etc). Thus, only one of the steps 108.3-108.7 is

executed. Step 108.7 sets authorization code 27 to 0

(indicating approval of further use) only if steps

108.3-108.6 do not execute the THEN portion of each

step. Step 108.7 also stores the received datagram 3

in history of license datagrams 6.
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Step 108.8 is the last of authorization

processing rules 108.1-108.7. After the execution of
steps 108.3-108.7, step 108.8 returns procedural

control to step 109.0 in FIGURE 3. .

5 FIGURE 8 illustrates the steps which license

control system 4 follows to send reply datagram 3 to

the licensee.

Step 109.1 encrypts authorization code 27 and

writes the encrypted code into datagram 3. Next, step

10 109.2 writes message text 28 corresponding to

authorization code 27 into datagram 3.

Step 109.2 may be replaced with the following

method for relaying proper messages to a product user.

Proper messages corresponding to each authorization

15 code is stored in monitor 2 at each licensee's site.

Upon reception of a reply datagram 3, monitor 2 would

locate within itself the proper message corresponding

to the authorization code, and use the message for

various purposes. This method would reduce the size

20 of reply datagrams 3. However, if the licensor wanted

to implement new denial codes, each product would need

to somehow incorporate the new message associated with

the new denial code into itself. The list of

messages, one of which may be written as message text

25 28, are as follows:

AUTHORIZATION

CODE TEXT MESSAGE

1 This product is not licensed to
run at this location. Please

30 contact the licensor to either
license this product, or move an

existing license of your
organization to this location.
Use of this product at this
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location is ydiscontinued until
this problem is resolved.

2 Your license on this product has
expired. Please contact licensor
in order to have your license
extended. Use of this product is

discontinued until this problem is
resolved.

3 Payment on this licensed product
is over due and past your grace
period. Please have your
accounting department send payment
in order to continue your license.
Use of this. product is
discontinued’ until this problem is
resolved.

4 Your current use of this licensed

product exceeds limits for the

number of uses your organization
has licensed. Please try again

""later.

5 A reply from licensor to numerous
authorization requests was never
received.

connected to a communications
network in order to function.

0 Authorization is OK.

message.
There is no

Step 109.3 swaps source network address 21 and

destination network address 22. Step 109.4 transmits

datagram 3 back to monitor 2.

At step 109.5, a communications network delivers

datagram 3 to monitor 2. Subsequently, procedural

control returns to step 107.0 in FIGURE 3 to process

the next datagram 3._

Although only a few exemplary embodiments of this

invention have been described in detail above, those

skilled in the art will readily appreciate that many
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modifications are possible in the preferred

embodiments without materially departing "from the

novel teachings and advantages of this invention. For

example, product 1 was described as sometimes *

5 consisting of information as well as software which
controls the information. This approach provides the

greatest flexibility, but it is also possible to
include the software which controls the information in

the networked machine at the licensee's site. In this

10 case, product 1 is split, with part of it on media and

part on the licensee's machine. By doing this, some

space can be saved on the media containing product 1,

but the capabilities of these products will be limited

by the standard functions available on these machines.
15 Also, the presently described embodiment includes

a product 1 which is at the licensee's site. This

implies that product 1 is on some physical media such

as diskette, tape, or CD. However, product 1 can be

electronically delivered over communications lines to

20 the licensee and therefore might exist in the memory

of the licensee's machine, rather than any physical

media. In the case of a product such as music, radio

programs and the like, product 1 may even be broadcast

to the licensee's site for playback; thus, the product

25 1. would not even be "resident" in ‘the licensee's

machine.

The presently described embodiment allows the

licensee to access the licensed product concurrent

with the sending and receiving of datagram 3. In this

30 way, the present invention does not inconvenience the

legitimate licensee; however, for sensitive licensed

products such as confidential information, the license _
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"check monitor 2 can prevent access to the product 1

until an authorization reply datagram 3 is received.

Further, monitor 2 could be realized as an

integral part of product 1. Monitor 2 could_also be

5 implemented as: 1) a separate process which is the

parent process of product 1 (Such a parent process

would have the authority to cancel the use of prodpct

1); 2) a single system level task which controls

license checking of all products at the licensee's

10 site; and 3) custom logic in a digital integrated

circuit (the present invention could be implemented

as hardware instead of software).

Also, though the above embodiment has been

described as being implemented on a computer system

15 network where operator messages are provided on a CRT

monitor or the like, the invention may be practiced

on other hardware platforms by incorporating

appropriate changes known to those of ordinary skill

in the art. For example, in an alternative“hardware

20 embodiment such as a music or video playback device,_

monitor 2 is) invoked by the licenseeis action of

pushing the "play" or similar ‘button, and in a

broadcast music application or similar system, the

monitor may be invoked simply by turning the device

25 on. The processing of monitor 2 is as described in

the presently described embodiment. However, when a

denial message is received or generated, monitor 2

must be able to switch "play" to "off".

The presently described embodiment is designed

' 30 to be used in conjunction with a connectionless UDP

(User Datagram Protocol) in the TCP/IP protocol suite

as an underlying protocol; However, the present

invention could also be realized using a slower,
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connectionless protocol such as electronic mail or a

variety of connection protocols (e. g., File Transfer

Protocols (FTP), Telnet).

It is noted that protocol suites quite different

5 from TCP/IP could be used, such as ISO (International

Standards Organization) protocol. In addition,

datagrams 3 could be sent over telephone systems with

communications protocols such as those specified by

CCITT (Consultative Committee on International

10 Telephony and Telegraphy). In this case, telephone

numbers could serve as network addresses 21, 22.

Communications protocols for wireless communications

such as cellular telephone can also be used to send

the datagram 3.

15 Accordingly, all such modifications are

intended to be included within the scope of this

invention as defined by the following claims.
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1. A~ method for monitoring the use of a

licensed product, comprising the steps of: _

generating, at regular time intervals,

5 datagrams including an address in a communications

facility, said facility address identifying a

licensee;

automatically sending said datagrams from

at least one licensee's site over said facility to a

10 licensor's site while said licensed product is in use;
receiving said datagrams at said licensor's

site;

storing an indication of receipt of each of

said datagrams; and

15 counting said datagrams from each licensee

as an indication of the use by the licensee of said

licensed product.

2. A method as in claim 1 further wherein;

said generating step includes the step of

20 ' incorporating a model number of said product in said

datagrams; and”

said counting step includes the step of

separately counting datagrams for each product model

number for each licensee.

25 3. A method as in claim 1, «wherein said

generating step includes the step of automatically

obtaining said facility address that identifies said

licensee from said facility without any data being

provided by said licensee.
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4. A method for controlling use of a licensed

product comprising the steps of:

generating a request datagram including an

address in a communications facility, said facility '

5 address identifying a licensee;

automatically sending said request datagram

from at least one licensee's site over said facility

to a licensor's site while said licensed product is in

use;

10 receiving said request datagram at said

licensor's site;

comparing said received request datagram

with rules and license data at said licensor's site to

determine if use of said licensed product is

15 authorized;

sending a reply authorizing datagram to said

licensee's site if use of said licensed product is

approved; and

receiving said reply authorizing datagram at

20 said licensee's site and denying the use of said

product when no reply authorizing datagram is

received.

5. A method as in claim 4, wherein:

said generating step includes the step of

25 incorporating a model number of said product in said

datagram;

said comparing step includes the step of

comparing said rules and license data for a particular

model number; and

30 said sending step includes the step of

transmitting said reply datagram for each. product

model number.
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6. A method as in claim 4, wherein said
generating step includes the step of automatically

obtaining said facility address that identifies said

licensee from said facility without any data being

5 provided by said licensee.

7. A method as in.c1aim 4 further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if use of

said licensed product is not approved as determined in

said comparing step, said step of automatically

10 sending said request datagram from a licensee's site
including the step of resending said request datagram

if neither a reply authorizing datagram nor a reply

denial datagram is received from said licensor's site

within a predetermined time from sending said request

15 datagram from said licensee's site.

8. A method as in claim 4, wherein said step of

automatically sending said request datagram from said

licensee's site includes the step of sending a request"

datagram at regular time intervals.

20 9. A method as in claim 4, wherein:

A said generating step includes the step of‘

providing a datagram identification code within said

datagram;

said reply datagram sending step includes

25 the step of inserting the same datagram identification
code in said reply datagram; and

said reply receiving step rejects said reply

authorizing datagram if the datagram identification

code included in said reply authorizing datagram does

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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not match the datagram identification code included in

said request datagram .

10. A method as in claim 4, wherein:

said comparing step includes the step of

5 comparing said facility address that identifies said

licensee with a list of valid licensee addresses to

determine if said facility address is a valid address;

and

said reply authorizing datagram is not sent

10 if said facility address that identifies said licensee

is not valid.

11. A method as in claim 10 further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if said

facility address that identifies said licensee is not

15 valid.

12. A method as in claim 4, wherein:

said comparing step includes the step of

comparing a license expiration date with a date at

which said datagram is received; and

20 said reply authorizing datagram is not sent

if the license expiration date is later than the date

at which said datagram is received.

13. A method as in claim 12, further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if the

license expiration date is later than the date at

which said datagram is received.

25

14. A method as in claim 4, wherein:

‘I
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said comparing step includes the step of

checking currentness of payments from said license;

and

said reply authorizing datagram is not sent

5 if payment is overdue. I

15. A method as in claim 14, further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if payment

is overdue.

16. A method as in claim 4, wherein:

10 said generating step includes the step of

incorporating in said datagram data indicative of the-

number of processes currently using said product at

said licensee's site;

said comparing step includes the step of

15 comparing the number of processes using said product

at the licensee's site to an authorized number; and

said reply authorizing datagram is not sent

if said number of processes using said product exceeds

said authorized number. i

20 17. A method as in claim 16, further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if said

number of processes using said product exceeds said
authorized number.

18. A method as in claim 4, wherein said sending

25 step includes 'the‘ steps of sending said reply

authorizing‘ datagram when use ‘of said product is

approved and sending a reply denial datagram when use

of said product is not approved, said receiving step
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denying use of said product when said reply denial

datagram is received .

19. A method as in claim 18, wherein said

receiving and denying step denies use of said product

5 when neither a reply authorizing datagram nor a reply

denial datagram is received within a predetermined

time after said request datagram is sent.

20. A method as in claim 18, further comprising

the step of indicating, at a licensee's site, a reason

10 for denial when said reply denial datagram is

received .

21. A method as in claim 4, wherein:

said licensed product comprises an executable

portion and a data portion; and

15 said method further comprises a step of

controlling use of said data portion with said

executable portion .

22. A method as in claim 4 further comprising a

step of allowing use of said licensed product before

20 a reply datagram is received.

23. A system for controlling licensed product

comprising:

a communications facility to which at least

one licensee having a license for operating a licensed

25 product‘ from the licensor is connected;
monitoring means, connected to said facility

at a site of each said licensee, for generating a

request datagram including an address of said licensee
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on said facility and -transmitting said‘ request

datagram over said facility to a site of said.

licensor, and for receiving and processing a reply

datagram; and _ .

5 " controlling means, connected to said

facility at said licensor's site, for receiving said

request datagram, comparing said request datagram with

rules and license data to determine if use of said

licensed product is authorized and sending a reply

10 authorizing datagram to said licensee's site if use of

said product is approved; and

said monitoring means including means for

denying use of said licensed product when no reply

authorizing datagram is received.

15 24. A system as in claim 23, wherein:

said monitoring means sends request

datagrams at regular time intervals during use of said

licensed product; and

said controlling means further comprises

20 means for counting said request datagrams received at

said controlling means and means for computing an

amount to be billed to said licensee in response to

said counting.

25. A system as in claim 23 wherein:

25 ’ I said monitoring means incorporates a model

number for said product in said request datagram; and

said controlling means comprises means for

counting datagrams for each product model number for

each licensee, in order to compute an amount to be

30 billed to each licensee. '
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26. A system as in claim 23, wherein said

monitoring means automatically obtains said facility
address of said licensee from said facility without

any input from said licensee.

5 27. A system as in claim 23, wherein:

said controlling means sends a reply denial

datagram to said licensee's site if use of said

product is not approved; and

said monitoring means resends said request

10 datagram if no reply authorizing datagram and no reply

denial datagram is received within a predetermined

period of time after said requesting datagram is sent.

28. A system as in claim 23, wherein said

monitoring means transmits request datagrams at

15 predetermined time intervals .

29. A system as in claim 23, wherein:

said monitoring means incorporates a unique

identification code in said request datagram;

said controlling means incorporates the same

20 request datagram identification code in said reply

authorizing datagram; and

said monitoring means rejects any reply

authorizing datagram which does not include the same

identification code as included in said request

2 5 datagram .

30. A system as in claim 23, wherein said

controlling means compares said facility address of

said licensee with a list of valid licensee facility

addresses and does not generate a reply authorizing
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‘datagram if said facility address of said licensee is
not valid». .

31. A system as in claim 30, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram when

5 said facility address is not valid.

32. A system as in claim 23, wherein said

controlling means compares an expiration date of a

license of said product with a date at which said

request datagram is received by said controlling

10 means, and does not generate a reply authorizing

datagram, thus denying use of said product, if the

license expiration date is earlier than the date at

which said request datagram is- received.

33. A system as in claim "32, wherein said

15 controlling means sends a reply denial. datagram if the

license expiration date is earlier than the date at

which said request datagram is received.

34. A system as in claim 23, wherein said

controlling means generates a reply authorizing

20 datagram, thus denying use of said product, if a

payment for the use of said product is overdue.

35. A system as in claim 34,- wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denia-l datagram if

payment for the use of said product is overdue.

25 36. A system as in claim .23, wherein:

said monitoring means includes in said

request datagram data indicative of the number of
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processes, at a licensee's site, currently using said
product; and

said controlling means does not generate a

reply authorizing datagram, thus denying a use of said

5 product, if more than a predetermined number of

processes using said product are running at the
licensee's site.

37. A system as in claim 36, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram if

10 more than said.predetermined number of processes using

said product are running at the licensee's site.

38. A system as in claim 23, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram if use

of said product is not approved.

15 39. A system as in claim 38, wherein said

monitoring means denies use of said licensed product

when no reply authorizing datagram and no reply denial

datagram is received within a predetermined time from

the sending of said request datagram.

20 40. A system as in claim 38, further comprising

means for indicating, at a licensee's site, a reason

for denial when said reply denial datagram is

received.

41. A system as in claim 23, wherein:

25 said licensed product comprises an executable

portion and a data portion; and
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said system further comprises 'means for
controlling use of said data portion ‘with said

executable portion.

42. A system as in claim 41, wherein said data
5 portion controlling means is disposed within said

executable portion.

43. A system as in claim 41, wherein said data

portion controlling means comprises a first partial

controlling means disposed within said executable

10 A portion and a second partial controlling means

‘disposed within said monitoring means.

44. A system as in claim 23, wherein said

monitoring means includes means for permitting use of

said licensed. product. before a reply datagram is

15 received.

45. A system for monitoring product comprising:

a communications facility to which at least

one licensee having a license for operating a licensed

product from a licensor is connected;

20 ’ monitoring'means, connected to said facility

at a site of each said licensee, for generating

datagrams including an address of said licensee on

said facility and transmitting said datagrams at

periodic intervals over said facility to a site of

25 said licensor; and

control means, connected to said facility at

said licensor‘s site, for receiving said ‘request

datagrams, storing an indication of receipt of each of

said datagrams and counting said datagrams from each
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licensee as an indication-of the use by the licensee

of said licensed product.

46. A system as in claim 45, wherein_ said

monitoring means automatically obtains said facility

5 address of said licensee from said facility without

any input from said licensee.

47. A system as in claim 45, wherein:

said monitoring means incorporates a product

model number in said request datagrams; and

10 said controlling means separately counts

request datagrams for each product model number for

each licensee.

48. A method for monitoring the use of a

licensed product comprising the steps of:

15 generating, at regular time intervals,

datagrams including an address in a communications

facility, said facility address identifying a

licensee; and

automatically sending said datagrams from at

20 least one licensee's site over said communications

facility to a licensor's site while said licensed

product is in use.

49. A method as in claim 48 further wherein:

said generating step includes the step of

25 incorporating a model number of said product in said

datagrams .

50. A method as in claim 48, wherein said

generating step includes the step of automatically
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obtaining said facility address that identifies said

licensee from said communications facility without any

data being provided by said licensee.

51. A method for controlling use of a licensed

_5 product comprising the steps of: "

generating a request datagram including a

facility address that identifies a licensee in a

communications facility;

automatically sending said request_datagram

10 from a licensee's site over said communications

facility to a licensor's site while said licensed

product is in use; and

receiving a reply authorizing datagram at

said licensee's site and denying the use of said
15 product when no reply authorizing datagram is

received.

52. A method as in claim 51 wherein:

said generating step includes the step of

incorporating a model number of said product in said

20 datagram.

53.- A» method as in claim 51, wherein said

generating step includes the step‘ of automatically.

obtaining said facility address that identifies said

licensee from said communications facility without any

25 data being provided by said licensee.

54. A method as in claim 51, wherein:

. said reply datagram is one of at least a reply

authorization datagram and a reply denial datagram;

and ' '
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said step of automatically sending said request

datagram from a licensee's site includes a step of
resending said request datagram if neither a reply

authorizing datagram nor a reply denial datagram is

5 received within a predetermined time from sending said

request datagram from said licensee's site.

_ 55. A method as in claim 51, wherein said step
of automatically sending said request datagram from

said licensee's site includes the step of sending a

10 request datagram at regular time intervals.

56. A method as in claim 51, wherein:

said generating step includes the step of

providing a datagram identification code within said
datagram; and

15 said reply receiving step rejects said reply

authorizing datagram if the datagram identification
code included in said reply authorizing datagram does

not match the datagram identification code included in

said request datagram.

20 57. A method as in claim 51, wherein:

said generating step includes the step of

incorporating in said datagram data indicative of the
number of processes currently using said product at

said licensee's site.

25 58. A method as in claim 51, further comprising

the steps of:

receiving a reply denial datagram; and

displaying, at a licensee's site, a reason for

denial when said reply denial datagram is received.
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59. A method as in claim 51} wherein{

said licensed product comprises an executable

portion and a data portion; and _

said method further comprises a step of

5 controlling use of said data portion with said

executable portion;

60. A method as in claim 51 further comprising

a step of allowing use of said licensed product before

a reply datagram is received.

10 61. A system for controlling a licensed product

comprising:

' a communications facility to which at least

one licensee is connected; ‘

monitoring means, connected to said

15 communications facility at a. site of each said

licensee, for generating a request datagram including

an address of said licensee on said communications

facility and transmitting said request datagram over

said communications facility, and for receiving and

20 processing a reply authorizing datagram; and

’ means for denying use of said product when no

reply authorizing datagram is received. I

62. A system as in claim 61, wherein:

said monitoring means sends request

25 datagrams at regular time intervals during use of said

licensed product.

63. A system as in claim 61 wherein:
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said monitoring means incorporates a model

number for said product in said request datagram.

64. A system as in claim 61, wherein_ said

monitoring means automatically obtains said facility

5 address of said licensee from said communications

facility without any input from said licensee.

65. A system as in claim 61, wherein:

said monitoring means resends said request

datagram if no reply authorizing datagram and no reply

10 denial datagram is received within a predetermined

period of time after said requesting datagram is sent.

66. A system as in claim 61, wherein said

monitoring means transmits request datagrams at

predetermined time intervals.

15 67. A system as in claim 61, wherein:

said monitoring means incorporates a unique

identification code in said request datagram; and

said monitoring means rejects any reply

authorizing datagram which does not include the same

20 identification code as included in said request

datagram.

68. A system as in claim 61, wherein:
said monitoring means includes in said

request datagram data indicative of the number of

25 processes, at a licensee's site, currently using said

product.

69. A system as in claim 61, wherein:
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said monitoring means denies use of said

licensed product when no reply authorizing datagram
and no reply denial- datagram is received within a I
predetermined time from the sending of said request

5 datagram.

70. A system as in claim 61, further comprising‘

means for indicating, at a licensee's site, a reason

for denial when a reply denial datagram is received.

71. A system as in claim 61, wherein:

10 said licensed product comprises an executable

portion and a data portion; and

said system further comprises means for

controlling use of said data portion with said

executable portion .

15 72. A system as in claim 71, wherein said data

portion controlling means is disposed» within said

"executable portion.

73.. A system. as in claim 71",. wherein said -data

portion controlling means comprises a first partial

20 ‘controlling means disposed within said executable

portion" and a second partial controlling means

disposed within said monitoring means.

74. A system as in claim" 61, wherein said

monitoring means includes means for permitting use of

25 said licensed product before a reply datagram is
received.
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75. A system for monitoring a licensed.product

comprising:

a communications facility to which at least

one licensee is connected; A

5 monitoring means, connected to ‘said

communications facility at a site of each said

licensee, for generating datagrams including an

address of said licensee on said communications

facility and transmitting said datagrams at periodic

10 intervals over said communications facility.

76. A system as in claim 75, wherein said

monitoring means automatically obtains said

communications facility address of said licensee from

said communications facility without any input from

15 said licensee.

77. A system as in claim 75, wherein:

said monitoring means incorporates a product

model number in said request datagrams.

78. A method for monitoring the use of a

20 licensed product comprising the steps of:

receiving datagrams at a licensor's site on

a communications facility having at least one

licensee's site thereon, said datagrams being

generated at regular time intervals and including a

25 facility address that identifies a licensee in said

communications facility;

storing an indication of receipt of each of

said datagrams; and

counting said datagrams as an indication of

30 the use of said licensed product.
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79. A method as in claim 78 further wherein:

said datagrams include a model number of

each product; and A .

said counting step includes the step of

5 separately counting datagrams for each product model

number for each licensee.

80. A method for controlling use of a licensed

product comprising the steps of:

receiving a request datagram at a licensor's

10 site on a communications facility having at least one

licensee's site thereon, said request datagram

including a facility address identifying a licensee ~

and being automatically sent.over said communications

facility to said licensor's site while said licensed

15 product is in use;

comparing said. received request datagram

with rules and license data at said licensor's site to

determine if use of said licensed product is

authorized; and

20 sending a reply authorizing datagram if use

of said licensed product is approved.

81. A method as in claim 80 wherein:

said datagrams include a model number of

said product;

25 , said comparing step includes the step of

comparing said rules and license data for a particular

model number; and

' said sending step; includes the step of

transmitting said reply datagram for each product
30 model number.
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82. A method as in claim 80 further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if use of

said licensed product is not approved as determined

in said comparing step.

83. A method as in claim 80, wherein:

include a datagramsaid datagrams

identification code; and

said reply datagram sending step includes

the step of inserting the same datagram identification

code in said reply datagram.

84. A method as in claim 80, wherein:

said comparing step includes the step of

comparing said facility address that identifies said

licensee with a list of valid licensee addresses to

determine if said facility address is a valid address;

and

said reply authorizing datagram is not sent

if said facility address that identifies said licensee

is not valid.

85. A method as in claim 84 further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if said

facility address that identifies said licensee is not

valid.

86. A method as in claim 80, wherein:

said comparing step includes the step of

comparing a license expiration date with a date at

which said datagram is received; and
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said reply authorizing datagram is not sent

if the license expiration date is later than the date
at which said datagram is received.

-87. A method as in claim 86, further comprising

5 the step of sending a reply denial datagram if the

license expiration date is later than the date at

which said datagram is received.

88. A method as in claim 80, wherein:

said comparing step includes the step of

10 checking currentness of payments from said license;

and

said reply authorizing datagram is not sent

if payment is overdue.

89. A method as in claim 88; further comprising

15 the step of sending a reply denial datagram if payment

is overdue. i

90. A method as in claim 86, wherein:

said datagrams include data indicative of

the number of processes currently using said product-

20 at said licensee's site; A

said comparing step includes the step of

comparing a number of processes using said product to

an authorized number; and

said reply authorizing datagram is not.sent

25 if said number of processes using said product exceeds

said authorized number.

91. A method as in claim 90, further comprising

the step of sending a reply denial datagram if said
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number of processes using said product exceeds said

authorized number.

92. A method as in claim 80, wherein said

sending step includes the steps of sending said reply

5 authorizing datagram when use of said product is

approved and sending a reply denial datagram when use

of said product is not approved.

93. A system for controlling a licensed product

comprising:

10 a communications facility to which at least

one licensee and a licensor are connected at a

licensee's site and at a licensor's site,

respectively; and

controlling means, connected to said

15 communications facility at said licensor's site, for:

receiving a request datagram, said request datagram

including an address of said licensee on said

commnfications facility and being transmitted over

said comunications facility to a site of said

20 licensor; comparing said request datagram with rules

and license data to determine if use of said licensed

product is authorized; and sending a reply authorizing

datagram to said licensee's site if use of said

product is approved.

25 94. A system as in claim 93, wherein:

said request datagrams are sent at regular

time intervals during use of said licensed product;

and

said controlling means comprises means for

30 counting said request datagrams received at said
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controlling means and means for computing an-amount to

be billed. to said licensee in response to said

counting.

95. A system as in claim 93 wherein:

5 said datagrams include a model number for

said product; and

said controlling means comprises means for

counting datagrams for each product model number for

each licensee, in order to compute an amount to be

10 billed to each licensee.

96. A system as in claim 93, wherein:

said controlling means sends a reply denial

datagram to said licensee's site if use of" said”

product is not approved.

15 97. A system as in claim 93, wherein:

said datagrams include a unique

identification code; and

said controlling means incorporates the same

request datagram identification code in said reply

20 authorizing datagram.

98. A system as in claim. 93, wherein said

controlling means compares said facility address of

"said licensee with a list of valid licensee facility

addresses and does not generate a reply authorizing

25 datagram-if said facility address of said licensee is

not valid.
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99. A system as in claim 98, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram when

said facility address is not valid.

100. A system as in claim 93, wherein said

5 controlling means compares an expiration date of a

license of said product with a date at which said

request datagram is received by said controlling
means, and does not generate a reply authorizing

datagram, thus denying use of said product, if the
10 license expiration date is earlier than the date at

which said request datagram is received.

101. A system as in claim 100, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram if the

license expiration date is earlier than the date at

15 which said request datagram is received.

102. A system as in claim 93, wherein said

controlling means generate a reply authorizing

datagram, thus denying use of said product, if a

payment for the use of said product is overdue.

20 103. A system as in claim 102, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram if

payment for the use of said product is overdue.

104. A system as in claim 93, wherein:

‘said datagrams include data indicative of
25 the number of processes, at a licensee's site,

currently using said product; and

said controlling means does not generate a

reply authorizing datagram, thus denying a use of said
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product, if more than‘ a predetermined“. "number of’

processes. using said product are running at the

licensee's site.

105. A system as in claim 104, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram if

more than said predetermined number of processes using

said product are running at the licensee's site.

‘106. A system as in claim 93, wherein said

controlling means sends a reply denial datagram if use

of said product is not approved.

107. A system as in claim 93, wherein:

said licensed product comprises an executable

portion and a data portion; and

said system further comprises means for

controlling use of said data portion with said

executable portion.

108. A system as in claim 107, wherein said data

portion controlling means is disposed within said

executable portion .

109. A system for monitoring a licensed product

comprising:

a communications‘ facility to which at least

one” licensee and- a licensor are connected at a

licensee's site and at a licensor's site,

respectively; and

control means , connected to said

communications facility at a licensor's site, for:

receiving request datagrams, said request datagrams
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including an address of said licensee on said
communications facility and being transmitted at

periodic intervals over said communications facility
to said licensor's site; storing an indication of

receipt of each of said datagrams; and counting said

datagrams from each licensee as an indication of the

use by the licensee of said licensed product.

110. A system as in claim 110, wherein:

said request datagrams include a product

model number; and

said controlling means separately counts

request datagrams for each product model number for

each licensee.
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TTD..,p,,.p.. ’

Request for Comments: XXXX ‘ David Raggett (Hewlett Packard)
12th July 1993

HTML+ (Hypertext markup language)
A proposed standard for a light weight presentation

independent delivery format for browsing and
querying information across the Internet

Status of this Memo

This document is a proposal for an Internet Draft, and specifies the HTML+ wide-area hypertext
document format, with a view to requesting discussion‘ and suggestions for improvements.
Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

HTML+ is a simple SGML based format for wide-area hypertext documents, for use within the World
Wide Web. Unlike desktop publishing formats, HTML+ captures the logical intent of authors. This
simplifies the task of writing documents, and permits them to be effectively rendered on a wide range
of display types as well as the printed page.

HTML+ represents a substantial improvement over the existing format: HTML, offering nested lists,
figures, embedded data in foreign formats for equations etc, tables with support _for titles and column
headings, change bars, entry forms for querying and updating information sources and for use as
questionaires for mailing. This document specifies the HTML+ format with guidelines on how it
should be rendered by browsers.

Introduction

The World Wide Web is a wide area client-server architecture for retrieving hypermedia documents across the
Internet. It also supports a means for searching remote information sources, for example bibliographies, phone
directories and instruction manuals. There are three main ingredients: -

a) Universal naming scheme for documents. The universal resource location syntax specifies
documents in terms of the‘ protocol to be used to retrieve them, their Internet host and path name.
A format for location independent lifetime identifiers is currently being defined by working
groups of the IETF. A network protocol will allow universal resource numbers (U'RNs) to be
resolved to the URL for the nearest av'ailable_copy'. ~ '

b) Use of available protocols for retrieving documents over the network, including I-TP, NNTP,
WAIS, Gopher, and HTTP. The latter is designed specifically for use with the World Wide Web.
and combines efficiency with an ability to flexibly exchange information between clients andSCTVCTS.

c) A document format supporting hypertext links based on URLs and URNs which can specify
documents anywhere in~t_he Internet. HTML+ is designed for rendering on a wide variety of
different display types and platforms.

Information browsers can display infomtation in a wide variety of formats, e.g. plain text, rich text in the
HTML+ format, images in the GIF and JPEG formats, MPEG movies, and MIME documents. The hypertext.
format has a special significance as it allows users to navigate from one document to the next at the click of a

button. It provides the basis for men us. cross references, either within a document or to other documents. 

‘Please mail comments to the author dsr@hplb . hpl . hp‘. com. or to the WWW discussion group:www-t:a1k@nxocO1 .cern.ch' ‘ '
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perhaps on the other side of the world. It also provides a means of building larger scale collections of
documents that act as journals, books or encyclopedias. The format is also intended to act as a building block
for creating wide area groupware applications.

HTML+ follows on from an earlier standard - HTML, see [Bemers-Lee 93a], which has been widely used as
the basis for hypenext documents in the World Wide Web. The new format grew out of experience with
HTML, culminatingin the desire to add new features, e.g. inline images. tables, and form fields for greater
flexibility in querying remote infomtation sources._ This document specifies the HTML+ format and suggests
ways in which browsers can choose to render it on a variety of different display types.

2. HTML+ and SGML

HTML+ itself is based on the Standardised General Markup Language (SGML), an international standard for
document markup that is becoming increasingly important. The term markup derives from the way proof-
readers have traditionally pencilled in marks that indicate how the document should be revised.

SGML grew out of a decade of work addressing the need for capturing the logical elements of documents as
opposed to the processing functions to be perfonned on those elements. SGML is essentially an extensible
document description language. based on a notation for embedding tags into the body of a document's text. It
is defined by the international standard ISO 8879. The markup structure permitted for each class of documents
is defined by an SG‘l\/IL Data Type Definition, usually abbreviated to~DTD.

Working groups in ISO have recently produced a range of SGMJ. DTDs for documents. e.g. ISO 12083 defines '
DTDs for books and lSO 10744. which defines the HyTime standard for hypermedia/time-based documents.
These standards are large and complex, and perhaps best suited as interchange standards that facilitate
conversion between proprietary document fonnats. B y contrast, HTML+ provides a lightweight delivery
fonnat that can be rendered by relatively simple browsers, and which has grown out of_ two years practical
experience with wide-area hypenext information systems in the Internet community.

HTML+ and HyTime

The HyTime standard provides a rich range of architectural forms, but is not aimed at run-time efficiency.
Suggestions have been made as to how the HTML DTD could be adapted to comply with HyTime‘s clink
architectural form [Kimber 93]. This would necessitate documents declaring links as external entities and the
use of local names in link definitions, but in the absence of any immediate benefit, there has been little
enthusiasm for this within the World Wide Web community. Instead, it is believed that a straightforward filter
program should be used to map HTML and HTML+ documents‘into a format which is strictly compliant with '~
HyTime, when this becomes appropriate. - ‘

A simple example of HTML+

The following is a simple example of an HTML+ document,which illustrates the basic ideas involved in
SGML. ‘

<title>A Simple HTML+ Document</title>

<h1 id="a1">This is a level one header</h1>

<p> This is some normal text which will wrap at the window margin. You
can emphasise <em>parts of the text</em> if you wish.

<p> This is a new paragraph. Notice that unlike title and header tags,
there is no matching end tag.

The text of the document includes tags which are enclosed in <angle brackets>. Many tags have matching end
tags for which the tag name is preceded by the ''l'' character. The tags are used to markup the document's
logical elements, for example, the title, headers and paragraphs. Tags may also be accompanied by parameters,
e.g. the "id" attribute in the header tag, which is used to define potential destinations for hypenext jumps.

Unlike most document formats, SGML leaves out the processing instructions that detennine the precise
appearence of the document, for example the font name and point size, the margins, tab settings and how much
white space to leave before and after different elements. The rendering software makes these choices for itself
(perhaps guided by user preferences), and so can avoid problems with different page sizes or missing fonts.
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Logical markup also preserves essential distinctions that are often lost by lower level procedural formats,
making it easier to carry out operations like indexing, and conversion into other document fonnats.

Practical experience has shown that people often make mistakes when they have to type in the markup for
themselves. As a result, most browsers are tolerant of bad markup. This problem is being minimised by
keeping the format as simple as possible and encouraging the development of WYSIWYG editors. _

The HTML+ Document Format
The following sections go through the various features of the fonnat with suggestions as to how browsers
should render them. The DTD for HTML+ is given in Appendix I.

Parsing HTML+ Documents

By default, HTML+ documents are made up of 8-bit characters in the ISO 8859 Latin-1 character set. In
future. 16 bit character sets may be used to cover a wider range of languages. The HTTP network protocol uses
the MIME standard (RFC 134]) to specify the document type and the character set. It is assumed that the
chosen character set includes the printable 7 bit US ASCII characters as a subset.

The DTD specifies the syntax of the document structure, in panicular, which tags are permitted in any given
context. Certain tags are only permitted at the start of the document. Tags and attribute names are case

‘insensitive, thus <TITLE> is equivalent to <title>. End tags may be minimised to </> instead of say </title>.
In general, SGML entity definitions are used to represent characters which would otherwise be confused with
markup elements:

& is represented by &arnp ,-

< is represented by 5:]. t: ;

> is represented by Sgt ;

Such entity definitions should be used in all places except within_ attribute values for tags (tag names and
attribute names cannot contain these particular characters). Entity definitions can also be used for special
characters, e.g.‘"&eacute;" for a small e with an accute accent. The full list is given in Appendix I]. Additional
entities may be defined within documents using the SGML entity declaration tag IENTITY, e.g.

< ! ENTITY % sgml "standardised General Markup Language " >
The browser will then insert the full fonn whenever it comes across "&sgml;'5.

Repeated white space characters such as space, tab, carriage return, line feed andform feed are ignored except
within preforrnatted text, i.e. it doesn't matter which white space characters you use or how many of them you
put between words, or before or after markup elements, the effect is the same as a single space character.

It is recommended that HTML+ documents start with the following external identifier, indicating that the
document conforms to the HTML+ DTD. This will ensure that other SGML parsers can process HTML+
documents, without needing to include the DTD with eachpdocument.

<!DOCTYPE htmlplus PUBLIC "-//Internet/RFC xxx);//EN">

HTML+ departs slightly from pure presentation independence by allowing authors to specify rendering hints,
e.g. to use a bold font for a given type of emphasis. This step was taken to give authors greater control over the
final appearence. and is based upon practical experience with the earlier HTML format. In addition, attribute ‘
values are used to distinguish different subcategories of markup, rat_her than adding extra tags. New logical
categories of emphasis etc. can be added in future without needing to change existing browsers. These -
decisions have made it practical to restrict HTML+ to a very small set of tags.

Backwards Compatibility with HTML '

The format is designed to be largely compatible with the earlier format HTML, and HTML+ browsers will be
able to display documents in the HTML format with little extra cost. Suggestions on how to map HTML
elements to HTML+ are given in Appendix III. '
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Notes for Implementors

provided a naive top-down SGML parser is avoided. A forgiving parser should be able to cope with tags in
unexpected positions. e. g. the <A> tag bracketing a header’. Unknown tags should be simply ignored.
Implementors should endevour to make sure that documents can be scrolled efficiently regardless of their
length. Always parsing from the start of the document leads to jerky performance. Two strategies for
efficiently scrolling through documents are:

browser can then work forward from the nearest landmark, when it needs to refresh the screen after a
scroll operation. The landmarks need updating when users make changes, while using a WYSIWYG
editor. .

b) When scrolling up. parse backwards to work out the state at earlier points in the document. This can
' be done via a combination of skipping back, looking for markup which causes a line break etc. and

then parsing forward until the current position, to find the change of state. This can be repeated until
the parser reaches a point prior to the new top of the window.

Normal Text

This is generally shown with a serif font and wraps on the right window margin. It can include:
Cl Entity references, e.g. "&gt; " «and "sceacutze; "

Significant Line breaks (the BR tag)

Non-breaking spaces - the SP tag

lnlined graphics or icons - the ICON tag

0

Cl

0 Hypertext links - the A tag
0

0 Various styles of logical emphasis - the EM tag
0

Embedded data in an external format, e.g. TeX equations — the EMBED tag
0 Input fields for fonns — the INPUT tag. '

Line breaks" and <BR>

This tag causes the renderer to start a new line at the current left margin setting. There is no corresponding end
tag. The BR tag is empty, that is to say, it doesn't'act as a container-around other text or markup.

«.j_j: 

2Headers typically cause a line break and leave a vertical gap. If the hypertext link definition is parsed prior to
- the beginning of the header, the starting position for the button will be in the wrong place - browsers should

therefore adjust this position to the beginning of the text.
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Non-breaking spaces and <SP>

This allows authors to be certain that browsers won‘t break a line at anpinappropriate place. Authors may also
use SP at the stan ofa line to indent text. This is deprecated.

Links are defined with the, <a href="#z1">A t:ag</a>. I-lTML+ supports a
nt_.Lmber of <a href="1inks.ht:m1">different4 link t:ypes</a>. .

In a browser this might look like: _ _.
‘links are defined with the HTML+‘supports a number of‘ 

practical, word the caption in such a way that continues to make sense when the document is printed out. The
‘link should be shown in a clearly recognisable way, e.g. as a raised button, or with_underlined text in a

_ ‘particular color". For displays without pointing devices. it is suggested that a reference number is given in
square brackets. which can then be typed by the user. V

A more general_discussion of hypertext links and their treatment in HTML+ is_ presented in a later section.
lnlined Graphics or Icons __

_These are treated like characters and inserted as part of the text-, e.g..
This line has a egyptiari hieroglyph at‘ the end of the
line. fimg sr<:=''anl<h.t:iff'.‘> ‘ ‘

Note that you can create simple iconic buttons, e.g.

<a href= "bigpic . gif'><img src= " 1it,t1e'pic..t:iff “></a>

‘The notation for universal resource locators_ is defined in [Berners-Lee 93b].

5The notation for universal resource numbers and the protocol for resolving them to the nearest available copy
‘ is currently under study by the IZEFF URN working group.

‘At the time this document was written, such links were restricted to named anchors within HTML andHTMI.+ documents
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Sophistocated HTMI_+ editors should allow authors to modify images using an external editor. Larger images
should be specified with the FIG tag.which provides support for flowing text around figures, along with
captions, overlays and active areas.

Various Styles of Emphasis7

This allows you to emphasise a portion of the text. The simplest approach is:
<em>default emphasis, usually shown in an italic font</em>

The logical role of emphasis denotes the semantic significance, e.g. a citation, or text to be input by a user for
a computer program.The physical style of emphasis controls its appearence. Note that EM elements can
include inlined graphics.

Logical Role of Emphasis

It is strongly recommended that the logical role ofthe emphasis is given with the role atuibute, e.g.
<em role=“cite">a c:i.tation</ern>'

Providing a logical role allows browsers to apply differing rendering styles according to the role, but more
importantly, it allows indexes to be constructed automatically, e.g. the list of bibliographic references in a
technical report. These can be used for searching through collections of documents according to semantic keys
giving better focussed searches compared with full text indexes . '

The list of recommended roles are as follows:

For references to other works:

CITE "a reference to a related work

PUB a publication containing a referenced work
AUTHOR an author of a referenced work
EDITOR an editor of a referenced work

CREDITS e.g. the rights owner of a photograph
COPYRIGHT the holder of the copyright
ISBN for ISBN numbers

ACRONYM for acronyms like 'NATO'' and "US"
ABBREV for abbreviations "

For annotations:

FOOTNOTE shown as footnote or pop-up
MARGIN shown as margin note or pop-up

For computer instruction manuals:

DFN defining instance ofa term

KBD something a user would have to type
CMD command name, e.g. "chmod"
ARG command arguments, e.g. "-I"

' VAR _ named place holder, e.g. "filename"
INS an instanced of a named printer, directory or file etc.
OPT an option of some kind _ _
CODE , an example of code (shown with a fixed pitch font)
SAIWP a sequence of literal characters

 

_ emphasis in HTML documents.
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Physical Styles

The appearence can be modified by adding optional rendering hints from the list:
<em b> bold text
<em i> italic text
<em u> underlined text
<em sup> superscript text
<em sub> subscript text
<em ::> type writer font (courier)
<em hv> sans serif font lhelvetical
<em tr> serif font (times roman)

These hints can be combined, e.g.

<em b i> for bold italic text </em>

Note that these are only hints and may be ignored by browsers. Indeed, arbitrary combinations will present «
difficulties for most browsers. If the display is limited to a single font, colour or underliningcan be used, but
-should be clearly differentiated from hypertext links and headers. Dumb terminals can use email conventions,
e.g. switching to all capitals, or delimiting with the * or _ characters. Subscript and superscript text should be
shown in a smaller point size, vertically offset as appropriate. ' ~

Browsers may choose to simplify or-ignore hints, but should aim to do so in a consistent manner. At the .
simplest.level, browsers can ignore the attributes and render all emphasis in the same style.
Nested Emphasis

Emphasis can be nested as in:

<em b>bo1d text, and <em i>bo1d "italic text</em></em>

Nested emphasis is better-suited for grouping logical roles together. for instance, you could use the EM to
separately tag author, title, and publication, and then wrap these up as a citation. Without_this, indexing
programs will have difficulty in grouping markup into the correct references. p ’
Embedded data in an external format

‘Hie EMBED tag provides a simple form of object level embedding. This is very convenient for mathematical
I _ equations and simple drawings. It_allows_authors to continue to use familiar standards, such as TeX and eqn.

- Images and complex drawings are better specified using the FIG or IMG elements. The type attribute specifies
a MIME content type and is used by the browser to identify the appropriate shared library or external filter to _
use to render the embedded data, e.g. by returning a pixmap. It should be-possible to add support for new
fomtats without having to change the browser's code, e.g. through using a common calling mechanism and
name binding scheme. Sophistocated browsers can link to external editors for creating or revising embedded
data. Arbitrary 8-bit data is allowed, but &, < and > must be replaced by their SGML entity definitions.
Input -Fields for Forms

Input fields can be arranged with considerable freedom, as part of normal paragraphs, prefomtatted text, lists
or tables._ Examples of how to do this are given later on in the section describing the FORM tag. The INPUT
tag has the following attributes: - '

name Used to name this input field, e.g. name: “phone number " (required attribute).

type Defines the type of data the field accepts (the type name is insensitive to upper/lowercase).
If missing, the field is assumed to a a free text field.

' ‘size _ .Specifies the size/precision of the input field according to its type (optional).
value The initial value for the field, or the value when checked for checkboxes and radio buttons_

(optional, except for radio buttons).

checked When present, this attribute indicates that a checkbox or radio button is selected.

disabled When present, this attribute indicates thatthis field is» temporarily disabled. Browsers should‘
show this by greying out or via a sitnilar visual clue. Users are unable to set the focus to
disabled fields, or change their values.
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error When present, this attribute indicates that the Current value for this field is in error in some
way, e.g. because it violates some consistency constraints. Browsers should indicate this by a
change to the shape and colour (red) of the field's border. This should be accompanied by an
error message and a beep.

The following types of field should be supported:

TEXT Single or multi-line text entry fields. Use the size attribute to specify the width and
height in characters, e.g. size="24" or size="32x4".

URL/URN For fields which expect document references.

INT For entering integer numbers, the maximum number of digits may be given with the
size attribute. e.g. size=3 for a 3 digit numbers.

FLOAT For fields restricted to floating point numbers.

DATE Restricted to a recognised date format.

Cl-IECKBOX Use these for simple boolean attributes. or for attributes which can take multiple
values at the same time from some set of alternatives.

RADIO Use these for attributes which can take a single value from a set of alternatives
(groups input fields with the same name).

For the purposes of sending the contents of a form to a server, as pan of a query. the input fields are mapped to
' a list of properties. In most cases the name and current value are used to define a propeny/value pair for each

field. Radio buttons and check boxes are left out if they are unselected. This ensures that only the selected
radio button yields a property/value pair. By missing out the value attribute for check boxes, these fields will
map to a simple (value-less) property. The representation of property lists is defined as part of the HTTPprotocol.

Browsers can choose to notify the server whenever a field is changed (i.e. when a field looses the focus and its
contents have changed) or wait until the form is completed. This choice will depend on network latency.

Headers "and Titles

The title tag is generally used to define the window banner when viewing a particular document, e.g.
<til:le>Reference Guide to HTML+</tit1e>

This element should appear at the start of the document. There are six levels of headers, H1 to H6, with H] the
most important, and H6 the least. A common convention is to begin the body of the document with a level one
header. e.g. ‘

<h1 >Introduct ion to I-l’I‘ML+</h1>

Header names should be appropriate to the following section of the document, while the document title should
' cover the document as a whole. Thereare no restrictions on the sequence of headers, e.g. you could use a level

‘ three header following a level one header. Browsers should render headers with a line break before and after
the header text. A common convention for headers is to use a sans serif font, e.g. Helvetica, with a smaller
point sizes for less significant headers, and a serif font, e.g. Times Roman, for normal text. .

Headers can include an identifier, unique to the current document, for use as destinations of hypertext links,e.g.

<h1 id: " intro " >Introductiori to H’-I‘ML+</hl> ‘

This allows authors to make links to particular sections of documents. It is a good idea to use something
obvious when creating an identifier, to help jog your memory atva later date. WYSIWYG editors may
automatically generate the identifiers. In this case, they should also provide a point and click mechanism for
defining links, so that authors don't need to deal explicitly with the identifiers. 

3Perhaps the syntax should permit integer ranges, e.g. size="l to 6". in which case a more appropriate name
for the attribute than size would be desirable. '
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<h4 margin> Deleting the Curve </h4>

The Delete command allows you to delete‘ any selected symbol or textblock. ' '

Note that headers don't act as containers for the subsequent text. You can group the header and text with the ‘
GROUP tag, see later for details.

Indexing

A good index plays an important role in helping users find their way to the material they need. It allows users
to type in one or more keywords to see a meaningful list of matching topics. Alternatively they can browse . _
through the index and take advantage of serendipity, and gain a feeling for the lirrtits of what is covered in the
associated document. The two approaches can be combined‘, when the characters typed act dynamically to
control the viewing position within the index. Typically each keyword entry in the index is associated with one
or more topics. This notion of guiding the'user is absent from full text indexes like WAIS, where users are
given .very little help in choosing the keywords to search, on.

Generating a conventional‘ index for a document is a skilled task, and HTML+ allows authors to include
_ annotations for creating an index. These directives can be included with document titles, headers and emphasis
. etc. using the index attribute. This allows each such element to be includedin one or more entries in the index,

' _ under primary or secondary keys. e.g.

'<h3 id="z23" index="Radiation damage/shielding from as difficult">Radiation shielding</h3>
This resulting index looks like:9 _

Radiation damage -

classical target theory
dominance of

in molecular mills. -

shielding from as difficult ’

"simple lifetime model _ '
track-structure lifetime mode|- '

_ Radicals '
and so on.

- Where each entry isia hypertext link to the associated anchor. The index attribute" can specify multiple entries,
each separated with the character. The optional secondary key (shielding from as difiicull) is introduced by

, the ''l'' character. Secondary keys are useful when the primary key occurs more than once. To allow for future -
' extension, primary keys should not start with the "1?" character. This prefix is being reserved to designate

indirect index entries. Use "V", "\;", "\#" and "\\" to escape "'/". "ii" and "\" respectively.

Paragraphs and Preformatted Text _ ‘‘ ~
HTML+ includes support for paragraphs and prefomiattted or verbatim_ text.

Defining Paragraphs with <P>-

The <P> tag splits normal text into paragraphs. Unlike headers, there is no corresponding end tag, so don't use
</P>. The following optional attributes can be used; . ' ' '

id- _ An identifier, unique to this document, which can be used asia destination in a hypertext link.
Note that theiparagraph tag acts as a container for the paragraph. '

. 

9Taken from K. Eric Drexlers's "Nanosystems, Molecular Macherinery, Manufacturing and Computation".
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role The role of the paragraph, see the following list for supponed types.
align A rendering hint to the browser to justify lines. The supponed values should be:

al ign= ' left", al ign= "center " and align: "right ". This is useful for single
line paragraphs or when the lines are made explicit with the <BR> rag.

indent - When present. this hint suggests that the left and right margins are indented by an amount
dependent on the browser, e.g. about 4 character widths.

note in a computer manual. Browsers may apply particular rendering styles to certain roles. The role name is
case insensitive. The following roles are recommended: ‘

quote A paragraph quoted directly from some other work. Browsers could indent the paragraph andmaybe use a different font.

byline 4 Infonnation about the author of the document. e.g contact details. This could be displayed in
a different font, and perhaps right aligned.

note Advisory note in an instruction manual. The browser could display ahand icon in themargin.

caution Cautionary note. The browser could display an warning road sign in the margin.
error A note describing error conditions. The browser could indicate the importance of the note by

displaying a stop sign in the margin.

An example of a paragraph element:

Ordered, Unordered and Definition Lists

There are three kinds of lists: ordered or numbered lists, unordered lists and definition lists. Ordered and
unordered lists can be nested arbitrarily, and browsers should progressively inset the left margin for each levelof nesting.

Ordered Lists with <0L>

The list items are automatically numbered. e.g. '
<0L>

- -<LI>wake up
<LI>Get dressed
<LI>Have breakfast
<LI>Drive to work</OL>

Is displayed as:

1) Wake up

2) Get dressed

3) Have breakfast

4) _Drive to work

10
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Unordered Lists with <UL> ‘

These are bulleted lists, e.g.
<UL>

<LI>wake up
<LI>Get: dressed
<LI>Have breakfast
<LI>Drive to work

</UL>

Is displayed as a bulleted list:

. D Wakeup

U Get Dressed

0 Have breakfast

0 Drive to worlt

Definition Lists with <DL>

These consists of pairs of terms <DT> and definitions (DD). The following example is pan of a french .dictionary:
<DL>

<DT>endet:ter

<DD>Engager dans des dettes

<D’I‘>endeuil1er _ .
<DD>P1onger dans‘1e deuil, remplir de tristesse
<D'I‘>endiablé, ée

<DD>D'une vivacité extréme</DL>

ls commonly displayed as: _
endetter Engager dans des dettes

endeuiller Plonger dans le deuil,
remplir de tristesse

endiablé, ée ' D'une vivacité extréme

With the compact attribute, e.g. <dl compact>, this is altered to:

endetter Engager dans des dettes

endeuiller Plonger dans le deuil, remplir de tristesse

endiablé, ée D'une viyacité extréme

In this style‘. the term and definition appear in the same paragraph, with the tenn text emphasised in a bold
font. The definition text follows on, and wraps to a_left margin a little further inset than the term text. This
style is common place in dictionaries. ' ’
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Authors are reminded to check that DT and DD are paired up. Common misunderstandingslead to people
repeating DD tags to separate paragraphs (use <P> instead), or leaving out the DT tag altogether to indent text_
(use <p indent) or <group indent>). The ability of browsers to cope with bad markup seems to encourage such
problems. which will hopefull fade away as wysiwyg editors become commonplace

Figures

Figures provide great flexibility:

D linked or embedded graphics

‘D control of picture alignmentand text flow 4
Figure description foriwhen the image can't bclshowni
caption placement I I

scaled or pixel-based coordinates0U(:1-TD"
hypertext linkswith active areas

0 text and image overlays

The following simple example will set the scene for the description of the various features: _
<fig align: "right" src= "map.giE">- How to get to my house </fig>

Here, the image isidefined by a link to an external document. The caption "How to get to my house" ‘will
appear at the bottom of the image. The align attribute directs the browser to display the figure at the right of

‘the widow, and to flow subsequent text around the left of the image. ' - T

Using embedded graphics data

Instead of the src attribute. you can include an'EMBED_ element immediately following the <fig> tag. This is-
useful for graphs etc. defined in an external fonnat.

F_i_gure'Description .

The FIGD tag allows you to give a textual description which can be shown when the figure itself can't be
shown, e.g. for browsers working on dumb terminals, e.g. - ' ‘

_A <F-I(§D>’ This is an aerial photograph ‘of central London, showing
Buckingham ‘Palace and the Houses of Parliament . On the‘ left you can se_e
Hyde Park and in front the ‘Albert’ Hall and the Natural HistoryMuseum.</FIGD> . ' '

Alignment and Text Flow

The align attribute controls the horizontal position of the figure: "left , _n'ght", or "center". The default is
"left". Browsers may flow text when there is sufficient room, unless the figure is center aligned or the noflow
attribute is present. '

Caption Placement
in u - n u

‘ The cap attribute allows you to ask the browser to position the caption text to the "left , nght _, top"'or
"bottom". The default is to place the caption at the bottom of the figure. Text flow will occur around the figure
and caption, leaving a suitable gully. The browser will ignore this amibute if there is insufficient room for the
requested placement. ‘ '

'12
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Pixel-base or Scaled Coordinates

The upper left of the figure is designated as x.y = (0, O). with x increasing across the page, and y down the
page. If points are given in real numbers, the lower right is taken as being (1.0, 1.0), otherwise with integer
values, the coordinates are assumed to be in pixels”. Note that using scaled coordinates is much safer,
especially for graphics! The extent of the image in pixels may change, e.g. as a result of fonnat negotiation
with the server, and by retrieving images with lower resolution when network perfonnance is poor.
Active areas

The ismap attribute causes the browser to send mouse clicks on the figure, back to the server using the selected
coordinate scheme. The mouse button-up event is sent with the URL formed by adding "?x,y" as a suffix to the
URL for the current document. You can also designate rectangular regions of interest in the picture by holding
the mouse button down while dragging the mouse. The browser should show a rubber band outline for the
rectangle defined by the current location of the mouse pointer and the point at which the mouse button was
pressed. The region is named by taking the current URL and adding the suffix: "?xl ,yl;x2,y2", where (xl, yl)
and (x2, y2) define the points at which the mouse button went down and came up. respectively. The ismap
mechanism is relatively slow, but makes sense when the active regions change their boundaries over time, e.g.
<fig ismap src="weather.gif“>C1ick on your area for todays weather</fig>

You can also designate arbitrary areas of -the figure as hypenext links. Mouse clicks are handled locally, and
the browser can provide visual clues that the pointer is over an active area, for example, by changing the
pointer from an arrow to a hand symbol. or highlighting the area in some way.
Active areasare defined with the FIGA tag. This has two attributes:

href A URL specifying the link to traverse when clicked (required)

area Defines a polygonal“ area as a list of points: "xl. yl; x2. y2; ..." (optional)

The area attribute lists a sequence of points defining a polygon. Closure is ensured by joining the last point in.
the list to the first (i.e. a triangular area is defined with a list of3 points).When the area attribute is missing,
the whole of the picture is assumed. Polygons may be non-convex or even intersect themselves, thereby
complicating the definition of what is enclosed by the polygon. Holes should be excluded. Note that active
areas defined with FIGA take precedence over the map mechanism.

Overlays

The FIGT tag allows you to position text and image overlays on top of the figure, e.g.
<fig src="map.giff">

<figt at="0.2, 0.3" framed>A text over1ay</figt>
. The figure caption
</fig> ‘

The overlay can contain a wide variety of elements including text, images (IMG). lists and tables. Figures
. shouldn't be nested. Any hypertext links inithe overlay text will take precedence over the hrefatuibute in

FIGT. The following attributes are permitted:

at The upper left of the overlay, relative to the figure.

width . As a fraction of the figure, e.g. width="03". This allows you to limit the lengths of wrapped
text lines. The vertical extent is then determined automatically. _

framed Directs the browserito draw a frame around the overlay and to colour in the background in
some way.

href Allows you to make the‘overlay intoaa hypenext button. 

‘°This mechanism was designed to be backwards compatible with the ismap feature as used with IMG in
HTML, and as a consequence forces the choice of y increasing do'wn rather than up the page. A simple test to

‘distinguish the two schemes is to check if the character occurs anywhere in the list of points.
"The code for hit testing polygons is tricky, but quite fast. A public domain version of the code would be
helpful.

13
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Tables

Tables are defined with the TBL tag. Cells are designated as being headers or data. You can join adjacent cells,
e.g. to define a header spanning two columns. '

An Example of ‘a Table

_
P

This is defined by the markup:
<tb1 border>

<tt.top> An Example of a Table
<th rowspan=2> <th co1span="2"> average <th> other <tr>
<th> height <th> weight <th> category <tr> ‘
<th align=1eft> males <td> 1.9 <td> .003 <td> yyy <tr>
<th align=1eft> females <td> 1.7 <td> .002 <td> xxx</tbl>

  
 

 

  

  
    

The border attribute for TBL directs the browser to draw borders. The compact attribute is used when you
want the table to appear in a smaller size. ~

The optional <tt> tag defines a title. By default (i.e. when top is missing) this should be positioned below the
table. The <th> and <td> tags define header or data cells respectively. The <tr> tag acts as a separator between

rows. In the example, you can see that the first header in each of the first two rows is void. '

TH, and TD all have the same pennitted attributes:

colspan Columns spanned by this cell, see example

rowpan” Rows spanned by this cell, see example

align=left Left justify the cell's content

I align=center Center justify the cell's content

aIign=right Right justify the cell's content

By default, headers are centered, while other cells are left justified. If practical, browsers should be smarter
than this, e.g. if all the cells in a column are shorter than the column header, then indent the cells to make them
appear under the middle of the header.

Browsers need to carry out a pre-parse (e.g. when sizing the vertical scroll bar) in order to determine the
number of colurrms and their widths. The following guidelines may be useful:

0 There is no need to declare empty cells at the end of a row, so the number of columns for the table is
given by the row with the most columns.

0 Restricting text to a fixed pitch font may ‘simplify matters.

13 If a column on] contains numbers or em t cells then ali n on units and set width to maxium)' P Y 8 ’
recision needed (before and after decimal int, allowin for an ex nent . This rule also a liesP P0 8 P0 P

when currency symbols are used.

D Otherwise set column width to the minimum of a threshold width and the maximum text length for all
_ cells in the column. Text is left aligned and wrapped if it exceeds the chosen column width.

 

'2This is tricky to handle. The parser should carry a spanned cell over to the next row, the definition of which
should miss out the spanned cell, i.e. the next row will have one fewer explicit cell definitions.
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The threshold colunm width can be set according to the number of columns and the width of the display’
window. It is also necessary to take the colunm headers into account in this process. Header text wraps to the
next line if the colurrm is too narrow. Browsers will by default center the header in the column.

A complication occurs when a header or data cell spans more than one column. as specified by the I attribute.
This can be used to give complex headers which share a header between columns followed by individualheaders on the next line.

Venical gaps can be introduced with the <tb> element - this inserts 1/2 line space into the next row. Header
and Data rows can be intermixed. Authors can use altemate header and data rows when the rows alternate
between text and numbers. The vertical alignment of numbers only applies to data fields. ’ '

Tables which don't fit into this model should be defined as figures using an external format, e.g. Postscript.
Tex or Computer Graphics Metafile.

Forms

A document can include one or more fonns. Each fonn is defined by a FORM element. which contains a

number of input fields laid out with nomial and prefonnatted text, lists and tables. The browser should manage
the input focus, e.g. with the tab key and mouse clicks. The Return key can be used to mean that the user has
filled in the form and wants the appropriate action to be taken. Browsers may also display "Accept" and
"Cancel" buttons as pan of the document (or perhaps on another pan of the browser). Note that forms shouldn'tbe nested.

The.a_ction to be taken is specified by the action attributeof the FORM tag. If missing the URL for the current
document is assumed. This attribute uses a URL to specify a server to query, or an email address to send the
form to. When sending the form to a server as a query. the form's contents are encoded as a property list (see
definition of the INPUT tag). The precise encoding is dependent on the HTTP protocol and defined in
[Bemers-Lee 93c]‘3. When the fonn is to be mailed, it is first convened into plain text. closely resembling the
appearence on the screen. You can include multiple RFC 822 mail headers with the MH tag. The hidden
attribute may be used to hide the headers when browsing the document. The following is an example of a
simple questionaire:

< form action="'mailto‘: www_admin@info . cern. ch" >
<mh hidden>

Subject: WWW questionaire</mh> .

Please help us to improve the World Wide Web by. filling in the
following questionaire: . -
<p>

Your organisation? <input name="org“ size="48">

<p> commercial? <input name="commerce" type="checkbox">
How many users? <input name="users" type="int">

sp> Which browsers do you use?

<ol compact> _ ‘
<li> X Mosaic <input name=“browsers' type="checkbox" va1ue=“xmosaic">

<li> Cello <input name="browsers“ type=Tcheckbox" value="cello">
<li> Viola <input name="browsers“ type="checkbox' va1ue=“vio1a“>

. <1i7 others? <input name='other browsers" size='48x4“>
</o1>

A contact point for your site: <input name="contact" si;e='48">
<p>Many thanks on behalf of the WWW central support team.
</form>
 

“This and the ismap feature rely on the forthcoming definition of HTTP as an official Internet standard-
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' without needing to worry about the minor routes.

Floating Panels

The PANEL tag can be used to define panels or boxes which are free to float with respect to the standard flow
of text. These are often used in magazine articles for asides on background material. The panel is typically
shown with a distinctive background colour and border. The lay out software positions the panel to coincide
with the page boundaries in printed media. For on-line use, panels can be rendered as pop-up windows. The
body of the panel can be defined by a link to a separate document or included in the current document.

The following optional attributes are permitted with the <panel> tag:

id An identifier, unique to this document, which can be used as a destination in a hypertext link.

at An identifier elsewhere inlthis document. The panel mustn't be placed before this point.
(Defaults to the current position if the at attribute is missing).

href This attribute allows authors to fill the panel from a separate document, as specified by a
URL. Note that the matching end tag: </panel> is always needed. ‘

The text contained by the panel element can include any of the markup elements and looks like a separate
document (panels themselves can't be nested). If the hrefattribute is used the text delimited by <panel> _
<./panel> may be used as the caption for a pop-up. The at attribute allows you to include the panel definition at
a_convenient point in the l-ITML+_ document, rather than intemipting the.main flow of the document.

More on Links
Before describing the details of how links are represented in HTML+ it is worth looking more generally. at the
nature of hypertext links. First a terminological point: a node is_'the atomic unit for information retrieval, while
documents may consist of one or more nodes, perhaps arranged as a hierarchy. A node may even be shared
between several documents. Hypertext links start and end on nodes or anchor points within nodes.

Thediagram illustrates the basic possibilities:

A Link from a node to an anchor
Link from a node to a node

Link from an anchor to another anchor -
Link from an anchor to a node

 
i Links in HTlvfl‘.+ are represented with the LINK and A tags. The LINK tag is used for cases (a) and (b), while
the A tag is used for cases (c) and (d). These links are held in the source node only. so there is a risk that the
destination may have disappeared. Organisations can manage this risk by continued support for a few well
published nodes (servers can use redirection to hide name changes). Links to other subsidiary nodes are at
higher risk. This structured approach allows people to become familiar with the major routes through the web.

‘ In most cases URLs and URNS explicitly specify a node/anchor. The nodes may be explicit files or generated
as the result of some process invoked by the server, e.g. a hypertextlisting of a directory or a list of matches
for a given search string. The search string can be explicitly encoded as part of a link, or dynamically defined
by the user (see the ISINDEX tag. as described later on). '

Links may be held separately from the source and destination nodes”. This is particularly appropriate for
annotations and discussion groups. For example. consider making an annotation on a document held by a
server located far away in another organisation. You could take a local copy and directly annotate it. but this is
only appropriate for private use. The remote server might even support a protocol to add your annotations in

. place. More likely though, you will have to use an annotation server._This mechanism can be used to obtain a

.__ 

“These correspond to HyTime's ilink architectural form.
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copy of the document with the annotations inserted as hypertext links and shown as pop-ups or Separatedocuments.

Context Dependent Links

For discussion groups, responses are made asynchronously, and include one or more references to other
articles. In this situation, context dependent links are appropriate. The resolution to an explicit node can be
carried out by either the client or server. The fonner approach is often appropriate, but requires special
support, e.g. for network news and nntp. '

Context dependent links are also useful for links to the table of contents for documents consisting of multiple
nodes, when some of the nodes also appear in other documents. The appropriate table of contents for a given
node willadepend on which document is currently being viewed. In this case, the context will depend on how
the current node was reached. This is quite simple to track if the links from the table of contents are
differentiated from cross reference links.”

Hypertext paths are recommended routes through a set of nodes, and generally shown by next and previous
buttons on a toolbar. Paths can be defined using explicit links in a node, or held separately in another node.
The latter case once again, depends on the context. Paths and tables of contents all fall under the general
category of navigating around a hierarchy of nodes forming a document too large or unwieldy to be held in asingle node.

Types of Links

There are several motivations for differentiating between types of links:

how it is viewed The potential to show different cues depending on the type and size of the node
to be retrieved. If this information is explicitly stated as part of the link, there is
the risk that it will become out of step with the linked node.

what happens ' ‘Whether the linked document replaces the current one, or appears in a new
window, or as a pop-up overlay on top of the current one.

printed appearance Whether links are treated as references, footnotes or as separate sections

effect on context After traversing the link, will there be implicit values for the table of contents,
_ and hypertext path etc?

Link Attributes

The A tag has the following attributes:

id ‘ An identifier unique to this document which can act as a hypertext anchor

name The same as id and included for backwards compatibility with HTML. New documents
should use the id attribute for consistency with the other tags. -

href The URL or URN identifying the destination of the link.

role A string giving the role ofthe link, e.g. role: "partof " or "annotation "

effect A suing defining how the linked node is shown: "replace", "new", "overlay",
with the default effect of replacing the current document. '

print How should the link be printed: "reference", "footnote" and "section",
defaulting to "reference" (i.e. a footnote stating the link's URL).

title The title to show when otherwise undefined for the node. _

type The MIME content type for the linked node for use with presentation cues.

size The size in bytes for the linked node. This allows the browser. to show a gauge indicating
progress in ren'ieving long documents-or images etc.

The LINK tag has only the hrefand role attributes.
 

“This is more general than deriving the role of the link from that of the node alone.
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1

The role attribute is appropriate when context dependent properties such as table of contents (toc) are implied
for the linked node, e.g. if the current node is a toe (as defined by the html or group tags) and the link has the
role "panof“, then the current node should act as the toc for the linked node. This property propagates down
"partof" links, but not normal links. The next and prev properties are given by the sequence of "partof" links in
the parent node. The parenl property is only defined if the current node was reached via a "partof" link.

The LINK tag is used to express these properties in an explicit fonn, e.g.
<LINK href="toc.ht:m1" role="t:oc">

The recommended property names are:

too Table of contents for current node.

next The next node in a hypertext path.

prev The previous node in a hypertext path.

parent The next level up in the hierarchy.

style The style sheet appropriate to this node.

Style sheets provide a way for authors to express their detailed preferences for fonts, and. layout, whether for
the screen or when the node is printed out. A possible format is given in [Raisch 93]. '

The effect attribute is a hint and may be disregarded by browsers. It allows you to click on an image and to see
a linked movie as an overlay at .the same position. The browser tries to position the overlay at the same origin
as the link. In some cases, the linked node is a description of the current node. By including ef fect:= "new" ,
the linked node will appear in a new window so that users can see both nodes at the same time. This hint
should be used sparingly!

The print attribute makes it practical to print nodes along with relevant linked nodes. By default each link
appears as a footnote stating the link's URL. Short nodes can be included in their entirety as footnotes. and
longer ones as sections in their own right. This approach could be extended in future, to reorder the sequence
of nodes from that defined by the position of the links in the source node, and to control the level that nodes
appear as, e.g. chapter, section or subsection.

The title attribute is useful for nodes without titles of their own,‘ e.g. Gopher menus. The type attribute can be
used to show cues for the node type, e.g. iconic decorations”. The size attribute allows browsers to show a
gauge on how much of a document has been ‘retrieved at a any time. These attributes are liable to get out of

_ step with the target node, and should be treated as hints only.

Groups

The GROUP tag allows you to define arbitrary groups, e.g. books, chapters, and sections. The role attribute is
used to name the logical role of the group. You can use most markup elements inside a group element,
including group itself. The inset attribute is a rendering hint to inset the left margin. Using the A tag with
role="partof" allows you to designate a node as being included within the group, allowing hierarchies of.
groups which cross multiple nodes. See previous discussion of how properties are propagated. ‘

Groups offer opportunities for presenting and searching documents at different levels of abstraction. For
example, you might first describe a book by its title, author. publisher and ISBN number. The next level down
could add a cover illustration together with a summary of the book's contents, some comments by reviewers
and a shon biography of the author. A number of books to be presented in an iconic form using a miniature
version of the "cover page": Publishers could include copyright and other details in a standard place.

 

”’The appropriate cue mightalso depend on the role of the link, e.g. for annotationsbrowsers could show an
icon of a drawing pin (as in attaching a note to a pin board). The colour of the pin could then vary according to
the media type of the annotation. "
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A Change Bars

Authors can indicate a pan of a document has been changed using the CHANGED tag. This may appear
anywhere that nonnal text is allowed (as designated by the entity reference %t:ext:; in the DTD). This tag
signals the beginning or end of changes, which should be rendered by a vertical bar in the left margin. The tagcan have one (but not both) of the following attributes:

id An identifier unique to the current document, which can also be used as a a destination for
hypertext links. This signals the beginning of changes.

id_re1 This must be an identifier matching the preceding changed element. It signals the end of
changes. Note that you mustn't have both id and idref together.

Miscellaneous Tags

The remaining tags must appear at the start of the node like TITLE and LINK. They describe properties whichapply to the node as a whole. ‘ - " ‘

The HTML tag.

The role attribute identifies the purpose of the node, for example <ht_m1 rol e= " home page “ >. Another
for table of contents. See previous discussion of link attributes. '

Browsers should allow users to enter a search string of one or more keywords. When the Return key is pressed
the search string is appended to the designated URL. after a character and sent to the server specified by
the URL. Certain characters should be escaped as specified by the standard URL syntax, for example, the
space character is mapped to The newer HTTP protocol offers an alternative means for specifying that
documents are searchable. In this case, the search string is sent as part of an RFC 822 style header. See[Bemers-Lee 93c] for details.

The NEXTID .tag

The BASE tag

The hrefattribute gives the full URL of the document. and is added by the browser when the user makes a
local copy. Keeping the original URL in a local copy is essential when subsequently viewing the copy as it"
allows relative URLs in the document to be resolved to their original references. ~
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.<!ENTITY

Appendix I - The HTML+ DTD
<!DOCTYPE HTMLPLUS I _

<!—- DTD for HTML+ It assumes the default <!SGML> declaration

Markup minimisation should be avoided with the exception of </>
for the endtag. Browsers should be forgiving of markup errors.
Common Attributes:

id the id attribute allows authors to name elements such as
headers and paragraphs as potential destinations for links.
Note that links don't specify points, but rather extended
objects.

index allows authors to specify how given headers etc should
be indexed as primary or secondary keys, where "I" separates
primary from secondary keys, ";" separates multiple entries-->

<!-- ENTITY DECLARATIONS

<!ENTITY % foo "X I Y I Z"> is a macro definition'for parameters and in
subsequent statements, the string "%foo;" is expanded to ‘X | Y | 2"

Various classes of SGML text types:

#CDATA text which doesn't include markup or entity references

#RCDATA text with entity references but no markup

#PCDATA text occurring in a context in which markup and entity
references may occur.__, .

<!ENTITY URL "CDATA" r— a URL or URN designating a hypertext node -->

<!ENTITY text "#PCDATA|A|IMG|EM|EMBED|INPUT|SPIBR]CHANGED">

%

%

<!ENTITY % paras "P|PRE|FIG">

% lists "UL[oLlDL"> _'
<!ENTITY % misc “TBL|FORM[PANEL|GROUP">

<!ENTITY % heading "H1]H2|H3|H4|H5|H6">

<!ENTITY % table "%text;|P|%heading;|%lists;">
<!ENTITY %

%<!ENTITY

<,!_--.

main "%heading;|%misc;]%lists;|%paras;|%text;">

setup "(TITLE? & HTML? &ISINDEX? & NEXTID? & LINK‘ & BASE?)">

<!ELEfiENT tagname - — CONTENT> elements needing closing tags
<!ELEMENT tagname — 0 CONTENT> elements without closing tags

<!ELEMENT tagname - O EMPTY> elements without content or closing tags
The content definition is:

a) an entity definition as defined above

b) a tagname I I

c) (brackets enclosing the above)

These may be combined with the operators}

A‘ _ A occurs zero or more times -

A+ A occurs one or more times
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s..'

A|B implies either A or B

A? A occurs zero or one times

A,B implies first A then B
-->

<!ELEMENT HTMLPLUS O 0 ((HEAD, BODY) I ((%setup:). (%main;)*))>
<!ELEMENT HEAD — - (%setup;)>

<!EDEMENT BODY - — (%main;)*>
<!-— Document title -->

<!ELEMENT TITLE - - (#PCDATA I EM)+>
<!AITLIST TITLE ‘

id ID #IMPLIED —— link destination --
index CDATA #IMPLIED —— entries for index compilation -->

<!-— Document role for cataloging documents held by servers -->
<!ELEMENT HTML - O (EMPTY)>

<!ATTLIST HTML role CDATA #IMPLIED -- home page, index, ... -->

<!-— Floating panel which can be moved around relative to the normal text
flow. Often rendered with a different background and possibly framed. The
panel can be anchored to a named-point in the document as specified by
the AT attribute. The panel may be placed at that point or after, but notbefore.
-->

<!ELEMENT PANEL — - (TITLE?, (%main;)*)>

<!ATTLIST PANEL . '

id ID #IMPLIED —- defines link destination --
at IDREF #IMPLIED -— anchor point —— .
index CDATA #IMPLIED -- entries for index compilation -->

<!-— Document headers -->

<!ELEMENT (%heading;) - 4 (#PCDATA | EM)+>
<!ATTLIST (%heading;) H ' .

' id -ID #IMPLIED -— defines link destination --
index CDATA #IMPLIED —- entries for index compilation -->

<!-— logical emphasis with optional style hints --> '
<!ELEMENT EM - - (%text;)*>
<!ATTLIST EM

role CDATA #IMPLIED —— semantic category e.g. CITE --
b _ (b) #IMPLIED -- render in bold font -— '
i (i) #IMPLIED -— render in italic font --
u (u) #IMPLIED -- underline text --
tt _ (tt) ‘ #IMPLIED -— render in typewriter font --
tr (tr) #IMPLIED -- render in serif (Times Roman) font --
hv (hv) #IMPLIED —- render in sans serif (Helvetica) font --
sup (sup) #IMPLIED —- superscript —- '
sub (sub) #IMPLIED -- subscript --
index CDATA #IMPLIED -— entries for index compilation -->

<!-— Paragraphs with different roles and optional style hints -->
<!ELEMENT P - O (%text;)+>

<!AITLIST P
id ID ' #IMPLIED -- link destination --
role CDATA #IMPLIED -— semantic role -4

align CDATA #IMPLIED —— left. center or right --
indent (indent) #IMPLIED -- indented margins --
index ' CDATA #IMPLIED -- entries for index compilation -->

<!ELEMENT BR — 0 EMPTY —— line break -->
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<!ELEMENT SP - O EMPTY -- unbreakable space —e>

<!-- Preformatted text with fixed pitch font, respecting original spacing
and newlines. Authors can also request proportional fonts. Furthercontrol is possible with EM. -—>

<!ELEMENT PRE - — (%text;)+>
<!ATTLIST PRE

id ID #IMPLIED -- link destination --
style CDATA #IMPLIED -- various styles -- .
tr (tr) #IMPLIED -- serif (Times Roman) font --
hv (hv) #IMPLIED —- sans serif (Helvetica) font —-
width NUMBER. #IMPLIED -— e.g. 40, 80, 132 --
index CDATA #IMPLIED —— entries for index compilation —->

<!-— Lists which can be nested —->

<!ELEMENT OL — - (LI 1 UL | OL)+ -- ordered list -—>
<!ATTLIST OL

id ID - #IMPLIED
compact (compact) #IMPLIED

index CDATA #IMPLIED -- entries for index compilation -—>
<!ELEMENT UL — - (LI | UL '1 OL)+ -- unordered list —->
<!ATTLIST UL

id D ID #IMPLIED
compact (compact) #IMPLIED —
narrow ' (narrow) #IMPLIED
index . CDATA #IMPLIED —— e

<!-— List items for UL and OL lists -—>

<!ELEMENT LI — o (P|%cext;)+>
<!ATTLIST LI ‘

<tbl border>

<tt> An Example of a Table

—— link destination --

- reduced interitem spacing —-
-- narrow perhaps multi columns --
ntries for index compilation —-> ‘

id ID" #IMPLIED _ ' .
src %URL;- #IMPLI$D =— icon for use in place of bullet --
index CDATA #IMPLIED —— entries for index compilation -—>

<!—- Definition Lists (terms + definitions) —-> _ ..
<!ELEMENT DL - — (DT,DD)+~—— DT and DD *MUsT* be paired -- > <!ATTLIST DL

id ‘ ID . #IMPLIED ' ' - '

compact (compact) #IMPLIED V , _
index CDATA #IMPLIED —— entries for index compilation -—>

-<!ELEMENT DI - O (%text;)+--- term text -- >

<!ELEMENT DD'— 0 (p1QUoTE|UL|oL}%cext;)+ —- definition text -- >
<!ATTLIST (DTIDD) . '

id ID _H #IMPLIED

index CDATA #IMPLIED -- entries for index compilation —->
<!—f Tables with titles and column headers, e.g. ’

<th> <th s="2"$ average <th> other <tr>
<th> <th> height <th> weight <th> category <tr>
<td> males <td> 1.9 <td> .003 <td> <tr>

<td> females <td> 1.7 <td> .002 <td> xxx</tbl>

__> '

<!ELEMENT TEL - - (TT?, (THITD|TR|TB)*) —— mixed headers and data —-> .
<!ATTLIST TEL '

. id ID #IMPLIED -

_compact (compact) #IMPLIED -- if present use compact style --
border (border) #IMPLIED -- if present draw borders —-
index CDATA #IMPLIED -— entries for index compilation -->

<!ELEMENT TT - O (%text;)+ -- table title —-2
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<!ATTLIST TT top (top) fiIMPLIED -- place title above table -->

<!ELEMENT TH - 0 (%table;)* —- a header cell -->

<!ATTLIST TH

colspan NUMBER 1 -- columns spanned --
rowspan NUMBER 1 —-. rows spanned --
align, CDATA #IMPLIED —— left, center or right -->

<!ELEMENT TD - 0 (%table;)* -- a data cell -->

<!ATTLIST TD

colspan NUMBER 1 —— columns spanned --
rowspan NUMBER 1 ' —-. rows spanned --
align CDATA #IMPLIED —— left, center or right -->

<!ELEMENT TR — O EMPTY —— row separator -->

<!ELEMENT TB - O EMPTY —- vertical break of 1/2 line spacing -->

<!-— Forms composed from input fields and selection menus

These elements define fields which users can type into or select with
mouse clicks. The browser should manage the input focus e.g. with the
tab/shift tab keys and mouse clicks.

The enter/return key is then taken to mean the use has filled in the form
and wants the apppropriate action taken:

— send as query/update to WWW server

- »email/fax to designated person

The action is specified as a URL, e.g. "mailto:dsr@hplb.hpl.hp.com You
can specify additional mail headers with the Mm-tag:

<MH>Subject: Please add me to tennis tournament</MH>

Each FORM should include one or more INPUT elements which can be layed
out with normal and preformatted text, lists and tables.-->

<!ELEMENT FORM — —_(MH, (%main;)*)>
<!ATTLIST FORM -

id ID" #IMPLIED
action %URL; #IMPLIED

index CDATA #IMPLIED -— entries for index compilation -->

’_ <!ELEMENT MH — — CDATA —- one or more RFC 822 header fields -->

<!ATTLIST Mm hidden (hidden) #IMPLIED -— hide the mail headers from view -->

<!-— INPUT elements should be defined within a FORM element.

Users can alter the value of the INPUT element by typing or clicking with
the mouse. Use radio buttons for selecting one attribute value from a set
of alternatives. In this case there will be several INPUT elements with
the same name. Attributes which can take multiple values at the same time
should be defined with checkboxes: define each allowed value in a
separate INPUT element but with the same attribute name. For checkboxes
and radio buttons, the value doesn't change, instead the state of the
button shown by the presence or absence of the checked attribute in each
-element.

The size attribute specifies the size of the input field as appropriate
to each type. For text this gives the width in characters and height in
lines (separated by an "x'). For numbers this gives the maximum
precision. '
-->
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<!ELEMENT INPUT - O EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST INPUT

name CDATA #IMPLIED -- attribute name (may not be unique) --
type CDATA #IMPLIED —-TEXT,URL,INT,FLOAT,DATE,CHECKBOX,RADIO--
size CDATA #IMPLIED 4- e.g.“32x4" for multiline text —-

value CDATA #IMPLIED -- attribute value (altered by user) --
checked (checked) #IMPLIED —~ for check boxes and radio buttons —-
disabledtdisabled) #IMPLIED —— if grayed out —-
error (error) #IMPLIED -- if in error ——>

<!—- Embedded Data

You can embed information in a foreign format into the HTML+ document.

This is very convenient for mathematical equations and simple drawings.
Images and complex drawings are better specified as linked documents
using the FIG or IMG elements.

Arbitrary 8 bit data is allowed but any occurrences of the following
chars must be escaped as shown:

u&n nI&amp' :-
n<n by nI&1tl_n

I>n by u&gt',n

The browser can pipe such data thru filters to generate the corresponding
pixmap The data format is specified as a MIME content type, e.g.
"text/eqn“' ~
L->

<!ELEMENT EMBED — - (RCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST EMBED

id ID #IMPLIED

type <CDATA #IMPLIED -— mime content type —-
index CDATA #IMPLIED -— entries for index compilation -~>

<!—- Figures

The image/drawing is specified by a URL or as embedded data for simple
drawings. The element's text serves as the caption. Use the emphasis with
style = "credits" to record photo credits etc. '
——>

<!ELEMENT FIG - - (EMBED?L FIGD?, (FIGA|FIGT)*, (%text;)*)>

<!ATTLIST FIG W
id ID #IMPLIED

align CDATA #IMPLIED -- position: left, right or center 4-
cap CDATA '#IMPLIED —- caption at left, right, top, bottom --
noflow (noflow) #IMPLIED -- disables text flow -— _
ismap (ismap) #IMPLIED -- server can handle mouse clicks/drags --
src %URL; #IMPLIED -— link to image data —-
index CDATA #IMPLIED -- entries for index compilation ——>

<!ELEMENT FIGD — - (%table;) -- figure description ——>

<!—- Figure anchors designate polygonal areas on the figure which can be
clicked with the mouse. The default area is the whole of the figure. This
mechanism interprets mouse clicks locally, and browsers can choose to _
highlight the designated area (or change the mouse sprite) when the mouse
is moved over the area. -

Note that polygons may be non—convex or even intersect themselves,
thereby complicating the definition of what is enclosed by the polygon.Holes are excluded. '——>

<!ELEMENT FIGA — O EMPTY>
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<!ATTLIST FIGA

href %URL; #REQUIRED -— link to traverse when clicked --
area NUMBERS #IMPLIED -— xl,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,... ——>

<!—— FIGT Text on top of an figure background, or in a colored background
box which sits arbitrarily on top of an figure background. The text can
include headers, lists and tables etc. The width attribute allows you to
limit the width of the text box. The height is then determined
automatically by the browser. '

FIGT can also be used to position a graphic on top of a picture using an
IMG element within FIGT. In this case the chromakey attribute may allow
parts of the underlying image to show through.

You can make the whole of the box into a hypertext link. This will act as
if it is underneath any hypertext links specified by the overlay markupitself.
—->

<!ELEMENT FIGT - - (%main;)>
<!ATTLIST FIGT -

at NUMBERS #IMPLIED —— upper left origin for text ~-
width NUMBER #IMPLIED —— given as fraction of picture --
framed (framed)#IMPLIED —— framed_with coloured background --
href %URL; SIMPLIED -- link to traverse when clicked ——>

<!—— inline icons/small graphics .
The align attribute defines whether the top middle or bottom of the
graphic and current text line should be aligned vertically '

The SEETHRU attribute is intended as a chromakey to allow a given colour
to be designated as "transparent". Pixels with this value should not be
painted. The exact format of this attribute's value has yet to bedefined.

Use the FIG tag for captioned figures with active areas etc.__> ‘ _

<!ELEMENT IMG — o EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST IMG

src %URL; #REQUIRED —- where to get image data --
align CDATA #IMPLIED —— top. middle or bottom —-
seethruCDATA #IMPLIED —— for transparency -- ,
ismap (ismap)#IMPLIED —— send mouse clicks/drags to server —->‘

<!—— Hierarchical groups for books, chapters, sections etc. —->

<!ELEMENT GROUP — — ((TITLE[LINK*). (%main;)')>
<!ATTLIST GROUP

id ID #IMPLIED

role CDATA #IMPLIED —— book, chapter, section etc. ~-

inset (inset) #IMPLIED -— rendering hint: indent margins —->

<!—— change bars defined by a matched pair of CHANGED elements:

<changed id=z34> changed text <changed idref=z34>

This tag can't act-as a container, since changes don't respect
the nesting implied by paragraphs, headers, lists etc.——>

<!ELEMENT CHANGED - o EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST CHANGED —— one of id and idref is always required --
id ID #IMPLIED -— signals start of changes -— '
idref IDREF #IMPLIED ~— signals end of changes —->
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<!-— Hypertext Links from points within document nodes -->

<!ELEMENT A - — (#PCDATA | IMG | EM | EMBED)*>
<!ATTLIST A

id ID #IMPLIED —- as target of link --

name ID #IMPLIED —- backwards compatibility —-
href %URL; #IMPLIED —- destination node —-

role CDATA #IMPLIED -- role of link, e.g. “partofi —-
effect CDATA_ #IMPLIED -- replace/new/overlay —-
print CDATA #IMPLIED —- reference/footnote/section --
title CDATA #IMPLIED —- when otherwise unavailable --
type CDATA #IMPLIED —— for presentation cues --
size NAMES #IMPLIED -— for progress cues -->

<{—- other kinds of relationships between documents -->
<!ELEMENT LINK - O EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST LINK
href
role

<!-— Orig

%URL; #IMPLIED —- destination node --

CDATA #IMPLIED -— role played, e.g. "toc"

inal document URL for resolving relative URLs
<!ELEMENT BASE - O EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST BASE HREF %URfi; #IMPLlED?
<!-— Sign

ifies the document's URL accepts queries -->

<!ELEMENT.ISINDEX + o (EMPTY)>
<!ATTLIST

<!-- For
one start

<!ELEMENT

ISINDEX href %URL; #IMPLIED -- defaults to document's URL -->

use with autonumbering editors — don't reuse ids, allocate nexting from this one ——>

NEXTID - o (EMPTY)>

<!ATTLIST NEXTID N NAME #REQUIRED>

__>'

<!-— Mnemonic character entities. ——>

<!ENTITY AElig "&#198;" -7 capital AE diphthong (ligature) -->
<!ENTITY Aacute "&#l93;" —— capital A, acute accent ——>
<!ENTITY Acirc "&#194;' -— capital A, circumflex accent -->
<!ENTITY Agrave "&#l92;" -- capital A, grave accent ——>
<!ENTITY Aring "&#197;“ —- capital A, ring -->
<!ENTITY Atilde "&#l95;" -- capital A, tilde ¥->
<!ENTITY Auml "&#l96;" -— capital A, dieresis or umlaut mark -->
<!ENTITY Ccedil "&#199;" -- capital C, cedilla ——>
<!ENTITY ETH "&#208;" —— capital Eth, Icelandic -->
<!ENTITY Eacute "&#20l;" -- capital E, acute accent_-->
<!ENTITY Ecirc "&#202;‘ -— capital E, circumflex accent -->
<!ENTITY Egrave "&#200;" —- capital E, grave accent ——>
<!ENTITY Euml "&#203;"'-- capital E, dieresis or umlaut mark ——>
<!ENTITY Iacute ‘&#205;" —- capital I, acute accent -->
<!ENTITY Icirc '&#206;" —- capital I, circumflex accent -->
<!ENTITY Igrave “&#204;" -- capital I, grave accent -->
<!ENTITY Iuml "&#207;“ -- capital I, dieresis or umlaut mark -->
<!ENTITY Ntilde "&#209;" -- capital N, tilde ——> .
<}ENTITY Oacute “&#21l;" —— capital 0, acute accent -->
<!ENTITY Ocirc "&#2l2;" —— capital 0, circumflex accent -->
<!ENTITY Ograve "&#2l0;" -- capital 0, grave accent -->
<!ENTITY Oslash "&#216;" -- capital 0, slash -->
<!ENTITY Otilde '&#213;" -- capital 0, tilde -->
<!ENTITY Ouml "&#214;' -- capital 0, dieresis or umlaut mark -->
<!ENTITY THORN “&#222;".-— capital THORN, Icelandic 4->
<!ENTITY Uacute "&#218:" -- capital U, acute accent -->
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<!ENTITY Ucirc '&#2l9;“ —- capital U, circumflex accent -—>
<!ENTITY Ugrave “&#2l7;" -- capital U, grave accent -—>
<!ENTITY Uuml "&#220;" —— capital U, dieresis or umlaut mark -—>
<!ENTITY Yacute "&#22l;“ -- capital Y, acute accent —->
<!ENTITY aacute "&#225;" -- small a, acute accent —->
<!ENTITY acirc “&#226;' -- small a, circumflex accent -—>
<!ENTITY aelig '&#230;' -— small ae diphthong (ligature) —->
<!ENTITY agrave "&#224;“ —- small a, grave accent —->
<!ENTITY amp "&amp;" —~ ampersand —->
<!ENTITY aring "&#229;" -- small a, ring —->
<!ENTITY atilde "&#227;" —— small a, tilde -—>
<!ENTITY auml "&#228;" -- small a, dieresis or umlaut mark —->
<!ENTITY ccedil "&#23l;“ -- small c. cedilla -—>_
<!ENTITY eacute "&#233;" -- small e, acute accent -—>
<!ENTITY ecirc '&#234;" —— small e, circumflex accent —->
<!ENTITY egrave “&#232;" —- small e, grave accent —->
<!ENTITY eth "&#240;" -— small eth, Icelandic —->
<!ENTITY euml "&#23S;" -- small e, dieresis or umlaut mark —->
<!ENTITY gt "&#62;" —— greater than —->
<!ENTITY iacute ?&#237;' -- small i. acute accent -—>
<!ENTITY icirc “&#238;" -- small i, circumflex accent —->
<!ENTITY igrave "&#236;" —- small i, grave accent -—>
<!ENTITY iuml "&#239;“ -- small i, dieresis or umlaut mark —->
<!ENTITY lt “&lt;" -- less than -—> .
<!ENTITY ntilde “&#24l;“ —- small n, tilde —->
<!ENTITY oacute '&#243;' —- small 0, acute accent -—>
<!ENTITY ocirc “&#244;" -— small 0, circumflex accent —->
<!ENTITY ograve "&#242;“ -- small 0, grave accent —->
<!ENTITY oslash '&#248;" -— small 0, slash -—>
<!ENTITY otilde "&#245;" -— small 0, tilde —-> .
<!ENTITY ouml "&#246;" -- small 0, dieresis or umlaut mark -—>
<!ENTITY szlig “&#223;" —— small sharp s, German.(sz ligature) --?
<!ENTITY thorn "&#254;“ —- small thorn, Icelandic —->
<!ENTITY uacute "&#250;" -— small u, acute accent —->
<!ENTITY ucirc "&#25l;" —- small u, circumflex accent —->
<!ENTITY ugrave "&#249;" -- small u, grave accent -—>
<!ENTITY uuml "&#252;" —- small u, dieresis or umlaut mark —->
<!ENTITY yacute "&#2S3;“ —— small y, acute accent -—> '
<!ENTITY yuml "§#2SS;" -- small y, dieresis or umlaut mark --2
<!-- dash entities -—>

<!ENTITY endash "——" -- En dash -—>
<!ENTITY emdash "———“ -- Em dash —->

<!-- The END -—>

]>
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Appendix II - Entity Definitions
ISO Latin 1 character entities in HTMl.+ derived from "ISO 8879:1986//ENTITIES Added Latin 1//EN".
The corresponding 8-bit character codes are given in the DTD.

&AElig;
&Aacute;

&Acirc;

&Agrave;

&Aring;
&Atilde;

&Auml;

&Ccedil;

&ETH:

&Eacute;

&Ecirc;

&Egrave;

&Euml;

&Iacute;

&Icirc;

&Igrave;

&Iuml;

&Ntilde;

&Oacute;

&Ocirc;

&Ograve;

&Oslash;

&Otilde;

&Ouml; I

&THORN;

&Uacute;

&Ucirc;

&Ugrave;

&Uuml;

&Yacute;

&aacute;

&acirc;

&aelig;

&agrave;

&aring;

&atilde;

&auml;

&ccedil;

&eacute;

&ecirc;

&egrave;
&eth;

&euml;

capital AE diphthong (ligature)

capital A, acute accent

capital A, circumflex accent

capital A, grave accent

capital A, ring

capital A, tilde

capital A, dieresis or umlaut mark

capital C, cedilla

capital Eth, Icelandic
capital E. acute accent ‘

capital E, circumflex accent

capital 13, grave accent

capital E, dieresis or umlaut mark ‘

capital I, acute accent

capital I. circumflex accent

capital 1, grave accent

. capital I, dieresis or umlaut mark

capital N, tilde _

capital 0, acute accent

capital Oqcircumflex accent

capital 0, grave accent

capital 0. slash

capital 0, tilde

capital 0. dieresis or umlaut mark
capital THORN. Icelandic

capital U, acute accent

capital U, circumflex accent

capital U, grave accent

capital U. diercsis or umlaut mark

capital Y, acute accent
small a, acute accent

small a, circumflex accent ‘

small ae diphthong (ligature)

small a, grave accent

small a, ring
small a. tilde

small a, diercsis or umlaut mark

small c, cedilla

small e, acute accent

small e, circumflex accent

small e, grave accent .
small eth, Icelandic

small e, diercsis or umlaut mark
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‘~&I

&iacute; A small i. acute accent

&icirc; small i, circumflex accent

&igrave; small i, grave accent . _
&iuml; small i, dieresis or umlaut ina}k ‘‘

&ntilde; small n. tilde

&oacute; small o, acute accent_
&ocirc; small 0, circumflex accent

&ograve; small o, grave accent
&oslash; small o, slash

&otilde; small o. tilde

&ouml; . small o, dieresis or umlaut mark

&szlig; small sharp s, German (sz ligature)
&thom; small thorn, Icelandic

_&uacute; small u, acute accent

&ucirc; _ small u, circumflex accent

&ugrave; small u, grave accent

&uurnl; small u, dieresis or umlaut mark

'&yacute; ' small y, acute accent '

&yuml; small y, dieresis or umlaut mark i

In addition, there are two entity definitions for horizontal dashes longer than the "-" character.

&endash; En sized horizontal dash (--)

&emdash; Em sized horizontal dash (--—)

29
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Appendex Ill - Compatibility with HTML
HTML documents can be easily convened into the H'I'ML+ format, and only a few changes are needed. Most
documents won't need any changes at all. HTML+ browsers should be able to view HTML documents with
very little effort. Older browsers will be able to view HTMl.+’ documents which don't contain, tables or forms.

Lists

<menu> becomes <ul compact)

<dir> becomes <ul narrow>

Emphasis

HTML+ replaces the various tags used by HTML with a single tag. It may be worth changing the name for the
emphasis tag in HTMl.+ from EM to EM, to gain compatibility with this common form. However, using EM
might be confused with the typographical term em as in em dash (you also get en dash). EM has the merit of
being unambigous. I would like to get peoples views on this.

<em> . becomes <em>

<tt> ‘ becomes‘ 0 <em tt>

<sn'ong> ~ becomes <em b>

<b> becomes <em b>

<i> ' becomes ' <em i>

~ <u> becomes <em u> _
<code> becomes <em role="code">

<samp> becomes <em role="samp">

<kbd> 0 becomes <em role="kbd">

<var> becomes <em role="var">

<dfn> becomes. <em role="dfn">

<cite> becomes <em role="cite">

Miscellaneous

Some tags which are deprecated in HTML are now obsolete. and should be mapped to preformatted text:

0 <plaintext> becomes ‘ <pre>
<xmp> becomes <pre>

<listing> becomes ‘ <pre>

The following two tags have been absorbed into the standard mechanism for paragraphs:

<address> becomes <p role="byline" align="right">

<blockquote> becomes <p role="quote">
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ABSTRACT

Copyright law is being applied to works in digital form. The special character of digital
media will inevitably require some adjustments in the copyright model if digital libraries
and hypertext publishing environments are to beware as commercially viable as the print
industries have been. An intellectual property system works only when it embodies a
reasonably accurate model of how people are likely to behave, but it is hard to predict
author and reader behavior in an environment that has yet to be built. By far the most
ambitious proposal for a digital library and hypertext publishing environment is ‘fed
Nelson's Xanadu system. This paper reviews the intellectual property scheme in Xanadu
and contrasts it with current copyright law. Xanadu's predictions about reader and author
behavior are examined in light of how people currently behave incomputer conferencing.
electronic mail, and similar existing systems These analyses identify some respects in
which intellectual property systems might have to be changed to make digital libraries
and hypertext publishing systems viable. .

INTRODUCTION

An intellectual property ‘system works only when it embodies a reasonably accurate model
of how people are likely to behave. Copyright law is based on a relatively simple and
straightl'orwardmodelot'autlttrandruderbehavior. Authorsareasumedtobemotivated
to produce interesting and valuable texts. and to make these works available to others by
copyright‘: reasurance that authors can control the sale of copies of their works.‘ Readers
are motivated to purchase the texts. or to urge institutions. such as libraries. to purchase
the texts. so that they can have access to the work. Authors have generally had little ‘ "
control over what uses readers make of the copies and the first sale of the work to the "
public, and U.S. copyright law has sometimes regarded this lack of control over uses as a
virtue. But while it can be said that the absence of use control promotes the
dissemination of knowledge. the truth may be that in the print world it is infeasible to
maintain rnaningfttl control over usg anyway.

Copyright should be accounted a great success at modeling author and reader behavior, fa
thebasic t'rameworkofthislawhasIastednearly threehundredyears. Duringthisperiod.
copyright industries have flourished and copyright law has broadened to include a wide
variety ofintellectual products besides those manufactured by printing presses.

Computers and the concomitant capability they have provided for making copyrighted
texts available in digital form have created many new and exciting opportunities.

Hypertext '91 Proceedings 39 ' ' December 1991'
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including the potential to create digital libraries and hypertext publishing systems.
Active development of such systems is now underway ([Arrns90]: [Enge90]; [Kahn88];
[Neuw90]). While there are many difficult technical problems that must be solved to
build these systems. they are thought to be surtnountable. Less clear. however. is what
kind of intellectual property scheme is needed to make digital library or hypertext
publishing systems commercially viable. While the copyright model is still being
utilized for all manna of texts in digital form. the behavior of authors and readers is being
changed by the new digital technologies. It is becoming increasingly likely that sonte
adjustments will have to be made in the copyright model to_ make digital libraries and
hypertext publishing environments as commercially viable as the print industries have
been. But few new models have yet been constructed, and work in this direction has only
just begun ([Kahn89]; [2ahr89]).

DIGITAL MEDIA AND INTELLECTUAL PRdPERTY LAW

Elsewhere the first author has identified six charaeteristirzs of works in digital fonn that
seem likely to change significantly the contottrs of copyright law [Samu90b]. The fust
and second of these. namely, the ease of replication of works indigital form, and the ease
with which such works can be transmitted and accessed by multiple users, will create
strong incentives for copyright industries to move away from their traditional focus on
the saleofcopies. and toward greatercontrol overuses ofprotected works.'l'ltat it:is now
feasible to control uses through controlling access to computer systems containing works
in digital form will also affect this trend. '

A third characteristic of digital works is the ease with which they can be manipulated and
modified. While this plasticity offers users sonte important advantages over the print
medium (printed works are sometimes too fixed to be maximally usable), copyright law
is more experienced daling with works that are permanently fixed The law may need to
be adjusted to cope with the new benefits and new problems that this plasticity willentaiL

A fourth is that the traditional copyright distinctions among different kinds of works tend
to break down whenthe works are in digital form. Federal copyright law recognizes
seven categories of copyrighted works and provides each with different degrees of

— protection [USC88a]. ls a hypatext vasion of Mozart's ‘Magic Flute" that contains the
music. the libretto. textual commentary, pictures of Mozart. and other media a “literary
work‘. a "musical work‘. a ‘sound recording", a ‘pictorial work‘. or an "audiovisual
work‘? The answer to this question under copyright law cannot be all of the above--even
if it is. Copyright's classification scheme. oriented as it is toward the appearance of
works. scents in need of adjustment if the statutay differences are absent from the digital
representation. '

A fifth is that digital works are so compact as to be virtually invisible to user/readers‘.
Consequently. mam are more dependent on user interfaces and navigation aids of a
sort that the print world has not needed to provide. Intellectual property protection for
interfaces artd navigation aids are already a source of controversy. both on copyright and
patent fronts. and seem likely to be more so in the future. Despite repeated Supreme
Court ntlings that algorithms are unpatentable [Samu90a] and evidence that practitioners
believe strong protection by copyright and patent is bad for the software industry
[Samu89]. the U.S. Patent Office has been issuing many software patents in recent years.
Many of these "claim rights to certain functions and user interfaces for hypertext systems
(see, for example. [Garb90]). -

A sixth characteristic of digital media is the potential they provide for new search and
linking activities. which may give rise to new classes of protected intellectual propertyproducts. '

Hypertext '91 Proceedings‘ - oaaembgr 1991
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THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SYSTEM IN XANADU_

The most complete proposal for making digital library or hypertext publishing systems
commercially viable has come from Ted Nelson. who coined the word "hypertext" and is
often—and rightly-—perceived as a hypertext visionary. For over two decades Nelson has
been writing and talking about a proposed system called Xanadu. a vast digital library
containing all of the world's literature [Nels87].l Because Xanadu will allow users to
create new and derivative doctunents via links. Xanadu is also a hypertext publishing
system. Xanaducan ttsefullybeuaderstoodasanattempttocreateaninstitution thatwill
be writing environment. publishing environment. library. and bookstore in one.

Despite his visionary reputation, Nelson is practical enough to realize that the
commercial success of the Xanadu proposal critically depends on the way it deals with
intellectual property isues. The intellectual propcttygsystem in Xanadu has sometimes
been summarized in writings about the Xanadu system in popular magazines [Fraa87].
but has been subject to little serious analysis.

After an introduction to the intellectual propertysystem in Xanadu. this paper will
discuss some respecu in which the Xanadu proposal differs from the existing copyright
system. While Xanadu contains some interesting ideas about how to solve certain
problems‘ with digital library and hypertext publishing systems. some aspectsof the
Xanadu model of author and user behavior may be unworkable. This analysis suggests
sotne respects in which intellectual property systems might have to be changed to make
digital libraries and hypenext publishing systems viable. .

The Xanadu system builds on the foundation of copyright law. but goes beyond it to
include sotne features that differ significantly from the standard copyright model. Nelson
proposes to contract with all authors whose works are stored in the Xanadu system about
derivative uses that can be made of documents in the system. Varying the ‘default
setting“ of copyright by contract is not. in itself, a novel thing. The motion picture
industry is an example of__a copyright industry that has historically depended for
commercial succes on contract-based distributions of copies. rather than on the outright
sale of copies which has typified most copyright industries. NeLson's scheme is novel in .
proposing to use a contract-based scheme for commercial distribution of written texts. the
prototypical subject matter of copyright

Revenue and Royalty Incentives and Mechanisms

Revenues are generated in Xanadu from two sources: one. as author fees for renting space
for their documents in the Xanadu system. and two, as user fees for their usage of the
system. A portion of the usage fee (estimated at 10-20%) is to go to authors whose
documentsareaccecsedbyusersnherestwillgotothesystern torecoupcostsandrnalte
profits. (If public domain documents. such as Shakespeare's plays. are accessed. the
author portion of the fee will go into an ‘author's fund‘ for scholarships and the like.)

Nelson expects that authors will want to put their documents into the Xanadu system
because once the documents are in the system. authors will be able to earn royalties _
whenever users make use_ of their documens. For the sake of administrative convenience. 

-‘Nelson has described Xartadti-in_ numerous publications, presentations, and interviews. ~
Many of the publications have appeared irt multiple editions, so it is hard to identify any -
one work as the definitive specification for Xanadu. Furthermore. Xanadu is being
commercialized by Autodesk, a highly profitable firm with a track record of successful
products. A commercial version is likely to differ from Nelson's vision. but -it is -
' uuctive to consider Nelson's proposal in its ‘pure’ form to. understand some of the
changesandcornpromisesAutodeskislikelytomake. ‘
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Nelson intends for the usage fees. attd consequently the royalties as well, to be set on a
per byte delivery basis. Nelson expects that people will pay to use the Xanadu system,
because not only will it contain as much of are world's literature as Nelson can get into
it, but there will also be legion opportunities in the Xanadu system for
users/browsers./readers to make money by adding value to the system through their
creative uses of the system. -

There are two main ways Nelson intends to let was make money in the Xanadu system.
One is by making derivative works of documents already in the system. such as new
versions of other authors‘ documents. compound documents consisting of portions of a
number of different documents. or commentaries on other documents in the system. By
creating derivative documents. users would become system authors themselves, and
thereby beconte able to am royalties when other users access their derivative documents.
No special permission would be needed to make derivative documents from other authors‘
documents. for Nelson will make it a condition of storing documents in Xanadu that
authors agree to allow others to make whatever derivative uses they want of published
documents in the system.

Nelson relies on two factors to motivate authors to agree to allowing derivatives to be
made of their documents. One is that they will then be able to do to others‘ documents
what others cart do to theirs. But more imponantly, when a third party accesses the
derivative document on Xanadu. the author of the underlying document. as well as the
author of the derivative document. will earn a royalty because the duivative document
will be connected to the original document; bytes from both will becalled up when third
parties access the derivative documatt. Hence, both authors will receive royalties.

A second way for users to generate revenues when using the Xanadu system will be by
creating links between (or among) documents in the system. Nelson expects sotne links
to be very elaborate, such as a specialized index to certain classes of documents in the
system; others may be modest, such as a connector between two‘ documents. Usa lirtks
between documents. in effect, beconte new documents in the system. Each time other ’
users traverse a set of links. the link author will receive a royalty. as will the authors of
the documents on either end of the link. Although Vannevar Bush was the Fust to
perceive that information trailblaurs would be needed for computerized information
systems [Bush45]. Nelson deserves credit for recognizing the need to give incentives to
infonnation pioneers to cut paths through the invisible contents of a digital library.

Nelson's scheme would also provide authors with the opportunity to store private as well
u published documents in the Xanadu system. Authors will be able to define who can '
have access to the private documents and under what conditions. Private documenu can
be withdrawn without difliculty front Xanadu by their authors. The same will rtot be true
for published documents because of the effect withdrawal would have on the interests of
authors who have linked to or otherwise built upon the foundation of the published
document. Nelson attempts to create a strong incentive for authors to publish their
documents in the Xanadu system by making system royalties unavailable to authors for
private documents. even those with umestricted distribution (i.e.. from which derivatives
can be made. and to which links can be constructed). Because publication imposes
obligations on the Xanadu operator and the author, publication of a document in the
Xanadu system is a formal event. requiring a signature of the author on a form affirming
the intent to publish the work. ~ '

HOW THE XANADU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SYSTEM DIFFERS
FROM THE,COPYR|GHT SYSTEM

Nelson refers to copyright in a positive way in a number of passages in his book, and
takes great care to establish a plausible case that nothing in Xanadu violates ertisting
copyright law. Xanadu gives authors newways to generate revenues frotn their works--
even sonte that copyright might not provide--and so aims to create incentives to ‘
authorship. revealing a predisposition in keeping with traditional copyright incentives.

Hypertext '91 Proceedings ' 42 pegs.-nbey 1991
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xai

But the Xanadu system is more different from copyright than might be apparent from a

Accounting by ‘Uses. not by copies

One difference between the Xanadu intellectual propaty system and traditional copyright
is that Xanadu aims to derive revenues for authors by charging for each and every use of
their doctunertts. rather than. as has traditionally been done in copyright industries, on the
sale or other commacial distribution of copies of copyrighted works. Numerous othe-
commercial computer data bases do much the same thing. Such arrangements seem likely

' to become increasingly common for wt:-ks in digital form.

 
- Hypertext '91 Proceedings

Blurring the "Idea" and "Expression" Dlstlnctlon and Eliminating
the "Fair Use‘ Provlslon '

More novel are the set of differences from copyright that flow from Xanadu's treatment of
links. Fundamerttal to the copyright regime is a distinction between "ideas' (which are
unprotected by copyright) and "expression" (which is what copyright protects). Under the
copyright regime. authors generally do not expect remuneration whenever other authors
comment on. quote front. use ideas from. or make reference to their work. The ‘fair use‘
provision allows even literal copying of copyrighted text if the amount is small and for
research. educational, or critical purposes. Only if other authors take a fairly hefty chunk
of "expresion' from the protected wrk do copyright holders expect compensation. Evert
for printed works. however. there is no exact boundary between ‘shall’ and "hefty"
copying under fair use provisions, and some authors and publishers avoid the issue by
obtaining rights to use even a handful of words.

in Xanadu, because information can be included in a document by linking. the definition
of what information to count as a single work becomes unclear. 'l‘his would complicate
the determination of what constitutes fair use in any case. Nevertheless, Xanadu allows
no fair use copying. and authors in the Xanadu system are expected to get varying
royalties based on how many bytes were linked to, merely for being linked to. While
Nelson presents arguments for this scheme, an intellectual property system that
compensates authors without regard to whether chunks of expression have been
appropriated may tend to undennine the ‘idea/expression‘ distinction that has been a
staple part of the copyright system.

Treating Linking as Authorship

Nelson's decision to treat linking as a kind of authorship--an intellectual activity that
should be encouraged. that should serve as the basis for earning royalties when users
traverse the links, but that should not be controllable by authors of the documents being
linked to-diverges somewhat front the uaditioml copyright model [Samu90b]. While an
extensive set of links. such as an index. might readily be protectable by traditional
copyright law as a compilation. many of the kinds of links that Nelson would treat as '
works of authorship might be unprotectable under traditional copyright law. A link
between a passage in document A and a passage in document 3 might. for example. be
considered a "discovery" that the statute says copyright cannotprotect [USC88b].
Additionally. traditional copyright law would not regard it as a cornpensable use of a.
copyrighted work ftrreaders to uaversethelinhamtatgdocumerttsreferred to in a printed
article [Samu90b]. Yet link authors in Nelson's scheme would be compensated for link

Defining ‘Rights to Do‘ Rather than “Rights to Exclude‘

It seems natural for people to think of intellectual property rights in of what
authors should be able to get compensation for, what users should be able to do with ..
documents in the system, and the like. This intuitive “rights to do‘ framework is used by
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Xanadu. The law tends to define intellectual property rights in a somewhat different way.
The law focuses on what rights owners have to exclude other people from doing certain
kinds of things with the protected work. ('l1ie law. in general. tenb to identify certain
conduct as prohibited, leaving all else as legal condiuzt.)

Copyright law defines the ownership rights of authors by saying what kinds of activities
they can stop unauthorized people from doing, which chiefly are: making copies of the
work. making derivative works, and selling unauthorized copies or derivative works. The
only exclusive right Xanadu seems to contemplate is whether or not to put a document
into the Xanadu system in the fust place. Xanadu is more like a compulsory license
system than an exclusive rights system. While U.S. copyright law does contain some
compulsory license provisions, compulsory licenses are generally an anathema to owners
of intellectual property rights because the license fee generally bears little or no relation
to what the market would hear if the issue were left to the market.

Extending the Duration ol Rights Indetlnltely

The Xanadu system seems to contemplate no end to the diuation of author rights. As
long as authors (or their heirs) continue to pay for storage on his system. Xanadu will to
continue to pay royalties for uses of the documents. Copyright must, under me U.S.
Constitution, only grant authors exclusive rights for limited times. Upon expiration of
the copyright. the work is in the public domain. While Nelson may intend to include
this aspect of copyright in the Xanadu system, he makes no mention of it. Certainly; he
does not intend to reduce the usage fee for accessing public domain materials; royalties
from ihern go into the "author's fund" over which he undoubtedly will exercise somecontrol. a - ' >

Making Publlcatlon. a Formal Event (again).

Publication is an important formal event in the Xanadu system. Unda 'old" copyright
law. an author only "copyrighted' his or her work when the work was published. Since
1976. federal copyright law has protected works of authorship from the moment of their
lirst fixation in a tangible medium. Between 1976 and 1989, publication was mainly
important because authors had to auach a copyright notice to published copies of the
work. In 1989. this notice requirement was dropped, which made publication into a .
nonevent in copyright law. By making publication into a significant event, Nelson's
scheme resembles "old" copyright more than "new" copyright.

Making publication a formal event in Xanadu is necessary because it creates a contract '
between the Xanadu operator and the author to guarantee the existence of the published
document for a period of time. This provides an integrity to links and citations generally
absent in the print world, where only law reviews, with their armies of student citation-
cheekers. astue thereader that the cited document exists and supports the proposition for
which it was cited. _

In short, the Xanadu intellectual property system is more different front copyright than
one might think from reading Nelson's books. Nelson's insights about linking--the need
to create incentives to do it, a willingness to treat linking as authorship and to treat the
traversing of links by users as deserving of compensation to link authors, and the
inability of authors to control who can link to their documents--are his most important
and original contributions to current thought about how intellectual property issues
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MODELS OF AUTHOR AND READER BEHAVIOR IN EXISTING
COMPUTER INFORMATION AND MAIL SYSTEMS

How can one question a model of a system that has yet to be built? Some clues about
how authors and readers might behave in digital- libraries and hypertext publishing
system: oorne from how people use eomputa bulletin boards. infomtation services. and
electronic mail systems. Instead of viewing these systems as technical precedents. it is
instructive to consider them as experiments to develop appropriate models for intellectual
property and human behavior to be applied to more ambitious applications like Xanadu.

Prodlgy and Compuserve

Prodigy and CompuServe are commercial services that provide a variety of inlomtation
services, bulletin boards, elccuonic mail.'and enterta.inmcnL They embody significantly
different intellectual property models and thebehavior of their users is markedly different
Prodigy is targeted to the consumer and home market. and treats its users as relatively
passive inforrnatiott consumers who do not interrm much with each other. Prodigy is
marketed in part for its entatainment value. and Prodigy's services are made available for
a fixed monthly fee; usage-insensitive pricing is made posible by the paid advertising
tltat Prodigy presents along with nearly every screen of information displayed by uses.
When Prodigy imposed a usage-pricing scheme for sending electronic mail. many users
felt that their contract with Prodigy had been violated.

In contrast. CompuServe is oriented toward business and professional users and. has .
always had usage-based pricing based on connect time. CompuServe information
are specifically focused, organized into a complex hierarchyof bulletin boards and
databases. many of which are moderated by an expert. who in some circumstances is
compensated by CompuServe. This liner-grained categorimtion enables CompuServe to
impose surcharges for supposedly more timely or valuable information. but its user
population is presumably used to paying for information according to its value. Users
engage in heated electronic dialogues with each otha on bulletin boards. commenting on
and criticizing each others postings.

The Internet

The Internet is a vast network of networks that interconnect thousands of computing sites
in government. indusuy. and academia The lntemet has evolved from primarily
providing electronic mail services to become the infrastructure for significantly broader
services of information exchange and collaborative work. Like CompuServe. the heart of
the Internet is a vast collection of newsgroups in which participants‘ from around the
world post and comment on messages. Some people take on the role of newsgroup
moderators. but the overwhelming majority of newsgroups are urunoderated.

Author and reada behavior on the Internet are governed by norms or 'netiquette" that have
evolved ova time and thatare enforced both by system administrators and by the informal
but effective sanctions of '_tlames" (critical messages) directed at violators. Included in
these norms are rules about selecting newsgroups in which to post messages. choosing
titles, sensitivity to authors of cited messages, and other topics that improve the lot of 'both authors and readas. .

Uses of the Internet vary greatly in their perception of intellectual property laws as they
apply to this new kind of publishing system. Some users (especially new users who are
college students) actas if the Internet services and the information it contains are

. completely free. andcopyrigbted material from newspapers or books often is posted
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without permission} At tlte satne time. other authors explicitly assert copyrights on the
messages that they post.

Authors are not paid to publish attd receive no royalties. and ruders do not have to pay" to
read. but it is fair to state that these activities are often being paid for (or at least
subsidized) by their employers. Hence. it can be argued that anything posted on the
Internet that is wort-related is the intellectual property of the employer who provides
aecm to the Intentet by paying for the computers and telecommunications infrastructure.
Employers may feel that the value of the information their employees glean from the
Internet outweighs the costs of the time to obtain it. but it is unlikely that few employers
explicitly make this analysis.

THE XANADU MODEL OF AUTHOR BEHAVIOR‘

One fundamental question raised by the Xanadu system is whether authors, particularly
good ones, will be willing to pay to publish their works in Xanadu. Some authors may
publish documents in Xanadu out of misplaced confidence in the value of their work, just
as authors now post messages of dubious information content to Compuserve or Internet
newsgroups. Tltey, of course. will get feedback at the end of the tirst rental period when
no royalties are credited to their account. Some authors also seem likely to decide ttot to
renew their document rental space in Xanadu if no one linked to them during the first
rental period. even though if they had stayed in the system. their documents would have
eventually have been discovered and made them a fortune. Still other authors may lack
confidence in their work or may be too poor to afford the rental fee, which may cause
them to withhold from the Xanadu system documents that would ltave been widely
utilized if published there. Xanadu might benefit from a scheme by which authors can
solicit sponsors willing to subsidize the inclusion of their works in Xanadu in exchange ‘
for sotne portion of the royalties.

Authors may not. in other words. behave in the way Xanadu's designers might expect
them to behave. Authors may prefer the print world's system which does not require
authors to pay directly for the privilege of being published. Authors may feel it is quite
enough to have had to work hard to write the text in the first place. Some of the trick of
authoring is writing something that publishers are willing to risk their capital to publish.
A system that would make authors pay to get published may end up either detening
authorship or sending authors in search of another digital library/hypertext publishing
system in which to place their work.

The Xanadu model may -also have underestimated how reluctant many authors may be
about giving otha people unlimited rights to make derivatives of their work. Although
authors seem likely to have no objection to letting Xanadu users link to their documents.
they are likely to feel quite differently about allowing any Tom, Dick. or Susan make
their own versions of the authors‘ works. or to combine portions of their documents with
portions of others‘ documents. It will belittle consolation to such authors that they too
might get royalties whert the revised version or compound document was accessed by
Xanadu users. Authors often regard their writings as expressions of their personalities.
They tend to regard any tampering with their text as a "mutilation" of the work. as
objectionable as if someone had the elfrontery to walk up_ to you and cut your hair "
without you’ permission. In many countries. authors are expressly granted "moral rights‘
in their intellectual products. one of which protects the integrity of the work. In the
U.S.. the derivative work rightvof copyright owners protects authors‘ economic interests
in controlling adaptations of their works. Nelson. like many members of the computer
community, may havea much more positive attitude about taking someone else's work ’
 

zlhese sarrte college studenm would likely be_ more sensitive to’ ixues of plagiarisrn and
infringement applimble to printed works when they write term papers.
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arrd building on it to create a better modified vasion. Nelson seems to have assumed this
attitude is more widespread in the authorial community than my, in fact. be true.

THE XANADU MODEL OF USER BEHAVIOR

The Xanadu intellectual property system is also based on a model of user behavior.
Nelsonhaspr-oposedforxarraduasetofirrcenrives forpeopletomakeuseofthesystem
for a wide variety of purposes. from research to entertainment to hobby to full-time
occupation. Probably his most creative idea is that by which he contemplates
transfortning the digital library part of Xanadu into a hypertext publishing system,
incenting users to become system authors through linking and other derivative uses_of
documatts in the system. - ’ ' ' '

' But the royalty mechanism in Xanadu may create some unfortunate. unintended
incentives. 'l1tesysten: wouldseenr togiveanespecial premium tothosewhoarefirstto

' martion a particular topic in the Xanadu system. even if the first treatment of the topic
was shallow or wrong. 'l‘his'may create incentives to rush documents into the system

‘rather than to craft them to be deeper and more accurate: An example will illustrate one
such problem. ,

Suppose a journalist attended the f'ust conference of scientists concerning the just-fonned
Human Genome Initiative. that he was an avid Xanadu user. and that" at the Fm break in g
the conference schedule,.the journalist authored a document for Xanadu describing in a _
shallow but intelligible way what HG] was about. By virtue of being the first to
mention HG] in Xanadu, this journalist's entry ‘might be, for a time at least.‘ the most
frequently linked to source on HG! in Xanadu. which would make him the most
compensated author on the topic. '

A naive user of Xanadu. when faced with a decision to access the jour_-nalist's HGI
description or a lata much deeper one by a‘ scientist who was a founder of the HG]. might
seethatthefirsthadbeen linkedtoathousnd times.whermthescientist‘sdocurnenthad

been linked to only five times in_the time it was on the systent This might cause the
user to choose the_ more frequently cited source over the better but less frequently cited
source. again ycatrsing more royalties to flow into the jottrnalist's_ account. and incenting
rushed documents ova considered documents in the system. In the printworld, the
shallow first treatment on a topic will tend to be ignored by late’ authors. but in Xanadu.
the first document to mention a subject might always be called up on a user search. and
not until the user reads the shallow document (andhence pays the author royalties on it)
will the user know to ignore it. Even creating a derivative document advising users to
ignore the underlying document willresult in royaltiato the author of the underlyingdocument. - '

Suppose that the journalist's Xanadu‘ document on HG] contained some errors. Other
Xanadu users might well notice the errors. and trrake derivative documents contairting the
needed corrections. Although this would correct the error. an inadvenent result of the
scenario would be that the journalist might make a lot of money from putting out an
erroneous document. forevery time someone people linked to his document or created a
revised version of it. the journalist would share in the revenues. The more. and more
noticeable, were the errors in the document. the larger the number of Xanadu users likely
to notice the errors. to link to his document, and/or revise it. which once again would 

’ms phenomenon is well-known in conventional publication media. of course. A visit
toabookstoreorgrocaystoreuncovers s'cor_es'ofslipshodbooksrhatreporton the latest
fad, war, movie. or entertainment personality. But Xar-radu'se-ems likely to increase the
odds that't'ust-inauthorsarerewarded becauseit doesrrtallow readers to scan the Work
whilewairingirrlineatthecashregistertodiscovahow slarllow itreally is.
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generate more revenues for the journalist. This would seem to over-reward the journalist
for nishing to get his document on HGI into the Xanadu system and not deter entry oferroneous information. .

Usage-based systems. such as Xanadu. may also have the disadvantage. at least for price,
sensitive users. of making those with the most curiosity and tenacity in research to pay
the highest cost. They are the ones who will presumably use Xanadu for longer paiods
of time. Now, one might argue that this is fair because those who use the system the
most are those who pay most. But some may conceive the ksue differently. and think it
one of the great virtues of the library systems of the print world that scholars do not have
to pay more than casual users for access to the library. We want to encourage deep

cxpetuive.

But a more serious problem perhaps than this may be figuring out how to motivate users
to be persistent and creative_in their use of the Xanadu system. It is difficult enough for
ordinary folk to use libraries with print materials it: it which they can walk around and
browse through until they find something to interest them. In Xanadu. the clock will be
ticking and the price will be rising as one browses. Digital libraries. because oftheir
invisibility to the user. may be. for ordinary folk. too abstract to be enjoyably browsable.
Once again, Nelson may have mistakenly modeled the Xanadu user in terms of his own
pasistence and creativity which others may not share.

QUESTIONS ABOUT PRICING INCENTIVES

But perhaps the single most questionable element of the Xanadu intellectual property
scheme, from the standpoint of economic incentives. may be limitations of in pricing
scheme. lf one looks at the universe of copyrighted worls in the print-dominated world,
one will immediately observe that copies are priced according, more or less, to what the
publisher/distributor and author/creator think the market will bear for the number of
copies of it that it is reasonable to think can be sold or licensed. Xanadu posits a flat fee
for Xanadu connect time and a fixed royalty for authors based on per byte delivery for
certain kinds of usage of the document. This is like mandating that all books must be
priced according to the number of pages they contain and all pages must be priced at the
same amount. The CompuServe example seems to suggest that differential pricing of
information is necessary to encourage the development of specialized markets. Unless
Xanadu were the world's only digital library and hypertext publishing system. which
remains Nelson's vision but which is unlikely, Xanadu will lack the negotiating power to
compel authors to accept fixed pricing per byte of their information.‘

People who own copyrights in very valuable intellectual properties simply won't use a
system that won't let them make market-based pricing decisions. The only options
authors of vay valuable intellectual properties would have in the world NeLson envisions
is to put the work in Xanadu as an encrypted private document and contract with users for
access to the document. or to withhold the document from Xanadu altogether. While
encryption might allow market pricing to occur, Xanadu does not facilitate these
transactions: they are to be dealt with between the parties. but if Xanadu does not
facilitate the transactions. it is difficult to see how they can occur. The transaction costs ‘
of individual negotiations which must occur outside’ Xanadu in order to access the

 .2

‘If Xanadu were the only means for authors to publish their works, it would enjoy what
economists call a monopsony, a situation with only one buyer for many sellers. which
generally leads to exploitation. '
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encrypted document in Xanadu would seem inordinately high.’ Nelson contemplates um
authors or publishers of some valuable copyrighted works will choose not to put their
documentsinxanadu. Nelsonltmananswertothisproblem thatmayendupgetting
hitn in trouble if it works. Nelson says that it will still be possible for Xamdu users to
link to and create derivative documents of works not stored in the Xanadu system. It
would not be surprising if a copyright lawsuit was brought to stop such derivative
activity.

CONCLUSION

Whether digital library or hypenext publishing systems can be made commercially viable
will depend on how they deal with intellectual propaty rights issues. The traditional
copyright model will require adjustments in order to facilitate these ‘new kinds of
institutions. Ted Nelson offers one model of how such adjustments ntight be made.
While Nelson's intellectual property scheme for the Xanadu system is bold and
innovative,thereaneanttmba'ol‘respectsinwhich hissystemcan bequestioncd. Most
uncertain are the‘ accuracy of the Xanadu model of author and user behavior. and the
atkquacy of financial incentives for authors to put their most valuable copyrighted works
in the Xanadu system.

A generation of exposure to tape recorders and VCRs. and a raft of new digital
technologies for seaming. frame grabbing. and sampling are making it harder to predict
how people understand and relate to intellectual property. What is legal. and what is
merely technically possible to copy? What constitutes ‘fair use“ of digitally-encoded
copyrighted works? Laws that were suited for kinds of copyrighted works no
longer seem to lit. ‘

More work is needed to develop new models of author and user behavior and the
economics that will yield the right level of incentives for creation of digital library and
hypertext publishing systems. The law can be made to conform to these new models. but
only after we figure out what the right ones are.
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SoftLock Services Introduces
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SoftLock Services introduces...SoftLock Services

Jonathan Schull, President

Schull@SoftLock.com

716-242-0348

SoftLock Services is a new kind of business for a new

kind of product. While we offer an automated credit
card processing service that will be a boon to
shareware authors (and many other people), the big news
is our innovative suite of patent-pending Services and
Tools-for SoftLocking and selling freely-copyable
computer programs and data.

In a nutshell, a SoftLocked computer program or document
is a full-featured, freely copyable computer program or

digital document, with a "lock" on certain "advanced
features" (such as the ability to print, or to run at
full speed). when a User tries to access one of those
advanced features, the product displays a message like
the following.

In order to access the advanced features of this X
program in their full capacity, just...

1. Contact SoftLock Services any time, day or night, by
telephone, modem, electronic mail, or fax.

2. Tell them you want a password for Product Number
87654321

3. Tell them the unique ID for that product on your
computer is 12345678

4. Give them your credit card number (or SoftLock
Voucher Number)

And within 30 seconds, they'll give you a password
that will unlock the advanced features, on this hard
drive, forever!

(And by the way, please give copies of this product to
your friends. It will be of value to them, and if they
want to unlock the advanced features they can just call
us for the unique password they will need for THEIR
hard drives).

httpJ/bubl.ac.uk/ARCHIVE/subject/computinglprograms/sofllo8.htm 19/02/2007
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MORE

All of this can be customized to suit the requirements of

a particular product, but basically, that's all there is
to it. In a typical SoftLocked application program, the
developer might elect to SoftLock an advanced feature
such as the ability to print professional-quality hard
copy at full speed. In a SoftLocked electronic journal,
some articles, and abstracts of all encrypted articles
would be freely readable in any text browser or mail
reader. Viewed through a SoftLock—aware text browser,
an instant password could unlock one or more specific
articles (and render this material readable, or

printable, or modifiable, etc. at the author's
discretion). Thus, SoftLocking can be used to strike the

appropriate balance between “free sample" and “purchased
product“ all the while preserving the user's ability to
backup, copy and pass on to others the entire SoftLocked
application or document.

The business of SoftLock Services rests on three foundations:

1. SoftLock's (patent pending) technology: product— and
machine- specific IDs can create a "lock" that requires a
unique and unpredictable password available from SoftLock's
central password 'dispensaries".

2. A suite of commercial services, to make life easier for
consumers and producers of SoftLocked products.

3. A philosophy: digital products should be virtually free
until their value to the user is clear. Then, the creator
of the product should be compensated fairly.

In keeping with this philosophy, our software tools are
available to potential developers at cost, in order to
create the market for our reasonably priced Services. By
the same token, our client's products can be made available
at nominal cost to Users who will (hopefully) find them
useful when locked, and invaluable when unlocked. Users can

“try before they buy" and then purchase passwords to
instantly unlock any and all advanced features.

SoftLock's essential Service (and the one for which we take
a modest commission) is the quick and convenient sale of
Passwords and other products, round the clock, and around
the world. Payment can be tendered on—line via credit
card, or via SoftLock Vouchers through a variety of
convenient channels. We provide information producers
with sales, distribution, physical fulfillment and customer
registration services and a variety of other support
services, as well as prompt and accurate accounting and
payment. we can provide these services to our Clients for
far less than it would cost them to do it themselves.

SoftLock Services thus creates a whole new venue for the
sale and distribution of freely copyable information. we do
not pretend to know how our tools and services will best be
exploited, but we are confident that we are in a position to
help our clients and their customers find out.

with SoftLock Services...
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Programmers and authors can now implement a business
operation the same way one implements a computer operation --
by adding a few lines of code to their products. The
resulting Softbocked product can be cast upon the electronic
waters, and (if Users find them valuable) checks for 80% of
the retail cost will be deposited in the developers account.

Users can obtain software at little or no cost, "try before
they buy", and unleash the full power of the software
within minutes of deciding to make their purchase.

Software Producers can release complete programs and
documentation, without copy protection, and still be assured
that serious users will purchase the programs they use.

Hardware manufacturers can put computers and storage media
into the hands of the people at cost (or below) by loading
their goods with Softhocked software and sharing in the
profits from Password sales (by arrangement with SoftLock's
clients). Thus, the computer becomes a "software vending
machine", and digital technology becomes an inexpensive but
invaluable commodity.

To make all of this possible we provide the following:

SoftLock Programmers‘ ToolKits

SoftLock Toolkits for C and Pascal programers on PC and
Macintosh computers, make it easy for programmers to
create SoftLocked application programs that are unlocked
by the Passwords we sell. Other ToolKits are under
development, and SoftLock is eager to support those who
would like to help produce them.

SoftLock writers’ Tools

Anyone who can use a word processor or spreadsheet can
create a Softhocked document. SoftLock Services has
sponsored the development of freely-copyable SoftLock-
aware text browsers and document-encrypting programs for
DOS and Macintosh computers Using these and other
tools we provide at nominal cost, Softbocking a document
can be done as easily as writing one.

Thus, the ability to SoftLock text files puts a virtual
printing press, distribution channel, and sales operation
into the hands of anyone with knowledge to sell.

SoftLock Fulfillment Services

we expect that many of our Clients‘ customers will want
printed documentation, backup disks, etc. to follow up
on their instant password purchases. SoftLock provides
inexpensive on-demand fulfillment services for Clients
who want to concentrate on what they do best -- create

valuable digital products (not stuff envelopes).

SoftLock Customer's Tools

hrtp'J/bub!.ac.uk/ARCI-Ilvflsubject/computinglprograms/sofllo8.htm l9/02/2007
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Privacy Enhanced Email and Digital Certification

There is now a standard for Privacy Enhanced electronic
Mail which is so secure that it is subject to export

restrictions by the US government. SoftLock Services
is among the first mass:market information providers to
empower users with the same kind of encryption
technology used by banks and major corporations to
protect their own business transactions. we will be
making available to our customers two version of the
RIPEM public-key encryption package: the original
written by Mark Riordan, and a Macintosh version
written by Ray Lau, author of the popular data
compression program, Stuffit. SoftLock will honor and
respond in kind to confidential messages, including
credit-card based password purchases, through unsecured
public Email channels. By endorsing and promoting
this public standard, and by honoring Privacy-Enhanced
electronic orders, SoftLock Services Inc., offers
secure means for all of us to mind our own electronic

business dealings. As usual (for us), all of this is
free of charge. SoftLock Services will also provide
“digital certificates“ for attaching highly-secure
“digital signatures" to PEM communications.
Electronically "signed and sealed envelopes" are now a
reality for everyone.

SoftLock communication tools

Our customers would be well served by a variety of
communication tools to facilitate and automate
their interactions with SoftLock Services. So we

hereby invite developers to create some Softbocked
products for the purpose, which we will happily promote
on their behalf, and of course sell under the auspices
of our "standard deal".

Among the extensions we have planned are
--simple communications robots for the PC and Mac
that will log in to the SoftLock Central bulletin
board system, “squirt out" a pre—formatted order
form, receive a password, and give the password back
to the calling program (which will install it), and
then hang up.
——a communications robot for bulletin board SYSOPs

which will accomplish the same thing, and allow them
to serve as on—line SoftLock resellers for their
callers.

--an analogous internet-daemon to interact with SoftLock.com
—-and so on.

Developers, get in touch!

SoftLock Vouchers

SoftLock'Vouchers are analogous to "gift certificates“
for SoftLocked Products. Each Voucher has a unique
serial number and a specific monetary value, and can be
used in lieu of a credit card number to purchase products
from SoftLock Central. Each voucher number is "retired"
as soon as it is used. SoftLock Vouchers are useful in
a variety of situations.
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Software manufacturers can include a Softhock Voucher
in their shrink-wrapped packages, and thereby entitle
their pre-paid customers to one (or more) pre-paid
passwords.

Authorized SoftLock Resellers can sell SoftLock
Vouchers to customers for whom credit card purchases
are inconvenient or impractical. We offer quantity
discounts on Vouchers to Authorized SoftLock Resellers
in order to insure that customers anywhere in the
world will be able to purchase passwords with local
currency. Vouchers can be purchased and redeemed
electronically, so we expect Authorized SoftLock
Resellers to be able to help convey passwords to
customers without convenient electronic access to
Softhock Central.

Softhock Central

SoftLock Central is our virtual Customer Service

headquarters, established to provide real-time processing
of purchases from anywhere in the world at any time,
through a variety of comunication channels.

Touch-Tone Telephone. (1-800-SOFTLOCK)

Anyone with a touch-tone telephone can use our voice-
response system to punch in a few numbers
(ProductNumber, SoftLockID, Credit Card or SoftLock
Voucher Number) and receive a password in approximately
60 seconds. Dongles and other consumer products can be
ordered in a similar fashion.

Modem

Users with modems and comunications software can log
in to the SoftLock Central Bulletin Board System and

purchase passwords on—line, order Dongles or
Toolxits, etc. We are eager to encourage the
development of automated communication tools that
would log our system, submit SoftLock IDs and
receive passwords

’Email, Fax, and paper mail

SoftLock will respond within minutes to Email
messages (including credit card and voucher—based
purchases) addressed to SoftLock.com and to faxes
sent to our Fax number. (We will also respond in
kind to paper mail.) Many Softbocked products will
have the ability to generate order forms suitable for
mailing or faxing to us. And as noted above, we are
ready and able to respond to PEM—encrypted Email
messages.

Voice

We don't want anyone left out. Customer Assistants
at 215-993-9900 await your calls during business
hours.

Softbock Client Services
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SoftLock's success depends upon the success of its
clients -- the programmers and authors who produce
SoftLocked products. We offer them a variety of services
at minimal cost.

Developers can order ToolKits, from SoftLock Central,
any time. They will soon be available at ftp sites
and on Bulletin Board Systems worldwide.

SoftLock Certifications

SoftLock-aware text browsers must follow certain

guidelines designed to protect the wishes of text-
authors. Softhock will only license SLX decryption
technology to developers and products that are
demonstrated to adhere to those guidelines.

SoftLock Resellers are enrolled in our certification

program so that our customers can be confident they are,
buying valid Softbock Vouchers from those able to
provide appropriate customer support.

Certified Digital Signatures for Privacy Enhanced Mail
are currently available at nominal cost to employees of
many high-tech organizations. We will make this key to
electronic security available to everyone else.

MORE.

SoftLock Central BBS Developer's Forum

This branch of the SoftLock Central BBS exists to

register and serve SoftLock clients, and to provide
them with the unique Product Numbers and Feature IDs

they need to produce their own products. Developers
without modem access to our bulletin board can receive
the same services from our Developer's Assistants
during business hours.

The BBS will allow Developers to:
--set the prices of their products
--see how their products are selling
--access account information

--collect user registration information
--provide our fulfillment operation with

documentation files, etc.

--trade tips and referrals with each other and
SoftLock Services.

The SoftLock Central BBS also hopes to be able to offer
developers of large-volume products their own sub-
forums on the BBS which they can use to offer support
to their own customers.

We are eager to facilitate any other collaborative
interactions on the internet or on the BBS that will

put tools, inspiration and support into the hands of
our clients, customers and collaborators.

In conclusion

We think we have created a new niche in cyberspace.
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We do not pretend to know what will evolve in that niche.

we hope you'll join us.

[Submitted by: ANDREW WILLIAMSON (cijs26@vaxb.strathc1yde.ac.uk)
Fri, 28 Jan 94 11:04 GMT]
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Appendex Ill - Compatibility with HTML
_. HTML documents can be easily converted into the I-lTML+ format. and only a few changes an-needed. Most

documents won't need any changes at all. I-lTML+ browsers should be able to view li"l'ML documents with
my little effort. Older browsers will be able to view HTMIA documents which don't contain. tables or forms.

Lists

<menu> becomes <ul compact>

<dir> becomes an not-row>

Emphasis

HTML-b replaces the various tags used by HTML with a single tag. It may be worth changing the name for the
emphasis tag in l-lTML+ from PM to EM. to gain compatibility with this cummon form. However. using EM
might be confused with the typographical term em as in em dash (you also get en dash). EM has the merit of
being unnmbigous. I would like to get peoples views on this.

<em> becomes <em>

<tt> becomes <em tt>

<strong> becomes <em b>

<b> becomes <em b>

<i> becomes <em i>

<u> becomes <em u>

<code> becomes <em role="oode'>

<samp> becomes <em mle="samp">

<kbd> becomes (em ro!e="kbd">

<var> becomes <em mle="va.r">

<dfn> becomes <em rol¢"dfn">

<£ile> becomes <em role="cite">

Miscellaneous

Some tags which are deprecated in HTML are now obsolete. and should be mapped to prefom-nmed text:

<plaintext> becomes <p:e>

qmp> becomes <pre>

<listing> becomes <pre>

The following two tags have been absorbed into the standard mechanism for paingi-aplis: ' '

<addre5s> becomes <p role="byline' a1ign="right'>

<blocltquote> becomes <p rol="quote">

30
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agreement. In ‘this case. the transport multiplex will have to’
carry the conditional access packets for each of
that can be used to access this programme.

the module and theiset-top box. The set-top bo
than one DVB—CI slot. to allow connectionof
access modules. For each different conditio
scrambling system required, the

descrambler.

x can have more
many conditional

nal access andlor,
user can connect a module"

generally containing a smart card interface and a suitable

The multicrypt approach has the advantage that it does no
ks, but it is more expensive

to implement (cost of the connectors; housing of the modules,
etc.). The DVB-CI connector may also be used for other purposes

’ require agreements between networ

(data transfers for instance). _
Only the future will tell us which

in practice, and how it will be used.

M‘.

of these options will be used’

'5.1 Principles of the scrambling system in the
DVB standard

‘Given the very delicate nature of this
understandable that only its very general principlesare available,
implementation details only being accessible-to network operators
"and equipment manufacturers under

non—disclos'ure agreernents.
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Principles of the scrambling system in the DVB standard 77

The scrambling algorithm uses two control words (even and
odd) alternated with a frequencypof the order of 2 s in order to
make,.the pirate's task more difficult. one of the two encgpted
control words is transinitted in the entitlement control messages
(ECM) during the period that the other gne is in gag, so that the
control words have to bestored temporarily in the registers of the

_ descrambling device. There is also a default control word (which
could.be_used for free access scrambled transmission) but it is of

. little interest.

The DVB standard foresees the possibility of scrambling at two
different levels (transport level ‘and PBS level) which cannot be
used simultaneously. V. ‘ ' . '

Scramblingat the transport level ~ 1
We have seen in thelpreceding-chapter (Fig. 4.6')’that the transport
packet header includes "a 2 bit field called ‘transpot1_scrambling_
flags'._These bits are used to indicate whether the transport packet
is scrambled and with which control word, according to Table 5.1 .‘below. «

Table 5.1 Meaning o'ftranspon_scrambling_flag bits 
Transport_scrambling_flags Meaning
 
00 No scrambling
0]. _ Scrambling with the DEFAULT control word
L0‘ ‘ - Scrabling with the EVEN control word

‘ti Scrambling with the out) control word

Scrambling at transport level is performed after multiplexing
the whole payload of the transport packet, the PBS at the input of
the multiplexer being ‘in the clear’. As a transport packet may
only contain data coming from one PES, it is therefore possible to
scramble at transport level all or only a part of the PBS forming
part of a programme of the multiplex.

Scrambling at the PES level

In this case, scrambling generally takes place at the source, before ‘
multiplexing, and its presence and control word are indicated by
the 2 bit PES_scra.mbling_control in the PBS packet header, the
format of which is indicated in Fig. 4.4- Table 512 indicates the
possible options.
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Q1 No scrambling ‘ ~ _ , L
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device knows ‘where to" start descrambling due to information
contained in the PES'_header length field, and where to stop due
to the packet_length field; ‘

0 scrambling should be applied to 184 byte portions, and only the
last transport packet may «include an adaptation field; -

0 the PBS-packet header should not exceed 184 bytes, so that it
will fit into one transport packet; . '

0 the default scrambling word is not allowed in scrambling at thePES level-. . .

Fla. 5.] Schematic illnstnuio

ECM_

EMMI

5.2 Conditional access ‘mechanisms

The information required for descrambling is transmitted in
specific conditional access messages (CAM),_ which are of two
types: entitlement control messages (ECM) and entitlement man-
agement messages. (EMM). These messages are generated from
three different types of input data: -

- a control_word, which is used to initialize the descramblingsequence;

 
ti

Decryption:

conlrolgord s (ECM. sariri:a_
service-_kay 2 RBI“. Ui9'_|<§Y

Fig. 5.2 Principle of decryption 0:

for instance in a smart C2

decrypt the in order ‘
initialization of the descran

matical.-ly the process for re

and the EMM. th-. . . . . . Fig. 5.3‘ illustrates eand are transmitted approximately every 2 s. EMM are a function EMM required to dcscragof the service_key and the user_l:ey_ and are transmitted approxi- . _' - - no 3).mately every 10 s._ The process for generating ECM and EMM is T *7 . gramme ' '
illustrated in Fig. 5.] ' _ . ‘

In the set-top box, the principle of decryption consists of recov-
ering the service-_l:ey from the EM}v{ and the user_key, contained

one or more users;

0 a user__key, used for scrambling~the- service key.

ECM are a function of the control_-word and the service‘-_key,

- a .s'erv'ice_key,‘ used to scramble the control word for a group of

l. the program allocation .
packets with PID ; 0 >'
packets carrying’ the ‘pr:
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1713. 5.2 Principle of decryption ofthe control words from the ECM and the EMIM

for instance in a smart card. The service_key is then used to
decrypt the ECM in order to recover the control__word allowing
initialization of the descrambling device. Fig. 5.2 illustrates sche-
matically the process for recovering contml_'words from the ECM
and the EMM.

Fig. 5.3 illustrates the process followed to find the ECM and
EMM required to descramble a given programme (here pro-
gramme no. 3): ' .

1. the program allocation table (PAT). rebuilt_fr-om sections in
packets with PD) = O X 0000, indicates the PID (M) of the
packets carrying the program map table (PMT) sections;
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Fig. 5.3- Process by which the B~{M and the ECM are found in the transptm stream

2. the PMT indicates, is addition :9 the am ‘or’ the paclrets
‘carrying the video and audio. PESs and the PCR. the PID of
packets carrying the ECM; '

3. the conditional access table (CAT), rebuilt from sections in
packets with PID = O X 000]. indicates which packets can'y
the EMM for one (or more) access control system(s);

4. from this information and the user_key contained in the smart
card, the descrambling system can calculate the control_word
required to descramhle the next series of packets (P-ES or
transport depending on the scrambling mode).

The above—d'escribed process‘ is indeed very schematic; the
support containing the user_key and the real implementation of
the system can vary from an operator to another. The details of
these systems are, of course. not in the public domain, but their
principles are similar.
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- 7 Future prospects s

_The fully digitalera in consumer video applications is only just
starting, arid rapid and numerous changes in the services offered
to the pubhc are to be expected in the coming months. Due to the

_ hi_gh.invest_rnents required, it is_ understandable that these trans-
’ missions will start with pay TV services in nearly all countries.

However, even if the DVB standard has a powerful unifying
role (27 countries had adopted the standard by mid-1996). in a
very similar manner to that pioneered by the GSM standard for
the mobile telephone some years ago, it could not impose a
common cond_i't_ional access control in the way GSM did at that
tiII1¢- AS 8 result. a ‘war of‘boxes’ has already staned between the
various European and extra-European players, everyone trying to
impose their technology in the field of conditional access ‘and user
interface (electronic program guide), and surprising alliances can
sometunes be observed. - ‘

We will not. therefore, attempt to make anypredictions in this
field, as the risk’ of being contradicted by events takin'ggp]a‘ce
between the time of writing and the time of reading is far from

’ negligible; and the person who could predictythe winner would'be
very clever indeed. Nevertheless. we will try to list the main fore-
seeable technical changes in this field up to the turn of the century.

1

9.1 Terrestrial digital

Within Europe, the United Kingdom seems to be the first country
willing to start a terrestrial service (as early as 1998, with the 2K
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Evolution of the set-top box 117

variant of DVB-T). This new system would eventually replace
t_be current PAL analogue transmissions after l0-15 years of
coexistence between both systems.‘

One of the proposals for the transition period would consist of
. ‘simulcasting’ on the same RF channel of 8 MHz a digital version
of each of the four or five existing analoguechannels; in this case,
one possibility would then be to stop transrnitting the analogue
versions, one channel at a time", over a period of 15 years or so.

This would allowthe progressive freeing "up of. an important
bandwidth, which could be reallocated either to new digital TV
multiplexes toincrease the number of programmes. or even to
new bandwidth-hungry communication" services.’ However,
mainly for cost reasons, there has been "some criticism of the

- OFDM modulation scheme, already adopted some years ago for
the" digital European radio‘ system "(Digital Audio Broadcasting,
DAB). Its detractors would prefer a less robust but cheaper QAM‘. _
scheme similar to the one usedfor DVB—C with a reinforced
forward error correction. -

p A similar approach is envisaged in the USA, where the digital’
HDTV. ‘Grand Alliance’ project had as one of its objectives the 3
replacement of analogue NTSC transmissions in the year 2008.
However, the choice of the modulation for terrestrial and cable
will certainly differ from DVB, since it will probably be 8-VSB (8
states of AM modulation with a vestigial sideband). This is a kind
of ASK modulationwith more than two states, where one of the
sidebands is almost completely removed by filtering in order to
halve the required bandwidth for transmission.

As long as the technical and political choices for the replace-
ment of analogue transmissions remain unclear, there is little
chance that the digital. TV decoders will be integratedinto the
TV set. As a first step, the sets integrating digital TV will prob-
ably be hybrid (capable of receiving analogue and digital tra.ns—
missions), unless the 100% simulcast approach is chosen from the
beginning.

9.2 livolution of the set-top box

9.2.1 Functional integration

~ The diagram in Fig. 8.2 represents the functional partitioning of a
European IRD of the first generation (available on the commercial
market in the first half of 1996), and each of its functional blocks
corresponds to a major integrated circuit
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.ll 8 Fut‘ur'e prospects

Most of -these lCs are»fabricated‘ with a ‘C-MOS‘ technology,
‘ with" ge_oinetn'es— of _O.6-‘or 0.5 it. As-aresult »of.the‘ very rapid _

progress of the IC technology-, we willsoon be able to group these
functions. in circuits ‘with 0.35 1.1 geometries according to the
possible following scheme:

- reduction of the (S)DR.AM.packages from four of 256 K‘$< 16
tooneof1M>'<l6; ‘ '

.- use. of a RISC processor integrating a part of the cxrcmat
interfaces (IEEEl284 .etc.);.

- grouping _of the transportistream processing (demultiplexer and
descrambler functions) with the RISC processor or perhaps the
MPEG-2 audio/video decoder:

- use of a monochip for channel’ decoding (for satellite as well
for cable), gjrouping the demodulator and the error correction,
and possibly the input ADC(s). -

By 1988-1989, in addition to the power supplyrthe tuner and the
necessary memory, such a decoder (a block diagram of which is

shown in Fig. 91]) could consist of three main lCs:_

 
Fig. 9.: Possible architecture of a ova satellite receiver in 1997/1993 (doued lines
. . represent possible further integration options)

- channel decoder

' RISC processor with transport stream processing
° source decoder.
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120 V Iiurure prospects

' combined player (or even recorder). within the body ’
‘of an existing. YCR. -

i 0 Last; but not least, digital. video broadcasting" will ease the
fintegialtion of TV,._and PC’ functions as _techniq_ues ‘converge’;
and the new» added functions will be more attractive due to

1 the high_ data thrioughput -offered by the .t'Iansport channels.
This -will perhaps bring ‘about the true home multimedia and
multipurpose machine announced some years ago.

9.3 Other changes

93.1’ Theifuturpe MPEG-4 standard
‘Work cohtihues within the MPEG group ‘in order to elaborate new
digital audiolvideo standards. The defunct MPEG-3, initially
intended as t.he basis for a digital HDTV standard, waseventually
includedin the upper levels of MPEG-2. A new MP_EG-.4 committee
has now been created, with the_objec‘tive of defining a standard for

audio/video coding at a very low bit-rate (from 10 kb/s to 1 Mb/s for‘ ‘
moving pictures, and from 2 to 64 kb/s for the associated sound!). 2

'l1iis work is not. in principle, aimed at digital TV broadcasting, but‘
at interactive multimedia applications at the interface between audio-
visual and computer (radio)communications, such as videotelephony -

' based on L-AN, ISDN and standard telephone or radiotelephone net- .
works. For these applications, MPEG-4’ is going to define new coding .
principles. including being object oriented to ease editability and

interactivity, and various scalability possibilities to allow easy adap-
tion to a variety of transmission channel capacities.

The objective is to obtain an international standard by the end
of 1998; which means that commercial applications based on
MPEG-4 will not be available much before the year 2000.

' 9.3.2 New trends for signal processing

Despite the complexity. of the algorithms used, the constant
“increase in'the‘p’rocessing power of the new processors already
allows p1_1rely.softw_are-based full-screen MPEG_de‘coding’in real
time. Although this approach "is definitely not economically
attractive at present fora stand-alone Set-top_ box, it is already
of interest in some microcomputer based applications. I .

In recent years and months. new specialized processors have
been developed which integrate a certain number of functional
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Other ‘changes [21

blocks dedicated to multimedia processing on" top of a RISC or
VLIW processor (audio, video and communication interfaces,
‘motion. estimators. variable length coder/decoder, etc.). _These

processors are generally used asdedicated multimedia coproces-
sors in» amicrocomputer environment, but specific derivatives will
most probably appear for useas stand-alone processors, combin-
ing, for instance.‘all the control and decoding functions of an" IRD;

The advantage of this approach is its_very high flexibility, so
that a well designed piece of hardware will be usable. by simple
"reprogramming, in very different applications (for -instance; the
same board ‘could hefused as‘ a‘ videoconferencing codec, an,‘
MPEG decoder or ‘a music editing ‘sytern. the only penalty‘. to
pay being the amount of memory required for the most demanding
application). -» , ' ~
j In conclusion. we willhave reached. our goal at the end of this
book if readers have acquired a (hopefully clear enough) global
view of the. new techniques used in digital television systems].
which will‘ perhaps give them the desire to investigate further this _

. subject which is still_in itsflinfancy. ‘
In- order to satisfy the thirst for knowledge of interested readers,‘

books much more dedicated to and specialized in particular
aspects of this vast subject (including thenew standards in pre-
paratiori) will most probably be published in the coming months.
The-short bibliography given at the end provides some of the

‘ ‘existing references. '
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Deposit, Registration and Recordation in
an Electronic Copyright Mangement
System

by Robert E. Kahn

szu::.u3I=5=Ia

ABSTRACT

This document proposes the development of a testbed for deposit, registration and
recordation of copyright material in a computer network environment. The testbed will

involve the Library of Congress and provide for electronic deposit of information in any of
several standard fonnats, automated submission of claims to copyright, notification of
registration and support for on-line clearance of rights in an interactive network. "Digital
signatures" and "privacy enhanced mail" will be used for registration and transfer of
exclusive rights and other copyright related documents. Electronic mail-will be used for
licensing of non-exclusive rights with or without recordation. Verification and authentication
-of deposits can be carried out within the testbed using the original digital signatures. A
system of distributed redundant "Repositories" is assumed to hold user deposits of
electronic information. The testbed provides an experimental platform for concept
development and evaluation, a working prototype for system implementation and a basis
for subsequent deployment, if desired.

A INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Deposit, registration and recordation of copyright material and its associated claims to
rights have generally been handled manually. Over the past two decades, the economics

._ of information technology has enabled an electronic foundation for such material and
.- claims. The key elements of this foundation are the personal computers, workstations,

computer networks‘ and peripheral devices such as scanners, printers and digital storage
systems.which have now become sufficiently powerful and cost effective to be put into
widespread use. It is now essential that the underlying systems used to manage copyright
be confonned to be compatible with the promise of this new computer networking
environment. This paper addresses several essential steps that should now be taken to
facilitate that process.

In the current manual system, claims to copyright are registered with the Copyright Office,
Library of Congress. Deposits are accepted and stored in physical form including "tapes
and diskettes as well as paper and other substances. Notification of registration is also
made in physical fonnjln addition, documents transferring copyright ownership and other
documents pertaining to copyright may be submitted to the Copyright Office for
recordation. While an on-line record of recent registrations and recordations may be
accessed at the Copyright Office, there is only limited external dissemination of this
information in electronic fonn for access at remote sites.
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This approach requires considerable physical storage at the Library of Congress for
deposited materials which can only increase over time. Materials stored in physical form
will slowly degrade unless deposited in digital media in which.case the contents may be
reproduced subsequently without loss of infonnation but at some cost for duplication. Even
if it is available digitally, much, if not most, of this material will not generally be accessible
on-line from any source. Rights to use the information in a computer network environment
cannot usually be acquired easily or quickly, even if the identity of the rig htsholder is
accurately known. Fortunately, these limitations can also be overcome with the use of

~ information technology and only minor modification to the current manual system.

COMPONENTS OF THE PROPOSEDSYSTEM

This document proposes building a testbed to develop and evaluate key elements of an
electronic copyright management system. These elements include: ~

a. Automated copyright registration and recordation

b. Automated transactional framework for on-line clearance of rights

c. Privacy enhanced mail and digital signatures to facilitate on-line
transactions ’

d. Methodology for deposit. registration, recordation and clearance

Current registration and recordation activities of the Library of Congress would be
maintained and enhanced. in the proposed testbed. It provides for repositories and
recordation systems both within and without the Library of Congress, which would serve as
agents for authors and other copyright owners which seek to register works with the
library. In addition, the testbed provides for automated rights clearance, outside of but
linked to the library, which would accelerate permissions and royalty transfers.between
users and rightsholders. ‘

Electronic Copyright Management Testbed

A testbed is proposed to develop and evaluate these concepts and to obtain experience in
the implementation and operation of an experimental system (see Figure 1). The proposed
testbed consists of a Registration and Recording System (RRS), a Digital Library System

-. (DLS) and a Rights Management System (RMS). The RRS will be operated by the Library
of Congress and will permit automated registration of claims to copyright and recordation
of transfer of ownership and other copyright related documents. The RRS would also
provide evidence of "chain of title." The DLS will be a distributed system involving authors,
publishers, database providers, users, and numerous organizations both public and

‘private. It will be a repository of network accessible digital infonnation and contain a
powerful network based method of deposit, search and retrieval. The RMS will be an
interactive distributed system that grants certain rights on-line and permits the selective
use of copyright material on the network. -
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lnforrnation may be stored in the DLS, located within the DLS and retrieved from the DLS

using any of several mechanisms such as file transfer, electronic mail or agents such as
Knowbot programs. Material may be imported into the DLS from other independent
systems, from paper and other sources or exported from the DLS to other independent
systems, to paper or to other materials such as CD-ROM, DAT, and microcassettes. The

electronic copyright management system described in this document would be directly
linked to the DLS.

The testbed would contain a digital storage system connected to an applications gateway
' (which is, in turn, connected to multiple communication systems including the Internet) to

which documents would be submitted. The storage system would constitute an

experimental repository for information. The applications gateway would be designed to
support multiple access methods including direct login. The RRS and RMS would be

\: servers connected to the Internet. lnitially, they would be on a common ‘machine, but they
could later be easily separated. After development, the RRS would be relocated to the

-Library of Congress or its designated agent prior to being placed in operation. After initial
implementation, the repository and the RMS would be replicable at other sites.

Electronic Bibliographic Records

A An electronic bibliographic record (EBR) is created by the user for each digital document
submission and supplied with the document for registration. The EBR is also suitable for

use in cataloging and retrieval. The EBR may be supplied to other systems without the
actual document but with a pointer to it. The EBR must contain a unique name for the

document per author. if a name is provided that has already been used by the same
author, it will be rejected with an explanation. An acknowledgment of deposit will be

returned to theuser along with a unique numerical identifier and a retrieval pointer to the
document, and, in the event of a claim to copyright, a certificate of registration from the
RRS. ~

Claims Registration

When the EBR indicates a claim to copyright, the RRS will be supplied a copy of the EBR
by the repository along with a digital signature (to be described shortly) that can be used to
verify the accuracy of a deposit at a later time. The actual work would remain in the

repository. The digital" signature consists of a few hundred bytes of data and is

approximately the size of the EBR. It should allow the authenticity of the retrieved

document to be formally established at any time for legal _and other purposes.\ .

Repositories

The RRS need not be collocated with a repository. It is expected that an operational RRS
would be operated by the Library of Congress. The repositories'=wou|d be operated by the
Library of Congress as well as other organizations or individuals. Deposits .in certain
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qualified repositories will constitute deposit for public record purposes. The Library of
Congress will maintain its own repository of selected deposits. -

Although a set of distributed repositories is envisioned for a widely deployed system, the
proposed testbed will only have a single repository for experimentation. The repositories
would be established in such a way as to insure the survival of the deposited information
with perhaps different degrees of confidence (much like the treasury, banks and brokerage
houses, for example). Certain information would probably not be deposited for purposes of
registration and might be stored at the users local site or in a commercial repository.
Highly valued information could be stored in rated repositories (5-star down to 1-star) with
varying degrees of backup and corresponding costs. The most criticalinformation, as
determined by Copyright Office regulations, might be stored at the Library of Congress or
the National Archives as a safeguard. The structure of such a system of repositories
should be developed as part of the project.

A _ The advantages of a distributed repository system are:

‘1. Large amounts of physical storage is not required to be made available at
the Library of Congress.

2. Access to the original documentation is guaranteed by the DLS to the
confidence level selected by the user's choice of repository (again like the
banks).

3. Repositories serve as interfaces to the users, thus offloading and insulating
any central servers and systems such as the RRS from potentially large user
loadings and specialized customer service requests.

4. Access to the RRS in transaction mode is available only to authorized
repositories and RMSs that are qualified to use the RRS in that mode. An

' individual author, a collective licensing organization, a government or
corporate entity or others may run an RMS. Authors and other copyright
owners, as well as users may also connect directly to_ the RRS through a
separate interactive user interface.

,. The Computer Network Environment

There are three specific actions of concern in a network environment. One is the

movement of information already contained in a computer network environment -thereby
greatly facilitating the creation of multiple copies in multiple machines in fractions of a
second. The second is the importation of external information, such as print material or
isolated CD-ROM based material, which must first be scanned or read into the system
before it can be used. The third is export of internal network based information to paper
using digital printers or facsimile machines or copied to separable media such as tape or
DAT for external transport to others. Some of these actions, such as local use on paper in
very small quantities, may or may not be covered by fair use provisions. -However, non fair ,
use actions would require approval "of rightsholders.

In addition to the above three actions, there is a fourth action that is facilitated by the
computer network environment. Information in, digital form has the property of being easily
manipulated on a computer to produce derivative works. Such derivative works can also
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be easily moved about in a computer network environment and be subject to further
manipulation by other parties. The technology makes it possible for parallel and concurrent
manipulation of such infon'nation to result in an exponential proliferation of such derivative
works..

Rights Management System

The four actions described above form a basis for a rights management system. In
general, there will be many such systems operated by rightsholders or their agents for
required permissions on either an exclusive or non-exclusive basis for a given type of
action. To locate an RMS, a user requires the existence of a domain server that knows

about the network names and addresses of all RMS servers. Transactions involving rights
may be handled by direct exchange on-line between the user system and the ~
corresponding RMS. Typically. this exchange would occur rapidly on-line, and we refer to

this as the interactive clearance of rights. Privacy enhanced electronic mail would be

available for exclusive licenses and other transfers of rights. Non-exclusive licenses might
be handled by regular electronic mail.

Transfer of copyright ownership would usually involve recordation in the RRS and could

conceivably be handled automatically by the RMS on behalf of the rightsholder and the
user to facilitate matters. The confin'nation from the RRS would also be passed back to the
rightsholder and user directly or via the RMS using privacyeenhanced mail. Various

enabling mechanisms in the normal screen-based computer interface could be developed
and invoked by a user to achieve rapid clearance. If included in the user interface, this

capability would have theeffect of creating an instant electronic marketplace for such
information. - '

Recordation is defined to mean the official keeping of records of transfers of copyright
ownership and other documents pertaining to copyright by the Copyright Office, Library of
Congress. For legal purposes, proof of official registration of claims and recordations will
be provided by the Copyright Office (via the RRS). Other registrations (at repositories) and
non-exclusive licenses (via RMSs) will be certified by privacy enhanced mail. It will be up

. to the parties to such registrations and recordations to maintain electronic records of their
transactions. These could also be stored within the DLS.

Identification Systems

The electronic copyright management system actually requires several types of domain
servers. First, documents can be easily retrieved via the DLS if the citation is accurately
known or through one or more search and browsing processes otherwise.‘ However, the

mapping of a bibliographic pointer (to the designated repository) into its network name and

address may require a separate server. Second. the above mentioned domain server for
RMSs is needed. Third, the date and time that transactions have been requested and
takenmay need to be formally validated. An electronic notary and time server would

provide such a capability as part of the privacy enhanced mail ‘system.

Retrieval, Appearance and Submission of Documents
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public part of a pair of keys could use it to prepare a message which would remain

confidential until the person knowing the private key used it to decrypt the message. The
public keys could be listed in public directories without any special protection since
knowing them did not help anyone decrypt messages encrypted using the public key. This
feature makes it far simpler to manage key distribution since the public part need not be
protected.

Three researchers at MIT, Rivest, Shamir and Adelman developed a pair of functions
meeting the requirements specified by Diffie and Hellman. These functions are now known
as the RSA algorithms (from the last names of the inventors).

Digital Signatures

Since either key of a public key cryptography pair can be used to perform the initial
encryption, an interesting effect can be achieved by using the secret key of the pair to
encrypt messages to be sent. Anyone _with access to the public key can decrypt the
message and on doing so successfully, knows that the message must have been sent by
the person holding the corresponding secret key. The use of the secret key acts like a
"signature" since the decryption only works with the matching public key.

Buyers could send digitally signed messages to sellers and the sellers could’ verify the
identity of the sender by looking up the public key of the sender in a public directory and
using it to verify the source of the message by successfully decrypting it. ‘

Privacy- Enhanced Mail (PEM)

Public key cryptography can be combined with electronic mail to provide a flexible way to
send confidential messages or digitally signed messages or both. In actual practice, a :
combination of public key, conventional secret key and another special function called I
cryptographic hashing is used to implement the features of privacy— enhanced mail. The
public key algorithms require a substantial amount of computing power compared to
conventional secret key algorithms. The older secret key algorithms, such as the Data
Encryption Standard (DES) developed by the National Institutes of Standards and

I Technology (NIST), are much more efficient. Consequently, confidential messages are
typically encrypted using a conventional secret key which, itself, is sent, encrypted in the
public key of the recipient. Thus, only the recipient can decrypt the conventional secret key
and, eventually, decrypt the message.

To send digitally- signed messages, each message is run through a "hashing" algorithm
which produces a compressed residue which is then encrypted in the private key of the
sender. The message itself is left in plain text form. The recipient can apply the same
hashing algorithm and compare the compressed residue against the one that was sent
(after decrypting it with the sender's public key). ‘

One of the basic problems with this application of public key cryptography is knowing
whether the public key found in the directory fora given correspondent is really that
correspondent's key or a bogus one inserted by a malicious person. The way this is dealt
within the Privacy- Enhanced Mail system is to create certificates containing the name of
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the owner of the public key and the public key itself,’ all of which are digitally signed by a
well- known issuing authority. The public key of the issuing authority is widely publicized so
it is possible .to determine whether a given certificate is valid. The actual system is more
complex because it has a hierarchy of certificate issuers, but the principles remain the
same.

Notarization V

Using digital signatures, it-is possible to establish an on- line notarization service which
' accepts messages, time- stamps them and digitally signs them, then returns them in that
form. If the person desiring notarization digitally signs the message at the time it is sent to
the notarizing service, then it will be possible, later, to establish that the person requesting
the notarizing had the document/message in question at the time it was notarized. One
can imagine that the originator of a message might have it notarized for the record and the-
recipient might independently do so. By this means, for instance, evidence of a contract's .

existence in the hands of each party at particular times might be established.

' VERIFICATION, AUTHENTICATION AND CERTIFICATION

The verification process uses stored digital signatures to ascertain whether a given copy is
identical to the version which was originally deposited. ~lf any portion of the copy differs
from the original,-the verification process will fail. Authentication or formal certification of

' deposits may be provided to a "requesting party in traditional ways or via electronic mail.
Privacy enhanced mail would be used to certify the authenticity of a deposit, as well as to
certify registration and recordatlon records, for legal purposes.» '

The deployment of an electronic deposit. registration and recordation capability for use in a
computer network environment would greatly facilitate and accelerate the move to a

network base for information creation and dissemination. The system would be compatible
with the currentmanual. system and would support the ability of the Library of Congress to
provide automatedregistration and recordation services. It would provide a foundation for

». straightfonlvard and easy expansion and evolution and provide a direct linkage for the
Library of Congress to the DLS. It would provide a prime working example for all other
kinds of activities where claims registration and rights management come into play.
Verification’ and authentication of copiesof deposits may be performed electronically using
digital signatures. Formal certification of deposits, as well as registration and recordation
records, "using privacy enhanced mail may be provided for legal purposes. A testbed which
demonstrates the relevant concepts and ideas can be implemented within a two to three
year period with initial limited use within a year. ' ‘ ‘

Robert 1:. Kenn’, Ph.D.
_President ‘ .' .
Corporationrfon National Research Initiatives
Suite 100

1895 Preston white Drive
Restofi, VA 22091-5434
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I THE DIGITAL LIBRARY PROJECT

VOLUME 1: The World of Knowbots
(DRAFT)

~ \

AN OPEN ARCHITECTURE FOR A DIGITAL LIBRARY SYSTEM -

I ‘ AND

A I’LAN FOR ITS DEVELOPMENT.

Robert E. Kahn and Vinton G. Cerf

Corporationefor National Research Initiatives
March 1988

©Corp. for National Research Initiatives, 1988
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Summary

This volume describes an open a.rchitecture for an important new kind of national information
infrastructure which we call the Digital Library System (DLS). The architectural framework
includes the DLS functional components, the methodology by which the participating systems
communicate with each other, and active, mobile software components, called Knowbots,
which perfonn services for the users. Subsequent volumes will address detailed technical
aspects of the architecture such as the design of Knowbots and the protocols required to bind
the DLS components together. This research was carried out by the Corporation for National
Research Initiatives to specify the overall structure and function of a DLS and to provide a basis
for subsequent creation of an experimental system to evaluate the concept with real users.

The term "library" conjures a variety of different images. For some, a library is a dim and dusty .
place filled with out-of-date texts of limited historical interest. For others, it is a rich collection
of archival quality information which may" include video and audio tapes, disks, printed books,
magazines, periodicals, reports and newspapers. As used in this report, a library is intended to
be an extension of this latter concept to include material of current and possibly only transient
interest. Seen from this new perspective, the digital library is a sea.rnless blend of the
conventional archive of current or historically important information and knowledge, along
with ephemeral material such as drafts, notes, memoranda and files of ongoing activity.

In its broadest sense, a DLS is made up of many Digital Libraries sharing common standards
and methodologies. It involves many geographically distributed users and organizations, each

«of which has a digital library which contains information of both local and/or widespreadinterest.

Each user in the DLS manages his information with a Personal Library System (PLS) uniquely
. tailored to his needs. A PLS has the ability to act as a stand-alone system for its user, but under ‘
normal conditions it will be connected into a rich network of public, personal, commercial,
organizational, specialized and national digital libraries.

The DLS provides each user with the capability to use other cooperating digital libraries and
provides the necessary search, retrieval and accounting capabilities to support ready access to
local and network-based information. The various digital libraries and the associated access to
network based capabilities are integral parts of the Digital Library System. Convenient access
to local and remote information, without regard for its location, is an essential goal of the
system design.

' The initial application of the DLS will be retrieval of specific documents for which a user may
be able to supply only an imprecise description. For this pu.rpose, we assume each retrieval
request has a known target document which the user cannot describe or locate with precision,
but can recognize when retrieved. Natural language and visual aids are used to assist the user in
this process. However, the possible uses of a DLS are extensive and several innovative
applications, discussed in the document, will be explored during the course of the project.
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The potential utility for the Digital Library System technology is extremely high if agreement
can be reached on appropriate standards and the relevant parties participate on a national scale.
The efforts of multiple organizations such as computing equipment suppliers, publishers and‘
other information providers and communications companies are needed to achieve the goals of
the project. If successful, the results of this research offerthe distinct possibility of enhancing
productivity and should stimulate others to develop a vast array of new infonnation products
and services. The societal implications of success are very significant.

This document presents one practical path to the creation of such a capability. The benefits of
this work depend on the outcome of the scientific research proposed herein. A plan is outlined
for the development of an experimental digital library system which depends upon the active
involvement of both the research community and the suppliers of equipment and services. The
Corporation for National Research Initiatives looks fonavard to playing a leadership role in
exploring the feasibility of this concept.
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1. Introduction

“This volume describes an open architecture for the development of a Digital Library System.
The many users of such a system, even those with only limited or even no knowledge of
information technology, can benefit enomrously from quick and easy access to the information
it contains. Its initial users will be drawn from the research community. However, the system
is designed to accommodate a broad class of users (researchers and all others) in productive use
of the digital library.

The Digital Library System design allows individual organizations to include their own material
in the Digital Library System or to take advantage of network based information and services
offered by others. It includes data that may be internal to a given organization and that, which
crosses organizational boundaries. This document presents a plan to develop such a system on '
an experimental basis with the cooperation of the research community. Finally, it addresses the
application of a Digital Library System to meet_ a wide variety of user ‘needs.

The productivity gains from having access to a Digital Library System are easily as large as
those derived from internal combustion engines and electric motors in the early part of this
century. "Just as a car on an interstate highway is vastly more effective than one on a rutted dirt
road, computer-based information "vehicles" can be made dramatically more effective given the
proper operating environment. Computer and communications technology has made it possible
for old fashioned, slow retrieval methods to be replaced by virtually instantaneous electronic
retrieval. Each user of this technology _can anticipate enormous potential benefit, but we lack
the natural infrastructure to support this capability on a widespread basis today. This absence
of infrastructure represents both a barrier and an opportunity of dramatic proportions.

1.1 A Perspective

Let us assume it is now 2003 and a little over a decade and a half has passed since the work
which led to the development of a new national Information Infrastructure was started. The
reality has surpassed early technological visions in unexpected ways although some of the more
esoteric research ideas are still the subject of active investigation. To understand the profound .
nature of the revolution which has resulted from the establishment of this new infrastructure,
we must reach back into history to trace the roots of human information processing.

In the early history of man, we had only an oral tradition with which to maintain our increasing
fund of knowledge and recollection of history. Fathers handed down to sons the oral tradition
of the tribe. The capture and rendition of this knowledge was a time-consuming process
requiring frequent repetition to avoid its loss. With the invention of writing, we were able to
speed up the process of infonnation capture and simplify its reproduction. The price we paid to
obtain maximum benefits for this improvement was a need to teach a larger community to readand write.

With the invention of paper and, especially with Gutenberg's invention of the printing press, the
time and cost required to reproduce information was reduced dramatically. The invention of
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the typewriter brought personal printing within reach of a mass market, but the modification of
printed documents to reflect changes and new ideas was still a laborious process which often
required the re-typing and/or reprinting of the entire document. *

Then dry-process reproduction methods were discovered and subsequently fashioned into
copier products. This brought rapid reproduction ofprinted material to a mass market at an

affordable cost. Once again, the time from the creation of.a document to having multiple
copies available for distribution dropped dramatically.

Computers brought yet another increment in flexibility and speed to the task of recording and
sharing human knowledge. In the mid-to-late 1960's,-time-sharing applications and networking,
along with CRT displays, made it far less costly to prepare and alter documents before
committing them to paper or other pennanent media. Computer-supported text editing grew
even more accessible and affordable with the emergence of microprocessors in word processors_
and then personal computers. By the early 1980's, most documents were prepared using word
processing software running on personal computers.

An adjunct development, the computer-controlled laser printer, brought an additional level of
convenience and flexibility to the recording of human knowledge. At very little cost, it was
possible to produce fully formatted, multi-font documents with~the same degree of revisability
as one had with earlier, single-font systems. Products were developed which permitted the L
integration of imagery and graphics in digital fomi along with the textual components of
documents. These products were called, collectively, "desktop publishing systems."

In the_ late 1960's and throughout the 1970's, the sharing of mainframe resources _and
information through networking was a popular method for distributing the cost of gathering and
maintaining special infomiation bases. Among the many such information services developed
during that period, the bibliographic retrieval systems were among the most popular._ Services
such as the National Library of Medicine's MEDLINE, Lockheed's DIALOG and the
Bibliographic Retrieval Service (BRS) became important reference tools for a variety of users.
In the legal community, Mead Data's Lexis and Nexis databases became important resources
supporting the preparation and evaluation of legal cases. These tools provide full text in
addition to citations to their researchers. - H

The practitioners of Library Science, like many others dealing with increasing amounts of
information, turned to computer-based methods for assistance. The Library of Congress, the
Research Libraries Group at Stanford, the National Library of Medicine and the Online
Computer Library Center, Inc., joined together in a project to exchange information between
their databases. This was called the Linked Systems Project.

Other information services, focused around the concept of remotely-accessible, on-line
databases, emerged in this period. These included the Dow Jones/News Retrieval Service, the
Data Resources, Inc.,'economic databases, the Thomas Register of companies and products, and

' hundreds of special databases reachable-through Compuserve and The Source. These services,
together, probably did not generate more than $300M/year by 1985; but there was a growing
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interest in access to information in this computer-processible form. Most of the information
service providers were desired technology which would make more uniform the varied
environment in which they had to work.

Networking, along with time—sharing and personal computing combined to form the technical

support base for another important technology: electronic messaging. This technology emerged
in the computer science research community in the 1970's and in the public domain in the
1980's. Electronicpmessaging further reduced the potential time delay for propagation of
documents by allowing them to be sent electronically to the appropriate recipients. By the early

, 1990's, standards had been established and business relationships forged which permitted the
interoperation of public and private electronic messaging services. The development and

deployment of Integrated Services Digital Networking facilities, which emerged slowly in the
marketplace, reached an average penetration of 30-35% by 1994. The bulk of this penetration
was in the commercial -sector where over 70% of businesses had some form of electronic

messaging service installed, while residential use had reached only about 15% of the market by
that time. By the year 2000, this class of telecommunications had reached about 95% of the

business market and about 35% of the residential market. Much of the early usage in the
business market was attributable to "electronic data interchange" or "EDI" applications. In
these applications, business documents (purchase orders, confirmation, shipping manifests and
the like) were exchanged electronically along with electronic funds transfers.

The availability of a prototype Digital Library System (DLS) in'l992, with its innovative
approach to intellectual property tracking, opened up a new publishing medium for infonnation
providers. In addition to the traditional book, magazine and newspaper markets and existing
interactive database markets, the new Digital Library publications allowed the user to
selectively view, reorganize and even update the contents for his or her personal use. Certain
literary objects even had the ability to automatically update themselves with fresh information
or to provide references to recent arrivals in the DLS.

Certain fundamental effects of the Digital Library System were the consequence of four distinct
but strongly interacting developments during the 1990's. First, the conventions adopted for the
representation of documentary material in the Digital Library were widely implemented by all
vendors of combined document processing, database and spread sheet software, by vendors of
electronic desktop publishing systems and by public and private libraries around the country.
The existence of such common conventions made it feasible for virtually any personal
computer or workstation to access and use infonnation produced by any other similarly
equipped workstation.

Second, the continuing trend in reduced cost, increased power and memory in portable
computers finally reached the point where real-time speech recognition applications became
cost-effective. This meant that the transcription of voice to text became affordable to the

business community in 1997 and to individual users by 2001. This same computing capacity,
along with the development of high resolution, flat_screen, touch sensitive displays, provided a
basis for the recognition and transcription of hand written or pre-printed material as well.
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Direct interaction with a tablet/display and/or processing of scanned material became an
affordable alternative to manual (i.e., keyboard) transcription.

The ready capture of imagery through high resolution scanning and telemetry added a third leg
to the convenient creation, capture and processing of compound documents. Real-time
manipulation and storage of material was also achieved.

Fourth, the incorporation of digitized sound, recorded or synthesized voice and high definition
video sequences into documents stored in the Digital Library made it possible to combine most
traditional forms of information publication into a common digital format. ‘ Conversion into and

out of the digital forms and into the more traditional media provided bridges to older existing
technologies. The structure and elementary content of printed material were determined during
the scanning process. ‘

The ability to register, store, catalog, search, retrieve and manipulate digital information in the
library, combined with the variety of affordable media conversion capabilities available by the ‘
early 21“ Century have led to a revolution in our social, economic and intellectual fiameworks.

Aided by computer-based Knowbots, easily reproduced and distributed computing cycles
augmented human brainpower in the collection, use and creation of information in virtually
every aspect of our lives.

Spurred, in part, by the focus of scientific attention on biology and biochemistry during the
1980's, and by the application of computer-intensive processing to non—invasive medical

evaluations, the technology of the Digital Library System was applied to the capture and storage
of high resolution magnetic resonance imagery (MRI), sonograms, X-ray and other similar
diagnostic information. Increasingly detailed genetic analysis capabilities in combination with
atomic level biochemical simulations have made it possible to carry out patient-specific bio-
and chemo-therapy unthinkable in the past.

Massive amounts of detailed patient history, including the various kinds of digitized imagery,
were stored in Digital Libraries around the country. This information provided a basis'for ‘
epidemiological studies, simulation of experimental therapies, analysis of the population for
various health trends, tissue matching and statistical analyses for predictive or retrospective
purposes. Coupled with the increasing use of computers for the fabrication of prosthetics, the
conduct of surgery and the evaluation of drugs for therapeutic effects, Digital Library Systems '
are now playing a central role in health care in the_2lst century.

Virtually all economic and social transactions are now recorded in Digital Libraries: property
exchanges and documentation of ownership, the creation and dissolution of businesses and

other legal entities, regulations, the judgments of courts and the acts of legislatures, births, .
deaths, marriages and divorces, the filing of intellectual property claims and the publication of
intellectual works of all kinds are registered within the framework. Entertainment and

advertising, product information and actual products, if representable in digital fonn, are lodged
in and made available through these systems. Blueprints and designs for buildings, and other
kinds of physical components are required to be deposited in Digital Libraries.
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The exploration of information accumulated in Digital Libraries is now an essential part of our
educational and research infrastructure. Computer—based tools for search and retrieval of
information (including documents) are readily available to students at -all levels. The results of
manned and unmanned space exploration are indelibly recorded and made accessible as part of
the system. Similar aggregations of information are accumulated daily from national and
international high energy physics research activities. Economic information, generated and '
captured in the natural course of daily transactions, is sorted, analyzed and mined by tireless
Knowbots making their endless journeys through information space. Malthusian concerns
about data overpopulation are easily solved by a combination of advances in high. density
storage systems and techniques which allow data to die a natural death. "

The users of these systems draw upon natural language and visual capabilities embedded within
them to find the information they need and to put it into a form suitable for further use. This
information,-rich, computer~aided environment has significantly changed our ability to organize
into groups to achieve specific objectives. Our business organizations have taken on a much

‘more fluid and "horizontal" character, now that the assembling and sharing of information has
been made a natural side-effect of everyday interaction. New information—based products‘ are
introduced daily and are often discovered and used by other programs that serve our needs,
without the need for our personal intervention at all. '

Digital Libraries have now become such a pervasive part of everyday living that it's.hard‘ to
remember _what life was like without them. Like other infrastructure, one never really thinks
about how it works, how it evolved or, how it is maintained, any more than one thinks about
water, electricity, telephones and highways when they are readily available. ,

1.2 Technology and Infrastructure

Infrastructure plays a key role in the economic vitality of every nation, Viewed from an
evolutionary perspective, infrastructure develops in response to the creation of new
technologies. For example, the invention of the steam engine and its application in locomotives
led to the development“ of railroads which, in the U.S., were instrumental in opening up the
American West. Similarly, the harnessing of electricity and the invention of the light bulb
preceded and motivated the development of a national power generation and distribution
system. The invention of the automobile and the capability for its mass production ultimately
led to the national interstate highway system which drove the evolution of suburban America.
The telephone . and the underlying communications technology led to a national
telecommunications infrastructure. - ‘

Few inventions lead to the creation of infrastructure, but every so often, technology appears
which drives this kind of development. Nearly every application which emerges at the heart of
an infrastructure has an aspect of geographic dispersion and connectivity (e.g., telephone,
television, roads, railroads, power generation). However, some technologies can form a kind of
infrastructure without connectivity. Videocassette recorders are a prime example. Their
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penetration into the residential market is the basis for the cassette rental business which could
not exist otherwise. '

An important characteristic of infrastructure is simplicity of use. As with electricity, the user's
view of the telephone, television, and automobile is essentially simple, although each of the
underlying systems is quite complex.

Simple standards govemingthe use and application of an infrastructure also contribute to its
utility in the social and economic structure. For instance, while power generation itself can be
complex, ordinary 60 cycle, 120 VAC service is easily described and used to support an
unending array of devices.

Computer technology, especially the personal computer or workstation, has all the
characteristics consistent with infrastructure. PCs and workstations are widely dispersed in the
geographic sense. Like many new technologies, their initial» applications displace older
methods of achieving similar objectives (word processing versus typewriters, for example) just
as cars were thought of initially as simply horseless carriages. Once these displacement
applications achieve sufficient penetration, though, it is possible to introduce quite new
applications which have no previous counterparts. Moreover, the relatively recent development
and spread of packet communication and intemetting technology adds an important ingredient,
namely connectivity. ' ’

These observations suggest that the ingredients are present for the creation of a new information
infrastructure based on the wide and increasing penetration of computing and communication

' technology into the American social and economic fabric. Although personal computers and
workstations still suffer fiom user interface‘ complexity, techniques have emerged (e.g., icons,
mice, windows, natural language) which have the potential to simplify the use of computers
considerably. ’ ‘

Infrastructure does not happen by accident. It is planned (either well or poorly) and deliberately
created often with the direct involvement of the government. It is also preceded by a great deal
of experimentation and research. The development of an information infrastructure will be no
different in this regard. Unlike the industrial revolution which focused on the augmentation of
human manual skills and abilities, computers offer the opportunity to enhance human cognitive
capability and capacity. Over the last 40 years, the evolution of digital electronics,
communication networks and computer-based applications has amply demonstrated the fertile
potential of this technologies. '

What is different at this juncture is that computers and digital storage technology are now
readily accessible at reasonable cost-to be applied to personal information tasks. At the home
or office, and even on travel, the availability of computation is becoming pervasive. In the near
future, shirt-pocket-size CD-ROMS (perhaps even writeable versions) will be commonplace.
Use of networks to access remote databases will also continue to grow.
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It is now likely that a substantial portion of the written information we encounter in the U.S.
was, at one time, in computer manipulable form. Much of it has never been in that fonn, but
the rate of production of information is so high that the more recent material significantly
dominates that which has been produced in the past. Of course, the bulk of this infonnation
arrives as "marks on paper" in part because our information distribution methods‘ are still
dominated by the low cost and convenience of the printed- medium. '

Nowhere is the effect of this enormous influx of printed information more painfully recognized
than in the research world "where rapid access to relevant current and historically important
results may make the critical difference between impasse and breakthrough. Finding relevant
material, and even learning of its existence, is often a massive challenge. This problem is not
unique to the research domain. It plagues virtually every information-dependent humanendeavor.

Even if much of this information exists, however fleetingly, in computer processible form, it
may not be saved or made accessible in that form. It is usually impossible for others to obtain
access to it, even if they know about its existence. The need exists to establish an electronic
information infrastructure to capture and allow this information to be made available (under the
control of its proprietor). Computer and communication technology can be applied to augment
our ability to search for, correlate, analyze and synthesize the available infonnation. We
describe such a strategy in this document. Our initial results will make it possible to find and
access copies of relevant documentation rapidly and in digital fonn, which will be a major
improvement overcurrent practice. ‘Moreover, it will demonstrate an important example "of
information infrastructure which can provide the seed for a quantum leap in the way we handle
all forms of information. "

"As information becomes increasingly accessible and fungible (in the sense that once in digital
form, it can be readily processed by computer), the entire framework for compensating the
creators of intellectual property may have to shift. At present, the basis for intellectual property
protection in the U.S. is Patent and Copyright law. The large scale aggregations of information
found on CD-ROMS and the selective access to information found in on-line databases may
require substantial re-thinking of the ways in which the creators and owners of such information
are compensated for its use.

. There are many issues at stake in this area, not the least of which relate to the ease with which
information can be replicated once in digital form and the rapidity with which large quantities
of information can be processed (accessed, transferred, analyzed, integrated, etc.). Concepts of
value and pricing and royalty for use of information could require considerable revision if the
cost of such use is to remain within reason. One does not now pay an author a royalty each
time a book is read. However, a royalty may be earned each time.a song is played in public,
though not in private. If a thousand books are combined on a single CD-ROM and the acquirer
of the CD-ROM only intends to read one of them, what sort of royalty arrangement is
appropriate to compensate the copyright owners? How would compensation be extended for
cases in which electronic copies are provided to users? In fact, the concept of copying or
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duplicating a work may no longer be the essential factor in calculating royalties since far more
complex actions may now be taken on digital information.

These questions. are not trivial in nature nor have many workable solutions been proposed thus
far. It is critical that the interplay of various user and provider interests in information be
considered and reflected in the design of the new information infrastructure.

1.3 The Digital Library Project

The digital library project is a broadly based effort to achieve‘ coherent development of our’
national information resources. The existence of an open architecture for Digital Library
Systems will provide the necessary structure for developing rapid access to existing information
resources and for creating new information resources; some will be public, some commercial,
some organizational and some personal. These will all be pieces of a larger composite library
system if they adhere to the open architecture. Just as the highway system required judicious
choices within each" region and coordination at the boundaries, so "will the Digital Library
System.- It can and should evolve to provide a seamless structure of access to information to

encompass, in as far as practicable, the needs of all members of ‘society.

By making it easier to use existing information resources, more people will utilize them
naturally and hence the size of the user base will grow. The approach outlined here is to allow
the user to stipulate simply what he or she wants to have happen and to let the system take the
necessary actions.. For example, toretrieve and print a specific document, the user ‘would
simply cite it by name. The library system would provide the necessary means for locating the
information, retrieving it, and subsequently billing the user (the user could identify that he
wants to know the cost before printing).

An overall architecture is needed to guide our use of such information in the future. The

Digital Library System represents one practical path to the development of a coherent
information base for the management and retrieval of data. The embodiment of this

architecture and its assorted functions, protocols and standards in tangible experimental system
will be a major contribution to the information infrastructure of the nation.

With the development of Digital Library Systems, enormous opportunities can be foreseen for
creating and selling new products and services and for stimulating very significant increases in
the demand for existing products such as workstations and print servers. One potential new
product is a Personal Library System (PLS) which can manage all of a user's infomiation needs.

Personal and organizational data systems are logical extensions of today's myriad software
packages and numerous services based on them can easily be envisioned. As with word

processing and spread sheets, the use of a PLS within the business community has the potential ‘
to streamline operations and _improve productivity. "For the research community, the ability to
achieve quick and easy dissemination of results through electronic publishing will allow source
knowledge to be propagated rapidly. For educational use, convenient and rapid access to
reference material will quicken the educational pace and stimulate individual initiatives in
teaching and learning. '
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To obtain the potential benefits of an information infrastructure, it is essential to promote the
digitization of information and to insure that it becomes computer-accessible. Just as the
widespread proliferation of the video cassette recorder has fonned a technology base supporting
an entirely new alternative to broadcasting, cablecasting and motion pictures, the provision of
easy and affordable access to computer processible information leads to interesting -new notions
such as 1) "digital-back" publications as counterparts to hardcover and paperback books, 2)
multi-media documents, whose elements may range over a substantial portion of computer-
based publications, and 3) semi-automated ‘retrieval services which can scan very large
quantities of published and unpublished material for relevance to research and analysis.

Satisfying all the demands for access to on-line digital information is an overwhelming task for
any one organization to undertake. Some of this information will be provided by existing
suppliers and some will be created in computer-based form for the first time by new suppliers
to the Digital Library. A significant portion of the material in the user‘s personal library will be
created by the user or collected from a variety of informal sources such as personal electronic
mail, clippings and intra-organizational memoranda. '

For the library to be a repository for personal and organizational information, it must havethe
participation of many different" individuals and groups within each organization. By
collectively engaging the creative energies of the many individuals and organizations in'the
country, .a critical mass effort can be realized on a national scale. This broadly based
participatory theme is an important aspect of the evolution of the Digital Library System.

The introduction of an information infrastructure is strongly affected by the environment from
which it must emerge. There already exists an array of mass media types" (newspapers, ‘
television, magazines, books) and some fragmentary electronic facilities such as electronic
mail, and computer-based teleconferencing services, on—line financial, bibliographic, technical
and business databases. Alternate technologies for mass publication of digital information are
beginning to proliferate. For example, Compact Disk Read Only Memories (CD-ROMs)
appear to be very attractive for many applications. These include the storage of large quantities
of geographic, topographic and medical imagery (e.g. Defense Mapping Agency databases,
NASA LANDSAT imagery, medical magnetic resonance imagery, etc.) and for large amounts
of text and imagery as might be found in an encyclopedia, l’atent and Trademark files, design
documents (architectural, aircraft, ships, integrated circuits, automobiles, etc.) or other
reference volumes.

The development of an advanced information infrastructure must take into-account a variety of
‘ existing and likely future interests and capabilities if it is to succeed. ‘Publishers and authors

must have reasonable incentives to make use of the new infrastructure. Existing libraries and
their users must be able to make use of new technologies. Likewise, the educational system
must be able to acquire and apply the products and services arising from a new information
infrastructure if it is to serve their needs.

As viewed in this volume, the new electronic information infrastructure has a heavy computer-
based aspect to it. Moreover, becausethe information is likely to be kept in digital form, the
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telecommunications industry (including telephone, television, local and wide-area networks,
cable, fiber and satellite elements) will have an important role to play in support of access,
retrieval and dissemination of digital information. For example, the planned development of
Integrated Services Digital Networks and the longer term Broadband-ISDN could have a

profound impact on the evolution of information infrastructure by providing easily used,
variable rate, switched digital communication facilities. However, the role of the camers could

change in unforseen ways due to uncertainty in the regulatory arena. '

1.4 Spectrum of the Digital Library System

A large amount of information is already available in computer-based forrn_ but is not easily -
accessible; therefore, relatively little use is made of it. Unless one already knows how to access
such information, it may not be obvious even how to get started. Exploring databases for new
information is at best a highly speculative process that is often expensive and unproductive. To

‘the providers of database services, and the suppliers of user equipment, this situation translates
directly into unrealized potential. Moreover, the vast majority of information that a user may
ultimately wish to retrieve surely exceeds the currently available supply by a considerable ‘‘
amount. Without a system for convenient and widespread access to such information by
unsophisticated as well as experienced users, it may never be economical to provide it. Until it
is provided, however, widespread use may be stifled. Here we see a classic chicken-egg
dilemma and hence progress on both fronts moves at a glacial pace. '

The spectrum of possibilities for use of a Digital Library System system ranges .from,the
tangible to the intangible, from the very. specific to the vague and from the visual to the
invisible. We" depict one such range of possibilities by the series of six overlapping circles in
Figure l. " H ' ‘

At the right-hand side of the spectrum, we denote fixed format documents intended to be read

by people. These are generally assumed to be prepared for publication and have_ definite
presentation formats. These documents are stared and retrieved in their presentation fonn.
They are guaranteed to be reproduced as they were originally created, subject only to scale and
resolution limitations of the print server.
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Figure 1 The Spectrum Of Library Contents

. Fixed Content, flexible format documents, shown just‘ to the left of the fixed presentation
documents in Figure 1, require the user or his system to specify how to present the information,
assuming its content remains unchanged. For this class of documentation, the user might wish
the text to be single» spaced, double spaced, margins adjusted, page boundaries adjusted, fonts
changed and so forth. This is in marked contrast with the fixed fonnat documents, where no
substantial visual changes of any kind are permitted.

In the middle of the figure are shown database queries and data -of the kind collected from
sensors. The system treats sensor data along with database entries as if the were new types of
objects in the library;*this treatment requires understanding the semantics of objects in "the
library for the purpose of analysis and question/answering. When prestored answers are
available without the need for searching documents, retrieval requests can be satisfied more
quickly. Obviously, it will not be possible to anticipate all such questions in advance.

To the extreme left in Figure l are the two most speculative aspects of the spectrum of the
Digital Library content. Although many attempts have been made to achieve reusable soflware,
the infrastructure to reach this goal is still largely unexplored. Further, the preparation and
reuse of knowledge structures in the development of intelligent systems is alsopvirgin territory.
This latter subject will be the focus of the second volume in this series.

The initial version of the Digital Library System will be tailored for the domain of printable
documents (the two right hand circles in Figure 1). However, the underlying technology will be
designed to allow evolution to cover the remaining portions of the spectrum. Ultimately, we
see the library system encompassing the entire range of possibilities shown.

Even with this initial restriction on content, the span of possibilities for inclusion in the library
is enormous. In the implementation plan (see Section 4), we discuss how the library system
will be developed aid how the supply of documentation can begin and expand.

Most users subscribe to a given information service to retrieve highly selective pieces of
information. Rarely do they learn to use the full complement of capabilities available on that or
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any other system. Almost all existing on-line informational services support users that connect
via simple alphanumeric terminals or PCs in terminal emulation mode. .Most users are able to
do little more than print a received text string or view it on a screen. The power of -personal
computers is rarely used to exploit funher processing of received on-line information. With the
exception of spread sheet programs that accept certain financial data obtained electronically,
and mail systems that allow for forwarding, little or no user processing of received information
typically occurs.

The underlying technology of the Digital Library System allows a user to access any available
document within the entire Digital Library System. Using the PLS, he can modify a document
in any way he chooses, incorporate it in another document, print it,sea.rch it or supply it as
input to another program for further processing or display. Parts of the document can be
extracted and manipulated.

Unlimited access to specific documents raises fundamental issues of intellectual property
protection. A technological approach to this problem is outlined briefly in Section 3.1 of this
report. '

We plan to explore how to support vague and imprecise retrieval requests for specific printable
documents while insuring that other well-defined requests are effectively handled as well.
Requests, for a specific manual, report, or equipment specification might be precise enough for
the system to retrieve straightforwardly. The same might not be true if there was any
uncertainty in the request. For example, if the author or title of a report were unknown, and
only a general description of its subject was available, an intermediate process -would be
required to resolve the query further, to ask more questions of the user, or to produce a list of
possible documents for selection.‘ ' '

1.5 A Guide to the System

A schematic description of the Digital Library System is shown in Figure 2. "Its components are
Personal Library Systems for the users, Organizational Library Systems for serving groups of
individuals or activities, new as well as existing Databases stored locally and across the
country, Database Servers to handle remote requests, and a variety of system functions to
coordinate and manage the entry and retrieval of data. The system components are assumed to‘
be linked by means of one or more interconnected computer networks.

Local requests for information, if not satisfiable by the local Personal Library, are dispatched to
other, larger or possibly more specialized sources of information available through the network.
A single inquiry may spawn tens to thousands of exchanges among variouspparts of the full
Digital Library System. This could easily happen if the system must first query several
databasespbefore responding to a particular inquiry.
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These exchanges are, for the most part, mediated by Knowbots, which are active intelligent
programs capable of exchanging messages with each other and moving from one system to
another in can'ying out the wishes of the user. They may carry intennediate results, search

-plans and criteria, output format and organization requirementsand other information relevant
to the satisfaction of a user's query.

A Knowbot is typically constructed on behalf of a user at his Personal Library System and
dispatched to a Database Server which interfaces the network to a particular database or set of
databases. To accommodate existing database systems which are not capable of direct
interaction with Knowbots, these servers can assist Knowbots in translating their information
requests into terms which are compatible with the existing database's access methods. In the
future, we expect to witness the development of databases systems with built—in mechanisms

for housing and catering to resident or transient Knowbots. It is possible, and even likely, that
more than one Knowbot may be dispatched either directly from a Personal Library System or
indirectly as a result of actions taken at a particular Database Server. These various Knowbots
may rendezvous at a common server or all return to the originating workstation for assembly of
the results.

Two important components of the DLS shown in Figure 2, are the Import/Export Servers and
the Representation Transformation Servers. The former components are responsible for
accepting new documents into the Digital Library System and for dispatching documents out of
the system. The latter components convert document from one internal representation to
another. Depending on the nature of the output required, the obtained results ‘may be passed
through -a Representation Transformation Server for conversion before being delivered. The
results may be destined for either an originating PLS, a target'PLS- (or other workstation)
designated in the original query or to an Import/Export Server if the destination is outside the

particular Digital Library System "universe". For example, if the results are to be produced on
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CD-ROM delivered physically to the user, this process will involve passage. of the results out of
the Export Server.

When Knowbots and originating workstations or other intennediate information servers need
assistance in finding information, they invoke Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers by
causing one or more Knowbots or messages from them to be dispatched there. The Indexing,‘
Cataloging and Referencing Sewers collectively contain information about the content and

organization of the Digital Library System and help to identify which Database Servers should _
be accessed to respond to particular types of queries.

The Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers are, in turn, kept up-to-date by the
Registration Server which accepts new information into the‘ Digital Library System. The
Registration Server makes use of Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Server(s) to determine
where to store new information. The Registration Server also updates the Accounting Server so
that providers of infonnation can be identified and compensation for the use of information in

the Library can be properly accounted for. Users of the Digital Library are also registered with
the Registration Server and information about them passed to the Accounting Server, so that
access to information and billing for its use can be supported.

A Records of accesses and results are collected, by means of additional Knowbots, and reported to
an accounting and statistics collection system for subsequent rating or analysis. The results of
accounting collection are passed to abilling and collection system for further action. ‘

1.6 Applying the Digital Library System

The Digital Library System will only be as effective as the various uses to which it is put. A
few of these will be developed during the DLS project; the remainder will occur over time

through the determination of motivated individuals and organizations. By way of comparison,
it is noted that most of the applications for electricity came well after its introduction.

However, a few key needs drove its early development such as its use for urban lighting.
Applications using electrical motors came later ‘on. A

We canmonly begin to speculate on the many uses of a Digital Library System. However,
several needs seem clearer than others; four of them areoutlined in Section 3. One need is to
examine and prioritize the contents of various publications which have been identified in

advance and are known to be relevant to a given worker's field. A second need is to support
computer-based design activities in which access to prior designs and their context or rationale

is essential. A third need is to support research activities which involved searching for
documents which contain relevant information and extracting critical portions for further and
possibly detailed analysis. A fourth need is to link images and text for diagnosis. Many
additional needs will undoubtedly occur to others.
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2. The Architecture of a Digital Library System

Before describing specific features of the Digital Library System, it will be helpful to review
some of the fundamental assumptions which strongly affect its design. Perhaps the most
dominant of these assumptions are that the system is distributed, heterarchical, hierarchical,
networked and strongly display—oriented. In addition, it must have an ability to interact with
other autonomous Digital Library Systems that do not adhere to its internal standards and
procedures. '

‘The rationale behind the first assumption (distribution), in: part, is that existing digital
information sources are not physically collocated and that, as a practical matter, the Digital
Library System design has to accommodate many geographically distributed components. The
distributed system design does not rule out the centralization or at least concentration of

resources where this meets pragmatic needs for minimizing operating costs, aggregating
communications facilities, and so on. The important point is that the design forces neither
centralization nor pure decentralization but accommodates both styles.

We assume that users will access the services of the Digital Library fiom powerful,
geographically distributed and often locally networked workstations. This assumption places
networking at the center of the distributed architecture. Even if all the data content of the
Digital Library were centralized, its users cannot be. i ‘ '

Distinctions between entirely different (autonomous) library systems leads to at least one level
of hierarchical structure in the architecture. Components which can interact among themselves
using an internal set o_f conventions are distinguishable from the set of components which use
an external conventions. .DislIibuted, decentralized but hierarchically structured computer
services seem" to be a natural consequence of the organization of the present and foreseeable
marketplace for the use of systems like the Digital Library. Computer services which cross the
jurisdictional boundaries between organizations, or even between divisions or departments of
one organization, require management structures for access control and accounting. Services
which span multiple organizations typically exhibit two or more levels of hierarchical structure
stemming from the necessity to draw boundaries around component operating and management
responsibilities.

Another rationale behind the hierarchical structure of the system is to constrain the scope of the
data management problems so that system’ growth does not lead to exponential amounts of
database updating and consistency checking activity. Similar motivations often impose
structure on otherwise unstructured telecommunication networks, for example.

The importance of scaling in all dimensions cannot be over-emphasized, The architecture must
scale in sizes and numbers of databases, numbers of users, numbers of components, bandwidth
of underlying data communication, varieties of archived content and variation in presentation
media and access methods. '
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By deliberately treating pans of the Digital Library as distinct, networked components, it
becomes possible to simplify implementations and to identify explicit protocol, management
and control interfaces required to carry out the functions of the system. Such structuring also
has the benefit of accommodating potential competition among multiple sources for the
provision of products, services and functions, which in the long run, improves user choices and
enhances the opportimities for growth of the Digital Library System.

The assumption that users will access and use the services of the. Digital Library through .
powerful, display-oriented workstations is rooted partly in the observation that personal,
computing and graphics-based workstation technologies are rapidly converging.‘ As costs drop,
personal computer users tend to buy increasing capability at the same _cost, rather than spending
less to obtain previously available capabilities. Economics aside, another reason for assuming
the use of high power workstations is the need to support multi-font text, graphics, imagery
and, possibly, other modalities (sound and video for example), if the full range of potential
Digital Library services be supported. ,-

Such reasoning does not rule out catering to "disadvantaged workstations," but these are treated
explicitly with the realization that there is a potential loss of fidelity, functionality, or quality of
service when accessing Digital Library services through these less capable devices.

The heterarchical assumption is motivated by the likelihood that more than one such Digital
Library System will emerge as the national and global information infrastructure evolves. In

the past, architectural designs for distributed systems often have been based on the assumption
that there is only a single, monolithic, integrated architecture. Such assumptions usually lead to
serious limitations on interactions between autonomous distributed systems and thus inhibit any
ability for them to coordinate, cooperate and interoperate. Examples of such lack of vision may
be found in many of the private and public electronic mail systems which make no provision for
addressing messages outside the domain of the specific mail system in question. The Digital
Library design specifically contemplates the existence of multiple instances of autonomously
operating Digital Library Systems requiring compatible external interfaces. Each Personal

» Library System will also comprise multiple internal components which need to interact closely. _

The second assumption motivating the heterarchical design stems from a belief that useful, self-
contained, workstation-based, personal digital libraries are needed which can interoperate
seamlessly with other internal or external library components of an organizational, regional,
state or national character. The system design supports crosslinks among components at
various levels in the structure and, in fact, makes heavy use of such linkages to achieve efficient
interactions.

2.1 Overview of Major Library System Components

In the sections thatfollow, we will examine each of the major Library System components in
turn, describing their functionality and relationships with other components. Figure 2 illustrates
a'top-level view of the Digital Library System. -The rationale for the order in which these
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components are described is based on following a document [or, more generally, an object as it
makes its way into the Digital Library and is then accessed and used.

The principal components of the system are:

i) Import/Export Server

ii) Registration Server

iii) Indexing, Cataloging and Reference Servers
iv) Database Servers

v) Accounting and Statistics Servers

vi) Billing System A
vii) Representation Transformation Servers

viii) Personal Library System

In addition to these eight ‘basic components, there are two fundamental concepts which are
‘intrinsic to the interaction of these various subsystems. Theseconcepts are Knowbots and
Shared Icon Geography which are discussed in more detail in Section 3. The initial information
in the Digital Library system is assumed to be material which was originally intended to be
printed (including multi-font text, graphics, bitmapped imagery) or otherwise displayed in static
form. In addition to books, reports and periodicals, the system can include other material such

as electronic mail, VLSI designs and organization charts. However, the underlying concepts
will be easily extendable to allow more ambitious kinds of information such as holographs and
digital films. The initial formulation of the system is organized around printable information to
give the project focus and a concrete development target.

2.2 Import/Export Servers

An Import/Export Server acts as a primary interface between the Digital Library System and the
outside world. Contributions to and acquisitions for the Digital Library are presented through
an Import Server. The method of interaction with an Import Server forms one of the most
important interfaces in the system. An Import Server will be capable of accepting contributions
to the Library in many forms.‘ Contributions and submissions might arrive as part of an
electronic mail message, as a-~CD-ROM, as a magnetic tape, as a PC diskette or even as a
facsimile scan. The common denominator is that the information has been converted to some

definable digital form. One of the most important steps in the Digital Library design will be the
determination of how many and which arrival formats will be acceptable. Conversion from
analog to digital form, while an important consideration, is outside the scope of the library
pTO_]6CL

The arriving objects (eg., documents) must come with additional infonnation if they are to be
successfully entered into the DLS. Among other things, the Digital Library needs to know the
origin of the object (bona fides); the owner of it (especially if any intellectual property rights are
to be accounted for); terms and conditions for use, reproduction and access (including access
control lists on an individual or organizational basis, for instance); descriptive information
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which might aid in retrieval; relation to existing information in the Library (e.g., pan of a
periodical series, book series, revision, etc.); and format definition.

Information which is not in a form which canbe directly accepted at an Import Server will have
to be prepared by services outside the‘Digital Library (an opportunity for any number of public
agencies or private businesses). Similarly, Import Servers for particular classes of information
might be implemented and operated or sold competitively.

An Import Server extracts the infomiation relevant to registration from the arriving submission,
packages it for processing by a Registration Server, and then forms and launches a Knowbot to

deliver it there. At this point, the simple model is to send all of the information, including the
actual submission, along with the registration Knowbot. This could prove impractical for
significant contributions such as books. An alternative is for the registration Knowbot to carry
only the information needed by a Registration Server and to carry references to the storage
facilities at an Import Server for use when the information is to be transferred and incorporated
into a database or catalogued by _an Indexing, Cataloging and Reference Sewer.

An Irnport/Export Server also provides a basic mechanism for ‘the equivalent of interlibrary
exchange services. It should be possible for several, otherwise distinct, Digital Library Systems
to exchange information, queries, responses and library contents. Analogous to conventional
inter-library loans, this capability is essential if the Digital Library System technology" is to,be
independently proliferated to support a variety of products and services. Every effort must be
made to assure that the architecture is free of the assumption that a single system is unique in
the information universe. This does not rule out the need to_tightly integrate some Digital
Library components into a particular coherent system, but emphasizes the need to tolerate and
accommodate diversity.

It is not yet clear whether the inter~library exchange facility can be implemented merely as an
electronic message exchange or whether the interaction should also permit more immediate and
direct forms of Knowbot exchange. The latter may require too much context sharing or
accounting/billing and authentication mechanism to be implemented for essentially distinct
Digital Library Systems. Additional research will be required on these matters. For the present,
it is assumed that an electronic message exchange convention will be the basis for interactions
among distinct Digital Library Systems.

All such systems, if they are to interact at all, must share a common name and address space to
support message exchange. This could be provided by relying on international electronic
messaging conventions which include provision of such a common name and address space for
electronic mailboxes. ‘

In addition to its import functions, an Import/Export server has the responsibility for exporting
information (objects) -from the local library environment to other environments. The latter may
be other libraries or other presentation media (paper, CD~ROM, facsimile, etc.). An object may
be exported either as the result of an action taken by a user (or a Knowbot acting on behalf of a .
user) or as a consequence of a request for service imported from another library system.
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Although the inter-library exchange mechanism is assumed to be based on electronic mail,
other less general but perhaps more efficient choices are possible. Other media conversions

(eg., to print) may have to be handled in idiosyncratic ways.

2.3 Registration Servers

Registration Server(s) are responsible for 1) receiving messages from or hosting arriving
Knowbots carrying new information (or references to new information) to be added to the
Digital Library, and 2) registering new users, sources of information (databases) or other
components newly added to the system.

One of the most important tasks of a Registration Server is to associate a unique identifier with
any new object in the system. Ideally, it should never be necessary to re-use any identifier; thus
the identifiers need to be allowed to increase in length. If identifiers are to be assigned by more
than one Registration Server, methods must be invoked to assure uniqueness (e.g., by prefixing
the object identifiers with Registration Server identifiers). 4

A Registration Server reports the existence of a new object to the relevant Digital Library
component. If the object is a new user, this is reported to the Accounting System and to the-
Indexing, Cataloging and Reference Server(s) so that queries regarding that particular user can
be properly answered. New information to be added to the Library is likewise reported to the
Accounting system in the event that charges are to be associated with its access and use. A

Registration Server may also supply a description of the charging algorithm to be used for this
information. This might be as simple as a reference to a standard algorithm or as complex as a
program for computing use charges for the particular item. ~

If it is readily apparent which database server(s) should house the arriving object, a Registration
Server will so inform the Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Server(s) and direct the
Registration Knowbot to ferry the data to the appropriate Database Server. Alternatively, if the
information did not come along with the registration Knowbot, a Registration Server can form a
new Knowbot to pick up the information from the Import Server and deliver it to the
appropriate Database Servers.

Registration Servers interact directly with Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers by
providing them with an instance of the object being registered. An Indexing, Cataloging and
Referencing Server determines which database can house the object (there may be more than
one) and reports this information to the Registration Server. Other items, in addition to
documents, which require registration in the reference database include, inter ‘alia, all intra-
library servers, users and other known Digital Library Systems.

2.4 Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers

The principal function of the Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Server(s) in the Digital
Library System is to provide global cataloging and indexing services for the retrieval of‘Library
content. The system is organized to support multiple, cooperating servers. It is also planned to
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accommodate alternative, specialized Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers within this
architecture to take advantage of new ideas and implementations without requiring the removal
or replacement of existing services.

An important design issue will be the control of potentially open-ended interactions between
Registration Servers and multiple Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers to avoid
network congestion and deal with the resulting multiple copy database update problem. Criteria
for selecting among altemative Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers must be worked
out, if several deal with the same or inter—related information. It is easier to deal with the case

that knowledge about the content of the Digital Library is partitioned non-redundantly among
several multiple servers. For instance, one server might specialize in cataloging and indexing
electronic mail messages, another in books and a third in journals or other periodicals.
Alternatively, if redundancy is to be supported, it might be based on multiple, complete, copies
of identical indexing and cataloging information, rather than overlapping or partitioned
components. Maintaining a consistent set of registration database copies is an interesting
challenge in its own right.

Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Servers are also used to locate services and users as well
as information in the Digital Library. This function has an analog in the electronic mail domain

in which name servers make it possible to find mailboxes associated with users. Search criteria
for the name servers may be as simple as first and last personal names or complex conditional
expressions, involving job titleand/or function, company name, special interests (if known),
locale and other identifying characteristics.

There are two distinct questions which can be answered by the Indexing, Cataloging and
Referencing Server when it is dealing with Library content:

0 "Here is the data, where should it be stored?"

0 "Here is the kind of data I want, where is it?"

These two ftmctions are, in fact, very similar and require the same, base level input information.
Thus, any tools developed for one function can potentially carry _over to the other.

Each Indexing, Cataloging _and Referencing Server is capable of carrying out a repertoire of
functions which can be invoked by Knowbots arriving at the Server. Knowbots a.rn'ving at a
Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Server will usually be performing one of several specific
tasks: '

0 Cataloging/indexing of a new Library acquisition.

0 Searching for a cataloged or indexed item.

0 Collecting statistics about the content or usage of the Library.

When a new item is registered, a Knowbot is dispatched to a Indexing, Cataloging and
Referencing Server for guidance in cataloging and indexing. The arriving Knowbot carries
with it any key word or other cataloging and index terms that may have been assigned on
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publication (e.g., by the Library of Congress, the journal publisher, the author, etc.). It may also
carry the actual item content so as to support cataloging and indexing algorithms which operate
on the full "text" of the new item. Of course,,the Knowbot also carries information such as the
source (author), copygght owner (if any), Intemational Standard Book Number (or other
identification of this type), publisher, gig, ;1a_cg (and time?) of publication. Both published
and unpublished works could be included.

The indexing or cataloging information may vary depending on the nature of the new item. For
example, arriving electronic mail would typically be indexed by origin, 19; and CC: recipients,
date and time of origin, unigue message identifier, originating mail system, subject matter, and ‘
depending on the Indexing, Cataloging and Referencing Server, by key words or user-provided
search terms. ‘

2.5 Database Servers

The design of the Digital Library System is intended to accommodate existing databases and
database services and to provide a framework for new databases organized around the concept
of Knowbotic information storage and retrieval. Database Servers bridge the gap between
already existing, database services and the Digital _Library System by providing support for .
resident and arriving Knowbots and exchange of inter-Knowbot messages." The principal tasks
of the Database Servers are: ‘ T

6 To accept and store new information, and

' 0 To house arriving Knowbots bearing queries

Some Database Servers may only provide the second of these functions as is likely to be the
case if the actual database is managed and updated essentially outside the Digital Library
System context." For database systems which are designed to operate, within the Knowbotic
paradigm of the Digital Library System, the functions of the Database Server may actually be
combined with the database system itself. It is possible, of course, that these functions might
still be supported by a separate Database. Server for efficiency reasons.

Another motivation for including the Database Server in the architecture is to utilize new
parallel processing technologies to speed the search and retrieval Process for both new and
existing database systems. Full text databases could be searched in their entirety at very high
speed. Coupled with the Knowbot concept, such special purpose sewers could revolutionize
the utility of existing databases. To achieve this goal, it would probably be necessary to
collocate the Database Server and the database system it serves so as to provide an economical _
but very high speed interconnection between the two. For existing databases, such a specialized

_ Database Server would absorb the entire database so as to permit ultra-high speed and novel
searching algorithms to be applied independent of its pre~existing computational base.

technical and business arrangements, particularly in cases where the database is considered to
be proprietary. Where such an anangement proves infeasible, the alternative is to configure the
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Database Server so that it looks to the database as an ordinary user but provides all -the of

required framework for interfacing to the Knowbots of the Digital Library System.

2.6 Accounting and Statistics Servers

The function of the Accounting and Statistics Server is to collect and store data relating to the
use of the Digital Library System and to send the accounting portion of it to the Billing Sewer.
Information collected by the Accounting and Statistics Server includes not only retrieval data
appropriate for billing purposes, but also statistics needed to guide operational decisions.

Examples include information needed to identify capacity problems;»profiles of information use

(e.g., to identify the need to replicate data to reduce _delay or increase transaction processing
throughput); and inter-Knowbot message txaffic (e.g., to determine when it would be more

efficient for a Knowbot to be resident and exchange messages as opposed to moving Knowbots
between a given pair of sites). '

It is important to note that more than one Accounting and Statistics Server can be incorporated
in the Digital Library both for redundancy and for load sharing. This means that any element of
the Digital Library that produces data of interest to the Accounting and Statistics Server(s) must
be configured to know to which server the data should be sent. To increase system integrity,
the Accounting and Statistics Servers should be configured to accept data only from the

appropriate sources and to raise alarms when data arrives from an unexpected source.
Obviously, if redundancy is to be used to deal with various potential system failures, more than

one Accounting and Statistics Server needs to be configured to accept data from a given source
and these sources need to be configured to report to more than one Accounting and Statistics"
Server. This is a sensitive design area because the cost of sorting through multiple copies of »
accounting data collected at multiple sites is potentially very high.

The principal sources of accounting data are the Database Servers since they have direct access
to querying Knowbots and their inter-Knowbot message traffic. This information is conveyed
on a periodic basis (or based on the quantity of data accumulated) to the Accounting and

Statistics Server. Other important sources of accounting data are the Import/Export Servers
which process inter-library requests. In principle, the accounting for such queries should
originate at the appropriate Database Server, but for inter-library reconciliation, the

Irnport/Export Servers also capture traffic exchange information and pass this to the.
Accounting and Statistics Server.

The Registration Server is another source of accounting infonnation since the registration of a
new Library object or a new user often has accounting and pricing implications. In effect, most

of the Servers in a Digital Library can be sources of accounting or ‘statistics data, depending on
the charging policy adopted by the operator of the system. An important area for agreement

between two Libgg Systems will be their inter-librg pricing and reconciliation practices.

2.7 Billing System
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The Billing System generates invoices for use of the Digital Library System based on
information it gets from the Accounting and Statistics Servers. The Billing System also needs
to capture information about newly registered objects and users and may do'this either through
records sent to the Accounting and Statistics. Servers by the Registration Servers or by direct
exchange with the Registration Servers.

The details still need to be worked out, but it is possible that accounting data can be collected

and delivered as objects like any others in the Digital Library. The mechanics of billing users
and collecting revenues for service are still to be determined. By the time such a system
becomes operational, direct electronic fimds transfers may be the preferred collection strategy,
but for the sake of backward compatibility, the system should also be capable of interfacing
with a conventional lockbox service. This also implies that invoices may need to be sent either

electronically (e.g., via Electronic Messaging Services) or on paper (via the postal service).

2.8 Representation Transformation Servers

The design of the Digital Library is posited on the assumption that only a few internal standard

representations for library objects will'be required. There will be a vast degree of heterogeneity
in the actual sources of information to be placed in the Library and an equally heterogeneous
collection of recipients with preferences as to the format of retrieved objects.

To avoid the need to build into the Database Servers the ability to accept or generate the entire
panoply of possible object representations, the Digital Library employs Representation
Transformation Servers which can accept a standard library object and convert it into any of
several output representations for delivery to a user. Similarly, objects arriving at the
Irnport/Export Server which are not in a standard library forrn_ may be converted at an
appropriate Transformation Server.

It is anticipated that Transformation Services will be a lively area for competition among
vendors of Digital Library products and services. Any number of such servers might operate
within the context of a given Digital Library. Alternatively, the developers of such software
might configure it to run in the context of a Personal Library System (see below) which would
interact externally using standard object representations but could manage conversions_
internally using software acquired for this purpose or by means of exchanges with a
Representation Transformation Server. Although the standard library representations have yet
to be selected, a variety of potential representations into which or out of which it must be

possible to .transform already exist and will be used wherever possible.

The Association of American Publishers have adopted a version of the Standard Generalized

Markup Language (SGML) as their preferred representation for the exchange of compound
documents. Compound documents incorporate multi-font text and graphics in addition to raster
or other bit-oriented images. If it is the case that most books and periodicals published in the
U.S. will have an SGML form at some point in the process.of preparation for publication, it
seems reasonable that the Digital Library support this form as one of its internal standards.
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In the international community, particularly in the International Standards Organization (ISO), a
representation known as Office Document Architecture (ODA) is solidifying as an international
standard. The National Science Foundation EXPRES project has adopted a version of ODA as
its preferred representation for compound documents. This choice is compatible with the
X.400 electronic messaging format recommendation of the Consultative Committee on
International Telephony and Telegraphy (CCITT). Indeed, X.400 can accommodate the
transport of either SGML or ODA encoded objects.

A third representation of considerable and growing popularity in the U.S. is PostScript,
developed by Adobe Systems, which comprises an executable language capable of very detailed
descriptions of document presentation, page layout, imagery and fonts.

A fourth representation of potential interest derives from the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) X.12C committee which is working on standards for Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI), focusing particularly on business documents such as purchase requests,
purchase orders, bills of lading, invoices and the like. A related set of standards have been
prepared by the ANSI X.9 committee for electronic funds transfer. This representation might
be important to the Personal Library System if it is applied to tracking of personal or
organizational financial transactions. Electronic funds transfer mechanisms might also be
invoked within and between Digital Library Systems for the purpose of achieving royalty or
other compensatory payments for access to and use of the content of these systems.

A fifth representation of increasing importance is facsimile (especially Group 111 and Group
IV). A large number of documents are now received in that form and printed on thermal paper
(or plain paper), but it is not far-fetched to capture this information in digital form for storage in
the Digital Library. In the long-terrn, one can hope for better character recognition capability so
that facsimile scanned documents can be reconverted to ASCII or some multi-font encoding.

_ There are, in addition, a large number of different word processing formats such as those used
by Wordperfect, Wordstar and Microsoft Word, to name just three. There are also numerous
proprietary document representations developed by industry. The Digital Library would relyon
the Representation Transformation Server to deal with these various proprietary document
encodings, translating them as needed into one of the several Digital Library standards.

2.9 Fersdnal Library System

The Personal Library System (PLS) should satisfy two distinct needs in the architecture of the
Digital Library System. The first is to provide a basis for a completely stand alone instance of a
library system which can operate independently from the collection of other Digital Library
Systems or even components of a given DLS. The second is to interact with the other
distributed components of the DLS. Both of these requirements are treated in this section.
Figure 3 illustrates an abstract view of the internal structure of a Personal Library System. The
horizontal layering shown is essentially notional. There is no attempt to portray with any
precision, the vertical relationships among components. '
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Figure 3 Personal Library System Structure

  

At the lowest level in the figure are the operating system and associated device and/or network
drivers. It is not necessary for a PLS to be networked but it is increasingly common to find
workstations interlinked on local area nets or at least capable of accessing dial-up
telecommunication facilities. Although for convenience and simplicity they are not shown,
included in the family of device drivers is support for common user interfacing devices such as
keyboards, displays, mice and printers. These devices may eventually include audio input and .
output facilities and special high-resolution‘ color displays to meet the "presentation"
requirements of the contents of the library system.

The operating system will have to be capable of supporting multiple process execution. Many
examples of such systems exist but the design of the Personal Library System does not impose a
requirement to use one particular operating system. Whichever operating systems are selected,
it is essential that they have low overhead support for interprocess communication and large
scale file storage.

Transport protocols are essential when the PLS must operate as part of a larger collection of .
library systems within the DLS. In combination with the appropriate device drivers, the‘
Transport Protocols enable the PLS to establish a presence in the rich networking environment
and provide an avenue for access to external library services. Examples of the kinds of
protocols which might be used include DOD TCP/1P/UDP, ISO TP/IP or other packet—oriented,
multi-vendor protocols.

At least three application-related protocols are needed in the PLS if it is tonoccupy a useful
place in a common networking environment. To handle electronic mail -services, the PLS
should supponsome kind of electronic message transport agent (MTA). This might be the
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DOD SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), the Multimedia Messaging Protocol (MMP) or
the CCITT X.400 (Mail Handling System) protocol. To support the exchange of Knowbots
between the PLS and DLS components, a "teleportation protocol" is needed. Finally, to
support remote (or even local) message interaction between Knowbots, a "transaction protocol"
is required. The inter-Knowbot messaging accomplished by means of the transaction protocol
is distinct from the electronic mail interaction achieved using the MTA.

There is a two-fold need for the electronic mail capability in the Personal Library System. First,
the PLS should be capable of assisting users in the searching, management and manipulation of
their electronic mail. The PLS organization should attempt to accommodate this "under one
roof;" however it is entirely reasonable for MTA functions to be provided by an electronic mail
server extemal to the PLS but which the PLS can access to obtain copies of electronic‘ mail
intended for the PLS user. The second reason to have access to electronic mail is to provide an
indirect, non-Knowbotic interface to extemal Digital Library Services. Distinct Digital Library
Systems may not be able to share a common Knowbot Operating Environment but may want or
need to exchange information. Electronic messaging technology offers one means for
achieving this objective.

The Object Repository is a facility for storing the contents of the Personal Library System. The -
Object Repository-is supported by the services of the Filing System (File Services in Fig. 3)
which can be fairly conventional, but has its own organizational structure, access control
mechanisms, indexing, storage and retrieval primitives. In the current design, all infomtation
stored in the Personal Library (and, in general, in the Digital Library System) is object oriented.
By this it is meant that the objects have "callable interfaces." Rather than knowing the details of
intemal representation of an object, it is enough to be able to call on the object to supply-
various pieces of information (e.g., provide a bit map representation for part of a document,
provide infomtation about the content of the object such as key words, provide information
about the source of an object and so on). The representation returned from such calls does have
to be standardized, to permit Knowbots to manipulate arbitrary objects and their contents. The
motivation for this point of view is similar to the motive for the development of object oriented
languages: simplified and standardized interactions with objects while. allowing substantial
variation in intemal representations. For information in pre-existing databases, Database
Servers are used to mediate and provide arriving Knowbots with an object view of the
infomtation. The concept of Knowbots is explored in more detail in Section 3.

At the present state of design, it appears that both Knowbots and the objects they deal with can
be represented using object-oriented languages. Inter-Knowbot and Knowbot-object messaging
is mediated through the Transaction Protocol. Although it is still not determined, the
programming language support illustrated in Fig. 3 may turn out to be identical for Knowbots
and objects.

There are a number of potential object-oriented languages which might serve for the
representation of objects in the Digital Library System or for the representation of Knowbots.
In the most general case, even Knowbots ought to be storable in the Digital Library as objecs.
Examples of existing languages include Smalltalk, Common Lisp, Common LOOPS and C + +.
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The selection of a methodology for building Knowbots and even the detennination whether an

object-oriented language is essential are two of the highest priority research questions for the
Digital Library Project to resolve.

A related representation concept called "hypennedia" or "hypertext" (a tem coined by Ted I
Nelson) also needs to be taken into account. Originating with the early work of Engelbart on
the On—Line System (NLS), the notion of threading text together in multiple ways with a variety
of indexing and marking mechanisms has gained currency in the late 1980's. The notion has

been picked up and expanded upon by others (e.g., Xerox with its Notecards experiment and by
Apple with its Hypercard product for the Macintosh).

Ultimately, the Digital Library must implement methods for the creation, maintenance and
extension of a rich collection of information registered in the system. Out of this will come
facilities for easy browsing and association of related infonnation. Whether and how notions

such as hypermedia are reflected in the Knowbotic paradigm .of the Digital Library is one of the
intriguing research areas which will be exposed by the effort to construct and use. an
experimental system. ~ ‘

The Presentation Services subsystem concerns itself with the management of user interaction
facilities and includes such functions as window management; icon, graphics and multi-font
text rendering; linking of displayed constructs with screen coordinates to aid mouse utilization;
and sound synthesis or capture. Most of these capabilities already exist and are assumed to be
available for use in the Digital Library System.

‘ Together, the Object Repository, Programming Language Support and Protocols subsystems
provide the primary support for the Knowbot Operating Environment (KNOE) which is
described in Section 3. The KNOE is a collection of software which mediates -the creation,
cloning, destruction, scheduling and migration of Knowbots. It provides an interface to the
various underlying support services, including inter—Knowbot messaging, Knowbot
teleportation and access to the Object Repository. Associated with the KNOE is a Natural

Language Support subsystem which is built into the environment to make more efficient the ~

processing of natural language by Knowbots. Natural language processing requirements arise
from at least two sources: theucontent of objects in the Library and interactions with users.

Above the level of the KNOE and its associated natural language facilities, the PLS houses a
variety of Knowbots whose functions can be roughly classified into three categories: user
agents, library content and administrative. The Knowbots are illustrated at the top of Fig. 3,
enclosed in ellipses. The ones shown are not intended to be exhaustive but rather to suggest the
kinds of functions which would be present in a stand-alone Personal Library System. Many, if
not all, of these functions would also be needed for a PLS to operate in the even richer
environment of multiple Digital Library Systems (or even one Digital Library System or even
just another Personal Library System).

The document editing Knowbot interfaces with a user, making use of the variety of interaction
support mechanisms discussed earlier. This Knowbot is capable of creating, interacting wit.h
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and altering objects in the Object Repository, presenting them or otherwise rendering ("playing"
in the case of audio output) their contents. The actual implementation of a compound
document editor might involve a number of Knowbots, each with specific expertise in the
manipulation of different classes of information. ‘ A

The document searching Knowbot has knowledge of the contents of the PLS and is capable of
interacting with the user to determine what information is desired. In the context of the larger
Digital Library, the document searching Knowbot must have access to knowledge about the
nature and whereabouts of non-local information. Such information, contained in the Object
Repository, might range. from precise identification of the location of a document to
information only of other Knowbots to contact to assist with the search. A consequence of
program or user interaction with the document searching Knowbot may be the creation of one
or more new Knowbots which can assist in carrying out the search. '

One of the more interesting concepts in the user interfacing part of the Digital Library is the
notion of "shared icon geography." The idea is to extend the use of icon and window style
interactions to linked three dimensional models of information space which can be shared
across multiple PLSs. Distributed Library contents can be visually represented and can be
organized in a familiar, physical, geographic or topographic fashion. Users” might travel from
place to place in this space, selecting objects for examination or organizing them in a new
virtual space. Object representations might be linked or stored in various places in a fictitious
information space. Search Knowbots, aided by Knowbots capable of producing three
dimensional renderings, could organize information in accordance with user requests. Thus, the
information landscape need not be uniform or constant for all users or even for the same user.

Accounting, import/export and transformation Knowbots would provide local services to the
PLS similar to those contemplated in earlier description of principal Digital Library
components with similar names. The accounting Knowbot, for instance, would keep track of
the usage of or reference to personal library contents and, through the usage reponing Knowbot
in the administrative category (see Fig. 3), identify usage for statistical or royalty reporting
purposes.

The user agent Knowbotsdeal largely with users or on behalf of users and interact with
Knowbots in the library content and administrative categories. The library content Knowbots
assist in the registration of new objects (e.g., documents), deal with searching the local object
repository and capture statistics about the use or content of the library. The indexing and

A cataloging Knowbots are responsible for assisting in the search for or the installation of new
objects in the library. As objects are added to the local library, the library cartography Knowbot
keeps track of their presence. If the PLS is used to interact with other components of the
Digital Library System, the cartography Knowbot captures data about the location and nature of
these components and their content. Thus, the cartographic Knowbot can learn where to find
objects or to find information about certain topics.
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The diagnostics and backup Knowbots are tools for initiating special functional checks for

proper system operation or for assuring that information stored in a Personal Library System
can be reliably and redundantly archived.

In its Personal Library System mode, the user- registration Knowbot - is concerned with

validating a local user for purposes of access control and possibly for accounting, especially in
the case of access to information with associated usage fees. In the more general environment,

_ the user registration Knowbot may be needed to validate incoming requests for information or
to decide whether to host an arriving Knowbot. The Personal Library System is thus a

microcosm of the larger scale Digital Library System. _
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3. Knowbots and Their Application

3.1 Overview

A Knowbot is an active program capable of operating in its native_ software environment.
Knowbots are present in each of the various components of a Digital Library System. They can
be cloned, replicated, created, destroyed, can be resident at a given host system or can move _
from one host machine to another. Knowbots communicate with each other by means of
messages. '

Knowbots act as the primary medium of communication and interaction between various major
components of the Digital Library System. They may even transport other Knowbots.
Generally, a Knowbot may be viewed as a user Knowbot or as a system Knowbot depending on
whether it directly serves an individual user or not.

A user Knowbot will accept retrieval instructions from a user and determine how best to meet
the stated requirements, perhaps by interacting with other Knowbots and fimctional elements of

the Digital Library System. Knowbots then proceed to acquire the desired infonnation by
accessing the appropriate parts of the library system. In carrying out this task, they may rely on
intelligent. indexing services provided by other Knowbots or perform actual text searching
where needed. ‘

One set of system Knowbots specifically attend to locally available library information. They
take requests from user Knowbots and actually retrieve the documents from storage (or
conversely store them away). Another set of system Knowbots attend to background and
administrative tasks such as diagnostics, backup and accounting.

A class of trusted Knowbots called couriers have the special responsibility to look after
selected objects on behalf of their authors or other owners of rights in the objects. A courier
may be entrusted with responsibility for an entire database or a specific document or only a
portion of it. Public domain documents which may be freely transmitted, used and copied will
not generally require courier services. However, we view this as a special case of a courier
which is passive. For purposes of this discussion, we assume that all documents are entrusted

When a controlled object is provided to a user, all access to its contained entity is handled via
its courier. If the owner of the entity originally wished to charge on a per use basis, the courier
will be instructed to report such usage when it actually occurs, or to seek permissiori for use
immediately beforehand and to deny access if it carmot be granted. Should a user wish to
extract a portion of the controlled object, say for inclusion in another document, a new courier
and controlled object would be created to convey the information and to represent the owner's
potential interest in the user's new work.
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Certain Knowbots have a permanent status within each user's system and are known as resident

Knowbots. Another class of Knowbots may be spawned dynamically for the purpose of
carrying out a specific task and are deleted with the task is done. These are known as transient
Knowbots.

Both resident and transient Knowbots have equal status within the Digital Library System while
they exist. Should a resident Knowbot need to carry out a function at another site, it will cause

a transient Knowbot to be cloned for that purpose. Transient Knowbots can also be used for

system updating and for populating new user systems. In this case, they might be used as
templates for creating permanent resident Knowbots at the destination and then deleted.

Although the details of Knowbot construction and operation are not fully determined, the
structure of a Knowbot will be refined as we explore the design of the Digital Library System.
Initially, however, we envision it to behave somewhat like a cross between a Smalltalk-like

object and an expert system. ‘Thus, we expect to use many of the attributes of object-oriented
programming and rule-based systems initially. As experience with this type of active
programming style develops, we would expect the Knowbot concept to evolve in both structure
and capability.

3.2 The Knowbot Operating Environment .

Knowbots are created, destroyed and otherwise managed by a Knowbot Operating Environment

called a KNOE. The KNOE provides the context in which Knowbots function within a Digital
Library System. It manages the system resources needed to support them and supports inter-
Knowbot communication.-

A cross section of the DLS is illustrated in Figure 4. It depicts the KNOB as an annular ring and
the Knowbots as circles or spheres on its periphery. Each PLS is shown as a sector or wedge
containing a portion of the KNOE and some Knowbots. The principal components of the DLS
are also wedges in the figure. _
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Each principal component of the Digital Library System contributes to and participates in the
common Knowbot Operating Environment. Each local KNOE will know about all Knowbots

in its local system and selected Knowbots elsewhere in the common KNOE.

Interactions between Knowbots are mediated by the KNOE. It assists in transporting messages
-between Knowbots in a given personal system and between systems. The KNOE will validate ’

and authenticate messages when necessary. In a given local KNOE, any underlying message
passing capabilities of the underlying operating system will be used by the KNOE in providing
its layer of support.

Ideally, the KNOE could itself be created out of resident system Knowbots so that only a- single
architectural style is needed. However, the pragmatics of implementing the system may dictate
that portions be programmed more conventionally. This aspect will be examined carefully
during the early phases, of the program. When detailed design and implementation choices
must be made, whichever strategy (or combination) appears most desirable will be selected.

The resulting system will be designed for easy portability to other hardware and sofiware bases.

The ease of portability will depend on the extent to which the KNOE can be transported. If
most of the KNOE is composed of Knowbots, then only a bootstrap version of the KNOE may
‘be required. This is the minimum requirement on the underlying hardware and operating
system. If the entire KNOE is conventionally programmed, the demands made on the

underlying hardware and software may be larger as well.

3.3 Knowbots as Agents

Knowbots may themselves be nested or defined recursively by drawing on the capabilities of .
other Knowbots, including themselves. For example, there might be a Knowbot created to

handle compound documents. This, in turn might invoke separate Knowbots for handling text,
images, graphics and even electronic mail (which might itself contain a form of compound
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document). It will'be a design choice as tohwhich Knowbots are visible to the user and which
are hidden, in effect. ’ '

i The top level ofKnowbot in the system is called an agent. Initially, three agents are defined in
the system. These are the user agent, the content agent and the administrative agent. Each
agent consists of a set of resident Knowbots and each may request of the KNOE to generate
transient Knowbots to assist with its work. At least initially, new agent types must be created
outside the system.

The user agent consists of Knowbots for compound document generation and editing, document
search and retrieval, document analysis, import/export, organizational structuring, accounting
and authorization and interfacing with the user. Users deal directly with the user agent and each
of its Knowbots, in turn, deals with the other agents.

The library content agent consists of Knowbots that handle document registration, indexing and
cataloging, object storage and retrieval, storage management and icon geography, accounting
and statistics. In addition, it contains a Knowbot to interface with other agents. The content
agent is a system agent responsible for dealing directly with the object library. It receives input
requests primarily from the user agent, but users do not communicate directly with it.

The administrative agent is concerned with tasks such as user registration, operations,‘
diagnostics, backup and other similar fiinctions such as financial analysis, billing and
collection. Its main function is to support the other agents.

A typical user request for service might proceed as follows. The interface Knowbot would first

determine the user's general intent and then attempt to capnire what it believes is a valid user
request. Let us assume the user wishes to retrieve a particular document but can only describe
it generally in natural language. '

The interface Knowbot would verify that the request was valid (this is largely research but
simple tests,can be used initially) and pass it along to the search and retrieval Knowbot to

formulate a plan for satisfying the request. It might then invoke a strategy Knowbot, or a
domain Knowbot to further refine its plan and then spawn one or more transient retrieval

Knowbots. Each of these Knowbots might interact with other Knowbots to carry out its task.

If the requested document is not likely to be located in the user's personal database,‘but rather

elsewhere in the system, the retrieval Knowbot is dispatched over the intemet to other parts of
the DLS. If the document is local, the Knowbot interacts with the storage and retrieval
Knowbot in the database agent to hand off its specific task. Upon retrieval from the database,

the document is supplied to the reuieval Knowbot representing" the user agent afier which it is
ultimately made availableto the user. '
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3.4 The User Interface

Knowbots have the primary responsibility for crafting the user's view of the library.- The user
conveys what he wants to see and how he would like the information presented. One or more
Knowbots may then collaborate in creating the view.

The interface to the Digital Library System is essentially visual although we do not mle out
other modalities such as sound. Knowbots as well as documents and controlled objects are
depicted as icons and both may move dynamically in certain cases. Each Knowbot is

represented by an iconic, three-dimensional symbol and its name, both of which may vary
depending on the context.

The use of visual as well as logical recursion is intrinsic to the user interface. A Knowbot may
be visible or invisible at the interface depending on its level of abstraction. For example, a
simple search Knowbot which consists of a strategy Knowbot, an execution Knowbot and a

domain Knowbot may be represented to the user as a single virtual Knowbot that does
searching or as some combination of these three.

Knowbots collaborate to depict distributed objects in the DLS. Messages are used to convey
the necessary information from one Knowbot to another. Multiple users will also be able to
jointly participate in a joint retrieval exercise and maintain consistent views no matter which
user initiates or takes an action.

The object repository may reside at multiple locations, yet the user's view should enable a

single coherent logical representation of the objects independent of their location. Two users
collaborating in the library system should be able to share a combination of their views as a

single coherent and integrated view of the system. We refer to this aspect of the system as
shared icon geography.

One of the more important concepts in the Digital Library Systems is the idea of being able "to
share object representations, including the details of iconic presentation, with other parts of the
system. For example, if a user has a Personal Library System which contains a number of

objects, it should be possible to copy the iconic representation of these objects to another
Personal Library so that two users can explore the same object space together. The resulting
"shared icon geography," which includes both the details of iconic presentation and the

‘cartographic relationship among objects, would permit groups of users to work concurrently in
a common information environment, coordinating the joint manipulation, examination and use
of portions of the Digital Library's infonnation space.

A particularly important issue is how to present retrieved infonnation to the user when l) the
amount of it is inherently large or, equivalently, 2) when there are more than a few objects to be
presented. This is fundamentally a research issue. We plan to seek a solution compatible with
the use of shared icon geography. In addition, a simple way must be created to specify parts of
the object space to browse. Electronic messages are a particularly good set'of objects on which
to start. '
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A specific request to "find the message I received 6-8 months ago about the design of the next
generation workstation" may be too imprecise. Even if the system were told it was one or two

pages in length with unknown sender, the Knowbotmay still have to read each and every
message to find the right one, if indeed it still exists (or ever did). If a few hundred messages
should happen to fit the bill, the system might be unable to resolve the issue without first

presenting choices to the user. The key question here is how to present this information most
effectively.

As in the real world, the concept of "place" and "object" have meaning in the information space
of a Digital Library. The iconic representations ‘of places and objects in the. Library are
essentially multi-dimensional although they would be portrayed on a screen as two-dimensional

projections of three—dimensional entities. Users interacting with iconic representations of
objects should be able to use familiar, real-world paradigms to manipulate the objects and
maneuver in the places that populate the Digital Library. '

Objects should be able to convey the notions of containment, emptiness and fullness. It should
be possible to move objects, open and close them, enter them, move about inside of them, move

other objects, into them and so on. It should be possible to copy all or part of an object,
assuming the user has the appropriate access rights. It should also be possible to designate

portions of objects to be copied and transported elsewhere. This may be achieved by some
combination of highlighting and annotating the appropriate portions of the object. Two very
simple examples are l) selecting bibliographic information fiom a given text to be incorporated
automatically in a personal data base and 2) collecting information typically found in address
books such as name, address and telephone number. i ’

The sorting and searching activities of Knowbot agents, working on behalf of one or more

cooperating users, may result in the construction of three dimensional views of iconic objects
found in the infonnation space. Some of these representational ideas were originally explored
by N. Negroponte of MIT in the Spatial Database Management System. Others are motivated

by powerful notions of the visualization of active processes and the value of emulating common
sense real-world behavior in the artificial information environment of the Digital Library
System.

The realization of these ideas will require the application of leading technology in high
resolution, color workstations, as well as research in powerful three-dirnensional static and
dynamic rendering methods, and techniques used in cinematography and television production
to help "viewers" maintain context in complex visual scenes. To be effective, the user interface

to the Digital Library will have to draw upon internal models of information space and options
for navigating through it, techniques for animation, models of purposeful behavior and notions
of goals and tasks to be accomplished. In short, the strengths of nearly every aspect of
computer science, video-graphics, simulation and artificial intelligence must be marshalled to
achieve the goals of the project.
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3.5 Other Applications of the Digital Library System

Four possible applications of the DLS_are described below. These are referred to as the Filter-

Presenter, the Design Database Manager, the Researcher-Analyst and the Diagnostic Irnager.
Each of these uses would be implemented as an agent in the system.

The Filter-Presenter aids a user who is normally burdened by too much arriving infonnation in
the ordinary mailstream (e.g., magazines, newspapers, journals and electronic mail). If the
material can be scanned electronically by the Knowbots, the user can be presented with only
those aspects of the documentation he wishes to see. Of course, the user must first supply the
Agent with sufficient guidance to carry out its task (including how he wants to see the results
presented). Many research questions abound.

The filter may be too snong and therefore important items may be missed. Conversely, it may
be too weak and the user will still be overloaded with irrelevant information. Irrelevant

information may also be produced by a strong filter and relevant information missed by a weak
filter, but both cases are much less likely. ‘

The.Design Database Manager couples a designiprogram toan underlying database of relevant
support infonnation. It can also augment multiple design programs working collaboratively on
a common design. In the case of VLSI design, for example, the elements in the database might
be chip designs that could be used as supplements in a larger design. This could represent work
underway by a team of designers. Or it could include standard designs such as simple
microprocessors which may have limited use otherwise and could be used as pieces in a larger
state-of-the-an chip. The advantage of this approach is that a new microprocessor design is not
needed and users can be expected to be experienced in the use of existing designs for which
software is already available. Altemately, the database manager could know about blueprints
and bow to use them and assist a user in retrieving and interpreting them.

The Researcher-Analyst assists a person who would nonnally search through large collections
of documentation seeking specific types of infonnation about a particular topic. It might
identify hundreds of possibly relevant items that the user would have no time to explore. This
agent could search all of them and develop information for the user depending on the nature of
his research. For example, if the researcher was concerned about the history of infrastructure,
he might ask the system to locate as many documented examples of early uses of electricity as
possible. This task might normally take weeks or months to accomplish manually but the agent
using the library might accomplish it in minutes or less.

The Diagnostic Imager assists a person to find ways of binding textual or quantitative
information with imagery. A reference to or selection of a given portion of an image or chain
will automatically select the related textual information or vice-versa. This must be done in a
well defined semantic context and not merely a geometric one. .

Medical information needed to assist in patient diagnosis and evaluationcovers an extreme
range of modalities and levels of abstraction. From patient interviews to blood sample analyses
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to X-rays, CAT scans and electrocardiograms, the Diagnostician is confronted with a rich and

often perplexing array of information from which must be distilled an evaluation. In the

context of the Digital Library System, the diagnostic task calls for access to a broad range of
information which may range from specific infonnation about the side efl"ects of various drugs
and chemicals to treatment protocols to indices of comparative medical imagery. The agent
interacting with the user and accessing and manipulating the digital library content will rely on
the use of Knowbots to transform symptomatic terms or analytic descriptions into appropriate
keys for selecting l.1S€fLli imagery or to aid in searching for relevant treatments.

Finally, it should be noted that the structure of the DLS as a Knowbotic system makes it well
suited for problems and applications that involve process control. A collection of Knowbots

can be spawned to carry out a process control task and the library system architecture can be -
used to monitor its execution as if one were retrieving information fiom a more conventional
library. The importance of this concept is noted, but it is not elaborated on further here.

3.6. Systems of Digital Library Systems

If an integral Digital Library System were to be constructed and placed in operation, experience
predicts that evolution will result in other autonomous Digital Library Systems being generated
in the future. The specifics of each system will surely differ from those of the others, and thus .
will arise the need for communication between these different Digital Library Systems. We call
this inter-DLS communication.

4- INTER-DLS —>
0 A

 
  

 

 
 

 

"""" " ‘ .} Knnwbots

  operating
systems
 

 
’ KNOE - Known: Operating‘ Environment

Figure 5 The KNOE Bracelet Model

We plan to define a language for inter-DLS communication which enables autonomous

independent Digital Library Systems to interoperate. Most likely, this language will rely
heavily on natural language as if it were supporting a normal user of either system. In this case,
however, the user would be another DLS. The exact form of this language will be developed
early in the project and will enable certain documents and requests to pass between systems.
Inter-DLS communication is illustrated in Figure 5, where each DLS is shown as a separate
bracelet on an intemet-based, distributed substrate.
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While a given DLS may be quite powerful in its own capabilities, the user should expect a more
limited set of capabilities when multiple DLSs are involved. This may be dictated by
administrative or legal restrictions dealing with enforcing copyrights as much as by technical
limitations. For example, we assume Knowbots cannot be passed between autonomous DLSs
and that certain documents may not be permitted to leave one DLS for another in digital fonn. '
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4. Implementation Plan

The architecture described in the previous section consists of eight significant functional
component types interacting according to a set of protocols and a methodology which is
observed by all the components. A three phase incremental development plan is presented here
to achieve the library system program objectives. We first describe the elements which will be

addressed in phase one which lasts an estimated 24 months, followed in succession by the
second and third phases which last an estimated 24 and 12 months respectively. The activities
in these various phases are described below.

4.1 Phase One

Four major tasks are presently envisioned for phase one. These are 1) the Knowbot Operating
Environment, 2) the user interface, 3) populating the initial data bank for testing, and 4) Natural
Language Text Searching. In addition, activities will be pursued in parallel to refine and further
develop the overall system architecture, to explore one or more applications for the DLS and to
consider matters relating to reasonable compensation for digital access and use of intellectual
property.

4.1.1 The Knowbot Operating Environment (KNOE)

The ‘description of the KNOE, the role of Knowbots, and their activities in the KNOE was

presented in Section 3. This task will define the KNOE in detail, will develop a prototype
system and implement three simple but functional Knowbots. Two separate subprojects are
envisioned here to allow for competing views of the KNOE during this preliminary phase of the
effort and to generate a total of six firnctional Knowbots. »

The first of these two efforts, called KNOE-I, will concern itself with the issues of document

creation and entry into the Digital Library System (DLS). It will focus on the user agent side of -
the library system and will implement Knowbots for the Document Editor, the
Irnporter/Exporter and the Transformation Server. Using this system, documents prepared
according to one standard may be manipulated by users with access to other standards or

merged with documents prepared in other standards. The combined document will appear to the
user as if it were a single properly merged document independent of whether the representation
form of the document is changed or not. In general, the Transformation Server will convert the

internal representation of a document without affecting the representation of the original copy.
It will also insure that suitable notice is taken of the derivation of the work.

The Importer/Exporter will utilize a conventional database to demonstrate the issues involved

with bringing new material into the Digital Library System or allowing it to migrate outside. It
will also facilitate the incorporation of electronic mail or separate objects in the library system
even if they were originally transmitted or received without any awareness of "the Digital
Library System.
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The second KNOE effort, called KNOE-II, will concern itself with retrieval of documents in the

library system and issues of management of the database itself It will focus on the content of the

library. In particular, it will implement Knowbots for search and retrieval, indexing and
cataloging and a minimal registration ftmction. At the time of initial deposit, each document
will be cataloged and indexed for future retrieval. ‘

The search and retrieval aspect will focus primarily on interactions with the database and with
the user to a lesser extent. In both of these efforts, experiments with cooperating K.nowbots and ‘
multiple KNOE's will be undertaken. K.nowbots will move from one operating environment to
another and will cause new Knowbots to appear at the other site by message passing. These
activities will be under the overall supervision and control of the KNOE. Simple document
handling scenarios will be executed.

4.1.2. The User Interface

This effort will implement a prototype visual user interface consisting of a shared icon
geographic view of the contents of the library system and its components. ' Two components of
the user_ interface will be the icon geography system which is responsible for interacting with
the user and the library cartographic system which maps the relevant contents of the library and
interacts with the object repository. These two systems interact with each other directly.

Initially, the functionality of these systems will be explored and demonstrated. Ultimately, each
will be represented as separate Knowbots within the system, once the concept of Knowbots has
been demonstrated. A

4.1.3 Populating the Database

This eflbrt will address those key aspects of the database having to do with personal,
organizational (inter-organizational) and public information. Initially, the focus will be on
populating an experimental database with objects that are publicly available or of organizational
interest to be used for testing. After the Database Server is developed in phase two, network
connections will be made available to existing databases.

We envision this effort will involve use of representation standards already in existence (or
developed in the program, if necessary) and concentrate on collection and creation of an initial

database. The equipment used will include scanners, optical character readers, and facsimile
devices. '

Public Documents - Our initial focus here will be to collect in digital form relevant standard
documents from organizations such as ANSI, CCITT, ISO, IEEE, NBS or governmental agency
pronouncements.

Organizational - Here we plan to focus on selected equipmentimanuals that are nominally
available to customers or for internal use. This might cover hardware, software, and procedures
for installation, use andrepair. Eventually it might include brochures, pictures and
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specification sheets as well. Another organizational focus will be to collect and represent vita's

of graduate researchers in the<nation's colleges and universities. This will be carried out in

cooperation with the university librarians who will each have responsibility for accurately
representing their own school.

Personal - Finally, to make this effort interesting to the research community and to motivate

some of their work, we plan to include selected research reports issued by the various

universities which are not easily available otherwise. In addition, we shall include selected

scientific and business publications based on their relevance and the willingness of the
publishers to cooperate. Candidates are AAAI, IEEE, Scientific American, and ACM on the

scientific side, and Business Week, Harvard Business Review, Fortune and Forbes on the
business side.

4.1.4 Natural Language Text Search ,

This effort will focus on demonstration of the use of natural language for search and retrieval.
Initially, electronic mail will be chosen as a candidate to demonstrate retrieval based on

imprecise English requests. When an object base with actual documentation is ready in the
library, the domain will be expanded to include it as well. '

This task will entail dealing with ungrammatical writing (but will not necessitate building a
theory of such writing) and with understanding quite a bit about messages in general.
Nonetheless, the domain appears to be relatively bounded.

The Natural Language System will be structured so that it draws upon existing state of the art
technology but modifies it so that the system may be handed critical information it needs to do

its job. Ultimately, this information will be provided directly by the Knowbots. In general, the
Natural Language System will know about everyday English words. The system will receive a
lexicon of relevant specialized words and their meanings, along with any.additional helpfiil
information. The system shall be structured such that new grammars and basic vocabularies
may eventually be-supplied to handle other languages.

In parallel with the above activities we expect several organizations to begin work on the

development of a Personal Library System which provides user access to the library. These
efforts may be simply to interact with the external development efforts, provide one or more
individuals to work on them or begin an internal effort. -

Throughout phase one "we shall ‘need to maintain, refine and update the architectural
specification of the library system. At critical junctures, preliminary protocol specification

documents will be produced for the critical interfaces between the principal components that-

were shown in Figure 2, for representation standards as well as for normal system capabilities
such as Knowbots. This will be a living document which shall serve as the "sheet music" for
the entire effort. '
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During this phase we will explore several possible applications of the Digital Library‘System
along the lines indicated in Section 3.3.6. Initial designs for one or more of these efforts will

begin. We shall also explore concepts for handling the reasonable compensation of intellectual

property owners, since fragments of their as well as entire works may be involved.

4.2 Phase Two

In the second phase, we plan to begin development of a Personal Library System based on the

research efforts in the first phase. In addition, we expect several industrial organizations to

actively participate in the process so that a commercial source of the technology will ultimately
be available.

The initial system will be based on a powerful workstation with local disk,‘ scanner, printer and

high resolution display (plus mouse and of course keyboard). Eventually, it will be graphics

capable and be equipped with facsimile, low-cost personal high density storage such as a CD-
ROM, plus an acoustic subsystem (including speech) and video.-

Research will continue on several fronts. First, the Knowbot research will be expanded to

include exchanges between Knowbots and making Knowbots work in collaboration with the

object base. This effort will include Knowbots with domain expertise and the ability to do

simple domain related problem solving. '

The registration Knowbot will be fully developed and outfitted to handle users and services as

well as documents. In addition, it will be expanded to be knowledgeable about an
organizational level as well as a personal level of objects. It will also have a mechanism for

internal collection of accounting information.

Research will also be undertaken to develop a Knowbot which understands organizational

‘structure and documents associated with it. The structure of an organizational library system

will be developed and simple exchanges between organizational and personal Knowbots

explored. The Personal Library System technology will provide the basis for the organizational

system as well; only the contents of the two systems will differ. _ '

The task of database population will continue as a larger and richer set of documents is added to

the object base. We expect this task to focus primarily on the more sophisticated elements of
"the existing documents such as equations, graphics and images. However, additional
documentation will be added as appropriate for the research to be conducted.

The natural language capability for text search will be improved and a user front end will be
incorporated which relies on a common body of natural language software. Experimentation-
with sample retrieval requests will take place interactively.

A Multi-Processor Database Server will be developed to access remote Database Systems.

Initial experiments will be conducted with one or more cooperative suppliers of information.
Candidates are the National Library of Medicine and Dow Jones. The Database Server will
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incorporate much of the Personal Library System software but be outfitted to operate several
orders of magnitude faster than the personal workstation and support multiple users. The server

will draw directly upon the results of the Personal Library System research and apply it to
multi-processors.

Finally, an effort will be undertaken to focus on some of the practical and administrative
considerations such as tools for billing and collection, diagnostics, back up, etc. Also, those
aspects which allow new capabilities to be added on the system to be reconfigured over time
will be included here.

Sometime during Phase Two, we expect to obtain a working prototype of the initial Digital
Library System and to begin making it available to selected members in the research

community for experimentation and as an object of _research itself. In addition, the
development of one or more of the applications will be undertaken.

4.3 Phase Three

The components of the Digital Library System (DLS) will be fully integrated and a quasi-
operational DLS will be created during this phase for research purposes. The existence of the
system will serve to expand the Digital Library System to more users and a larger set of
documentation. We expect to gain operational experience and to incorporate several additional
public and private systems such as NTIS, Westlaw, Lexis/Nexis, Compuserve or Dialog.

An organizational prototype will be created working with one or more groups and experiments
with inter—organization exchanges explored. Examples of inter-organizational exchange
requirements will be developed and simple interactions carried out. These might include access
to manuals, student vita, electronic mail, or open memoranda. Acoustic Input and Output
including speech and other audible sounds will be incorporated into the user interface and

further work on the shared icon geography carried out for dealing with complex representations.
One or more applications will be substantially completed.

Finally, we assume that" other "concepts for a Digital Library System. will emerge and
. compatibility with them will be required. Hence, we will investigate the requirements for inter-

Digital Library System exchanges and will begin experimenting with such in thecontext of two
autonomous (but homogeneous) Digital Library Systems. ‘

4.4 Follow-on Plans

At this stage, an experimental Digital Library System will be functioning with a small but
interesting class of documents, an initial application, a nominal class of users and an
expandable architecture. If the system performs effectively, as we expect it will, it is now a

candidate to turn into a genuine piece of infrastructure for the entire research community.
Support will be sought to expand the system and make it more widely available. A number of

possible vehicles exist to do this and we expect to create several promising alternatives for
evaluation. Assuming the financial basis for developing such a system can be made available,
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NR1 is prepared to assist in building it. If not, the technology base will be available for the
sponsors to pursue the concept by independent sales of equipment for the individual user.

. . u_;_v'-,
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Abstract. A cryptoyaphy is quite effective in protecting digital in-
formation from unauthorized access. But if a receiver of information is
determined after the encryption of the information, e.g. a posted en-
crypted news is withdrawn by an arbitrary user in open networks, we
need an additional mechanism for converting the encrypted information
into a form accessible only to an admissible user. Even though sud: a
transformation is done by the consecutive execution of decryption of a
ciphertext and re-encryption of a recovered plaintext, an intermediary
plaintext may be stolen during the re-encryption. In this paper we ex-
amine secure digital distribution systems, information storage system
and information provider system, in which encrypted information is di-
rectly transformed into a ciphertext of an admissible user. We show that
the technique of a proxy cryptosystem is useful for establishing these
distribution systems. Proposed protocols can be constructed base on the
ElGamal cryptosystem or the _RSA cryptosystern. Meanwhile, a blind
decryption protocol provides privacy protection with respect to the se-
lection of a ciphertext to be decrypted. In terms of digital distribution
it also provides a secure information delivery. An information provider
system using a. blind decryption protocol possesses a problem such that a
decrypting person computes exponentiation for'a message freely selected
by a requesting person. For such an oracle problem, a solution is known
with use of a transformable signature. In this paper we show another
measure prohibiting the abuse of the blind decryption protocol.

1 Introduction

One of the greatest advantages of an open network, e.g. Internet, is that peo-
ple can obtain a large amount of information all over the world. In particular,
information created at a local place can be easily read by people living at very
far distance. In such a network digitized information is distributed widely and
freely. During distribution the digital infonnation passes through several sites,
and it is sometimes locally stored in some of these sites. Since the open network
is a decentralized insecure computer network, the digital information transmit-
ted over the network and locally stored information should be protected from
external threats like eavesdropping and illegal access. In addition to the external 
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threat, we should be careful about internal threats. For example, information
stored in a storage of an organization may be copied by a malicious employee,
and leaked out of the organization. It is a very important subject to achieve
security of digital information in a distribution system over the open network.

Of course, cryptography is an effective means for protecting digital informa-
tion from unauthorized access. As long as a cryptosystem used is not broken,
the information is not read by anyone other than that knows a secret. Encrypted
information can be securely transmitted, and put in any storage with keeping its
secrecy. However, the direct use of cryptography is not good enough because a
recipient of ciphertext is often not known in advance in the information distribu-
tion to the public. An information provider may collect interesting information,
and try to sell it. Collected valuable information is encrypted, but since its recip-
ient is not known at the time of encryption, the encrypted information has to be
converted when its user is determined. The information provider may decrypt its
ciphertext and successively re-encrypt a recovered plaintext for the user. Then
there is a threat such that a malicious employee and an external entity try to
obtain the intermediary plaintext. Naturally spealcing, a creator of digital infor-
mation wants to hide his information until it arrives at a legitimate end user.
Therefore, a secure information distribution mechanism which is appropriate for
the open network should be studied.

In this paper we mainly deal with two types ofdistribution systems. One is
an information storage system and the other is an information provider system.

Information storage system: It costs to keep material products in a stor-
age.'Likewise, digital information needs disk space, and one needs to spend a
certain amount of money fora storage facility. Hence, it is imaginable that in-
formation storage business emerges. A small company which lacks of funds for
a storage equipment deposits its own data in a storage keeper, and withdraws
the data from time to time over a network. In order to prepare for a disaster,
e.g. earthquake or fire, even a large company may use this type of service as
a backup of huge amount of data. If the amount of data a company needs to
keep drastically fluctuates, the company can receive large benefit from the stor-
age service by renting an adequate amount of disk space in each period. The
demand for storage business will definitely increase if the communication cost
becomes lower than the storage cost. In such a business, the owner of the digital
information wants to hide deposited information from the keeper. Moreover, if
a company retrieves information on demand of a user as in the.travel agency
and in the weather forecast company, it needs to show the same information to
many users. That means it has to convert the information into a form accessible
to admissible users.

The information storage system is expected to have a great efl'ect not only
as a business between companies but also inside a company. A company has a
storage section, and files of diflerent sections are stored in the section. It is useful
both as a back up and as normal storage. Since data is gathered in one section,
messages should be protected from steal by dishonest employees.
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Information provider system: One of important problems in the open
network is how to find useful information from large amount of data in the net-
work. Without doubt, we can show our information to the public more easily
than before the open network has been built. But it is still not an easy mat-
ter to find necessary information from the public. Therefore, one can conduct
a business by collecting and providing information over the network. Superdis-
tribution [Mori90], which is a concept on a software distribution system such
as a software company can charge a user for each use of a software, also has
to overcome a problem of providing information attractive enough to users. Al-
though an electronic news system or a share-ware program system offers us an
opportunity to find useful information, it does not ensure the security of posted
information. Hence, we study a secure information provider system by taking an
electronic news system, a newspaper system and a software distribution system
as examples.

We show that the proxy cryptosystem [M097] is quite effective in construct-
ing secure distribution systems described above. Concrete distribution protocols
can be constructed based on either the RSA cryptosystem [RSA84] or the El-
Gamal cryptosystem [ElG85].

In the meantime, a blind decryption system [SY96, MSO96] provides privacy
protection with respect to the selection of a ciphertext to be decrypted. In terms
of digital distribution it also provides a secure information delivery. But a blind
decryption based on ElGa.ma.l cryptosystem has a problem such that a decrypting
person computes exponentiation for any message selected by a requesting person.
This type of protocol’ abuse is generally called an oracle problem. A person
participating in a cryptographic protocol is exploited by an enemy, and plays
like an oracle to the enemy. The oracle problem in the ElGa.rna.l blind decryption
is solved in [MSO96] by utilizing the transformability of the ElGarna.l signature.
In this paper we show a new solution to this problem.

After the introduction, related work is shown in Sect.2. Then two types of
distribution systems are described in Sect.3. Protocol 1 in Sect.3.2 is an infor-
mation storage system, and Protocol 2, Protocol 3 and Protocol 4 in Sect.3.3 are
information provider systems. Protocol 4 uses a blind decryption protocol with
a protective mechanism against the abuse by users. Finally, conclusion is givenin Sect.4.

2 Related work

Authorization in open networks has been paid a great attentions for years, and
there are much work related to it, e.g. [NS78, VAB91, Neu93]. In their schemes
a user or a client computer proves that he or it is a really authorized person or
computer. Once a check of user verification is passed, he can receive a service from
a server. We can consider our systems are one kind of authorization protocol.
Even so, our protocols are more devoted to the authorization of the power to
decrypt ciphertext and delegated keys than that to prove an identity of a user.
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Information provider systems are shown in [TIY95]. One of their systems, a
temporary-type system, offers a user a way to use information in on-line basis,
e.g. video on demand. In another system, a permanent-type system, encrypted
information is delivered in advance to a user via MD, CD-ROM and so on.

In both systems a session key is exchanged before information is decrypted.
In our proposed systems the session key exchange is not carried out in each
transmission. Instead, encrypted information is convened into a form a receiver
can read.

In [OT94] an on-line shopping system protecting privacy is proposed, where
three sections, customer section, intermediary section and commodity section,
are established in a catalog sales company. Who buys which goods is kept un-
known as long as not more than two sections collude. In our distribution systems,
we do not need to consider several sections in the same company. The privacy
is protected in our schemes in a sense such that a keeper cannot know the con-
tent of retrieved information in_ the information storage system and such that
an intermediary company does not know the content of transferred information
in one of the information provider systems.

Proxy decryption(Proxy decoding): The proxy decryption is a process
in a. proxy cryptosystem. The proxy cryptosystem [M097] is a method by which
an-original decryptor D can allow a designated proxy decryptor Pry to decrypt
a ciphertext of the original decryptor. A proxy p is preliminarily given from
the original decryptor to the proxy decryptor through a secure channel, and
when the original decryptor wants to delegate the decrypting operation to the
proxy decryptor, the original decryptor transforms its ciphertext Cm) into a
ciphertext C“,'1’) for the proxy decryptor. Using p the proxy decryptor extracts
a plaintext m from C(P“’7. This decryption by the proxy decryptor is called
proxy decryption. Even the proxy decryptor given p cannot compute a secret
sp of the original decryptor. A process offering the same functionality as the
proxy cryptosystem can be performed by first decrypting a ciphertext Cw) and
then re-encrypting an obtained plaintext under the proxy decryptor’s public key.
This obvious re-encryption method is not eflicient enough, and more eflicient
methods are shown in [M097] based on the ElGamal cryptosystem or the RSA
cryptosystem.

Blind decryption(B1ind decoding): The blind decryption is a process by
which a user U possessing a ciphertext Cw) of other user or other organization,
say a company C’, makes C’ decrypt Cw) without telling C which ciphertext U
tries to decrypt. At the same time, C’ can keep hiding its secret value sc from
U. In contrast to the blind signature [Cha85] where a digital signature is created
for a document unknown to a signer, the decrypting operation is executed for a
document unknown to a decryptor. The blind decryption is useful for protecting
privacy in software distribution in the following way. A software product is en-
crypted, and the'key is also encrypted by C"s public key. Then a set of pairs of
an encrypted program and a key is delivered to a user. The user selects a favorite

program and recovers it without showing which program he wants to obtain by
conducting the blind decryption protocol with C.‘The blind decryption tech-
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Step 0-2. (Proxy delivery) C selects a random number u 6;; ;_1, and
computes p = use mod p - 1. p is given to U through a secure channel.
This ‘step needs to be done only once, for example when U registers
himself for Us service. C computes u" mod p — 1 and keeps the result
in a database with the name of the corresponding registered user.

Step 1. (User's request) U asks C to send data he wants to look at. The
choice is made after checking a list of stored information.

Step 2. (Retrieval request) C sends K a ciphertext number corresponding to
the data he should return to U. :

Step 3. (Return from keeper) After receiving the ciphertext number, K re-
l
l

Encry '

turns ((z1,:2),C), where 1:, = g’ modp and 2; = mug mod 1). If C has
requested to hide the correspondence of a ciphertext in Step 0-1 and that in

this step, If returns ((:1,x,),C) = ((g'‘''’‘'‘ mod p, m'u2+""‘ mod p),C) a.fter

computing g'g*" mod p and (mv&)v£.“ modp for kg 63 Z,_‘1\{0}.
Step 4. (Transformation and return from company) C looks for if’ mod p-1-1 _

of U in the database. 0 transforms the received (2,, :2) into (z," "MP 1) mod

p,:-_») and sends (y1,y;,C)=((:,"-x"'°d7'1)mod p, :2),C) to U. lfC wants _i

to hide correspondence of a ciphertext in Step 3 and that in this step, 0sends (,,,,y,) = (((=,g’=c)<=-“=*°-is-13 mod p,z,v;= mod p),C) to U using

kc ER Zp..1\{0}. In _
Step 5. (Decryption by user) After receiving ((y1,y2),C), U obtains the key opea

 
m by computing yg/yf mod p -3 17;. Using m, U decrypts C. 3:1???-
H the database in Step 0-2 becomes very large, C should also put the data e,xam’

stored in its database into K’s storage in an encrypted form. In this case, U and mm’ I

0 need extra time for retrieving data. J filth?”
Discussion: Since information K stores is a ciphertext of C, K knows noth- we ating on the plaintext. K does not know who retrieves the information, either. l W"

If C wants to check whether K has returned correct information, C should de- Fxecut
crypt (I1,32) returned from K in Step 3. As long as a secret of C is not stolen inform-
by a malicious employee, information delivered to a user is not read even in . A P;
the intermediary state because a ciphertext keeps an encrypted form during the Sne.s 5-
distribution. ' whnih .-

Instead of returning (yi, y;, C) directly to U, C can send this triplet to U via ::::v;
K. In this case K takes full responsibility for the information delivery. K has to P:
do retransmission when U claims masage is not delivered.

The proxy delivery in Step 0-2, the dphertext transformation in Step 4 and Ste‘
the proxy decryption in Step 5 are based on the steps of the proxy cryptosystem.
Protocol 1 can also be constructed based on the RSA cryptosystem. Please refer
to [M097] for the proxy cryptosystem based on the RSA cryptosystern.

In the above framework users receiving information do not belong to the
company. In contrast, every transactions are conducted inside a company C in
the following framework. C organizes a storage service in its keeping section K,
and employees of C are users of the information storage service. In this framework
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a user U of the storage service encrypts his information by his own public key -uy.
Encrypted information is transmitted to K, and stored in it. Upon request from
U, K returns encrypted information to U. Inside a company employees may
be required to share some of -their information with keeping security against
external and internal threat. Essentially, we can use the method in Protocol 1

for the secure data transmission. Suppose a user U, with a public key um wants
to share with another user U3 information stored in K. Step 4 and Step 5 of
Protocol 1 are performed by U1 and U2, respectively. That is, U; with a secret key

Eu; transforms (:z:,,‘:,(= mug, mod 12)) into (z," Md" ) mod 12,23) and sends
(y1,y2,C) = ((zg“ "‘°‘l"’) mod p, :2), C) to U; possessing p = usyl modp- 1.
U2 computes y,/yf mod p '=‘ -rn.

U; can share her information with U1 without securely delivering another
proxy to U1. U; can use the proxy pp given by U1. U2 calculates (:rf'"' mod
p,::2(= mug, mod p)) and sends (y;,y;,C) = ((:r}"‘“‘‘’' mod p, ::-,»),C) to U1. U;

can obtain m by computing y;/y§"-l".’:m°dP_1) mod p -_=. yz/ysf-lm°d"1) mod
p E m. If such a data delivery frequently occurs, U; should keep p"1 modp — 1
in his own database.

3.3 Information provider system

In open networks, there should be sites collecting information, then people can
relatively easily find necessary information without browsing around the net-
work. We discuss three information provider systems. As the first system, we
examine how to bring encryption into a news system mentioned in the introduc-
tion. In this system each user can get information from a site he belongs to. In
other two systems a company 0 plays the role of a site collecting information. In
the latter two systems a person who releases information to the site of C either
allows C to get access to the information after a conversion process, or directly
executes a decryption protocol with a user U without allowing C to read theinformation.

A proposed news system employs the method shown in Protocol 1. There are

sites 51, 5;, . . . of the news system. A user U; posts a news to a site, say 51, to
which she connects. The posted news is distributed-to all of relevant sites, and
retrieved by a user U; from a site, say 53, to which he connects. Let 55,- ea Z,',_,
and 1:5,-(= 9“-' mod p) be secret and public keys of .5'.-, respectively.

Protocol 2

Step 0. (Preliminary)

Step 0-1. (Proxy delivery between sites) Each site shares a proxy with
each sites it connects to. S; prepares a proxy p5.-5,-(= us,-55; mod p - 1)
as described in Protocol 1 and gives it to S_,- through a secure channel. 3.-
securely stores 155,- and p;-J55 mod p - 1, and S5 securely stores p5.-s,- in
a database with the name of the corresponding site. Suppose there are
connections between 51 and S; and between S; and 53, then 5; possesses
214 and pglls, modp — 1, 3; possesses p515}, u; and p353 modp - 1.
and S3 possesses pszs-3 in their databases. '
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Step 0-2. (Registration of users) When a user U1, wants to participate in
the news system, she obtains a proxy froin one of sites, say 3.. S; prepares
Pscur=(= uugss. mod p- 1) as described in Protocol 1 and gives it to Us
through a secure channel. 3. and U, securely store ‘um, and pggm, in a
database with the name of the corresponding site or user, respectively.

Suppose U, and U2 connects with S; and 33, respectively. Then U, and
U; store pswl and psguz in the database, respectively. 51 and 53 store
um "and ‘uyz in the database, respectively.

Step 1. (Posting) U1 -—v 5;: U1 creates C by encrypting a part or whole
of her article under a randomly generated key 11;, and encrypts m under a
public key us] of S1 to which she connects. Then ((:1,z;),C) = ((g" mod
p, mugl mod p),C), where r ER Z,,-1, is delivered to S1.
Step 2. (Distribution) 5', distributes the posted information by converting
it to a ciphertext for its neighbor sites. Other sites also execute conversion

 
..A...._..._.z..-.

successively. -I

Step 2-1. 51 ——-a 32: S1 computes y1 = ::(1""’ m°dP'-1) mod p, and sends
‘((y1.1I:,(= =2))»C) ‘O 32- __
Step 2-2. 52 —~ 33: S; computes a; = y§'s‘s""“m°dP—1) modp E
g("“'§="“"“";2's="""“"1) mod p E g("’“"3;sa”‘°“”“) mod p, and sends
(la:-°2(= 92))»C) t0 53-

Step 3. (Retrieval) .53 -—o U3: When a user wants to read encrypted posted
information, he sends a request to a site he connects to. Upon request from_. _

U3, .5’; converts a ciphertext ((a-,,ag,C) into ((,61(= a(,”'”u"’m°dP 1)),[3,(=
a;)),C)._ Created ((,B;,fi3),C) is delivered to U2.
Step 4. (Decryption by user) U; obtains the key m by computing fig/fif”"' mod
p E m. Using m, U; can decrypt C.

In order not to expose the plaintext, exponents in Step 2-2 and Step 3 must
be computed at first. In Step 0-1, 31 and 32 have created proxies. In place of
these sites it is possible its partners S; and S3 create proxies. Basically, sites
having many neighbor sites should create a proxy and give the same proxy its
neighbor sites. Then these sites do not need to perform conversion many times a
for the same ciphertext. I

In the following protocol a free reporter R writes articles and asks a news- ’
paper company 0 to buy them. These articles are basically encrypted, and only
their headline can be read. 0 buys the article from R when there is at least

one request for purchase, or there are enough amount of requests for purchase.
Once C buys the article, C can sell it to subscribers who have requested to In
read them. Denote by (v,-,5,-) a pair of public and secret keys of 1' E {C,R, U}. - pmg, -
v,» = g" mod p, where s,- 6;; Z‘_1. encrypp
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Protocol 3

Step 0. (Preliminary)

Step 0-1. (Collection) R creates a program and partially encrypts it
by a secret-lrey cryptosystem under a randomly generated l-rey m. A
computed ciphertext is C. R also encrypts the key m using 11¢. (21, :1) =

(Cp' mod ‘p,mvg" mod p), where r en Z,,_;. Then ((Zl1,22),C) is sent to
Step 0-2. (Proxy delivery) C selects a. random number 14 63 Z -1 and
gives u to U as a proxy p(= -u) through a secure channel. This step
needs to be done only once, for example when U becomes a subscriber
of C’s newspaper. C computes u — sc mod p — 1 and keeps the result in
a database with the name of the corresponding registered user.

Step 0-3. (Partial information retrieval) U sees a headline of news of C
and selects a program he wants to read.

Step 1. (User's request) U requests an article he wants to read.

Step 2. (Request for blind decryption) C sends :21 of the requested article to
R_ .

Step 3. (Return from programmer) After receiving 21, R computes y; =
33”‘ mod p(‘=' g.’"' mod p), and returns y; to C.
Step 4. (Transformation) C receives yl. (a1,a;) = (yhzg) = (g"" mod.
p, m11('_."' mod p) is a ciphertext of C. C can decrypt it if "C wants. If C
needs to hide the correspondence of the blind decryption and the article

bought from R, R gives ((g"'("""°) mod p, muZ."('+)'°) mod p),C) to U after
computing aluff mod p and agvjfkc mod p for kc En Z,-1\{0}.
C calculates .6; = a;a§""°) modp 7- muff‘ mod p, and ((,’3;,B;),C) =
((a1,fig),C) = ((v;;)' mod p,mu',',“ mod p),C) is delivered to U.
Step 5. (Decryption by user) U obtains the key m by computing fig/[if mod -
p :—'. 121. Using 112., U can decrypt C.

Discussion: In this protocol C can compute m. But it is difiicult for a third
party to extract it from communicated messages. R does not fail to get money
for his article because C cannot decrypt articles without executing Step 2 and
Step 3. These steps can incorporate the blind decryption technique if C wants
to hide its choice of article. Meanwhile, as easily observed, information provider
system can be executed together with the information storage system.

In the next protocol we exemplify the information provider system by a
program distribution. Distributed programs are created by programmers P, and

encrypted. A user U registered to C chooses a program from a program list.
When U decides to buy a progra.m,'U executes a blind decryption protocol
[SY96, M5096] with P. Then he has permission for the use of the program. In
this protocol C charges P for the use of its web site, and does not participate in
the blind decryption protocol. '
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As studied in [MSO96] the blind decryption based on ElGa.mal cryptosystem
has a problem that a decrypting person P computes :7" mod p for any message

- a selected by a. requesting person. Protocol 3 also has such an oracle problem,
where a decrypting person is R. This problem is solved in {M5096} by utilizing
the transformability of the ElGamal signature. In this paper we show another
solution to the oracle problem. In the following protocol P with a public and (
secret key pair (up(= 9”’ mod p), 5;: 6 Z;_1) prepares a random number up such
that tp 6;; Z;_, and 2;» a‘: sip. Then P computes Tp = 9" mod p. Tp and tp are l
public and secret keys of P additional to up and sp. is a cryptographically

‘ secure huh function.
Protocol 4

Step 0. (Preliminary)
Step 0'-1. (Collection) P creates a program and partially encrypts it by a
secret-key cryptosystem under arandomly generated key m. A computed
ciphertext is C. P also encrypts the key m using up and Tp. (:1, 1:2, :3) =
(g" mod p, mu; mod p. 112T; mod p), where 1- ER Z,-1. P computes the :
following signature 5. After selecting w ER Z -1, h(g"’ mod p, (vp/Tr)"
modp) = e is generated. s is determined by 5 = w — er mod p — 1. E
((z;,:r2,z3,z4,z5), C) is sent to C, where :4 = s and :5 = e.
Step 0-2. (Retrieval of encrypted information) U watches a list of pro-
grams exhibited by C’ and selects a program he needs. U downloads
((3,, Ig,33,2:4,15),C) from C. He checks the verification equation 25 =
h(g‘*:f' mod p, (vp/Tp)“ (:22 /23)“ mod p). If it is not satisfied, he re-
quests a valid triplet to C. If satisfied, he proceeds to Step 1.

Step 1. (Request for blind decryption) U chooses a 6g Z;_,, and computes

('91. ya) = (=1"-1"’°d” '13" mod 7, (2:/=a)(“°‘"‘°""“) modpl
'-_‘- (g("°_l'“°dP"1) mod p, g(’°fI("""’)"‘°‘?‘1) mod p). (yhya) is sent to P.
a is kept secret by U.

Step 2. (Return from programmer) P first checks whether a congruence

yg” 4’) E y; mod p satisfies or not. If the check fails, P does not respond.
Otherwise, P computes z; = yf’ mod p, and returns z; to C. ;
Step 3. (Decryption by user) After receiving 7.1. U computes a, = zf mod p. ‘
Then he hm (a1,a-2) = (c_!1,J:2)(E (11; mod p,mv} "mod U obtains the
key m by calculating 0201-1 mod p E m. Using m, U decrypts C.

Discussion: Protocol 4 provides a secure message delivery to a receiver. The
receiver can be determined after encryption. As stated in Sect.2, the protocol de-
scribed above is closely related to the Sha.mir's three-pass message transmission

scheme. (
Because of the blind decryption protocol, U can hide which program he is i

going to buy. Nonetheless, P does not fail to get money for his software product i
by charging each execution of the blind decryption protocol.

As in information storage systems, communicated‘ messages are kept in an
encrypted form. Thus it is similarly difficult for C and a third party to extract
a message from the communicated messages.
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Meanwhile, it is considered to be diflicult to create a pair ('_l,'1,‘_2]5) satisfying
the verification congruence in Step 2 for a selected yl without knowing the secrets
5,, and tp. Therefore, P is unlikely to compute exponentiation for a message

selected by U. In Protocol 4 two public keys ‘Up and Tp are used for detecting
the abuse of the blind decryption protocol. A similar technique is used in the

modified ElGarna.l cryptosystem shown in [Darn91].
P may try to relate a requested pair (yhyg) with ciphertexts he has placed

on the site of C by choosing his secret tp as an output of a function 1' taking

a message m as input. By checking y§"”"“'"» -3 ya mod p for a message m, he
can find whether the requested pair corresponds with the message m. In this
sense, privacy is slightly violated. However, if tp has only one preimage, he can-
not checks more than two messages because Tp compatible with P’s secret tp

‘ is made public. In case tp has many preimages m’s, he can check the correspon-
dence to many messages. But he cannot know the precise correspondence among
many messages. From this observation we believe the proposed method offers an
acceptable level of privacy.

We can apply the countermeasure in Protocol 4 to Protocol 3. In this case,

Protocol 3 are modified as follows. In Step 0-1, (:z1,:r:;,:z3,:z‘,z5) = (g" mod
p, m~ug."' mod p,m~u3' mod p,w — er mod p — 1,e) is delivered to C. C verifies it
by checking 25 = h(g":r:f‘ mod p, (113/’TR)'°" (2;/:23)” mod p). In Step 2, C

sends .(:'if,$-,7) = (:zf"'("-|"T°d’"1) mod p, (:2/:;)(“—|"'°d”") modp) to R. Veri-
fication of (ELEE) is executed in Step 3 as in Step 2 of Protocol 4. Only when
verification is passed, R proceeds to the next step.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have studied several information distribution systems, informa-
tion storage system and information provider system, which keep the secrecy of
transmitted data and delegated keys in open networks. These distribution sys-
tems are based on either the proxy cryptosystem, the blind decryption system

or both of them. The presented information provider systems can be combined
with the information storage system explained in Protocol 1. Because digital
information preserves an encrypted form in an intermediary organization in the
proxy cryptosystem and communicated messages are independent of a cipher-
text to be decrypted in the blind decryption system, digital information is not
read until it arrives at an end user as long as secret keys are not compromised.

We have also shown a new method to prevent the abuse of the blind decryp-
tion protocol. By this new method users cannot obtain an exponentiated value

for a message they have selected. Privacy of users participating in this protocol
is preserved at an acceptable level.
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Proxy Cryptosystems: Delegation of the Power to
Decrypt Ciphertexts
 

Masahiro MAMBO’ and Eiji OKAMOTOK Members

SUMMARY In this paper a new type of public-key cryptosy.s-
tem. proxy cryptosystem. is studied. The proxy cryptosystem al-
lows an original decryptnr to transform its ciphertext to a ci-
phcrtcxt for a designated decryptor. proxy dccryptor. Once the
eiphenext transformation is executed, the proxy decryptor can
compute a plaintext in place of the original docryptor. Such
a cryptosystem is very useful when an entity has to deal with
large amount of decrypting operation. The entity can actually
>pt¢\.i-up iii: kicrlypting upctaiiutt ity uutitunizittg tuuiiipic piuxy
decryptors. Concrete proxy cryptosystcms are constructed for the
ElGama! cryptosystem and the RSA cryptosystem. A straightfor-
ward construction ofthe proxy cryptosystem is given as follows.
The original dccryptor decrypts its ciphcrtext and re-encrypts an
obtained plaintext under a designated proxy tlecryptor's public
key. Then the designated proxy decryptor can rcad the plain-
text. Our constructions are more ellicient than such consecutive
execution of decryption and re-encryption. Especially. the com-
putational work done hy the original decryptor is reduced in the
proxy cryptosystems.
key words: proxy cI_vpto.ry.rlem, proxy, proxy dtcryptor. cipher-
text rranrforrnatian

1. Introduction

Digitized information in computer networks is copied
very easily. If information is encrypted. one cannot ob-
tain the content from the copied message. Addition-
ally, if an access control mechanism is employed with
the use of user authentication protocol, an inadmissible
entity cannot even make an access to digital informa-
tion. Cryptography related techniques. typically cryp-
tography itself in the former application. provides us
an effective way to limit users who makes an access to
digital information. One ofcryptographies. public-key
cryptography. which has been intensively studied after
the advent of [4], is useful in an open network for trans-
mitting information only to a specified person. in the
public-key cryptography a key 1: is made public while
a compatible key 5 is kept secret by its owner. This is
why it is suitable for the open network. it is hard in a
computational complexity sense to determine a secret .s
even when an attacker knows a public value 1'. In the
similar context. if there exits a pair (5./1), where it is
hard to compute 5 even with the knowledge of p, and

a possessor ofp can decrypt a ciphertext which is orig-

Manuscripl received March 25. I996.
Manuscript revised July IS. I996.

‘The authors are with the School of information Sci-
ence. Japan Advanced lnstitute of Science and Technology.
lshiltawa-ken. 923--l2 Japan.

inally encrypted under 1:. then such a pair can be used
for authorizing a user for getting an access to the en-
crypted digital information. Such delegation is required
in the following occasions.

Suppose an organization, e.g. research company or
government. plans to conduct a survey. and one section
is assigned to this job. From the privacy reason, ques-
tionnaires returned from people are encrypted under a
public key 1) ofthe organization. or ifthe questionnaire
is very long, it should be encrypted by at secret-key Cryp-
tography and a key used in the secret-key cryptography
is encrypted by a public-key cryptography. A president
of the organization wants members of a section to de-
crypt the questionnaires and to analyze the survey. But
he has no intention to show a secret s of the organiza--
tion to them. Because it breaches the security assump-
tion ofthe public-key cryptography. Moreover, the pres-
ident should limit the access only to the members ofthe
section in order to keep the user's privacy. The presi-
dent may decrypt the ciphertexts and simply transmit the
decrypted questionnaires to the members. Then the pri-
vacy could be violated. So. the president should encrypt
the decrypted questionnaires under a public key ofthe
members before the transmission. However. an attacker

may try to see decrypted iniennediate plaintexts. Such a
threat is not totally overcome in this re-encryption ap-
proach. On top of that, the processes in this approach
is a bit cumbersome, and a more direct and efiicient
method to allow a new access should be studied.

Other example is file access. Suppose a user has a
file in rt publicly reachable directory or in a directory
which is private but possibly illegally accessed by oth-
ers. in order to keep the secrecy ofthe file she encrypts
it under her public key. or as mentioned above, both

the secret-key cryptography and the public-key cryptog-
raphy are used to encrypt the file. Then the access to the
file is limited to her. In some occasion. the user wants

to temporarily permit other user to access to the file.

She first transforms the encrypted file to the form such _
that only a new user can read it. and after some time‘.

the original owner revokes the access permission. Like
in the above example, such 1| transformation is achieved
by the combination ofdecryption and re-encryption, but
we should avoid such a transformation from the follow-

ing reason. A file handling system or an editor program
often olTers us an automatic logging system. Under such
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circumstances. even if we remove a decrypted plaintext.

we may forget to remove its backup file. That indicates
we are not totally sure whether an attacker obtains no
information at all as long as we recover a plaintext from
a ciphertext in a transit point. Funhermore. it is prefer-
able that the transformation be as simple as possible.

ln this paper a cryptosystem called prox_t-'crypIo.rys-
tent. which is well suited to the situations above. is stud-
ied. The proxy cryptosystem allows an original decryp-
tor to delegate its decrypting operation to a designated
decryptor. proxy decrypror. Concrete proxy cryptosys-
terns are presented for the ElGamal cryptosystem [5]
and the RSA cryptosystem[l4]. In the proposed scheme
the computational work is less than that in consecutive
execution of decryption and re-encryption.

This paper is organized in the following way. After
this introduction, related work is explained in Sect.2.
lnen following the expianatiou on couu‘iii_uns ui pica’,
cryptosystems in Sect. 3. three concrete proxy cryptosys-
tcms are proposed in Sect.4. ln Sect.S the efficiency
of the proposed scheme is discussed. and two kinds of
revocation methods are described. In addition to that.
how to deal with multiple proxy decryptors is studied.
Finally conclusions are given in Sect. 6.

2. Related Work

A privacy homomorphism introduced in [I3] as cited in
[I] is an encryption function such that the operation of
its outputs for several unknown input plaintexts results
in indirect operation of these plaintexts. With the use
of this encryption function. a function of plaintexts is
evaluated without the knowledge of the plaintexts and

a decryption function corresponding to the encryption
function. and an encrypted value of the output of the
function is obtained. The privacy homomorphism is
useful for securely evaluating a function while hiding
the plaintexts. In our situation the function evaluation
is not performed. and an authorized person can obtain
the plaintext as the original user can.

By is directly transformed link encryption proposed
in [9]. one connected to a node can securely send a mes-
sage to a person connected to other node through a com-
puter network equipping a secure data-link layer. The
computer network is composed of intermediate nodes
and terminals to which a user has access. The user at
H terminal encrypts a message under a key of a node to
which the terminal connects. The ciphertext is directly
transformed in each node into other form ofciphertext

encrypted under a key of the next node. A trusted center
generates all original keys of nodes and terminals. and
computes one key for each node from both the origi-
nal key of the node and that of the next node. Each
node is given only this derived key. and the original
key of the node is kept secret by the center. Without
transforming the encrypted data into a plaintext. direct
transformation is performed in this link encryption by

S5

utilizing the derived key. Diminishing the opportunity

to expose the plaintext in intermediate nodes makes the
data transmission very secure. Nevenheless. this method
does not deal with a situation like ours. where a-tiser

diverts his ciphertext to the other user. Moreover, all
communications between users require nodes and ter-
minals performing transformation. Since keys for the
transformation used in intermediate nodes are unknown

to users, a receiver of a ciphenext cannot compute a di-
verted ciphertext El communication panner can directly
read. Instead. the receiver may compute a ciphertext
which would be transferred through the network. and
tvhose plaintext would be extracted at a communica-
tion partner side. To make this possible, the receiver of
a ciphertext has to either decrypt the ciphenext and re-
encrypt an obtained plaintext for the terminal. or com-
pute a secret for ciphertext transformation from the user
to ‘..‘.: ::.'.-..tr.al and ‘.::.‘.::'.-e like 2: node in the .".*.-'.'.-.-'r.~.*!:

with the use of the computed secret. The latter mea-
sure is closely related to our scheme. but it has not
been clearly discussed in [9]. Additionally, although
the idea of avoiding to recover a plaintext in transit
and the transformation performed in a node are quite
similar to ours. a node cannot read a message in [9].
while an original decryptor can do so in our method,

Verifiable implicit asking, e.g. in [8]. or se_rver_-
aided secret computation. e.g. in [I7]. has somethirtg
to do with our topic. It has a very interesting
practical framework where a relatively powerless'de\'i_iSe
executes with the assistance of powerful auxiliary d_e'-

vice(s) a polynomial time computation which exceeds
the power of the device. For example. a smart card com-
municates with a computational center. and it executes
a large amount of computation with the aid of it. In
this type of computation the powerless device converts
its own secret into other values by using random num-

bers. The powerful device receives the converted values
and performs computation for assistance. After recfei'v;
ing the results of the computation done by the power_ft_t_l
device. the powerless device does the final computation
and obtains a final result. The assistant powerful de-
vice cannot compute the final result by itself because
it does not know the random numbers used in conver-
sion. If it could. it would derive the secret ofthe power-
less device. As pointed out in [l6] the powerful device
sometimes finds the final result after the protocol exe-
cution. For example. :1 digital signature computed by
server-aided computation will be known to the powerful
device. Even in this case. it is not the powerful device

but the powerless one that computes the final result. ln
the proxy cryptosystem the final result is computed ‘by
the proxy decryptor or by both the original and proxy
decryptors. Hence methods for verifiable implicit
ing are not appropriate enough for our situation.

Proxy signatures proposed in [7] is n tool to 'd:_el_-
egate signing operation to a designated person’. proxy
signer. A proxy signature for partial delegation is spe-
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cially important since this type of proxy signature is
more efficient than signing twice, once by an original
signer and once by a proxy signer. In this signature
a proxy signer cannot compute a secret of an original
signer from a given proxy. Similarly a secret ofan orig-
inal decryptor is not computed from a given proxy in
the proxy cryptosystem. The signing operation is dele-
gated in the proxy signature while the decrypting oper-
ation is delegated in the proxy cryptosystem. The proxy
cryptosystem can be combined with the proxy signature.
Email is an example of such an application as described
in

3. Conditions of Proxy Cryptosystem

ln proxy cryptosystem an original decryptor asks a
proxy decryptor to carry out decryption. A ciphertext
is created either by the original decryptor or by an en-
cryptor other than the original decryptor. In the latter
case. the encryptor sends the created ciphertext to the
original decryptor.

In the proxy signatures[7] an original signer can
determine the identity of the proxy signer who has cre-
ated a given proxy signature. Even when the proxy sig-
nature is created by a person who is passed the proxy
from an authorized proxy signer. the original signer
considers that it has been created by the originally au-
thorized proxy signer. Proxy signatures leave an ev-
idence of signing operation. In this sense the proxy
signer bears full responsibility on signatures created
from his proxy. Unlike the proxy signatures. an origi-
nal decryptor has no way to detect an illegal access to a
plaintext. A decryptor to which the original decryptor
has never released permission but is given a proxy can
decrypt a ciphertext without endangering itself. Great
care should be taken for selecting faithful proxy decryp-tors.

A normal cryptosystem is called a proxy cryptosys-
tem if the following conditions are satisfied. Let Cw’
be a ciphertext for a user U.

Conditions of proxy cryptosystem:

(i) (Transformation) Given a ciphertext C”-” for
an original decryptor D. only the original decryp-
tor or only both the original decryptor and a cre-

ator of Cl”) can transform Cw’ into a ciphertext
Cw’ for a proxy decryptor P.

(ii) (Authorization) Given a ciphertext Cm’ of a
plaintext m, m is computed either from a proxy p.
or from information computed from p in polyno-
mial time. Without this information. in cannot be
polynomially extracted from Cl”).

Although no detecting method for illegal release
of a proxy has been found until now. the original de-
cryptor can have from the condition (i) control over the
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access to the plaintext by the proxy decryptor or possi-
bly by others who are given p or information derived
from p. The condition (ii) ensures an original decryptor
that a decryptor authorized with a proxy can decrypt a » ~
transformed ciphertext. .-

As mentioned in the introduction. C-‘ml can be

transformed into C'(P) by first decrypting a ciphertexi -i i
and then re-encrypting an obtained plaintext under
the proxy decryptor's public key. This re-encryption '
method satisfies the conditions of the proxy cryptosys- ~
tem. Obviously the re—encryption method is not ellicient.
and a more efiicient method should be constructed.

4. Proposed Proxy Cryptosystems

Two proxy cryptosystems for the ElGamal cryptosys-
tern and one for the RSA cryptosystem are shown in

this section. In Sects.4.l and 4.2, two proxy cryptosys-
tems are constructed for the ElGamal cryptosystem. It
is not impossible to construct many different forms of
proxy cryptosystems for one normal cryptosystem.

4.) Proxy Cryptosystem for ElGamal Cryptosystem

Let -u and s be a public key and a private key ofan orig-
inal decryptor, respectively. and v 2 9‘ mod p, where
.9 E); Z,_,\{()}. T is an additional public key of
the original decryptor. L 6;; Z _.\{I)} is a secret key
of the original decryptor. satisfying T E g‘ mod p. p
is a prime number whose length is taken greater than

5l2bits. g is a generator for Z1}.

[Protocol 1]

Step I. (Proxy generation) An original decryptor
computes p = 5-17‘ mod 11-1. where! is randomly
generated from Z,,_. \{0}.

Step 2. (Proxy delivery) The original decryptor
gives p to it proxy decryptor in a secure way.

Step 3. (Proxy verilication) The proxy decryptor i
checks a congruence such that

t:Eg"'1'T mod p. (I)

If (p. T) passes this congruence. the proxy decryp-
tor accepts it as a valid proxy. Otherwise. it rejects
it and requests the original decryptor a valid one,
or it stops this protocol.

Step 4. (Encryption) A document m is encrypted
into (Ly). where r E" Z,.-,\{t)}, 1 = g’ mod p
and y = rm" mod 1:.

Step 5. (Ciphertcxt transformation) The original
decryptor transforms the (:r. y) into (n.-.:r.y). where
u"=:t"(E T")tnod p. ’
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Step 6. (Decryption by proxy decryptor) The proxy
decryptor computes

u/<.r"w"> 2 tvrw")/(y")"(T")T mod p

E m(t1/(g"‘TT))" mod p
(from the congruence (1))

m mod p.

In the application for questionnaire described in
the introduction the amount ofcomputational work of
the president is reduced by the following approach.

Step I‘. (Proxy generation. delivery and verifica-
tion) The original proxy decryptor. the president of
a research company, generates p as described above,
and gives the same /1 to multiple proxy decryptors.
mcm'ac:ts of a SCCIEGT. asstgncd to :21: :.::r'.:','. 5:: :2 3:
cure way. Each proxy decryptor checks the validity
of given /7.

Step 2‘. (Encryption) A document m is encrypted
into (tu,:t:,y). where r 6;; Z -,\{D}, w = T’ mod
p, .‘L‘ = g’ modp and y = mu" mod p. (tU,J:,'_l}) is
sent to the research company.

Step 3'. (Forwarding) Each ciphertext (w,:z,-y) sent
to the research company is transferred without any
modification to one decryptor in a group of proxy
decryptors.

Step 4‘. (Decryption by proxy decryptors) Based
on the computation in step 6 of Protocol l. trans-
ferred (tu,:z:,y)'s are decrypted in parallel by mul-
tiple proxy decryptors.

Due to parallel decryption, this type of decryption is
faster than decryption by a single person. Moreover.
the president is exempt from performing the ciphertext
transformation.

The above method does not allow the president to

prohibit members ofthe survey section, who is not des-
ignated as a proxy decryptor. to decrypt kt ciphertext.
Admissible proxy decryptors in a whole group of proxy
decryptors can be restricted by allowing proxy decryptor
to conduct a ciphertext transformation. Further discus-
sion is given in Sect.5.

When a three—component ciphertext is received. the
original decryptor can choose one out of three cases.
Either the original decryptor decrypts the ciphertext by
itself, the proxy decryptor decrypts it in place of the
original decryptor or both the original and proxy de-
cryptors decrypt it. lit the first and third cases where the
original decryptor decrypts the ciphertext. the security
of the E|Gama| cryptosystem is increased by the fol-
lowing piocedure. The original decryptor first checks
u: E :r' mod p. and if the check is passed, it calculates
funher y/2' mod 1;. Otherwise. it outputs nothing. This
is the exactly the procedure of the cryptosystem secure

57

against indifierently chosen ciphertext attacks proposed
in [2]. ln the similar context. our approach is applica-
ble to the cryptosystem secure against adaptively chosen
ciphertext attacks described in [20]. Appendix A gives
the algorithm of the original cryptosystem[20] and its
modification into the proxy cryptosystem.

ln stead of making T public. both the original and
proxy decryptors can treat it as a secret value among
them. In this case. a sender of an encrypted email can:
not compute st ciphertext for the proxy decryptor alone
any more, and the proxy decryptor requires assistance
by the original decryptor.

Security considerations: Similar to the proxy sig-
nature scheme for partial delegation [7]. the security of
Protocol l resides in the difliculty of computing p sat-
isfying a congruence y"TT :— vmod p, given T and
v. Modified ElGamal signature schemes for a signa-

ture a. a random number K and a public key_v de-
scribed in [I9] and [I5] are based on a congruence
_" E vKl""""°“"l mod p with q satisfying qlp — 1 and
g" 5 v"‘K" mod 77, respectively. The congruence for
Protocol I can be reduced to the congruence of these
modified ElGamal signature schemes for a constant mes-
sage. 1. To authors‘ knowledge no crucial attack against
these modified ElGamal signature schemes has been re-
poned up to now.

As described in Sect. 5 different t's can be assigned

to multiple decryptor. In such a case two proxy decryp-
tors may try to find 5 by the following method.

Step l. Two proxy decryptors bring their proxies.
/11 (5 5-217‘; tuod p—l) and [72(E.9-t-17:1 mod p-
1). ' ' '

Step 2. i1 and t‘-_» are chosen from Z,,-,\{ll} until
and 1'; are found satisfying Pt + i;T1 mod p —--l :5
/12 + 'l2T2 mod p -1.

Step 3. A congruence gP“"‘|T' E nmod is
checked for it obtained in the former step. lft_he
check succeeds. true 5 is p; +i;T1 mod p — 1. 0th-‘
erwise. go to step 2.

Such ti birthday attack is not enough effective in gen- --
eral because the step 2 is passed after about 1.17‘/pf’?
choices are made. If T. and/or T; have large c'olm-
mon divisors with p-1. {(973 )" mod p|z'; E Z -.\{0}}
and/or {(gT")'"4 mod pliz 6 Z,..]\{0}} become a small
set, and the above attack may be feasible. In order to
avoid such an attack, one should select T which does
not have large common divisors with p— 1, or T which
satisfies gcd(T,p- 1) = 1. An alternative and better way
is that p is selected such that (p -1)/2 is also a prime.:2 . .
or g is selected as It - mod p for a large q satisfying

q'p-- 1 and a primitive root It of Z;.
When multiple decryptors are involved. a proxy

decryptor may attempt to compute other proxy, i.e. to
compute pg from (pi.T;,T_..t'.p). This is the problem
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of signature forgery pointed out above, and no serious
attack is known.

(On transformation) Under the assumption on the
dilficulty of Difiie-Hellman problem. DH problem, it is
hard to compute w = I"' modp from (at, y) without
the knowledge of 1, which is the secret of the original
decryptor.

Even though the proxy decryptor has the proxy p.
it is hard for the proxy decryptor to compute 11:. This
is because both 3 and L are unknown values in a con-

gruencc p -‘_= s — LT mod p -1. Computing .9 of this
congruence. in other words 1. means breaking the mod-
ified ElGamal signature schemes[l5].[l9].

(On authorization) The proxy decryptor can ex-
tract rn by following step 6 of Protocol t. On the
other hand. a third party observes only (g,T, p. 'tU,I, y).
(T. w) is additional to tbe ElGama| cryptosystem. and
(T,.-r.,w) is simply the values processed in the Dittie-
Hellman key agreement between a user possessing 2 and
the other possessing T. 1 ofT is chosen independently
ofy and the message m so that (Tau) does not releases
information on m.

4.2 Another Proxy Cryptosystem for ElGamal Cryp-
tosystem

In this section another proxy cryptosystem applied for
the ElGamal cryptosystem is shown. In the following

protocol, .9 ofv is randomly selected from Z;_,.

[Protocol 2]

Step I. (Proxy generation) An original decryptor
computes p = 5d mod p -1. where d is randomly

generated from Z;_. ,.

Step 2. (Proxy delivery) The original decryptor
gives p to a proxy decryptor in a secure way.

Step 3. (Encryption) A document m is encrypted
into (::,y), where r E Z,,-,\{0}. 1 = _q' mod p and
y = mu" mod p.

Step 4. (Ciphertext transformation) The origi-
nal decryptor transforms the (:c,y) into (u.-,y) or
(tu.:r:,y) where 1.1! = :1-."' mod p and ed at mod p —
1.

Step 5. (Decryption by proxy decryptor) The proxy
decryptor computes

y/uv’ E (mt-’)/g"""' modp

E m(v/g')' mod p

E m mod p.

Proxy verification process is not included in Proto-
col 2. lfthe original decryptor reveals E = g‘ tuod p in
step 2. the proxy decryptor can confirm that (p. E) sat-
isfies t: .=.- E” mod p. But such a pair can be computed
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without the knowledge of .9. see Lemma l. Addition-

ally E is not used for decryption in step 5. Thus the
verification of proxy is not required in this protocol.

lf an improper e is used in the ciphertext trans-
fonmttion. the proxy decryptor cannot recover a proper
plaintext. The some trouble occurs in Protocol l. The

original decryptor should behave properly in ciphenexl
transformation.

Security considerations:

Lemma 1: The intract-ability of the problem of com-_ .
puting .9 given (_q‘ mod p,g" mod p,y" mod p, p,p,g),.
wlterer En Z -.\{0}..s,e.d ER Z'_,,/is 5:! mod 12-1
and ed 5 ltuodp - 1, is equivalent to that. of the"
problem of computing 5 given (g"‘ mod p,p,g), where.
5 611 Z;_,. _
Proof: It is trivial that ifthc discrete logarithm problemir unl-and who rn!-vuur av-AI-In-vs in rnlund Th. .-sn-nu-im.., .........., ..... .. . -. r........... .. ...... ...- ............-

reduction is proved as follows.

First select /2 En Z;_,.

(_q’)"-l mod p, using the given _q‘ mudp and the se-

Then compute I-J =

lected p. Select r ER Z,..,\{0}, and feed (g' mod p;
g" mod p, E’ mod p, p) in an oracle for solving the
former problem. .9 is returned from the oracle and the

difiiculty ofsolving two problems is proven to be equiv-A
a lent.

Lemma 2: The intractahility of the problem of corti-
puting 1!) (E _q"’ mod p) given (g‘ mod p, g’ mod p, p.

p,g), where r en Z,,-1\{0}, s,e,d E); Z; 1, p E
sd modp — l and cd E lmodp — 1, is equivalent.
to that of the problem of computing w given (E (“=-
_q‘ mud p),g" mod p,p,g)_ where r En 2,. .\{0} and
6 ER Z;_l.
Proof: lfthe latter Dilfie-Hellman problem [4] is solved,
the former problem is solved by first computing E =I

(g‘)‘°- mod p. Then feed (E-,9’ mod p,p,g) in aoracle. '

If the former problem is solved. the DH prob?
lem is solved by first generating a random number:
p 63 Z,j_,. Then compute 9'‘ mod p, and feed
(g°" mod p,g' mod p, p.p,g) in an oracle for the former
problem.

Therefore. the dilliculty of these two problems are
equivalent. ‘

(On transformation) Since d is randomly selected.
2 is considered to be a random number. An attacker‘
does not know p. Hence. it is hard for an attacker to?
transform .1: into to.

The DH problem is regarded as hard. and it is
ltnuwn[3],[l0] that under a certain condition it is
equivalent to the discrete logarithm problem. There-
fore. from the Lemma 2 even the proxy decryptor given
p cannot compute w for ciphenext transformation.

(On authorization) The proxy decryptor can ex-
tract m. by following step 5 of Protocol 2. On the other
hand, a third party observes only (g,p,w,:t:,y). m is
additional to the ElGamal cryptosystem. it is hard for
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the third party to compute a correct d of the proxy de-
cryptor corresponding to tr; without the ltnowledge of
e. and the third party cannot extract m.

Unlike in Protocol I, the proxy decryptor can com-

pute a pair (p’,E) satisfying p’ E pamodp — 1 and
E3 E p - 1. With these values, (w,y) is transformed
into (w’-,y). and 111 is extracted with the knowledge of
p’ by the same procedure in step 5 of Protocol 2. lfthe
legally authorized decryptor gives other decryptor only
p’ and keeps E in secret. the second proxy decryptor has
to wait until the legal proxy decryptor transforms the ci-
phenext (w, y) into (waxy). In this way the authorized
proxy decryptor can further delegate its decrypting op-
eration to other decryptors. Such a chain ofdelegation,
which does not occur in Protocol 1, can be useful for

an implementation in a hierarchical organization.
As in an ordinary cryptosvstem, a proxy cryptosys-

tem has a problem of illegal access. A proxy decryptor
may give its proxy to an unauthorized decryptor. In
the proxy signature schemes a created proxy signature
is different for each proxy signer. and an original signer
can identify a corresponding proxy signer from a cre-
ated proxy signature. This indicates even if a proxy
signer gives his proxy to other users, a signature created
by the delegated user is identified as a signature of the
original proxy signer. In contrast, an original decryp-
tor is unable to detect the illegal access in the proxy
cryptosystem. Let us consider two types of illegal ac-
cesses. One is an access by an person who is given p by
the proxy decryptor but not by the original decryptor.
The other is an access by a person who posssses a new
proxy p’ described above. The latter undetected illegal
access is unique in the proxy cryptosystem. The orig-
inal decryptor cannot distinguish or even detect both
decryptions. So, a person attempting illegal access do
not care which proxy, a proxy p or a newly generated
p’, he receives. He cannot be identified with the use
of any one ofthem. Moreover, as easily observed, one
can compute the original proxy p from a pair (p',E),
and vice versa. This means the possession of (p’,t'i) is
equivalent to the possession of p,

Meanwhile, an illegally authorized decryptor does
not have a stronger privilege than an original decryptor.
The illegally authorized decryptor cannot recover the ci-
phcrlcxt without the eiphertext transformation from the
original ciphenext (z, y) to the cipherrext ('u.-,y) for the
proxy decryptor.

4.3 Proxy Cryptosystem for RSA Cryptosystem

The following is a proxy cryptosystem for the RSA
cryptosystem. An original decryptor selects two primes
p and q-. and computes it = pg. (e,,‘n) and (.-t.p.q)
are a public key and a secret key of the original de-
cryptor, respectively, satisfying gcdls, A(n)) = 1, e_..s E
1 mod Mn). A(-) is the Carmichael function.
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[Protocol 3]

Step I. (Proxy generation) An original decryptor
computes p = sclmod A(n), where cl is randomly

generated from Zgm.

Step 2. (Proxy delivery) The original decryptor
gives p to a proxy decryptor in a secure way.

Step 3. (Encryption) A document m is encrypted
into :4: by I = m" mod -rt.

Step 4. (Ciphenext transformation) The origi-
nal decryptor transforms the 1 into at; by m =
2:‘ mod n, where art E 1 mod ,\(-n).

Step 5. (Decryption by proxy decryptor) The proxy’
decryptor computes

wt: E (me.e)(odmodA(n)) mod n
m(cdc,entodA[n)) rnod n

5 17! mod 71.

As in Protocol 2, the proxy verification process is
not included in this protocol.

Security considerations:

Lemma 3: If n mndnm number f En Z,.\{O] rela-
tively prime to »\(n) can be generated within a poly-
nomial ttumber of trials of n, the itttraetability of the
prublettt of computing m given (m“' mod n, m""' mod
n,e,, n), where e,,e and 1: meet. the condition of the
RSA cryptosystcnt, is equivalent to that of the prob-
lem of computing in given (m" mod 1t,e_,,n).

Proof: lfthe latter RSA problem is solved, the former
is solved immediately.

if the former problem is solved. the RSA prob-
lem is solved by first generating f from Z..\{0} at
random. Then (m"'-)/ modn is computed, and feed
(m" mod rt, m°'I mod n,c,,n) into an oracle for the
former problem. lfthe oracle does not output anything
or output an incorrect answer, repeat the above process‘ " " "
by generating another I. This procedure is repeated
until the oracle outputs a correct in.

In general, the number of integers relatively prime '
to an integer N is 6N/:2 in average. This means I

should be selected roughly lit’/6l '5 l1.64l = 2 times
in average. Usually, the RSA primes. p and 1;, need
to satisfy several security conditions, e.g. p — 1 has
a large prime factor. Assume that p — 1 = 213 and
q — 1 = 25 for primes 1) and :7 s.t. I13] 3 [0]. Then

= '5 In both cases the num-
ber of trials for generating f is within polynomial of
n. Lemma 3 indicates that two problems have the same
degree ofdiificulty under a certain condition.

(On transformation) A third party and a proxy de-
cryptor do not know e for transformation. Even given
a group of (m'- mod n,m'-' mod n). the third party
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with no knowledge on 9 cannot execute the ciphertext
transformation. For the third party this problem can
be regarded as a problem to solve the RSA cryptosys-
tem without knowing both a secret value c and a pub-
lic value d.. In order to illegally transform a cipher-
text. the proxy decryptor faces a problem to compute
(m"')' mod n. for a given in" mod it from (0,,-n,p) and
a set of (1/if‘ mod it, Inf" mod rt) for a certain amount
of r'.. The degree of the difficulty ofthis problem is not
totally clear. but this problem has not been solved untilnow.

(On authorilation) As explained in Lemma 3. a
third party has to solve the RSA problem in Protocol
3. So. as long as the RSA problem is not violated. the
proposed scheme is considered to be secure.

5' Ifflnlruuuu nu-nvu Dnvnfgfign and Auulhnri-lgfinn.........u..,, -....._, -.-..

of Multiple Deeryptors

in this section properties of the proposed proxy cryp-
tosystems are examined.

Efficiency: The amount of computational work
needed in the ordinary and the proxy version of El-
Carnal cryptosystem is shown in Tables I, 2 and 3.
Since the operation in Protocol 3 is similar to that in
Protocol 2 except the inverse operations. the evaluation
of computational work of Protocol 3 is omitted. The
amount ofcomputational work ofthe proposed schemes
is roughly estimated by the number of |pl-bit exponen-
tiations modulo p. lnv(lp|) denotes the computational
work. of taking inverse modulo [p|-bit integer.

Table l shows the amount of computational work
required in a consecutive execution of decryption and
re-encryption.

Table 2 and Table 3 show the amount of compu-
tational work required in Protocols l and 2. In these
tables. total (case l) shows values in a case such that an
original decryptor does not decrypt the ciphertext. and
total (case 2) shows values in a case such that an orig-
inal decryptor decrypts the ciphertext. The computa-
tional work of proxy generation and proxy verification
is shown below Table 2 and Table 3. Since the genera-
tion and verification of proxies are performed only when
a proxy is given to a proxy decryptor at the first time.
this computational work per one ciphenext transfor-
mation becomes negligible as the number of decrypted
messages increases.

in Protocol I the total amount of computational
work is about 3|/b+|nv(|p|) (= 3+(|3/6+2lnv(|p|))) in
the case l and about 5+2lnv(I_vI) (= 3+(2+2lnv(|p|)))
in the case 2. In both cases Protocol l requires less
amount ol'total computational work than the consecu-
tive execution of decryption and re—encryption does. i.e.
6 + Ztnvtlpt) (= 4 + (2 + zlm-tlp!))).

In Protocol 2 the total amount of computational
work is about 4+ lnv(|p|) (= 3 -9- (l + lnv(|p|))) in the
case I and about 5 + Zlnvllflll l= 3+ (2—2lnv(|p_§))) in
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Table 1 Computational work of the decryption and re- .
encryption method based on ElGam:tl cryptosystem.

Encryption Decr ption
2+2|n\'(ipl)  

 

 

I + lnvtlpll
l+ lnvllpl)

2 Original decryptor 2
Proxy decryptor  

Table 2 Computational work of the proxy cryptosystem for
Elfinmal cryptosystem (Protocol l).

 
Encryption Decryption

(Transl'ormati_o_r_t)
Total [Case I)‘ 7'6+ lnv(,lp|)
Total (Case 2)’ l3/6 + Zlnvl p)
Sender

Original decryptor | l + lnvtlpl) ’

‘I rroxyuecryptur 'i,'.'.+I;‘.'.‘{;,.;; , I

Proxy generation: Almost 0. Proxy verification: 2

Table 3 Computational work of the proxy cryptosystem for
ElGamal cryptosystem (Protocol 2).

Encryption Decryption
(Transformation)

l + lnv(|p|)
2 + 2lnv(;p|)

Total tCase I )'
Total (Case 2)‘
Sender

Originai decryptor
Proxy decryptor

l+ lnV(|p|)
|+ lnv(lPl)
 
Proxy generation: Almost 0. Proxy verification: No rnethud

' Total (case ll: Original decryptor does not decrypt
the ciphertext.

' Total (case 2): Original decryptor decrypts the ciphertext.

the case 2. Protocol 2 also requires less amount of total
computational work than the consecutive execution of
decryption and re—encryption does.

. A proxy decryptor needs to execute in Protocol 2
the same amount ofcomputation as in the re—encryption
method, and the proxy decryptor needs to perform a
slightly more computation, i.e. V6, in Protocol l than
in the re-encryption method. Even so. the original de-
cryptor's process costs I lp|-bit exponentitttion modulo
7;. whereas 2 lp|-bit exponentimions modulo p are re-
quired in consecutive processing of decryption and re-
encryption. Such a property is well suited to a situation
such that an original decryptor receives many cipher-
texts and delegates their decryptions to multiple decryp-
tors. e.g. survey. Concerning the computational work.
the proxy signature and the proxy cryptosystem have’
the following relation. The computational work in ver-
ification operation is mainly reduced in the proxy sig-
nature and the computational work in ciphertext trans-
formation is mainly reduced in the proxy cryptosystem.
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Signing operation in the proxy signature and decrypt-
ing operation in the proxy cryptosystem require almost
the same amount ofcomputational work as an original
signer and an original decryptor require, respectively. so
that many signatures are created and many ciphertexts
are decrypted by delegating signing power and decrypt-
ing power to multiple proxy signers and multiple proxy
decryptors.

Revocation: There are two ways to prohibit proxy
decryptor's access to the ciphertext after the ciphertext
transformation is executed:

a To revoke the proxy of the proxy decryptor. which
leads to prohibition ofttny further access to cipher-
texts ofthe original decryptor.

c To disqualify the proxy decryptor for the access to
st «pr-rifipri ri‘nht-rt:-vl

The first method is achieved by changing the public
key of the original decryptor. and accordingly update
all proxies of proxy decryptors whom the original de-
cryptor considers as qlralified. There is a very simple
method [7] to update proxies through an insecure chan-
nel. Thereby the owner of the proxy decryptor does
not need to visit the original decryptor again. in other
words no secure channel is needed. This protocol is
shown in Appendix B.

The second method is useful only when the proxy
decryptor makes an access to the message for the first
time. or when the proxy decryptor has not stored the
decrypted message at the earlier access and tries to get
an access to the ciphertext again. In this revocation,
the original decryptor selects a transformed ciphertext
(w, 2, y), and computes :r.-’ = 1-9? mod p (E g" mod p)
and y’ = y-1:7 mod p (E nru" mod p), where? is a ran-
domly selected number and r’ E r +-F utotl p— 1. Since
r ofw (E T’ mod p) and -r’ are independent. the proxy
decryptor cannot compute m from the updated cipher-
text (to, a:’,y’). Once the form ofa ciphertext is changed.
an original decryptor is sure that the encrypted message
is not read by :1 further access.

Authorization of multiple decryptors: In some
cases. e.g. in file access, an original decryptor wants to
restrict an access group in a group of proxy decryptors.

The original‘ decryptor may authorize multiple
proxy decryptors with difierent proxies for this pur-
pose. ln Protocol l_. the original decryptor gives each
proxy decryptor D; a proxy p‘,- = 3 - t,-'1‘,- morl p — l
with a distinct t,-. A transformed ciphertext for a group
G of proxy decryptors is ({w,-|D,> E G].:r.;t/). where
utj = 1"!‘ E mod p. The proxy decryptor D, with p,
treats (us,-.:r.y) as its ciphertext, and executes decryp-
tion. This method is not enough ellicient in terms ofthe
message length and the amount of computational work
since both of them are proportional to 0(5). where E is
the number of proxy decryptors.

The original decryptor can authorize multiple

6|

proxy decryptors by combining a proxy cryptosystem
with a selective broadcasting method. In this case. the
multi-dimensional method for it secure broadcast com-

munication proposed in is quite useful for reducing
the message length and the amount of computatior-.al
work from 0(5) of the above method to O(m "\'/E) of
~m-dimensional method. In the m-dimensional method
a user L’,-,.-,.,..-,,_ is assigned to a point (i,. ig,---,z',,,) in
an nt-dimensional space. and public values g'-‘- mod 72.
g": mod p, ---._g‘-‘~- modp are assigned to the point
(it.i2.'-'.im)-

Step I. (Proxy generation, delivery and verifi-
cation) p,~,.~.l...,-__‘ is computed by the original de-
cryptor. and given to D.-,;._,...;___. p,-,,-,...;___ satisfies
p,'.,',...;m # 3 - t,‘,,',...,'m'I‘,',,',...;__I mod p - 1, Wl’lCI'€
t.-,.~,...,-__ = t,-, + t.~._, + + tam modp - 1 and
'1",-,,-,...,~m = _q"I-v‘"'~- mod 7:. Each 1'),-,,-.J...,"_ checks
the validity of given p,-,.-.,....-m.

Step 2. (Encryption) A ciphertext (1,3)) is com-
puted as in step 4 of Protocol I.

Step 3. (Ciphertext transformation) In order to
transfer (::,y) to a proxy decryptor D,-,,‘,...,~,,_. the

original decryptor computes 117,-’. = :r"'i E 77'. mod
p for all i,» corresponding to D,-,.‘,....-___, where 7}‘. =
g“: mod p. A ciphertext to a group G of proxy
decryptors is ({w,~’|w,-I = ;t.-"1 mod p for all ij cor-
responding to D.<,.-.,....~m 6 G},z,y). 5

Step 4. (Decryption by proxy decryptors) D,~,,-,'..'.,~_,A_.:
obtains m by computing step 6 uf Protocol I by
replacing p and T with /7;.-'.,....~m and ’.l‘,~,.-,...,~_,,. re-.
speclively.

As described in Sect. 4.l. a creator of a ciphertext can
take charge of the operation for the ciphertext transfor-
mation as follows.

Step 2‘. (Encryption) ln addition to (.1:,y). all

public values '1}; .-. g“: mod p corresponding to a
group of users are selected, and these T,-I are raised
to rth power modulo p. A ciphertext to a group

C of proxy decryptors is ({w,’|u.-,~l = '17’ mod p for
all ij corresponding to D,-,.-.,...,-__, E G'},:t:,y).

Step 3'. (Forwarding) The original decryptor sc-

lects {u-,~l.} for each of D,-,,<.,...,~,,_. and forwards se_-_
lected {um} together with (1:. y) to D.-1,-,...,~_,_.

Please refer to [6] for more detail description of the
in-dimensional method.

6. Conclusions

In this paper proxy cryptosystems have been proposed.‘
By the proxy eryptosystem an original decryptor can see
eurely transfer its ciphertext to a proxy decryptor. and’
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it can permit the proxy decryptor to recover the mes-
sage instead of the original decryptor. Many dill'er-
ent constructions for the proxy cryptosystem are pos-
sible for one normal cryptosystem. In this paper two
proxy cryptosystems for the E|Gamal cryptosystem and
one proxy cryptosystem for the RSA cryptosystem have
been described. In these proxy cryptosystems the trans-
fonnation of ciphertexts is more efficient than consec-
utive processing of decryption and re-encryption, and
decrypting operation requires almost the same amount
ofcomputational work as the ordinary decrypting oper-
ation. Therefore. an entity receiving a lot of encrypted
messages can elficiently conduct decryption of these ci-
phenexts by giving the decrypting power to multiple
proxy decryptors.
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Appendix A

In [20] a public-key cryptosystem secure against adap-
tively chosen ciphertext attacks is presented. The pro- '.
tocol is ns follows.

Let u and .9 be a public key and a private key

of a decryptor. respectively. and C(r)];...p(,,)] be a
cryptographically strong pseudorandom string genera-
tor based on the difliculty of computing discrete loga-
rithms in finite fields that outputs a P('1;)-bit message.
where P(1;) is an arbitrary polynomial with P('r;) > 1;.
It(-) is a one way hash function.

Algorithms by Zheng and Sheberry:
[Encryption]

Step I. Jr. 6;; [Lp-1]. kt en [l,p—1]. an
_qcd(k2.p- 1) = 1. ‘

Step 2. r = n*'‘‘‘'’ mod p.

Step 3. z = G(r);.f._,=(,,,,.

Step 4. rt. = 51"‘ mod p.

Step 5. C2 = _q"" mod p.

Step 6. c3 = (hlm) - k‘]7')/kg mod p - l.
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MAMBO and OKAMOTO: PROXY CRYPTOSVSTEMS: DELEGATION OF THE POWER TO DECRYPT ClPIlI;'llTI.-'XTS

Step 7. c4 = z em

Step 8. Output (c;,c-;,c;;,c..) as a ciphertext.

[Decryption]

Step I. F = (cm-2)’ mod p.

Step 2. 2 = G(f)|,...p(,,,;.

Step 3. rh = E$C4.

Step 4. Output rh if g"l’7') E cfc? mod p. Other-
wise. output It).

Modification to proxy cryptosystem: By the
following modification a proxy cryptosyslem secure
against adaptively chosen ciphertext attack is con-
structed. This cryptosystem is based on the proposed
Protocol I. The same modification can be done based
on Protocol 2.

Step 4 in decryption algorithm of an original de-
cryptor: If a message is output, the original de-
eryptor computes un = c: E 9"“ modp and ‘lug =
c.‘, E g"" mod p. The transformed ciphertext is
composed of(w;,wg,r:,,c-,,o_,,r:,).

Step I in decryption algorithm of a proxy de-
cryptor: 1‘ should be computed by F = (c,cg)P
(m1w2)7' E (t‘)"'+”’ mod p.

Appendix B

An original deeryptor and a legal deeryptor share at
proxy. so that they can update the proxy even through
an insecure channel where an eavesdropping is possibly
conducted. By the following protocol a proxy of Proto-
col 2 is updated in on-line basis. A proxy of Protocol
I and Protocol 3 is similarly updated [7], either.

[On-line proxy updating protocol]

Step I. (New public-key creation) An original de-

eryptor selects its new secret 5' 6;; Z;_, and com-
putes its new public key v’ by v’ = g" mod p. Then
the original deeryptor announces the revocation to
all of related proxy decryptors.

Step 2. (Identification) After the announcement, a
proxy deeryptor requests the update of its proxy.
To this end. the proxy deeryptor proves its identity
by some identification protocol.

Step 3. (New proxy creation and implicit deliv-
ery) If the original decryptor is convinced of the
identity of the proxy decryptor. it looks for its old
secret proxy variable d in its secret proxy variable
list. It calculzttfi its old proxy p = the tnotl p —— l
and her new proxy p’ = d’s’modp — 1. where

d’ 6;; Z;_, is selected randomly. Then it can com-
pute 5 = p’ - p modp — 1. 7) is returned to her.
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Step 4. (New proxy construction) Using the re-
ceived information the proxy deeryptor calculates
its new proxy p’ simply by p’ = p+ /3 mod p — 1.
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User’s Guide

Microsoft® Word if  i
The World's Most Popular Word Processor
Version 6.0
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’ s, names, and data used in examples herein are
f this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,

t the express written permission of Microsoft Corporation.

Information in this document is subject to
fictitious unless otherwise noted. No part o
electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, withou

0 [993 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Microsoft, MS, MS-DOS, FoxPro. Microsoft Access, Multiplan, and PowerPoint are registered trademarks, and Windows,
Windows NT. and Wingdings are trademarks, of Microsoft Corporation.

Adobe, Adobe Type Manager, and PostScript are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. _eType are registered trademarks. and Balloon
Apple. AppleShare, AppleTalk, IrnageWriter, Laserwriter, Macintosh, and Tru

Help, Chicago, Finder, Geneva, QuickDraw, QuickTime. and System 7.0 are trademarks, of Apple Computer, Inc.
' ~<-Arial~and 3l'irnes New.Roman are registe_rg_i__trjr,tde_r-riarks of The Monotype Corporation PLC.

Avery is a registered uademark of Avery Dennison Co'r']'i.”"”" 7"" "" " ' " '
CompuServe is a registered trademark of CompuServe, Inc.
Corel is a registered trademark of Corel Systems Corporation.
dBASE and Quartro are registered trademarks of Borland lntemational, Inc.
GEnie is a trademark of General Electric Corporation. '
Genigraphics is a registered trademark of Genigraphics Corporation.
Helvetica, Palatino, and Times are registered trademarks of Linotype AG and its subsidiaries.
Hewlett-Packard. HP, Laserlet, and PCL are registered trademarks of Hewlett-Packard Company.
ITC Bookman and ITC Dtpf Chancery are registered trademarks of lntemational Typeface Corporation.
Lotus. 1-2-3, and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
MacWrite is a registered trademark of Claris Corporation.
MathType is a trademark of Design Science, Inc.
Micrografx is a registered trademark, and Micrografx Designer is a uadernark, of Micrografx Inc.
Paradoat is a registered trademark of Ansa Software, a Borland company.
PC Paintbrush is a registered trademark of ZSoft Corporation.
TIFF is a trademark of Aldus Corporation.
UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories.
WordPerfect is a registered trademark of WordPerfect Corporation.
ZIP Code is a registered trademark of the United States Postal Service. ‘

from Houghton Mifflin Company.
International CorrectSpell"" English licensed

bly of embodied algorithms or database prohibited. BAll rights reserved. Reproduction or disassem
Heritage Dictionary.

lntemational Hyphenator licen
reserved. Reproduction or disassem

CorrecText® Grammar Correction System licen
Company. All rights reserved. Underlying tec
embodied programs or databases prohibit . .

No investigation has been made of common-law trademark rights in any word. Words that are known to have current
registrations are shown with an initial capital. The inclusion or exclusion of any word. or its capitalizations, in the
CorrecText® Grammar Correction System database is not. however, an exarded u affecting the validity of any trademark.
not it is subject to proprietary rights, nor is it to be reg

Soft-Art Dictionary and Soft-An dictionary program: © 1984-1993, Trade Secret. Soft-An, Inc. All rights reserved.
Clip Art 6 I988-1993 3G Graphics Inc. All rights reserved.

NOTE TO USER: This product includes sample forms only. Using them may have significant legal implications in some
situations, and these implications vary by state and depending on the
for your business, you should consult with a lawyer and financial advisor.
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subject matter. Before using these forms or adapting them
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Chapter 21 Opening, Saving, and Protecting Documents 487

Word provides several ways to restrict changes to documents. You can assign a
password to prevent other users from opening a document or to keep others from
saving changes to the document. You can also request or require that other users
on a network open a document as read-only.

You can also assign a password so that other users can annotate a document and

mark revisions. You or someone else who knows the password must open the
document normally and review the changes before they become permanent. For
more information, see Chapter 25, “Annotating, Revising, and Routing
Documents.”

If you use form fields to create a form, you can assign a password so that other

users can fill in those parts of the form but cannot change anything else in the
document. For more infonnation, see Chapter 14, “Fonns."
 

Warning If you assign a password for any of these types of protection, it's a good
idea to write it down. Without the password, you cannot open the document. 

Setting Passwords and Selecting Save Options
To assign a password to a document and set options that control whether changes
can be saved, choose the Options button in the Save As dialog box or choose
Options from the Tools menu, and then select the Save tab.

Choose the Help button for
more information aboutthese

options.

Use these options to control
SE changes to a document.

‘.:...i.n:.|::a.mi;lint
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Protection Password To prevent other users from opening a document, type a

password in the Protection Password box. Only users who know the password can
open the document. Passwords are case-sensitive.

Write Reservation Password To prevent other users from saving changes to a

document, type a password in the Write Reservation Password box, and then
choose the OK button. Word will prompt you to type the password again to

confirm it. Word then requires you to type the password to open the document
normally. If you do not know the password, you can still open the document as

read—only by choosing the Read Only button in the Password dialog box that
appears when you open the document.

Read-Only Recommended To recommend, but not require, that other users open a
document as read-only, select the Read-Only Recommended check box. When

another user opens a document that’s protected by this option, Word indicates that
the document should be opened as read-only unless changes need to be saved. The
user can then open the document normally or as a read-only document.

To protect a document with a password

1. Open the document you want to protect with a password.

2. From the File menu, choose Save As.

If you have not yet named the document, type a name in the File Name box.

3. Choose the Options button.

4. In the _Protection Password box or the Write Reservation Password box, type a

password, and then choose the OK button. _

A password can contain up to 15 characters and can include letters, numbers,
symbols, and spaces. As you type the password, Word displays an asterisk (*)
for each character you type. Note that passwords are case-sensitive.

5. When Word prompts you to confirm the password, retype it and then choose
the OK button. -

6. To save the document, choose the OK button.

Make sure that you write down the document password, exactly as you typed N
' it. You will need to type it the next time you open the document.

 

Tip If you want to allow other users to add only comments to a document, you
can protect it by using the Protect Document command on the Tools menu. Other f
users can then open the document, but they can only make comments by using
annotations.

L

.. ........:

illlilll
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Chapter 21 Opening, Saving, and Protecting Documents 439—j'—'j"“-——

cument, type a

v the password can x
P To change or delete a password

1. Open the document whose password you want to change or delete.

2. From the File menu, choose Save As.

3. Choose the Options button.

4
. In the Protection Password box or the Write Reservation Password box, select

the row of asterisks that represents the existing password, and then do" one of
the following:

g changes to a
box, and then

ord again to
i the document
he document as

3-108 box that - To change the password, type the new password.

I To delete the password, press DELETE.

5. Choose the OK button.

If you changed the password, Word asks you to retype the new password.

other users open a T. .
eck box. When _ ‘ ‘
Vord indicates that ‘._
:d to be saved. Th
:ument.

6. To save the document with the new password, choose the OK button.

' - Other Ways of Protecting Documents
Word offers other methods of protecting your documents.

 For information about See

_ Opening documents as read-only “To open an existing document," earlier in
File Name box. an-5 chapte,

Preventing any changes to documents Chapter 14, “Forms"

sword box‘ type i ‘ except for filling in form fields
Preventing any changes to documents Chapter 25, “Annotating, Revising, and

letters, numbers, except for annotations and marked revisions Routing Documents
.ys an asterisk (1):-.
isitive.
 

Note Protecting a fon-nor locking a document for annotations or revisions does

not keep another user from saving that document with a password or from setting
other save options. If you want to protect a document from all types of changes,
save it with a password by using one of the methods described in this chapter.

md then choose

 

ztly as you typed
enL Some operating systems and networks also provide ways to protect documents.

To find out if your system has these features, check with your network

administrator or see the documentation for your operating system or network.

document, you '4 f
3015 menu. Other

Jents by using

.ihl:t;t.i
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HAPTER 25

nnotating, Revising, and Routing
ocuments

Word provides three features that make it easy to revise documents and

incorporate comments from reviewers: annotations, revision marks, and routing.

To comment on a document rather than change it, use annotations—numbered
comments added in a separate annotation pane. To make changes directly in the

document, use revision marks. Revision marks show where text or graphics have
been added, deleted, or moved. In addition, revision marks allow you to track

changes by reviewer, date, and time.

You can use Word with Microsoft Mail or other compatible mail packages to send
an online copy of a documentto recipients who can comment on or add to the
document. You can send multiple copies of the document to all reviewers at the

same time, or you can route a single copy sequentially through a list of reviewers.

. E . E
auaaias.Lhaz.tin rauavtnan Ill] years fossil-fuel supplin will be exhausted. We must

alternative pngusnumes o£.pu.o;.£a
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Revision marks

Annotation

In This Chapter

I Quick Stan 550

I Using Annotations 552

I Using Revision Marks 557

I Protecting a Document for Annotations
and Revisions 561

I _RoutingaDocument0nline 562
I Merging Annotations and

Revisions 564

Troubleshooting 565
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QUICK

START
 

at-I

 

Inserting Annotations

To comment on a document but not change the content, use annotations. To insen
an annotation, select the text you want to comment on. From the Insert menu,

choose Annotation. Word opens a separate annotation pane where you type your
comments. To insert additional annotations, follow the same procedure, or select

the text and press ALT+CTRL+A (Windows) hr COMMAND-t-OP'TION+A (Macintosh),
When you finish, choose the Close button in the annotation pane.

Selected text that
you want to
comment on

delight and maumlnt o t e ontm - .
The key to the the Albumen’: succns was the iupmumonl ‘m in materials our the condor.
Even though the Candufs tram: had taut-tam)

airfmwm M me my Annotation pane
nun: I: .

where you type
comments

&Jlhtni'::IhiJpunguphw-ilhpuugzphhelow. 
‘Viewing Annotations
To view annotations, choose Annotations from the View menu. The annotation

pane displays comments from all reviewers. To view annotations from a single

reviewer, select that person’s name from the box at the top of the annotation pane.
To view the range of text a particular armotation refers to, position the insertion

point within the comment in the armotation pane. Word highlights the text the
reviewer selected. When you finish viewing annotations, choose the Close button.

Marking Revisions

Use revision marking to track the changes that you or other reviewers make to a

document. To turn on revision marking, choose Revisions from the Tools menu or
double-click “MRK" in the status bar. Select the Mark Revisions While Editing
check box, and then choose the OK button. From that point on, Word tracks all
revisions. By default, the revision marks are displayed on the screen and in the
printed document.

  
Deleted text

  
 

 a&amlower than IE1] years 5
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to stop marking revisions.
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See the following pages for detailed information.
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552' Pan 7 Using word in a Workgroup

Using Annotations
When you want reviewers to comment on a document rather than make Changes ‘ _
directly to it, have them use annotations. Annotations are numbered comments
added in a separate annotation pane. Reviewers can include text as well as
graphics in the annotation pane. With the appropriate hardware, voice and pen
annotations can also be included.

Each annotation has an annotation mark that includes the reviewer’s initials and a
Show/Hide 1 button sequential number. Word obtains the reviewer’s initials from the User Info tab in

' the Options dialog box (Tools menu). In the annotation pane, the annotation mark
appears as normal text. In the document window, the annotation mark appears as
hidden text. (You can view armotation marks in the document when the
annotation pane is closed by clicking the Show/Hide 1] button on the Standard
toolbar.)
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Annotation mark in the annotation pane

For information about routing online documents to multiple reviewers, see
“Routing a Document Online,” later in this chapter. "1Fr‘!"'T.‘.TT1iT'ifi"]\?r?,W!.
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chapter 25 Annotatlng, Revising, and Routin_g Documents 553 

D To insert an annotation

1. Select the text or item you want to comment on, or position the insertion point
at the end of the text or item you want to comment on. -

2. From the Insert menu, choose Annotation.

Word inserts an annotation mark (initials and a number formatted as hidden

text) in the document and opens the annotation pane.

Word uses the reviewer’s initials from the User Info tab in the Options dialog

box (Tools menu).

3. Type the armotation text in the annotation pane, and then do one of the
following: 7

I To close the annotation pane and retum to the document, choose the Close
button.

~ - , To keep the annotation pane open to add additional annotations, click in the
document window, and repeat steps 1 through 3.

Using the keyboard You can also quickly insen annotations by using the
keyboard. Press AL'l‘+Cl‘RL+A in Windows and COMMAND-I-OP'l'lON+A on the
Macintosh.

 

Tip Annotation marks are automatically displayed when the annotation pane is
open. If the annotation pane is closed, you can display annotation marks and
nonprinting characters in the document by clicking the Show/Hide {I button on the
Standard toolbar. Click the button" again to hide annotation marks. 

Viewing and Locating Annotations
When the annotation pane is open, it shows the annotations that correspond to the
part of the document displayed in the document window. As you scroll through
the document, the armotation pane scrolls as well. You can change the size of the
annotation pane by dragging the split box up or down on the vertical scroll bar.
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This list contains
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reviewers.
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P To view annotations 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

I. Do one of the following:

-‘ From the View menu, choose Armotations.

I Double-click an annotation mark in the document window. If you don't see

annotation marks, click the Show/Hide 1] button on the Standard toolbar,

2. To view the annotations of a single reviewer, select the name of the reviewer
from the Reviewers box at the top of the annotation pane. The default is All

Reviewers, which displays the annotations of all reviewers.

3. When you fmish viewing annotations, do one of the following:

I To close the annotation pane and return to the document, choose the Close
button.

- To keep the annotation pane open and return to the document, click in the
document window.

 

Note If a reviewer selected text before inserting an annotation, the selected text is

highlighted when you position the insertion point within the corresponding
annotation in the annotation pane. Text that is highlighted is not selected. To

quickly select the highlighted text so that you can modify it, press ALT+Fll
(Windows) or OPI‘ION+Fll (Macintosh). 

To locate a specific annotation, choose Go To from the Edit menu. Under Go To
What, select Annotation. If you know which reviewer made the annotation, select
the reviewer’s name from the list. Choose the Next button until you find the

annotation Wu want.

Incorporating and Deleting Annotations
To incorporate the text of an annotation into a document, select the annotation
text or item, and then choose Copy from the Edit menu. Position the insertion

point in the document where you want the text or item to appear, and then choose
Paste from the Edit menu.

To delete an armotation, select the armotation mark in the document window and

then press BACKSPACE or DELETE. Word automatically renumbers annotation
marks each time you add, delete, or copy an annotation.

3
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' Printing Annotations
You can print annotations either separately from the rest of the document or with
the document. If you print annotations only, Word prints the page number of the
annotation mark, the reviewer's initials, the annotation number, and then the
annotation text. If you print annotations with the document, Word prints this same
infonnation at the end of the document. Word prints hidden text in the document

so that you can see the location of the annotation marks.

To print annotations only

1. From the File menu, choose Print.

2. In the Print What box, select Annotations, and then choose the OK button.

To print a document with annotations

1. From the File menu, choose Print.

2. Choose the Options button.

3. Under Include With Document, select the Annotations check box, and then
choose the OK button.

4. In the Print dialog box, select any other printing options you want, and then
choose the OK button.

Inserting and Listening to Voice Annotations
If your computer runs Windows-based applications, you must have a sound board
installed to listen to voice armotations. To record annotations, you must also have
a microphone.

If you have a Macintosh computer, you can listen to voice annotations without
having special sound equipment. To record annotations on a Macintosh, you must
have a microphone.

You can distinguish a voice annotation from other armotations by the sound
symbol—an audio cassette tape—which Word inserts in the annotation pane and
in the document at the position of the insertion point.
 

Tip To insert a combination of text and voice annotation, insert the text
annotation first. Then position the insertion point to the right of the annotation
mark in the document and insert the voice annotation.

Insert Sound

Object button

Sound symbol for
voice annotation
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Note You can customize the marks Word uses to show document differences. For

more information, see “Customizing Revision Marks,” earlier in this chapter. 

P To compare two versions of a document

1. Open the edited version of the document.to search

2. From the Tools menu, choose Revisions.

3. Choose the Compare Versions button.

name, and 4. In the Original File Name box, type or select the name of the original
document, and then choose the OK button.

Word displays the edited document marking inserted, deleted, and revised text
' ._ . _ . . with revision marks. The options for displaying revision marks are set on the

———-———— ' ‘ Revisions tab in the Options dialog box (Tools menu).

' 5. To accept or reject the revisions, choose Revisions from the Tools menu. For

- ' more information, see “Incorporating Revisions,” earlier in this chapter.
 

Pgrotecting a Documentfor Annotations and Revisions
“_r'r-nore information To allow reviewers to comment on but not make changes to a document, you can

' 9') W3Y5 ‘O P'°‘9¢i 3 protect it for annotations. To allow reviewers to change a document and keep a
-mg ‘he I Pwmemv 599 _ record of all changes, you can protect it for revisions.

. s__apter 21, ‘Opening,
_ving, and For maximum protection, you should also use a password when you protect a

, 7°i9<_?fi"9 document for annotations or revisions. Otherwise, anyone can remove protection
.m9"t5- from the document by choosing Unprotect Document from the Tools menu.

> To protect a document for annotations or revision marks

1. Open the document you want to protect.

2. From the Tools menu, choose Protect Document.

3. Do one of the following:

I To allow reviewers to insert annotations but not change the contents of the
document, select the Annotations option button.

I To track revisions, select the Revisions option button. The reviewers
cannot turn off revision marking, and revisions carmot be accepted or
rejected.

‘ _4. To ensure that a document is protected against untmcked changes, type a
password. This prohibits anyone who does not know the password from
unprotecting the document.

. Choose the OK button.
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an 7 Using Word In a Workgroup

> To review and incorporate revisions

1. From the Tools menu, choose Revisions.

2. Choose the Review button.

3. Do one of the following: _

I To move to a revision mark, click the appropriate Find button to search
forward or backward in the document.

- Click a revision mark in the document.

For each selected revision mark, Word displays the reviewer’s name, and
the date and time the revision was entered.

4. Do one or more of the following:

To Choose this button

Accept a revision

Reject a revision

_ Leave the revision mark unchanged and
move to the next or previous revision

Undo the last acceptance or rejection of a
revision

 
 

Note To automatically move to the next revision mark while reviewing the
revisions, select the Find Next After Accept/Reject check box.

To accept or reject all revision marks

1. From the Tools menu, choose Revisions.

2. Do one of the following:

- To accept all revisions, choose the Accept All button.

- To reject all revisions, choose the Reject All button.

Word displays a message asking you to confirm that you want to accept or
reject all revisions.

3. Choose the OK button.

Comparing Versions of a Document
To compare two versions of a document, you use the Compare Versions button in
the Revisions dialog box. During the compare process, Word inserts revision
marks that you can review and incorporate as described earlier in “Incorporating
Revisions."

Make sure that the two documents you are comparing have different filenames,
or—if they have the same narne—that theyare in different directories.
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F To unprotect a document for annotations or revision marks
0 From the Tools menu, choose Unprotect Document.

If the author has protected the document with a password, you must know the
password to unprotect the document.

~'~r-'.:~.:-..-_:
Routing a Document Online

You can use Word and Microsoft Mail or a compatible mail program to route .
documents online. For example, you might want others to review an important
memo before sending it out, or you might want several people to complete an
online questionnaire or form.

ma 
lllllilliilillllllllillll

You can route a document to all reviewers at or you can route it to one reviewer after
once another.

You can route online copies in two ways. You can send a separate copy to all
reviewers at the same time, or you can send a single copy that goes to each person
on the list in turn, allowing each reviewer to see the comments of all previous
reviewers.

Reviewers return their annotated or revised copies to you or the next person on
the distribution list by choosing the Send command from the File menu. When all
the copies have been returned, you can merge the annotations and revisions into
the original document to simplify review of the comments. For more information
on merging comments, see “Merging Annotations and Revisions,” later in this la; -
chapter.
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 To route the document to

reviewers one after another, a
‘click here.

Protect the document for _
revisions or annotations.

To route the document to all

reviewers at once. click here.

D To route a document to others

1. Open the document you want to route.

2. From the File menu, choose Add Routing Slip.

3. Choose the Address button. Select the names of the people to whom you want
to route the document, choose the Add button, and then choose the OK button.

If you want to route the document to one recipient after another, use the Move
up and down arrows to put the names in the correct routing order.

4. In the Subject and Message Text boxes, type the subject and any message or
instructions you want to send with the document. Each recipient will receive

the same subject and message.

Word automatically appends instructions to your message telling recipients to
choose the Send command when they are finished.

5. Under Route To Recipients, do one of the following:

I V To route one copy of a document to one recipient after another, select the
One After Another option button. ‘

I To route multiple copies of a document to all recipients at the same time,
select the All At Onc_e option button.

illll iii iiiiiii .lillilliiililllllillllllilliillilillllilillllliiiillllllmum..,
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6. Select any other options you want, and then choose the Route button.

If you want to continue to edit the document before you route it, choose the

Add Slip button, and continue to edit the document. When you are ready to

send the document, choose Send from the File menu. Word displays a message
asking you to confimt that you want to route the document.

The document is sent to the distribution list as an attached Word file. The

recipients can add armotations or revisions to the document and then return the

copy to you by choosing the Send command on the File menu.

If the document is being routed to one recipient after another. the Send
command automatically routes it to the next person on the list before it returns

to you. You will receive all the recipients’ comments in one document after it
has been routed to the last person on the list.

If you send the document to all recipients at the same time, you will receive
multiple copies of the document. You can then merge all changes into one
document. For more information; see the following section.

Merging Annotations and Revisions

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

If you have given individual copies of a document to multiple reviewers, you can
combine their annotations and revisions into the original document. When you
merge annotations and revisions, any annotations and revisions already in the
original document are preserved as additional comments are merged. Word
assigns a different color to each reviewer. If there are more than eight reviewers,

Word uses the colors again, so some reviewers may share the same color.

Note Annotations and revisions cannot be merged back to the original document
unless they are marked. To ensure that revisions to a document are marked, you
should protect the document for revisions or annotations before making the
revisions. For information on protecting documents, see “Protecting Documents
for Annotations and Revisions,” earlier in this chapter.

> To merge revision marks and annotations 
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1. Open the document that has revisions you want to merge into the original
document.

2. From the Tools menu, choose Revisions.

3. Choose the Merge Revisions button.
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Opening a Document Created in Another Application
To convert documents to and from different file formats, you must install the
appropriate converters. To import and export graphics contained in documents,
you must install graphics filters. If you performed a complete installation when

you installed Word, converters and graphics filters were also installed. If not, you
can run the Microsoft Word Setup program again. For instructions, double-click
the Help button on the Standard toolbar, and then type- setup

Converters change the file fonnat of a document, and they use graphics filters to
, import andexport graphics that are within, or linked to, a document. For

infonnation about convening graphics files in such formats as TIFF and PICI‘,

and for a list of supplied graphics filters, see Chapter 16, “Importing and Creating
Graphics.” '

If you want to irnpon data from a database into a Word,-document, you have three
options; To convert an entire database file from database applications that Word
can convert, such as Microsoft Excel, use the procedure under “Opening a

Document,” later in this chapter. To use information from a database to print form

letters, mailing labels, and other types of mail merge documents, see Chapter 29,
“Mail Merge: Step by Step,” and Chapter 30, “Mail Merge: Advanced

Techniques." To insert information from a database into a Word document as a

table, see Chapter 28, “Exchanging Information with Other Applications.”

To convert several documents at once, use the batch conversion macro

BatchConversion in the CONVERTDOT (Windows) or Conversion Macros c
(Macintosh) template. For infonnation about using this macro, see “Converting
Several Documents at Once,” later in this chapter.

Supplied Converters
Word provides converters for the applications in the following list and for several
plain-text file formats. For infonnation about specific converters, and for

instructions on how to obtain supplemental converters and graphics filters that
were not shipped with Word, double-click the Help button on the Standard
toolbar, and then type readme. Press ENTER twice, and then click File
Conversion.

Converters Supplied with Word for Windows
Microsoft Word for Windows Microsoft Word 3.0-6.0 for MS-DOS

Microsoft Word 4.x and 5.x for the WordPerfect 5.x for MS-DOS and
Macintosh , Windows

ururlraitIuuntrihruittuii.
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Microsoft Write for Windows Lotus 1-2-3 2.x and 3.x*

on Microsoft Excel BIFF 2.x, 3.0, 4.0*, RFI‘-DCA

ill the and 5.0

‘ The converter can open. but not save. documens in this file format.
If not. you Converters Supplied with Word for the Macintosh
‘bleflick Microsoft Word for Windows WordPerfect for MS-DOS and

Microsoft Word 3.x for the Macintosh* wi“d°“’S 5:’
’ filters ‘° Microsoft Word 4.x and 5.: for the Macwmw
3' Macintosh MacWrite II 1.1"

Microsoft Word 3.0-6.0 for MS-DOS Microsoft Excel BIFF 3.0, 4.0*, and
Microsoft Works 2.0 for the Macintosh 5'0

RFI‘-DCA

" The converter can open, but not save. documens in this file fonnat.

Opening a Document
" »-. ' “ . To convert most types of documents, simply open them. Word automatically

opens a copy of the document and converts the copy to Word format.

Select the typelol document you want to open.
Select All Files it you're not sure of the documents extension. 

 
 

Select the drive and directory or folder
where the document is located.

Type or select the filename and choose
the OK button.

9

then displays it in a Word window. If Word cannot recognize the format, it
displays the Convert File dialog box. Select the appropriate file format, and then
choose the OK button. Word converts and opens the document.
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574 Part 8 Using word with other Applications 

If a document isn’t convened correctly, close it without saving changes and then
try convening again using a different converter. The original document remains
unchanged until you save it in Word format or in some other format. You can also
change the way Word converts some items. For more information, see

“Customizing Conversions and Improving Compatibility,” later in this chapter.

' To open a file created in another application ii

_ 1. the Standard toolbar, click the Open button. ‘
0359” bum“? I 2. In the List Files Of Type box, select the type of file you want to open. If you

do not know the type of document or file format, select All Files.

3. In the File Name box, type or select the document you want to open.

If the document you want to open does not appear in the File Name box, select
a different drive, directory, or folder. - A ........._.:....__.......-.-_-...._..._

.4. Choose the OK button to convert a copy of the document to Word format.

If the converter you need was not installed when you installed Word, Word

displays the Convert File dialog box and asks you to choose a converter. To
install additional converters, you need to run the Microsoft Word Setup program
again. For online instructions, double-click the Help button on the Standard
toolbar, and then type setup ’

  Using the List Documents Of Type Box (Windows)

If you don’t see the document you want to open in the File Name list, try selecting
one of the options in the List Files Of Type box; these options are described in the

following table. If you don’t know the extension of the document you’re looking
for, or if it doesn’t have an extension, select All Files.

  
  
  
 

 

 
 

Select To display

All Files (‘.*) All documents in the selected directory.

Word Documents (.doc) Word documents and other documents with the .DOC

  
  

filename extension.
 

 
 

 Document Templates (.dot)

Rich Text Fonnat (J11) Documents with the .RTF filename extension. For more

infonnation, see .“0pening or Saving a Plain-Text File,"
later in this chapter.

Text Files (.txt) ' Documents with the .'I'XT filename extension. Includes
' documents saved as ASCII text or MS-DOS text,

including Text Only, Text With Line Breaks, and Text
With Layout For more infonnation, see “Opening or
Saving a Plain-Text File," later in this chapter.

Word templates with the .DOT filename extension.
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Chapter 28 Exchanging Information with Other Applications 601 

Creating a Link _’ _

Start an application that supports OLE or DDE, and then open the source file.
Select the information to which you want to create a link, and then choose Copy

from the source application’s Edit menu. In the Word document, position the
insenion point where you want the linked object, and then choose Paste Special
from the Edit menu. Select the Paste Link option button, select the type of linked

object in the As box, and then choose the OK button.

- ' "iasre §tTc}:ial

Select Paste link to create a
link

Select the type oi linked
object. 

The Paste Special dialog box

Editing an Embedded Object

Double-click the object to edit it. Some applications open a separate window for

editing. Others temporarily replace some of the Word menus and toolbars with
those of the source application. If the application opens a separate window, you
return to Word by choosing Exit from the application's File menu. If the

application replaces the Word menus and toolbars, you return to Word by clicking
outside the embedded object. '

Editing a Linked Object

To edit the linked object itself, select the object and then choose the object's name
from the Edit menu. For example, if you select a link to a Microsoft Excel
worksheet, the command on the Edit menu is Microsoft Excel Worksheet object.

When you choose the command and then choose Edit from the submenu that
appears, the source application opens for editing. To update, reconnect, or break a
link, choose Links from the Edit menu, make the changes, and then choose the
OK button.

See the following pages for detailed information. 
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For an example of
embedding an object.
see ‘Examples of
Embedding and
Unking,' later in this
dtapter.

For more information,
see "Embedded

Objects and Links Are
Represented by
fields," later in this
chapter.
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Embedding Objects

 

Embedding means inserting infonnation, such as a chart, an equation, or
spreadsheet data, in a Word document. Once embedded, the infomtation—-called
an object—becomes pan of the Word document. When you double-click an

embedded object in Word, you open the application in which the object was
created; the object is displayed and ready for editing. When you return to Word,
any changes you’ve made to the object are reflected in the Word document.

Without leaving Word, you can embed an existing file or create and embed a new

object. An embedded object increases the file size of a Word document, because
the object is stored in the Word document. For example, if you embed a Microsoft
Excel worksheet in a Word document, the file size of the Word document

increases by approximately the file size of the worksheet. The file size increases
even if you display the object as an icon in the Word document, because Word
still stores the infonnation about the file.

Creating an Embedded Object
Suppose you want to create a cha.rt in a Word document. Position the insertion
point where you want the chart, and then choose Object from the Insert menu.
Word displays a list of the types of objects you can create and embed. Select g
Microsoft Graph in the Object Type box, and then choose the OK button. Word
opens Microsoft Graph, in which you can create a chart. When you quit Microsoft
Graph, the chart is displayed in your Word document. When you want to, edit the
chart, double-click it to start Microsoft Graph; you can then make changes to the.
chart.

‘ 'Ii:n:dIEn£Ia:o:h=d  

=5‘?T'...;$ .‘;.".:""""""“ Select the type of object
T. '“"""‘ """"' 7'“ you want to embed.

Select this check box to

display the embedded
object as an icon in the
Word document.

You use the same process to create any other type of object, such as an equation, a
Microsoft Excel worksheet, or even a Word object. The only difference is in the

type of object you select in the Object dialog box. Whatever type you select,
Word opens the appropriate application for creating the object.
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 Chapter 28 Exchanging Information with Other Applitlons 603 _

_ Note The applications you use to create embedded objects must have been
properly installed by using their original installation programs; otherwise, they
may not be listed in the Object dialog box. Supplemental applications supplied
with Word (WordArt, Equation Editor, and Graph) must be installed by using the
Microsoft Word Setup program.j:_j_ 

 

  
  
  

In addition to creating embedded objects as you work, you can embed existing
files or pans of files. If you embed an existing file, Word stores an independent
copy of the file in the Word document. The original file remains unchanged, even
if you change the embedded file. Changes to the original file don't affect the
Word document.

 
 

  
 You can display an embedded object as an icon by selecting the Display As Icon

check box in the Object dialog box when you insert the object. You might want to
Microsoft Excel ioon use this option when the Word document will be read on—screen and the

embedded object contains supplementary information. For example, if the Word
document is a summary of financial data from several Microsoft Excel

worksheets, you might want to embed one of the worksheets as an icon next to the
paragraph in the Word document analyzing that portion of the data. If readers

want to see the data, they can double-click the icon to open the worksheet. If you
print the document, the icon is printed at its current position in the Word
document. Some objects created from a file——for example, ASCII text files—are
always displayed as icons. You can change the icon by choosing the Change Icon
button, which appears when you select the Display As Icon check box.

    
  
  
  
  
  

 

 

Note If the source application supports drag-and-drop editing, you can embed an
object by selecting information in the source application and then dragging..it. into
the Word document.  

  
The Object dialog box (Create From File lab)
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> To embed an object

1. Position the insertion point where you want to embed the object.

2. From the Insert menu, choose Object.

3. Do one of the following:

- To embed a new object, select the Create New tab. In the Object Type box,
select the type that describes the application in which you want to create
the object, and then choose the OK button.

The contents of the list depend on which applications installed on your
computer support linking and embedding.

I To embed an existing file, select the Create From File tab. In the File Name
box, type or select the name of the file you want to embed, and then choose
the OK button.

If you do not see the file that you want to embed, select a different dn've,
directory, or folder, or choose the Find File button to search for the file youwant.

. 4. To display the object in the Word document as an icon instead of as the object
itself. select the Display As Icon check box.

' 5. To retum to Word, do one of the following:

I If the object was created in another application that is in a separate

window, choose Exit from the File menu in that application. If a message
appears asking if you want to update the document, choose the Yes button.

- If the application temporarily replaces some of the Word menus and

toolbars, click anywhere outside the embedded object.
 

Note An embedded object increases the file size of a Word document because the

object is stored in the Word document. If you want to reduce the file size, see

“Converting an Embedded Object to a Graphic,” later in this chapter. 

1. In Word, position the insertion point where you want to embed the selection.

2. Switch to the source application, and then open the file from which you want
to select information to embed in the Word document.

3. Select the information you want to embed in the Word document.

4. From the Edit menu in the application the selection was created in, choose
Copy.

To embed a selection from an existing file

lllll llateiiiiiiiilillIIllllllllllllilllllllllllllllliilllllllllllliliillil l
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Chapter 28 Exchanging Intonnation with other Applications 605

5. Switch to Word, and then choose Paste Special from the Edit menu.

6. Select the Paste option button.

7. In the As box, select the first item with the word ;‘Object" in its name.

To display the embedded infonnation as an icon in the Word document, select
the Display As Icon check box.

8. Choose the OK button.

When you embed an object, Word adds an {EMBED...} field to the document. If

you see this field instead of the object you embedded, select the field and press
SH1Fr+F9, or choose Options from the Tools menu, select the View tab, and then
clear the Field Codes check box.

Editing an Embedded Object
In most cases, double—clicking an embedded object opens the application in which

it was created. Note, however, that double—clicking some graphics brings up the
Drawing toolbar rather than the original application.

For certain applications, some of the Word menus and toolbars are temporarily

replaced by those of the original application. For other applications, a separate

window opens, which contains the object in its original application.

Doubleclick the embedded equation to edit it.
 

 
 
 

 

 
p .!icrps_rgt1_ v2n‘n'1'-‘r=)<c;w«§r-:.’oEE;_
-W. [nnrl Fnnnat Idols Tgble fllndfllp

 
 

 

 E7, -. ; _

Equation Editor
temporarily replaces
some of the Word
menus and toolbars... ,_ __ ,_ . _ , i ', '4-'|?'usult_W9'fl'-fE5<C7t“NGti9'£'i7’ Q‘ '

---------------- :1 Style Slz: fllndov Help 
 

 
 

  
Click in the
document to return
to Word.

hnaInh&he-uhnufxdfllpiathlfifldisb.

  1: -',zr'Ir
rma..-an=:n'.¢e..-sun.-u-".92.  
 

Some applications, such as Equation Editor, temporarily replace the Word
menus and toolbars for editing.

hill:llllllllllllllllllllllilllllllil.
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Double—click the embedded Paintbrush object.

i.-‘...;v:*_- L:‘j;-gji fi‘£*_".—“-_|1f_W,'{"_'A:"1’.'='§l&90C- -:L >3 - -
Fnmat Ion): Table flinda-1 Help

The Paintbrush
application start;
so that you can
edit the object.mnmmntyomnhohmhuwmikltl -. —. ‘

iris;Iedl71mn_pd:larro1ddIn_s_zn1 ‘it'Ii\ol\eshfls,puns.uisroustI:ea-are
ir|ib1:|FwdusnaIadaad&wultnqinu-ryutusdsamdofaliatmn
diflI'.ud\M¢iIsuti5a'aIdnlad£s --
 
Some applications open a separate window for editing.

D To edit an embedded object directly

1. Double-click the embedded object.

2. Edit the object.

3. Do one of the following:

I If you are editing the object in a separate application window, choose either
Exit or Quit from the File menu to return to Word.

I If you are editing the object in an application that temporarily replaces the
Word menus and toolbars, click anywhere outside the embedded object toreturn to Word.

 ..
Tip You can use a shortcut menu to carry out common commands for editing an
embedded object. Click the embedded object using the right mouse button
(Windows) or hold down CTRL and click the embedded object (Macintosh), and
then choose a command from the shortcut menu. _ 

D To edit an embedded object by using the Object command ‘

1. Select the object you want to edit.

2. From the bottom of the Edit menu, choose the name of the object you want to
edit, and then choose Edit.

If you see both an Edit command and an Open command, choose Open to edit
the object in its own application window, or choose Edit to edit the object in
the Word window (the Word toolbars and menus may change).

ll.

rmw  lmmwmmmmmmfl
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Note Some embedded objects, such as video and sound clips, play when you
double-click them, instead ‘of opening an application for editing. To edit one of

these objects, select it, choose the name of the object from the Edit menu, and
then choose Edit.

Converting an Embedded Object to a Different Format
Suppose you receive a Word document that has a Microsoft Excel worksheet
embedded in it. Microsoft Excel is not installed on your computer, but you do

have another spreadsheet application. When you double-click the Microsoft Excel
worksheet to edit it, Worddisplays an error message saying that the Server could
not be found. Select the worksheet, choose the Object command from the Edit
menu, and then choose Convert. In the Convert dialog box, you can specify which

application you'll use in the future to edit the object. The applications displayed
in the list are the applications installed on your computer that are capable of
converting the object to their respective file formats.

If you select the Convert To option, Word converts the embedded object to the
format you choose in the Object Type box. The object remains in this format
unless you specifically convert it to another format.

Now suppose you have to return the Word document to the person who created it.
You know that this person uses Microsoft Excel; therefore, you don’t want to
permanently convert the embedded object to a different file format. However, you
do want to be able to edit the embedded object on your computer. By selecting the

Activate As option in the Convert dialog box, you can specify that all embedded

Microsoft Excel objects are to be temporarily converted to the file format you
specify. When you edit the object in question, you use the new application, but

changes are saved in Microsoft Excel format. When you double-click the object, it
is temporarily convened to the new format.

If you select the Activate As option, Word converts all embedded objects of the

selected type to the format you specify in the Object Type box. You can edit the
objects in the application you specify, but Word saves changes to the objects in
their original file format.

_' W _ . V Select this option button to convert
ml. +2.: s......u... V . ’ ‘ ' an embedded object to a different

;;jI°""°"" 1 . iiiefomtat.iuuId1V¢dl'uu-ihicho 2.0

‘.‘-t—-_'..:;..'L...j‘J....‘. .

._...,___;....____.... .......N"?-.-.t
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508 an 8 Using Word with Other Applications

P To convert an embedded object to a different file format

1. Select the embedded object whose source application you want to Change,

2. From the Edit menu, choose the name of the object you want to convert, and
then choose Convert.

3. Do one of the following:

I To permanently convert the embedded object to the file format you specify
in the Object Type box, select the Convert To option button.

I To activate all embedded objects of the selected type in the file fonnat you
specify in the Object Type box, select the Activate As option button.

4. In the Object Type box, select the application whose file format you want to
convert the embedded object to, and then choose the OK button.

 

Note If you upgrade to a more recent version of an application after creating an
embedded object with that application and then want to edit the object, you must
first convert the object to the current version of the application.

Some applications can convert files created in older versions of the application to
the newer version when you open the file. When you run the application's setup
program, you may be able to specify whether files are converted when you open
them.

Converting an Embedded Object to a Graphic
All embedded objects are represented in Word documents as graphics. You can
think of one of these graphics as a facade with information behind it. For
example, a Microsoft Excel worksheet embedded in a Word document looks like
an ordinary worksheet, but it is actually a graphic, or picture, of the original

« worksheet. Behind the graphic is all of the information necessary to open and edit
the file in Microsoft Excel. When you convert the Microsoft Excel object to a

e graphic, you remove the information behind the facade—that is, the information
that enables Word to open the object in Microsoft Excel for editing.

Converting an embedded object to a graphic reduces the file size of the Word
document. If you double-click the object after converting it to a graphic, Word
opens a separate window and displays the Drawing toolbar so that you can edit _
the graphic just as you would edit any other graphic.

To convert an embedded object to a graphic

1. Select the object you want to convert.

2. From the Edit menu, choose the name of the object you want to convert, and
then choose Convert.

Ill
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3. in the Object Type box, select Picture, and then choose the OK button.

mange’ Using the keyboard You can convert objects to graphics quickly by using shortcutwen, and

, keys. Select the embedded object, and then press CI'RL+sH1]-'r+F9 (Windows) or
Q COMMAND+sHIl=T+F9 (Macintosh). This method does not create an {Embed} field.

 

‘r 7. . - - -
W Y Linking to Another File,
format you ’"' _ ’ Let's say you are preparing a monthly report for the accounting department that
mm must include up-to-date sales data. The sales department maintains this constantly
1 mm to changing data in a Microsoft Excel worksheet. You can link your Word document

to the sales worksheet (or a portion of it) and specify that your document be
automatically updated if the worksheet changes. Each time the sales department
changes the worksheet, the changes are reflected in your Word document.

 

e;[)i:§nz:[ When you link to another file, Word stores the link in the fonn of a field code that
indicates the source of the object. "In addition, Word usually stores a visual

_ representation of the linked information.
olicauon to '

  
   

 

,1’; setup You can create links between two Word documents or between a Word document
you open and a file created in another application. Once you have established a link, you

can update it with a single keystroke, or you can specify that the data be updated _
in your Word document as soon as it changes in the source file 3

- oriniormation about . V ~ - ~ -- ~ - ~ - - .-~r ‘-
fields, see Chapter 32, ~_fYOU can " iiserting Information:or L.looks like : 5

ginal f i
:n and edlt example, the codefor a link to a Micro , ,_ _ ‘
ct to a the following in ‘a Word for Windows docur_n_ent:; ~, ' ’
onnation -' '-‘ ‘ ' " ‘" ' i I ' V f '
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610 Part 8 Using Word with Other Applications

Creating a Link
Creating a link is as easy as copying and pasting. You copy a selection from a file
(the source) and paste it into your Word document (the destination) by using the
Paste Special command on the Edit menu. Before you can establish a link, you
must save the source file to disk.

Important To create a link between a Word document and another application,
you must be running both applications, and the other application must support
dynamic data exchange (DDE) or object linking and embedding (OLE). On the
Macintosh, you must be running both applications with System 7 or later, and
your computer must have enough memory to run both applications at the same

 
Select Paste Link to create
a link

 
The Paste Special dialog box

> To create a link to another file or Word document

1. Make sure that you save the source file before you link the information.

2. In the application in which the information you want to link was created, open
the source file and then select the information you want to link.

3. From the Edit menu, choose Copy.

4. Switch to the Word document, and then position the insertion point where you
want to insert the linked information.

5. From the Edit menu, choose Paste Special.

6. Select the Paste Link option button.

. Under As, select the format you want, and then choose the OK button.

..| I i- - . . . . . . . . . . Jul‘
l| ‘
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D To create a link to another file or Word document without leaving Word
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

1. From the Insert menu, choose Object.)n from a file

2. Select the Create From File tab.Jy using the

I link» Y0“ 3. In the File Name box, type or select the name of the file to which you want to
__ link.

_ 4. Select the Link To File check box, and then choose the OK button.
pplication, .

3! SUPP°" Using this method, you can create a link only to an entire file; you cannot link to a
-E)- 0“ the selection in a file.
later, and _ "
t the same “":j'I " ‘.“."'_ ‘ ‘ ' ' " ' ‘ """j‘..

Note Word creates automatic links by default. Word updates automatic links each
time you open the Word document, whereas it updates manual links only when
you specify. For infonnation, see “Updating a Link,” later in this chapter.

reate

Reducing File Size of Documents Containing Linked
Graphics *

When a Word document contains links to graphics files, you can reduce the file
size of the Word document by storing only the links. By default, Word stores in
the Word document a “picture” of the linked graphic. which increases thefile size
of the Word document by the number of bytes taken up by the picture. To reduce
the size of the Word file, you can specify that Word store only the link itself and
not the picture.

If you store only the link, the file size of the Word document will not increase
appreciably. However, if the source file is not available, you will see only a
rectangular placeholder in your document and the linked data will not be printed.

' If the source file is available, Word displays a picture of the object based on data
in the source file, but it does not store the picture in the Word document. Because
the picture is created from the source file itself, you may notice that it takes longer
to display the picture than if it were stored in the Word document.

nation. _

created, open '

If the picture is stored in the Word document, Word displays a picture of the
linked graphic regardless of whether or not the source file is available.

> To reduce the File size of a document containing linked graphics
1. From the Edit menu, choose Links. A
2. In the Links dialog box, select the link or links to the graphics files.

3. Clear the Save Picture In Document check box, and then choose the OK
button.

'l.lIIOI1.
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Reconnecting or Changing a Link
You may lose a link if you rename or move the source file. If this happens, you ‘
must reconnect the link to the original source file or redirect the link to a different
file.

F To reconnect or change a link

1. From the Edit menu, choose Links.

2. From the list, select the link you want to reconnect or change. To select

multiple links, hold down CTRL (Windows) or SHH-‘r (Macintosh) while you
click each link.

3. Choose the Change Source button.

4. In the File Name box, type or select the.name of the file to which you want to
reconnect or change the link, and then choose the OK button.

If you do not see the file you want to open, select a different drive, directory,
or folder, or choose the Find File button to search for the file you want. ‘

‘If you have other links to the same source file, Word asks you to confirm that you
want to change all links from the previous source file to the new source file.

Updating a Link
When information in the source document changes, Word can update the

information in the Word document. You can specify either manual or automatic

updating for each link. By default, newly created links are set to automatic
updating, but you can easily change a link to manual updating.

- Word updates automatic links when you open the Word document and any
time the source document is changed while the Word document is open.

- Word updates manual links only when you choose the Update Now button in
the Links dialog box (Edit menu) or when you position the insertion point in
the linked object and press F9.

. -;i:lll'l
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I to confirm that you .'
’ To control how links are updatedew source file.

1. From the Edit menu, choose Links.

I update the
mual or automatic
to automatic

-cument and any ‘ _ ». A select the Automatic option
ment is open. f ~ '

late Now button ix}

insemon point in _ ._ --v 4. Choose the OK button.

’ To update a link manually
1. From the Edit menu, choose Links.

any changes made inthe source file since the last update.
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.
You can also clidr the
Insert Microsoft Excel
Worksheet button on
the Standard toolbar
to embed a
worksheet.
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Part 8 Using Word with Other Applitions616 A

Examples oi Embedding and Linking
The following two scenarios illustrate common uses of embedding and linking.

Embedding a Microsoft Excel Worksheet in Word
Embedding is a way to get fast access to the features of another application. In the
following example, a table illustrates the relationship between various bicycle
designs and the drop in wind resistance. You can create a Word table to present
the data. However, if you embed a Microsoft Excel worksheet instead, you can
use the more powerful Microsoft Excel formulas to calculate the results you want
to present.

motion.VetttIoucsignolbicyctoshasrtotd'rart9edtorodm:athtnotlorhdiotinvantrvuidoas.

Gunutslnunfiunlmnusmmwymmflqda

 Use a formula in Microsoft Excel
to calculate the data.

 The trend in aegoaynami
postwar years. inducing;
set a speed remrd uni?biqde industry not the

..................................................

To create and embed the worksheet, position the insertion point where you want
to embed the worksheet, and then choose Object from the Insert menu. Select the
Create New tab, select Microsoft Excel Worksheet in the Object Type box, and
then choose the OK button. Microsoft Excel opens, and you can now create the
worksheet. When you have finished, choose Exit from the File menu in Microsoft
Excel. A message appears, asking if you want to update the worksheet in your
document; if you choose the Yes button, the worksheet is insened into the Word
document. You can double-click the worksheet object in the Word document at
any time to open Microsoft Excel and make changes.

Linking a Microsoft Excel Worksheet to a Word Document
se of information that’s stored and updated in

other files. The following example shows a monthly sales report that contains data
'ned by the sales department afor a three-month period. The data is maintar

large Microsoft Excel worksheet that also contains a lot of other data. By creating
a link to a specific section of the worksheet, you give yourself immediate access
to the most recent data needed for the monthly report. If the sales department
changes the worksheet, the Word document can be automatically updated.

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006 p. 4261
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. The sales data can be automatically
_g_; updated when the original Microsoft Excel

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

. . worksheet is chan ed.and linking. 9

1 March Sale Re It‘ ' '. rt‘ - " '

ilication. In the Hlghtllghts and Major Achievements .
bicycle 'ad:.i:‘**i',.'::m-iiiii-i:::;~i.i,*°"I1 011! I D 0 (HS « - I .'16 I0 Pfescm - PfaSe11led.;tUaIRgya.l1pdmtt:I1piDd1Idpl?!:alln ..-- r- V%fl0f'lMardl5.58ePal1Bfi!d'IiDlazad. you can summaryo oomrnans camaoulo -.-_. .

- lrx:reasedFlegiori4sales50%lJydistri:itinga
5""-9 you want Business Summary

Month '5 Sales
Sales Forecast

Cumulative Sales

cel want to insert the data, and then choose Paste Special from the Edit menu In the
Paste Special dialog box, select the Paste Link option button, select Microsoft
Excel Worksheet ODJCCI in the As box, and then choose the OK button The
worksheet data appears in the Word document By default, any changes made to

“C you want =_ , the worksheet in Microsoft Excel will automatically appear in the Word
,nu_ select me I .. document. However, you can prevent automatic updates by choosing Links from
,pe box, and _ the Edit menu, selecting the link, selecting the Manual option button at the bottom
W create me _ :' ' of the dialog box, and then choosing the OK button.

‘U 1“. Mlcmsofi ‘ A You use this same process to link other iterris—such as graphics or Microsoft‘ea In your ' ‘ Excel charts—to the Word documentnto the Word

document at

‘Publishing and Subscribing in Word for the Macintosh
locument 5 in

- With Word for the Macintosh ninning under System 7 or a later version, you can
‘updated in TV _ exchange infonnation between documents in different applications or on different
at contains data‘; computers connected by a network. To make part of a document available for use
merit in a ‘5 with other applications or for other users on a network, you can create a publisher
m_ By c'rea[ing‘_; for that portion of the document A publisher contains the pan of the document
.ediate access ,._'

you want to share—text, graphics, spreadsheet data, and so forth.
epartment ‘

pdated.  
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618 Part 8 Using Word with Other Applications

For infonnation about
bookmarks, see

Chapter 19, “Cross-
relerences, Captions,
and Bookmarks.‘

 

When you create a publisher, Word automatically creates an intermediate file
called an edition, which contains a copy of the information that's in the publisher_
An edition is a separate file that can be saved on a hard disk or a network server,
When you change infonnation in the publisher, these changes are reflected in the
edition and in aU documents subscribing (similar to linking) to the edition. You

can specify how often Word sends.updated information from the publisher to the
edition. You can also specify how often subscribers receive updated information
from the. edition.

  
Publisher Edition Subscriber

Changes in the publisher are reflected in the edition and in all documents
subscribing to the edition.

You can name and move an edition just as you would any other file. The
connection is maintained even if you change the name of the edition. However, if
you want Word to maintain the connection to all publishers and subscribers, do
not move the edition off the server volume or hard disk.

You can publish and subscribe from any application that runs under System 7 or
later and supports publishing and subscribing.

Creating a Publisher and an Edition
Use the Create Publisher command to publish information from a Word
document. You can edit a publisher the same way you edit other parts of a
document. When you create a publisher, Word puts gray brackets around the part
of the document that constitutes the publisher. You can see the brackets when you
click the Show/Hide 1] button on the Standard toolbar, but the brackets are not

printed.

Word uses a bookmark to mark a publisher. The name you give the edition when
you create a publisher is the name Word uses for the bookmark. If there is already
a bookmark by that name, Word adds a number to the end of the bookmark name
to make it unique. If you delete the bookmark, the publisher is deleted as well.

»Aiu:cl33IIIlIlIllIllIlilllINIllillWW"iimlIllIllillililiiiimiiiliiiu
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The Preview box displays the beginning of the publisher. Type a name for the edition here.

Preview I 6 Mantetln Materials V
D MUSIC fOrdiettn

rounded five gun eye byeuvdtntor no main:
director Hldnel Reuh,our city‘: fl-ten
orchestra is now
uninsured by Vide Vtrh
rnpartm. The orcheflre
has entertained the public

NBIIIB of new edition: 
The Create Publisher dialog box

5 To create a publisher

- 1. Select the information you want to publish.

, ' uding the final paragraph mark, Word
includes any material that’s added to the document later as part of the
publisher. To add infomtation you do not want to publish to the end of the
document, exclude the final paragraph mark from the selected information. '

2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Create Publisher.
3. Switch to the disk or open the folder in which you want to store the edition.

If you want to store the edition on another Macintosh, choose the Desktop
button. Word displays all of the available hard disks and servers. Select the
computer you want, and then select the folder you want from the list.

4. In the Name Of New Edition box, type a name for the edition.
5. Choose the Publish button.

Word encloses the published information in brackets.

Each time you create a new publisher, Word creates a new edition. If you
publish several pans of the same document, each publisher has its ownseparate edition.   

t-nr ‘znu I u 1': ':uin::uilil;tl':li- q n - e e e I - nu --> I ’ ‘ "
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Part 8 Using Word with Other Applications

Updating an Edition
Once you have created a publisher and an edition, you can specify how frequently
you want to update the edition with changes you make to the publisher. Unless
you specify otherwise, Word updates the edition as soon as you save changes to
the publisher. There are three update options in the Publisher Options dialog box:
On Save, Manually, and Send Edition When Edited. These options are described
in the procedure following this illustration.

Update options

Publisher 10: D UFCDESIFB Description V

The Publisher Options dialog box

P To control how an edition is updated

1. Select the publisher whose update frequency you want to change.

2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Publisher Options.

3. Under Send Editions, do one of the following:

To update the edition ___j__

Select the On Save option button.

Clear the Send Edition When Edited

check box, and then select the

Whenever you save the publisher

Only when you choose the Send Edition
Now button

Whenever you make changes to the
publisher

4. Choose the OK button.

Iii illlllllllllllIllIllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The date of the most recent edition

 
Do this

Manually option button.

Select the On Save option button, and
then select the Send Edition When
Edited check box.

in

II
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D To send an edition manually

N frequently 1. Select the publisher you want to update.

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

en Unless 2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Publisher Options.Changes ‘O 3. Choose the Send Edition Now button.s dialog box: _

"3 "°‘°“"°" Canceling a Publisher
If you decide that you no longer want to publish information in your document,ion '

D To cancel a publisher

1. Position the insertion point in the publisher you want to cancel.

2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Publisher Options.
'3. ‘Choose the Cancel Publisher button.

Word asks you to confu-m that you want to cancel the publisher. When you
cancel a publisher, Word deletes the brackets surrounding the publisher.

:r Options.

'" button" d .'_ 3 '1 > To subscribe to an editionVh Ed'te -

ct :16 I l Position the insertion
in button. and
ion When L

2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Subscribe To.

liliiliillliillillllliiiiiiliilliiliiliiiiilliiiliillliiiiiililillliiiiiilIliii‘iiil"'iillilllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllliilllliillllilllllllilml.
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622 Part 8 Using Word with Other Applications

3. From the list of files, select the edition you want to subscribe to.
another hard disk or another computer. choose the

lays all available hard disks and computers. Select
t, and then select the edition from the list.

If the edition is located on

Desktop button. Word disp
the hard disk or machine you wan

4. In the Subscribe With box, select the format you want to use for the subscribe,
data.

5. Choose the Subscribe button.

Updating a Subscriber
When you’ve subscribed to an e
to receive updated information from
Word updates the subscriber automatically as soon as a ne
that is, any time the publisher sends changed information to the edin'on.

dition, you can specify how frequently you want
the edition. Unless you select another option, _

w edition is available—

> To control how a subscriber is updated
1. Select the subscriber whose update frequency you want to change.
2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Subscriber Options.
3. Under Get Editions, do one of the following:

Choose
To update the subscriber

The Automatically button
Whenever a change is made in the edition

Only when you specify The Manually button

 
bscriber affects only how often the

Note Changing the update frequency of the su
subscriber receives updates_ from the edition, not how frequently the publisher
sends updates to the edition. You set the update frequency of the publisher

“Updating an Edition,” earlier in this chapter.independently. For information, see

> To update a subscriber manually
1. Select the subscriber you want to update.

2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then c

3. Choose the Get Edition Now button.

hoose Subscriber Options.

A
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Note You can format a subscriber, but Word overwrites the subscriber each time

it receives an updated edition as long as the \* MERGEFORMAT switch remains

in the field. For more information, double—click the Help button on the Standard
toolbar and type format (\") switch 

Switching from a Subscriber to Its Publisher
If you need to change the contents or formatting of a subscriber, it’s best to make

the changes in the publisher itself. This way, the changes will be reflected in the
subscriber. If you are connected to a network, you must have access to the
publisher to perfonn this procedure. I

To switch from a subscriber to its publisher

1. Select the subscriber you want to edit.

2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Subscriber Options.

3. Choose the Open Publisher button.

‘ Word opens the document that contains the publisher you want.
4. Make the changes in the publisher,

When you finish making changes in the publisher, save and close the
document. Each subscriber reflects the changes according to the update
options you’ve selected in the publisher and subscriber.

Canceling a Subscriber
If you do not have access to the publisher to make changes and you do not need to
receive any more updates from the edition, you can cancel the subscriber. You

can then edit the information as you would edit any other text, without losing any
changes when updates are sent. The contents of the subscriber remain in the
document.

’ To cancel a subscriber

1. Select the subscriber you want to cancel.

2. From the Edit menu, choose Publishing, and then choose Subscriber Options.

3. Choose the Cancel Subscriber button.

Word asks you to confinn that you want to cancel the subscriber. When you

cancel a subscriber, Word deletes the brackets surrounding the subscriber.

H in ‘M
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624 Part 8 Using Word with Other Applications

Inserting Tables of Information from a Database

”“liiiiiiiillliiiiiilliii

Somgfimes you may want [0 include in a Word document ll'lfO['l'Il3[lOl'l from an
existing database, a Microsoft Excel worksheet, or another source of data. By
using the Database command on the Insert menu, you can specify the information
you want and automatically insert it as a table in a Word document. You can
screen, or “filter,” the information according to criteria you select. You can also
instruct Word to update the infonnation in the Word documentif the source file
has changed.

[ Data source

Specified inlormation
inserted as a Word table 

Specified inlonnation (darker shade)

Word can retrieve information from the following types Of files: .",v..'..,-.'
- Files from the following applications that are installed on your system:

Mjcrosofi Accessg MiCf0SOf[ Excel

Files from single-tier, file-baseddatabase applications for which you have an
open database connectivity (ODBC) driver installed in the System
subdirectory of your Windows direct0fY- ODBC d1'lV¢YS for the f°ll°Wil18
applications are supplied with Word:

Microsoft FoxPro<s (or other Xbase

database application such as
dBASE®)

Microsoft Access

Paradoxes

tlnzzluiiiinllhlll
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Chapter 23 Exchanging lntomtation with Other Applications 525

I Files for which you have a file converter installed. in addition to converters for
ASCH text files, Word provides file converters for many applications,
including:

Microsoft Word for Windows WordPerfect 5.: for MS~DOS and
Windows

Microsoft Word for the Macintosh Microsoft Excel 2.x,Z 3.0, 4.0,! and 5.03versions 3.x,| 4.x, and 5.1:

Microsoft Word for MS-DOS 3.0-6.0

1 Converts only from this format.
Lotus l-2~3 2.x”-’ and 3.x|

2 Converter works only with Windows version.

3 Convener works only with Macintosh version.

might have set up a membership directory for use as a mail merge data source.
instead of copying and pasting information from various data records, use the
Database command to insert just the information you request.

Inserting the Data

When you choose the Database command from the Insert menu, Word displays
the Database dialog box. Now you can locate the data source, select the
infonnation you want, and format the table in which the information is displayed.

 
Once you select the data source, the othet
buttons in the dialog box become available.

By default, Word inserts all of the information from the selected data source. In
most cases, however, you’ll want to use only some of the available information.
For example, from a large personnel file, you might want to list only the names,
departments, and hiring dates of all employees who have worked for your
company 10 years or longer.

If information in the data source changes frequently and you want to keep your
document up to date, you can insert the information as a Wordfield. The field is
simply a “placeholder" that represents the table in your document. For more
information, see “Keeping the Table Information Up to Date," later in this
chapter.

it
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626 Part 8 Using word with Other Applications

’ To insert information from a data source as a table

1. Position the insertion point where you want the new table of information to be
included.

2. From the Insert menu, choose Database.

3. Choose the Get Data button.

4. In the Open Data Source dialog box, type or select the filename of the data
source you want to open, and then choose the OK button.

If the data source is not listed, select the appropriate drive and directory or
folder. Then select the appropriate option in the List Files Of Type box.

If you open a Microsoft Excel worksheet, you can insert the entire worksheet
or a range of cells. If you open a Microsoft Access database, you can insert
records from a table or a selection of records defined by a query. For more
information, see the documentation for the application you are using.

5. To insert specific information from the data source or list the information in a
particular order, choose the Query Options button. Do one or more of the
‘following, and then choose the OK button.

I On the Filter Records tab, specify criteria to select the data records to
insert.

I On the S011 Records tab, select the data fields by which you want to sort
the information.

I On the Select Fields tab, remove any fields you don’t want from the
Selected Fields list The order of the fields in the list determines the order
in which the fields are inserted left to right.

If you don't want to insert the field names from the header row with the
data records, clear the Include Field Names check box.

6. To format the table, choose the Table AutoFormat button.

7. Choose the Insert Data button.

In the Insert Data dialog box, you can specify the range of records you want to
insert. The range refers only to the records that were selected by the query. If
you want to be able to update the information in the table automatically, select
the Insert Data As Field check box. Then choose the OK button.

""""":u4...uu....,

Note If you insert more than 31 data fields, Word inserts tab characters to
separate the columns of information. 
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To specify which of the selected records are
inserted, type starting and ending record
numbers in the From and To boxes.

 
Select this check box it you want to
keep the table information up to date.

menu. If you insert the information as a field, however, you must choose the
Database command again to reinsert the table and update the table fomiat by
choosing the Table AutoForrnat button. Otherwise, the table formatting you’ve
applied is removed the next time you update the DATABASE field. Formatting
you’ve applied to text in the table is also removed. For more information, see
“Keeping the Table Information Up to Date,” later in this chapter.

Modifying the inlormation in the table You may want to modify the infonnation in
the table later. For example, you might want to include another column of
infonnation or select a different set of records from the data source. To do this,
click in the table and then choose the Database command again to select the
information you want in the table. If you insert the infonnation as a field and then
edit or format the text in the displayed table, your changes will be deleted the next
time you update the DATABASE field. For more information, see “Keeping the
Table information Up to Date,” later in this chapter.

It Word can't recognize the lield and record delimiters If Word can’t recognize the
characters used to separate data fields and data records in text-delimited files
(files in which data is separated by commas, tab characters, or other characters),
Word asks you to select the separating characters (delimiters). Word recognizes
one data field delimiter and one data record delimiter. If a combination of two or
more characters is used as a delimiter, then the remaining characters are treated as
text in the data fields.
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3

Selecting the Data .
To get only the information you want from a data source, you create a query. A
query is simply a set of instructions, or rules, that describes the infonnation you
want from the data source. You can think of the following statement as a query: _§

“Give me the names, addresses, and account numbers of all customers who have
not placed orders in the last six months.” 3

The first part of the statement identifies the categories of information you want—
names, addresses, and account numbers. The second part of the statement '
indicates that you want information only for certain customers—those who have
not ordered anything in the last six months.

  
1'15"”,

j3j;j2 3””
2jjjn—is 1,”
jjjj; i Geflh€d§f,8f\?5=9l;!;»g
jj%é custcm tplaxd

jTjjT 5 orders Ii1'lh'e?tast/_slx‘rnonths.

-EEEEE5 5%?

A query tells Word which infomiation to select lrom a data source.

You create queries by selecting options in the Query Options dialog box. You
select data fields to specify the categories of information you want. The order in
which you select the data fields determines the order of the columns of
information in the table, from left to right. To get the information only from
certain data records, you specify one or more mles for selecting the records. To
list the rows of information in a particular order, you can sort the data records.

Select this tab to specify the

categories of intormation in
the table. -

Select this tab to specify the
order information is listed in
the table.

Choose this button to delete
the current rules.

 
Word selects all data records with ‘WA’ in the data field “Stale.'

rlul

mmmmmmmmmr lhmwmwhhhmmt,
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Specifying the Record-Selection Rules

On the Filter Records tab, you specify the rules that Word uses to retrieve the
information you want, based on the contents of selected data fields. When
specifying a rule, you can select any data field in the data source——even a data
field you don’t want to include in the table.

A record-selection rule is made up of three parts:

- A field name corresponding to a data field in the selected data source

I A comparison phrase, such as “Equal To” or “Is Not Blank”

- Text or numbers you want the contents of the data field to be ‘compared with I it

If you compare text When comparing a data field that contains text, Word
compares the sequence of characters based on the ANSI sorting order. The text
“apple” is considered “less than” the word “beny” because, alphabetically,
“apple” precedes “ben'y.” Whether the text is uppercase or lowercase isn't
significant.

For example, to retrieve data records for members of your organization whose last
names begin with “A” through you specify the following rule:
LastName Is Less Than M

Any name beginning with “A” through “L” is considered less than “M,” so only
the data records that contain those names are selected. (The last name must be
contained in a separate data field, or else it must precede the first name in the
field——for example, “Bendal, Maria".)

If you compare numbers mixed with text If numbers are mixed with letters,
hyphens, plus or minus signs, or other nonnumeric characters, Word compares the
numbers as. though they were a sequence of text characters. For example, a five-
digit U.S. ZIP Code is compared as a number, whereas a nine-digit “ZIP+4” code
such as 99999-9099 is compared as text, as are non-U.S. postal codes that contain
letters. _

Comparing sequences of mixed numbers and nonnumeric characters —code
numbers, for exarnple—can have different results if some items contain more
sequential numerals than others. For example, the following items are sorted inthis order:

O002xy, O02, Olly, I, 1x, lyz, 22x, 2x

The following items, however, are sorted in this order:

0001, 000lx, 0001yz, 0002, 0O02x, O002xy, O011y, 0O22x

 . nu. AMI
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630 Part 8 Using Word with Other Applications

Specifying Multiple Rules
You can specify as many as six selection rules. Using multiple rules allows you to
narrow the range of data records that are selected. When you select multiple rules,

rule, as in the following examples.

The rules connected by AND select only data records that contain both “Oregon"
in the State field and “Portland” in the City field. The rules connected by OR
select all data records that contain either “Oregon" or “Califomia” in the State
field———a potentially larger number of records. The key difference between AND
and OR is as follows:

I When you use AND to connect rules, Word selects only those records that
. satisfy both (or all) rules. Each rule connected by AND eliminates more of the

records in the data source.

I When you use OR to connect rules, Word selects any record that satisfies at
least one of the connected rules. Each rule connected by OR selects more of
the records in the data source.

-----—-wy-«—-uwrms-A.-I

AND has precedence You can use AND and OR separately or in combination. In
sets of rules that contain both AND and OR, rules connected by AND have

precedence over rules connected by OR. This means that the set of rules
connected by AND is used to select records before the set of rules connected by
OR. How you connect the rules—by using AND or by using OR—affects which
data records are selected.

Suppose you want to select data records of all Clients who live in either Portland
or Salem, Oregon. In the Query Options dialog box, you would specify the
following rules to determine the contents of the data fields “City" and “State”:

State (Is) Equal To Oregon

AND City (Is) Equal To Portland
OR State (Is) Equal To Oregon

AND City (Is) Equal To Salem

Using the first set of rules connected by AND, Word compares the data records to
identify the clients who live in Portland, Oregon. Next, Word compares the data
records with the next set of rules connected by AND. Word then selects only data
records of clients in Oregon who live in either Portland or Salem.

iiiiiiiiiiiiillliiiiliiliiiiliiiIE’iiElliIiiilliiiiiilliiiillllilliiilnlilllilu‘iilliiil I I lllllllIlllllllllllllllllllililillllliillllllllllllllilillIllliillllIlliilllliillilllilillllillilliliiii p_
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you must specify AND or OR to connect each additional rule to the preceding

Example 1 Example 2

State (Is) Equal To Oregon State (ls) Equal To Oregon
AND City (Is) Equal To Portland OR State (Is) Equal To California !
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H Notice that the following set of rules does not produce the same result:

allows you to ~ -. ~‘ I State (Is) Equal To Oregon
numple rules, 1, AND City (Is) Equal To Portland
preceding .-V‘. ~ ' OR City (Is) Equal To Salem

- T‘; _ Because AND takes precedence, the first set of rules connected by AND selects
records of clients who live in Portland, Oregon. However, the rule connected by
OR also selects records for clients in any city named Salem——including Salem,

gsnia Massachusetts, for instance

Dm “Oregon” Comparing a range of values You can also use AND to compare a selected field
_d b OR with a range of values rather than a single value. For example, given the following
'1 thgsme rules, Word selects all data records that have a value of 98001 through 98500 in
ltween AND the PostalCode field.

PostalCode (Is) Greater Than Or Equal (To) 98001
AND PostalCode (Is) Less Than Or Equal (To) 98500cords that

2: more of the ‘

Keeping the Table Information Up to Date

 

: satisfies at If you select the Insert Data As Field check box when you insert the information,
,3” mo” of Word does not insert an actual table; instead, it inserts a DATABASE field to

represent the table.

_mbinafion_ In With field codes hidden, the information is displayed as a table. With field codes
[D have displayed, the infonnation is displayed as a DATABASE field. The field contains

rules all information needed to locate and open the selected data source, carry out the
onnected by ' query, and insert the infonnation in your document.

-affects “'hi_EP_f To display or hide the
field codes, press

-_ :_ ,- A» T4-F9 (Windows) or
"_‘°’ P°“l"”d E .0PTlON+F9
°'f>"“h° " ."(Macintosh).
nd State : (DATABASE ...)  

Document with field and with lield codes

codes hidden displayed.
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Introduction

one of the ways to protect inte11ectua1 propert on the
NREN is through a di ita1 1ibrar concept. Under t is
concept, a work wou1 have attac ed to it a "permissions
header," defining the terms under which the copyright owner
makes the work avai1ab1e. The di ita1 1ibrar
infrastructure, imp1emented on tge'NREN, wouid match request
messages from users with the permissions headers. If the
request message and the‘ ermissions header match, the user
wou1d obtain access to t e work. This concept encom asses
major aspects of e1ectronic contracting, which is a ready in
wide use emp1o ing E1ectronic Data Interchange ("EDI")
standards deve oped by ANSI Committee x12.1 .

This paper exp1ains the re1ationshi between the digita1
1ibrary concept and EDI practice. synt esizing appropriate

so1utions for contract 1aw, evidence, and agency issues that
arise in e1ectronic contracting. The question of how
e1ectronic signatures shou1d work to be 1ega11 effective is
an important part of this inquiry. The pa er a so defines
particu1ar types of service identifiers, eader descriptors,

and other forms of 1abe1ing and tagging appropriate to a11ow‘cop right owners to give different eve1s of permission,

inc uding outright transfer of the copyright interest. usepermission, copying permission, distri ution permission,
dis 1ay permission, and permission to pre are derivative
wor s.The pa er considers how_payment aut orization

procedures 5 ou1d work in conjunction with a permissions ,
eader and digita1 1ibrary concept in order to integrate the

proposed copyright 1icensing procedures with existing and
anticipated e1ectronic payment authorization systems. The
paper necessari1y considers whether existing standards
approaches re1ated to SGML and x12 are sufficient or whether
some new-standards deve1opment efforts wi11 be necessary for
im 1ementation of the conce ts. The aper considers the
re ationshi between techno og and €aw in enforcin .
inte11ectua property, and emp asizes that the traditiona1

adaptation of 1ega1 requirements to 1eve1s of risk is
appropriate as t e 1aw is app1ied to new techno1ogies.

There are certain common issues between the inte11ectua1
property question and other app1ications of wide area
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digita1 network techno1ogy.' The question of signatures and
writings to ref1ect the estab1ishment of duties and
permissions and the transfer of rights is common to the
inte11ectua1 roperty inquiry and to e1ectronic commerce
usin EDI tec niques. There a1so are common questions
invo ving rights to use certain information channe1s: First
Amendment privi1eges, and tort 1iabi1ity. These are common

not on1y to techno1ogica1 means of protecting inte11ectua1property but to a11 orms of wide area networking.

The prob1em

The 1aw recognizes inte11ectua1 property because -information tec no1ogy permits one person to et a free ride
on another person's investment in creating in ormation
va1ue. creative activity invo1ving information usua11y is
addressed by copyright. a1though patent has a ro1e to p1ay
in protecting innovative means of processing information.2

Inte11ectua1 property arose in the context of
1etterpress printing techno1ogy. Newer techno1o ies 1ike
xerography and more recent1y sma11 computer tec no1ogy and
associated word processing and networking have increased the
potentia1 for free rides and according1y increased the
pressure on inte11ectua1 property.

The concern about free ride potentia1 is especia11y
great when peo 1e envision putting creative works on
e1ectronic pub ishing servers connected to wide area
networks intending to permit consumers of information

products to access these objects, frequent1y combinin them
and genera11 faci1itating pub1ishing on demand" rat er
than the we1 known pub1ishing just in case, typified by
guessing how many copies of a work wi11 se11, printing those
in advance, and then putting them in inventory unti1 someonewants them. ~

The concern is that it wi11 be too easy to copy an
entire work without detection and without pa ing for it.
worse, it wi11 be easy to copy an entire wor and rese11 it
either by itse1f or as a part of a new derivative work or
co11ection. ~

is capab1e of protecting investment in
new ways as we1 as gaining a free ride. Computer networks
make it possible to restrict access and to determine when

Depending on how new networks are designed;
they may actua11y reduce the potentia1 for a free ride. The
digita1 1ibrar is one way of rea1izing that potentia1.
Professor-Pame¥a samue1son has observed that the digitai
librar mode1 rep1aces inte11ectua1 property with a systemof techno1ogica1 contro1s.3

But techno1ogy

Digita] Library Concepts
Basic Concepts ‘

A digita1 1ibrary is a set of information resources
("information objects") distributed throughout an e1ectronic
network. The objects reside on servers (computers with
associated disk drives connected to the network). They can
be retrieved remote1y by users using "c1ient" workstations.

Origin of Concepts

The phrase "digita1 1ibrary" and the basic concept was‘
"first articu1ated in a 1989 report growing out of a worksho
sponsored by the Corporation for Nationa1_Research ‘
Initiatives:4 From its inception. the digita1 iibraryconcept envisioned retrieva of comp1ete information
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resources and not merely bibliographic information.5

The technologies of remote retrieval of complete
information objects using electronic technologies is in wide
use throu h the wEsTLAw, Dialog, LEXIS, NEXIS. and National
Library 0? Medicine databases. These remotely accessible
databases, however. unlike the digital library involved a
single host on which most of the data resides. The digital
library concept envisions a multiplicity of hosts (servers).

Recent Developments

The remotel accessible database host concept is
converging with the digital library concept as more of the
electronic database vendors provide gateways to information

objects actuall residing on other computers. This now iscommonplace with wEsTLAw access to Dia og, and Dialog's
gateways to other information providers.

The most explicit implementation of the digital library
concept is the wide Area Information Service ("wAIS"), which
implements ANSI standard 2.39.6 wAIs permits a remote user
to formulate a query that is applied to a multiplicity of
wAIS servers each of which may contain information
responsive to the query. The wAIs architecture permits
search engines of varying degrees of sophistication,"
resident on wAIS information servers to apply the query
against their own information objects. reporting matches
back to the user.7 Future implementations of wAIs permit
automatic refinement of searches according to statistical
matching techniques. .

The Corporation for National Research Initiatives has
proposed a test bed for an electronic copyright management‘
system.8 The proposed system would include four major
e ements: automated copyright recording and registration,
automated, on line clearance of rights, private electronic
mail and digital signatures to provide security. It would
include three subsystems: a Registration and Recording
system (RRS), a Digital Library System (DLS), and a Rights

Management sgstem (RMS). The RRS would provide the functionsenumerated a ove and would be operated y the Library of
Congress. It would provide "chan e of title" information.9
The RMS would be an interactive istributed system capable
of grantin rights‘on line and permitting the use of
copyrighte material in the Digital Library System. The test
bed architecture would involve computers connected to the
Internet performing the RRS and RMS functions.

Digital signatures would link an electronic

bibliographic record with the contents of the work, ensuring
against a teration after deposit.10 Multiple RMS servers
would be attached to the Internet. A user wishing to obtain
rights to an electronically published work would interact
electronically with the appropriate RMS. when copyright ~
ownership is transferred. a message could be sent from the
RMS to t e RRs11 - creating an electronic marketplace for
copyrighted material.

The EBR submitted with a new work would "identify the ,
rights holder and any terms and conditions on the use of the
document or a pointer to a designated contact for rights and
permissions."12 The EBR, thus, is apparently equivalent to
the permissions header discussed in this aper. Security in
the transfer of rights would be provided y digital
signatures using public key encryption, discussed further,
in ra in the section on encryption.’

Basic Architectural concepts
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The digital library concept in general contemplates

three basic architectural elements: a query, also called a
"knowbot" in some descriptions; a permissions header
attached to each information object; and a procedure for
matching the query with the permissions header.

Two kinds of information are involved in all three
architectural elements: information about the content of

information objects desired and existing, and informationabout the economic terms on which an in ormation object is
made available. For example, a query desiring court opinions
involving the enforcement of forei n judgments evidencing a

‘desire to download the full text 0 such judicial opinions
and to pay up to $1.00 per minute of search and downloading
time would require that the knowbot appropriately represent
the subject matter "enforcement of foreign judgments." It
also requires that the knowbot appropriately represent the
terms on which the user is willing to deal: downloading and
the maximum price. The permissions header similarly must
express the same two kinds of information. If the
information object to which the permissions header is
attached is a short story rather than a judicial opinion,
the permissions header must so indicate. or, if the
information object is a judicial opinion and it is about
enforcement of foreign judgments, the ermission header may
indicate that only a summary is availa le for downloading at
a price of $10.00 per minute. The searching, matching, and
retrieval procedure in the digital library system must be
capable'of determining whether there is a match on both
su ject matter and economic terms, also copying and
transmitting the information object if there is a match.

Comparison to EDI

Electronic Data Interchange'(“EDI") is a practice
involving computer-to—computer commercial dealing without
human intervention. In the most widespread implementations,
computers are programmed to issue purchase orders to trading
partners, and the receiving computer is programmed to
evaluate the terms of the purchase order and to take
appropriate action, either.accepting it and causin goods to
be manufactured or shipped or rejecting it and sensing an
appropriate message. EDI is in wide use in American and, '
foreign commerce, using industry—specific standards for

‘discrete commercial documents like purchase orders,
invoices, and payment orders, developed through the American
National standards Institute.

There obviously are similarities between the three

architectural elements of the digital library concept andEDI. There is a structured way 0 expressing an offer or
instruction, and a process for determinin whether there is
a match between what the recipient is wil?ing to do and what
the sender requests.

There is also, however, an important difference. In the
digital library concept, a match results in actual delivery
of the desired goods and services in electronic form. In EDI
practice, the performance of the contractual arrangement
usually involves physical goods or performance of
nonelectronic services.

Nevertheless, the digital library and EDI architectures
are sufficiently similar and, it turns out the legal issues
associated with both are sufficiently.similar to make
analogies appropriate.

Elements of Data structure
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For-purposes of this pa er, the interesting parts of the

data structure are those e ements that pertain to
permission, more than those elements that pertain to content
of the information object to which the header is attached.
Accordingly, this section will focus on onl permissions-
related elements, after noting in passing that the content
part of the header well might be a pointer to an inverted
file to permit full text searching and matching.

The starting point conceptually for identif ing the
elements of the permissions header are the rig ts .
exclusively reserved to the copyright owner by 106 of the
copyright statute. But these exclusive rights need not be
tracked directly because the owner of an information object
free to.impose contractual restrictions as well as to enjoy
rights granted by the copyright Act. Accordingly, it seems
that the following kinds of privileges in the requester
should be addressed in the permissions header:

outright transfer of all rights

use privilege, either unrestricted or subject torestrictions

cop ing, either unlimited or subject to restrictions
li e quantitative limits

distribution, either unlimited or subject to
restrictions,_like_geographic ones or limits on the
markets to which distribution can occur_

preparation of derivative works

_ Display and presentation rights, separately identified
in ’106 would be subsumed into the use element, because
they are particular uses. ~ '

The simplest implementation would allow only binary
values for each of these elements. But a binary approach
does not permit the ermissions header to express
restrictions, like tfiose suggested in the enumerated list,
Elements could be defined to accept the most common kinds of

restrictions on use, and guantitative limits on copying, butit would be much more dif icult to define in advance t e
kinds of geo raphic or market—definition restrictions thatan owner miggt wish to impose with respect to distribution.

In addition to these discrete privileges, the
permissions header must express pricing information. Themost sensible way of doing this is to ave a price ‘
associated with each type of privilege. In the event that
different levels of use, copying, or distribution privilege
are identified, the data structure should allow a price to
be associated with each level.

A com licatin factor in defining elements for price isthe likelihood tgat different suppliers would want to price
differently. For example, some would prefer to impose a flat
fee for the grant of a particular privilege. others might
wish to impose a volume—based fee, and still others mi ht
wish to impose a usage or connect-time based fee. The ata
structure for pricing terms must be flexible enough to
accommodate at least these three different approaches topricing.

Finally, the data structure must allow for a _
specification of acceptable payment terms and have some kind
of trigger for a payment approval procedure. For example,
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the permissions header might require presentation of a
credit card number and then trigger a process that wou1d

_communicate with the appropriate credit card database to
obtain authorization. on1y if the_authorization was obtained
'wou1d the knowbot and the permissions header "match."

There is a re1ationshi between the data structures and
1ega1 concepts. The knowgot is a so1icitation of offers.
The permissions header is an offer. The matching of the two
constitutes an acceptance. Mr. Linn's "enve1ope" cou1d bethe "contract." ' '

There are certain aspects of the data structure design
that are not obvious. one is how to 1ink price with
specific 1eve1s of permission. Another is how to describe
particu1ar 1eve1s of permission. This representation .
prob1em may benefit from the use of some deontic 1ogic.
possib1y in the form of a grammar deve1oped for inte11ectua1
property permissions. Fina11y, it is not c1ear what the '
acceptance shou1d 1ook 1ike. Conce tua11y, the acceptance
occurs when the knowbot matches wit a permissions header,
but it is unc1ear how this 1ega11y significant event shou1d
be represented.

Ro1e of Encryption

The CNRI test bed proposa1 envisions the use of pub1ic
key encryption to ensure the integrity of digita1 signatures
and to ensure the authenticity of information objects.
Pub1ic key encryption permits a person to encrypt a message
— 1ike a si nature using a secret key. one known on1y to thesender, whi e permitting anyone with access to a pub ic key
to decrypt it. Use of pub1ic keg cryptography in thisfashion permits any user to aut enticate a message, ensuring
that it came from the urported sender,13 A re1ated
technoiogy ca11ed "has ing" permits an encrypted digita1
signature to be 1inked to the content of a messa e. The
message can be sent in p1ain text (unencrypted) orm, but if

any part of it is changed, it wi11 not match the digitaisignature. The digita1 signature and hashing techno ogies
thus permit not on1y the origin but a1so the contentintegrity of a message of ar itrary 1ength to be
authenticated without necessitating encr ption of the
content of the message. This techno1ogy as the advantage,
among others. that it is usab1e by someone 1acking
techno1ogica1 access to pub1ic key encryption. An

unsophisticated user not wishina to incur the costs ofsignature verification neverthe ess can use the content of
the signed information object.

It is we11 recognized that encryption provides higher
1eve1s of security than other approaches. But security
through encryption comes at a price. Private key encryption
systems require preestab1ished re1ationships and exchange of
private keys in advance of any encrypted communication. The
urdens of this approach have 1ed most proponents of ~

e1ectronic commerce to-exp1ore pub1ic key encryption
instead. But pub1ic key systems require the estab1ishment
and po1icing of a new set of institutions. An important
infrastructure requirement for practicab1e pub1ic key
cryptography is the estab1ishment and_maintenance of
certifying entities that maintain the pub1ic keys and ensure
that t ey are genuine ones rather than bogus ones insertedby forgers. A rough ana1ogy can be drawn etween the pub1ic
key certifying entities and notaries pub1ic. Both kinds of
institutions verify the authenticity of signature. Both
kinds require some 1eve1 of 1icensing by governmenta1
entities. Otherwise the word of the ejectronic notary"
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(certifying entity) is no better than an uncertified.
unencrypted signature. In a po1itica1 and 1ega1 environment
in whic the 1imitations of regu1atory programs have been
recognized and have 1ed to deregu1ation of major industries,
it is not c1ear that a major new regu1atory arrangement for
pub1ic key encryption is practicab1e. Neverthe1ess,
ex erimentation with the concept in support of digita1
1ifirary demonstration programs can he1p generate more
empirica1 data as to t e cost and benefits of pub1ic key
encryption to reinforce e1ectronic signatures.

on the other hand, it is not desirab1e to pursue
approaches requiring encryption of content. No need to
encr pt the contents is apparent in a network environment.
Data ase access contro1s are sufficient to prevent access to
the content if the permissions header terms are not matched
by the knowbot. on the other hand, if the e1ectronic

pub1ishing is effected through CDRoMs or other ph sica1media possessed by a user, t en encryption might e
appropriate to prevent the user from avoiding the
permissions header and going direct1y to the content.

whi1e encrypted content affords greater security to the
owner of copyrighted materia1. someone who has not paid the
price to the copyright owner must incur much higher cost to‘
stea1 the materia1. But the prob1em is everyone must pay a
higher price to use the materia1. one of the dramatic
1essons of the desktop computer revo1ution was the c1ear
re ection of copyright rotection in persona1 computer

‘so tware. The reasons t at copy protection did not survive

--4-

in the market p1ace mi1itate against embracing encryption
for content. Encryption interferes with rea1ization of
e1ectronic markets, because producer and consumer must have
the same encryption and description protoco1s. Encryption
burdens processing of e1ectronic information objects because
it adds another 1ayer. some specific imp1ementations have
encryption require additiona1 hardware at appreciab1e costs,

Digita1 1ibraries cannot become a rea1ity unti1
consumers perceive that the benefits of e1ectronic formats
outweigh t e costs, compared to paper formats. Encryption
interferes with e1ectronic formats‘ traditiona1 advantages
of density, reusabiiity, editabi1ity, and computer search
abi1ity and a1so, by impairing open architectures may »
perpetuate some of papers‘ advantages W1th respect withrowsibi1ity.14

The need for encryption of any kind depends upon whether
security is avai1ab1e without it. That depends, in turn, on
the kinds of free rides that may be obtainab1e and the Tega1
status of various kinds of e1ectronics transactions in the
digita1 1ibrary system.

Lega1 Issues
copyright: what 1ega1 effect is intended?

The design of the permissions header and the va1ues in
the e1ements of the header must be unambiguous as to whether
an outright transfer of a copyright interest is intended or
whether on1y a 1icense is intended. If an outright transfer1S
is intended, then the present co yright statute requires a
writing signed bg the owner of t e rights conveyed.16
Recordation of t e transfer with the copyright office is_not
required, but provides advantages in enforcing transferee
rights.17 on t e other hand, non exc1usive 1icenses'need not
be in writing nor registered. If the e1ectronic transaction ' .
transfers the copyright in its entiret . then the ri hts of
the transferor are extinguished, and the rights of t e '
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transferee are determined by the copyri ht statute. The on1y
si nificant 1ega1 question is whether t e conveyance was
ef ective. . . .

on the other hand, when the copyright is not transferred
outright but on1y certain permissions are granted or certain
rights conveyed, the 1ega1 questions become more varied.
Then, the rights of the transferor and the ob1igations of
the transferee are matters of contract 1aw. It is important
to understand the degree to which the contract is
enforceab1e and how it is to be interpreted in the event of
subsequent disputes. The fo11owing sections consider brief1y
the first sa1e doctrine as a potentia1 pub1ic po1icy
obstac1e to enforcing contractua1 restrictions different
from those imposed by the copyright statute and then exp1ore
in greater depth whether e1ectronic techniques satisfy the
forma1ities traditiona11y required for making a contract,
whether they adequate1y ensure against repudiation, and
whether they provide sufficient information to permit
predictab1e interpretation of contractua1 ob1igations and
privi1eges. , ' A

First Sa1e Doctrine

,The first sa1e doctrine may inva1idate restrictions on
use. It is impermissib1e for the ho1der of a patent to
impose restrictions on the use of a patented product after
the product has been so1d. Restrictions may be imposed,

however, on persons who mere1K 1icense the product.18 Therationa1e for this 1imit on t e power of the owner of the
inte11ectua1 property interest is that to a11ow 1imitations
on use of the product wou1d interfere with competition
beyond what the Congress — and arguab1y the drzfters of the
constitution - intended in setting up the patent system.

The first sa1e doctrine app1ies to copyright owners.19
Indeed, because of the First Amendment's protection of '
informationa1 activity, the argument against restrictions
after the first sa1e may be even stronger in the copyright
arena then in the patent arena.

' The first sa1e doctrine is potentia11y important because
it may inva1idate restrictions imposed on the use of «

information beyond what is authorized b the cop right Actand by common aw trade secret. Thus, t ere may be serious
questions about the 1ega1 efficacy of use restrictionssuggested in ___, a1t ough such restrictions are common in
remote database service agreements. The vendors cou1d argue
that the 1imitations pertain to the contractua1 terms for

de1iverK of a service rather than use of information as
e characterization avoids the over1ap with copyright

and thus may a1so avoid the conf1ict between federa1 po1icy
and contract enforcement.Z0
contract Formation Issues

The 1aw does not enforce every promise. Instead, it
focuses its power on1y on promises surrounded with certain

forma1ities to make it 1ike1y that the person making thepromise (the "promisor") and the person receiving t e_
Eromise (the "promisee") understood that their communication
ad 1ega1 consequences. A thresho1d question for the digita1

1ibrary system is whether the traditiona1 forma1ities for
making a contract are present when the contract is made

through e1ectronic means. The digita1 1ibrary s stem
consi ered in this paper c1ear1y contemp1ates t at a
contract is formed when the knowbot and the permissions
header achieve a match. In this respect, the digita1 1ibrary
concept converges with EDI where trading arties contemp1ate
that a contract to perform services or degiver goods is
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formed when a match occurs either upon the receipt of a
purchase order or upon the transmission of a purchase order
acknow1edgment. .

It is not a1together c1ear, however, whether the match
between va1ues and computer data structures meets contract
formation requirements, particu1ar1y those expressed in
various statutes of frauds. statutes of frauds require
"writings" and "signatures" for certain kinds of contracts -
basica1 y those contemp1ating performance extending beyond a
period of one year.21

In many instances. the digita1 1ibrary contract wi11 be
fu11y performed a1most instantaneous1y upon de1ivery of the
information object after the knowbot and the permissions
header match. In such a case, the statute of frauds is not a
problem and its requirements need not be satisfied. In other
cases, however, as when the intent of the owner of the
information object is to grant a 1icense to do things that
wi11 extend beyond one year, the statute of frauds writing
and signature requirements must be met. -

Historica1 app1ication of Statutes of Frauds by the
courts c1ear1y indicates that there is f1exibi1ity in the
meaning of "writing" and "signature." A signature is any
mark made with the intent that it be a signature.22 Thus an
i11iterate person signs by making an "X," and the signature
is 1ega11y effective. Another person may sign a document by

using a signature stamp. Someone e1se may authorize an agentto sign his name or to use the si nature stamp. In a11 t ree
cases the signature is 1ega11y ef ective. There may of
course be arguments about who made the x, or whether the
person app1ying the signature stamp was the signer or his
authorized agent, but these are evidentiary and agency
questions, not arguments about hard and fast contract-1aw
requirements.

Under the genera11y acce ted 1ega1 definition of a ,
signature, there is no 1ega? reason why the "mark" may not
be made by a computer printer, or for that matter by the
write head on a computer disk drive or the data-bus in a
computer random access memory. The authorization to the
computer agent to make the mark may be given by entering a
PIN (“Persona1 Identification Number") on a keyboard. To _ .
extend the 1ogic, there is no conceptua1 reason to doubt the
1ega1 efficacy of authority to make a mark if the signer
writes a computer program authorizing the app1ication of a
PIN upon the existence of certain conditions that can be
tested by the program. The resu1ting authority is ana1ogous
to a signature pen that can be operated on1y with a

mechanica1 key attached to somebodK'skkey ring, coup1ed withe ey. .

which of these various methods shou1d be seiected for
particu1ar types of transactions must depend, not on what

the 1aw requires, because the 1aw permits any of thesemethods. Rather, it must depend on the under ying purposes
of the 1ega1 requirement and which method best serves those
purposes. ' '

The rea1 issue is how to prove that a particular party
made the mark. In other words, the contingency to be
concerned about is repudiation, not.absence of forma1ities.
Repudiation shou1d be dea1t with through usua1 evidentiary
and fact finding processes rather than artificia1
distinctions between signed and unsigned documents.

Authority is skimpier on how f1exib1e the "writing"
' ;Page 9
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requirement is. The best approach is to borrow the fixation
idea from the copyright statute and conclude that a writing
is "embodiment in a cop . . . sufficiently permanent or
stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or
"otherwise communicated for more a period of more than
transitory duration."23

The most important thing conceptually is to understand
the purpose of the writing'and signature requirements. They
have two purposes: awareness or formality and reliability of
evidence. Signature requirements, like requirements for
writings and for original documents have an essentially
evidentiary purpose. If there is a dispute later, they
gpecifydwhat kind1o{ evifiencedis robative of cergaln hispute issues, i e "w 0 ma e t is statement an or w at
pur ose?" The legal requirements set a threshold of ' ”
pro ativeness. surely the values in a knowbot as well as the
values in a ermissions header constitute and "mark," and
someone who nowingly sets up potential transactions in ae
digital library sc me can have the intent that the mark bea signature.

greater degree of formality than a simple conversation.

The awareness/formality purpose can be served by
computerized contracting s stems. This is so not so much
because the computers are 'aware" of the affect of their
"conduct." Rather, it is true because the computers are
agents of human principals. The programming of the computer
to accept certain contract terms is the granting of ~
authority to the computer agent to enter into a contract.
The fact that a principal acts through an agent en aging in
conduct at a later point and time never has been t ought to
defeat contract formation in the traditional evolution of
agency and contract law. Nor should it when the agent is a _computer.

Fulfillment of the evidentiary purpose de ends on the,
reliabilit of the information retained by t e computersystems mafiing up the digital library. such systems must be
desi ned to permit the proponent of contract formation to

) esta lish the following propositions if the other party to
the purported contract attempts to repudiate it.

1.It came from computer x

2.It accurately represents what is in computer X24 now2S

3.what is in comfluter x now is what was in computer Xat the time of t e transaction- ' ' ’

4.what was in computer X at the time of the transaction
is what was received from the telecommunicationschannel26

5.what was received from the telecommunications channel
' is what was (a) sent, (b) by computer Y. -

Two other questions relate to matters other than the
authenticity of the message:

6 Computer Y was the agent of B

7 The message content expresses the content of the
Page 10
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contract (or more narrow1y, the offer or the
acceptance).27

Factua1 propositions 1-4 can be estab1ished by testimony
as to how information is written to and from -
te1ecommunications channe1 processors, primary storage, and
secondary storage. Factua1 proposition 5 requires testimony
as to the accuracy of the te1ecommunications channe1 and
characteristics of the message that associate it with
computer Y. on1y the 1ast proposition (number 5) re1ates to
signatures, because signature requirements associate the
message with its source.28 The other propositions necessitate
testimony as to how the basic message and database
management system works. It is instructive to compare these
propositions with the kinds of propositions that must be
estab1ished under the business records exception to the
hearsay ru1e when it is app1ied to computer information.

Those propositions may be supported with non technica1'
evidence, presented by non programmers. A witness can 1ay a

foundation for admission of computer records simp1y bytestifying that the records are generated automatica1 y and
routine1y in the ordinary course of business. The moreinf1exib e the routine, and the 1ess human intervention in
the detai1s of the computer's management of the database the
better the evidence.29

The u1timate question is trustworthiness, and if the
computer methods are apparent1y re1iab1e, the information
shou1d be admitted un1ess the opponent of admissibi1ity can
raise some reasonab1e factua1 question undercuttingtrustworthiness.30

Contract Interpretation Issues

Assuming that the permissions headef and knowbot
constitute sufficient writings to permit a contract to be

.formed and that the signature requirement a1so is met,
through digita1 signature techno1ogy or otherwise, there
sti11 are difficult contract interpretation questions.
contract inter retation questions arise not on1y after
contractua1 re ationships are formed, but a1so in connectionwith deciding whether t ere has been offer and acceptance,
the prerequisites to contract formation.31 contract
interpretation a1ways seeks to draw inferences about what
the parties intended. when contract interpretation issues
arise at the contract formation stage, the questions are
what the offeror intended the content of the offer to be and
what the offeree intended the content of the purported
acceptance to be. The proposed Digita1 Library system
envisions extneme1y cryptic expressions of offer and
acceptance - by means of codes. The codes have no intrinsic
meanin . Rather, extrinsic reference must be made to some
kind o tab1e, standard, or convention associating
particu1ar codes with the concepts they represent. Extrinsic
evidence is avai1ab1e to reso1ve contract interpretation
questions when the 1anguage of the contract itse1f is
ambiguous, and perhaps at other times as we11.32 The codes in
the ermissions header and knowbots certain1y are ambiguousand Become unambiguous on1y when extrinsic evidence is
considered. so there is no prob1em in getting a standard or
cab1e into evidence. The prob1em is whether the parties
meant to assent to this standard. .

In current EDI practice, this question is resolved by
having parties who expect to have EDI transactions with each
other to sign a paper trading partner agreement, in which
the meaning of va1ues or codes in the transaction sets is
estab1ishe .33 But requiring each pair of supp1iers and users

Page 11
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of information in a di ita1 1ibrary to have written
contracts with each ot er in advance wou1d defeat much of

the uti1ity of the digital 1ibrarK. Thus the cha11enge is toestab1ish some round ru1es for t e meaning of permissionsheader and knowgot va1ues that a11 participants are bound
by. There are ana1ogous situations. one is a standard credit
card agreement that estab1ishes contractua1 terms among
credit card issuer, credit card subscriber, and merchant who
accepts the credit card. The intermediary - the credit card
company — uni1atera11y estab1ishes contract terms to which
the trading partners assent by using and accepting the
credit card.34 A1so. it is wide1y recognized that members of
a private association can, through their constitution and
by aws estab1ish contractua1 re1ationships that bind a11 of
t e members in dea1ing with each other.3S In the Digita1Library system, simi1ar 1ega1 arrangements can esta 1ish the
standards by which e1ectronic transactions between
permissions header and knowbots wi11 bind transferor and
transferee of information.

Third Party Liabi1ity

It is not enough mere1y to ensure that the 1icensee is
contractua11y bound. Trading partners a1so must ensure that
the participants in funds transfers have enforceab1e
ob1igations. For examp1e, if the digita1 1ibrary system
envisions that the information object wou1d not be re1eased
to the purchaser without simu1taneous re1ease of a payment
order, the supp1ier may be interested in enforcing the
ob1igations of financia1 intermediaries who hand1e the
payment order. This imp1icates the federa1 E1ectronic Funds
Transfer Act, and Artic1e 4A of the Uniform Commercia1 code.
regu1ating wire transfers.

so1utions _ _ -
satisfy the Business Records Exception to the HearsayRu1e

The discussion of contract forma1ities ear1ier in this
paper conc1uded that 1ega11y enforceab1e contracts can be
formed through e1ectronic means and that the significant
1ega1 questions re1ate to re1iabi1ity of proof and intent of
the parties to be bound by using the e1ectronic techniques.
This section considers the re1iabi1ity of proof further.
Traditiona1 evidence 1aw permits computer records to be
introduced in evidence when they satisf the requirements of
the business records exception: basica1¥y that they are made
in the ordinary course of business, that they are re1ied on
for the performance of regu1ar business activities, and that
there is no independent reason for questioning their
re1iabi]ity.36 -

The business records exception shares with the
authentication concept statute of frauds and the parol
evidence ru1e a common concern with re1iabi]ity.37 The same

e business records exception,
the proponent must identify the source of a record, through
testimony by one fami1iar with a signature on the record, or J
circumstantia11y.38 The steps in qua1ifging a business recordunder the common 1aw, which since have een re1axed,39 were:

Proving that the record is an origina1 entry made in the
routine course of business V . -

eroving that.the entries were made upon the persona1
know1e ge of the proponent/witness or someone reportingto him --

Page 12
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Proving that the entries were made at or near the time of
the transaction

Proving that the recorder and his informant areunavai ab1e.40 .

These specific requirements are easier to understand and

to adapt to e1ectronic permissions and obiigations formed ina di ita1 1ibrary system by understanding t e rationa1e for
the usiness records exception. The hearsay ru1e exc1udes
out of court statements because they are inherent1y
unre1iab1e, primari1 because the maker of the statement's
demeanor cannot be observed by the jury and because the
maker of the statement is not subject to cross examine. on
the other hand, there are some out of court statements that
have other guarantees of re1iabi1ity. Business records are
one examp1e. If a continuing enterprise finds the records

sufficient1K re1iab1e to use them in the ordinary course ofbusiness, t ey shou1d be re1iab1e enough for a court. The
criteria for the business records exception a11 aim at
ensuring that the records rea11y are re1ied upon the
business to conduct its ordinary affairs.

The Manua1 for Mu1tidistrict titigation suggests stepsfor qua1ifying computer information under the usiness
records exception: '

1.The document is a business record

2.The document has probative va1ue

3.The computer equipment used is re1iab1e

_ 4.Re1iab1e data processing techniques were used41

The key in adapting the business records exception to
e1ectronic permissions in a digita1 1ibrary system arepoints_3;and 4. Estab1ishing t ese propositions and the _
propositions set forth in section ____of this_ aper requires
expert testimony. Any designer of a digita1 1i rary system
must consu1t with counse1 and understand what testimony an
expert wou1d give to estab1ish these propositions. Going
through that exercise wi11 inf1uence system design.

Reinforce the Evidentiary Re1iabi1ity by Using TrustedThird Parties ’ '

The evidentiar purpose of contract formation Hrequirements can he satisfied by using a trusted-third party
as an intermediary, when the third party maintains archiva1
records of the transactions; The third party 1acks any
incentive for tampering with the records and when the third
parties archiving system is proper1 designed. it can ,
provide evidence sufficient to esta 1ish a11 of the '
propositions identified in ___.

This third party intermediary concept is somewhat
different from the concept for a certifying agent in digita1
signature systems. To be sure, the custodian of transaction
records envisioned by this section cou1d be the same as the
certifying entity for pub1ic and key encryption; but the
custodian ro1e can be p1ayed in the absence of any

encryption. Indeed, the digita1 1ibrary itse1f is a goodibrary has no
incentive to manipu1ate its records in favor of either of
the producers of information va1ue or the consumers. In
order to carry out its affairs, it must use these
transactiona1 records in the ordinary course of business,
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thereby making it 1ike1y that digita1 1ibrary records wou1d
qua1ify under the business records exception.

Standardization

obvious1y, the digita1 1ibrary concegt depends u on thepossibi1ity of an automated comparison etween the nowbot
and the permissions header. This means that potentia1
requesters of information and supp1iers of information must
know in advance the data structures for representing the
e1ements of the Bermissions header and the knowbot. Thisrequires compati i1ity. compatibi1ity requires
standardization. Standardization does not, however,
necessari1 require "Standard" in the sense that they aredeve1oped by some bureaucratic body 1ike ANSI. It may simp1y
imp1y market acceptance of a particu1ar vendor's approach.
Indeed. each digita1 1ibrary might use different data
structures. A11 that is necessary is that the structure of
the knowbot and the structure of the permissions header be
compatib1e within any one di ita1 1ibrary system. A150, as
demands-emer e for separate igita1 1ibraries to communicate

with each ot er, there can be proprietary trans1ation toassure compatibi1ity between systems muc as common word
processing programs trans1ate to and from other common

formats and much as firinters and word processing softwarecommunicate with eac other through appropriate printer
drivers. In neither of these cases has any independent
standards organization deve1oped a standard that is at a11
re1evant in the marketp1ace.

Standardizing the e1ements of Knowbot and permissions
headers invo1ves content standardization, which genera11y is
more cha11enging than format standardization.42 A permissions
header/Knowbot standard is a system for representing 1ega1concepts and for defining 1ega re1ations. As such, the
standard is basica11y a grammar for a ru1e based substantive
system in a very narrow domain.43 The data e1ements must
corres ond to 1ega11y meaningfu1 re1ationa1 attributes. Thea11owaB1e va1ues must correspond to 1ega11y a11owab1e-
rights. ob1igations, privi1eges and powers. In other words,
the standard setter must meet many of the cha11enges that a
1ega1 exfiert system designer working with Hohfe1d1anframewor 5 must meet.44 This adds a constraint to the
standards setting process. un1ike setting format standards,
where the participants are free to agree on an arbitrary way
of expressing format attributes, participants in setting a
content standard must remain within the universe of
permissib1e content. The set of permissib1e va1ues is
determined by the 1aw rather than being determined on1y by
the imagination of format creators.

Enforcement and Bott1enecks

one of the many profound observations by Ithie1 de so1a
P001 was that copyright a1ways has depended upon
techno1ogica1 bott1enecks for its enforceabi1ity. The
printing press was the origina1 enforcement bptt1eneck.
Now, a combination of the printing press and the practica1
need to inventory physica] artifacts representing the work
constitute the enforcement bott1enecks. As techno1ogies
change, o1d bott1enecks disappear and enforceabi1ity
requires a search for new bott1enecks. when there are sing1e
hosts, 1ike west1aw, Dia1og, Lexis, and compuserve, access
to that host is the bott1eneck. The prob1em with distributed
pub1ishing on an 0 en architecture internet is that there is
no bott1eneck in t e midd1e of the distribution chain

fiorresponding to the printer, the warehouse or the sing1e0st.
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If new bott1enecks are to be found, they a1most sure1y
wi11 be found at the origin and at the point of consumption.
Encryption and decryption techniques discussed e1sewhere in
this vo1ume concentrate on those bott1enecks as points of
contro1. It a1so is possib1e that rendering software cou1d
become the new bott1eneck as Mr. Linn suggests.

Even with those approaches, however, a serious prob1em
remains in that the new techno1ogies make it difficu1t or
impossib1e to distinguish between mere use and copying.
Thus the se11er cannot distinguish between an end user45 and
a potentia1 competitor. on the other hand, the new
techno]ogies permit a much better audit trail. potentia11y
producing better evidence for enforcement adjudication.

If network architectures for e1ectronic pub1ishing
evo1ve in the way that Ted Ne1son suggests with his Xanaduconcept. the rea va1ue wi11 be in t e network and the

pointers, not in the raw content. Thus. the creative and_
productive effort that the 1aw shou1d reward is the creation
and productive effort that the law shou1d reward is the
creation and production_and de1iver of pointers,

presentation, distribution, and dup ication ya1ue. If this
is so, thenftechno1ogica1 meang wih1 be1paEticu1ar1y d _ dim ortant, orec osin access y t ose ac in passwor s anotfier keys and 1imitigg through contract whatga consumer may
do with the information.

In such an architecture. the 1aw either wi11 be
re1ative1y unimportant because-techno1ogy can be counted on
to revent free riding or, the 1aw wi11 need to focus not on
pro ibiting copying or use without ermission. but on
preventing circumvention of the tec no1ogica1 protections.
Thus, 1ega1 approaches 1ike that used to prevent the sa1e of
decryption devices for te1evision broadcasts and 1ega1
issues associated with contract enforcement may be more
important than traditiona1 inte11ectua1 property categories.

weighing Risks and Costs

The 1aw genera11y imposes sensib1e_ 1eve1s of
transaction costs. Usua11y, transaction costs are

_pro ortiona1 to the risk. Figure 1 shows a continuum of
ris and transaction cost in traditiona1 and new
techno1ogies. A rea1 estate c1osing invo1ves significant
risks if there is some dispute 1ater about the transaction.
Therefore, the 1aw affords much protection, inc1udin a
constitutiona1 officer ca11ed a registrar of deeds wgo is
the custodian of records associated with the transaction.
The risk 1eve1 ana1ogous to this in e1ectronic.pub1ishing
might be access to an entire 1ibrary inc1uding access -
so tware as we11 as contents. Next. is a transaction
invo1ving a wi1] or power of attorney. There, the risk is
substantia1 because the maker of the instrument is not
around to he1p interpret it. The 1aw requires re1ative1y
high 1eve1s of assurance here, thou h not as great as those‘
for rea1 estate transactions. The aw re uires witnesses
and attestation b a commissioned minor 0 ficia1 caT1ed a
notary pub1ic. T e e1ectronic pub1ishing ana1ogy of this
1eve1 of risk might be the contents of an entire CDROM.

Next, in 1eve1 of risk is the- urchase of a 1arge
consumer durab1e 1ike an automobi e. The 1aw requires
somewhat 1ess, but sti11 significant protections for this
kind of transaction: providing for the fi1ing-and

_enforcement of financing statements under the Uniforme
Commercia1 code. The e ctronic pub1ishing ana1ogy might be
the transfer of copyright to a comp1ete work. Next, down
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the risk continuum, is the purchase 0 a smaller consumer

durable like a television set. Here, the law typically isreflected in written agreements of sale, but no specia

third party custodial mechanisms. The electronic publishinganalogy might be use permission for a complete wor .

Finally, is the purchase of a relatively small consumer
item, say a box of diskettes. Neither the law or commercial
practice involves much more than the exchange of the product
for payment, with no written agreement or anything else to
perform channeling, cautionary, evidentiary, or protective
functions [make sure these function and the citation appears
earlier]. The electronic publishing analogy might be use’
_permission for part of a work.

Cost effectiveness risk-proportional security

traditional transaction institutions < electronic
equivalent A

real estate closing ‘registrar of deeds entire library rsoftware and

contents

will/power of attorney witnesses, notary public contents of entireCDROM '

auto purchase UCC financing statement complete work —
transfer of ‘ _

’ copyright

television set purchase written sale agreement complete work - usepermission

box of diskettes - . - part of a work - use
permission

An encrypted object combined with rendering software is
probably inconsistent with an open architecture. Because of
lthe difficulty of setting standards for such technolo ies,
this approach to intellectual_property protection pro ably
would e effectuated by proprietary approaches thusfrustrating the vision of an open mar et for electronic
,publishing.

Conclusion

Realization of the digital library vision requires a
method for collecting money and granting permission to use
works protected by intellectual property. The concept of a
knowbot'and a permissions header attached to the work is theright way to t ink about such a billing and collection
system. standards for the data structures involved must be
agreed to, and systems must be designed to satisfy legal
formalities aimed at ensuring awareness of the le al
significance of transactions and reliable proof 0 the terms
of the transactions.

In the long run, not only must these technological

issues be resolved, with appropriate attention to levels ofrisk and protections availa le under traditional legal '
doctrines, but also further conceptual development must be
undertaken. Proponents of electronic publishing over wide
area networks need to think about-the appropriate meta hors:
whether it is a library or a bookstore, if a librar w ether
with or without xerox machines. if a bookstore whether it is
a retail bookstore, or a mail order operation. Then,
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thought must be given to how standards will be set.
Fina ly, and most important, much more needs to be
understood about the need for third party institutions.
There is a good deal of enthusiasm for public key
encryption. Yet the vulnerability of public key encryption
systems is in the integrity of the key authority. In .
traditional legal protections. the third party custodians or
authenticating agents like notary public and registrars of
deeds receive state sanction and approval, and in the case
of registrars of deeds, public funding. we must be clearer
as to whether a similar infrastructure must be developed to
protect against substantial risks and the use of EDI and
electronic publishing technologies. .

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we must be .
thoughtfu about what legal obligations. imposed on whom,
are appropriate? The suggested 102(e) and (f) in the High
Performance Computing Act looks very much like King JamesI's licensing of printing presses. It also looks ike the
FBI's proposal to prohibit the introduction of new
techno ogies until certain conformity with ast legal
concepts is assured. Such approaches make t e law a hurdle
to new technology —- an uncomfortable position for both law
and technology. . .
 j——:

1 The use of EDI techniques to meter usage.and determine
charges for use of intellectual property is an example of
"billing and collection value in a typolo y-of different
types of value that can be produced in e ectronic
marketplaces for information. see Henry H. Perritt, Jr.,
Market structures for Electronic Publishing and Electronic
Contracting in Brian Kahin, ed., Building Information
Infrastructure: Issues in the Development of the National
Research and Education Network (Harvard_University and
McGraw-Hill 1992) (developing t pology.for different types"
of value and ex laining how mar et structures differ for the .
different typesg; Henry H. Perritt, Jr., Tort Liabilit , the.
First Amendment, and E ual Access to Electronic Networks, 5
Harv.J.Law & Tech. 65 1992) (using typology of ten types of
value to analyze access by competing producers of value).

2 See, e.g.U.s.Pat. No. 5,016,009, Data compression
apparatus and method (May 14, 1991); U.S. Pat. No.
4,996,690, write operator with gating capability (Feb. 26,

'_1991);U.S. Pat. No. 4,701,745, Data compression system (Oct.
20, 1987); Multi Tech Systems, Inc. v. Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc., 800 F. supp. 825 (D. Minn. 1992) (denying
summary judgment on claim that patent for modem escape
sequence is invalid)..

3 Comments on the 8\21 draft of "Knowbots in the Real

world" from the intellectual property workshop participants
at page 6 (author unknown, source un nown). Professor
Samue son also observed that the workshop, despite its
title, actually did not focus much on intellectual propertyissues. ~

.4 Corporation for National Research Initiatives,
workshop on The Protection of Intellectual Property Rights
In A Digital Librarg System: Knowbots in the Real world—May18-19, 1989 (descri ing-digital library system).

5 See generally Clifford A. Lynch, visions of Electronic
Libraries (libraries of future can follow acquisition-on-
demand model rather than acquiring an advance of use; 239.50
protocol will facilitate realization of that possibility,

Vciting Robert E. Kahn & vinton G. Serf, An open Architecture
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for a Digita1 Library system and a P1an for Its Deve1opment.
The Di ita1 Library Project, vo1ume 1: The wor1d of Knowbots(draft? (washington D.C.: corporation for Nationa1 Research
Initiatives; 1988)).

6 c1ifford A. Lynch, The 239.50 Information Retrieva1
Protoco1: An overview and status Report, ACM sigcomm
computer Communication Review at 58 (describin _Z39.S0 as an
OSI app1ication 1ayer protoco1 that re1ieves c ients from
having to known the structure of data objects to be queried,
and specifies a framework for transmitting and managin
queries and resu1ts and syntax for formu1ating queries .

7 Brewster Kah1e,_wide Area Information server Concepts
(NOV. 3, 1989 working copy; updates avai1ab1e from Brewster
@THINK. (describing wAIs as "open protoco1 for connecting
user interfaces on workstations and server computers")
(describing information servers as inc1uding bu11etin board
services. shared databases, text searching and automatic
indexing and computers containing current newspapers and
geriodica1s, movie and te1evision scheduies with reviews,
u11etin boards and chat 1ines, 1ibrary cata1ogues. Usenet

' artic1es).

.8 Robert E. Kahn, Deposit, Registration. Recordation in‘
an E1ectronic copyright Management System (August 1992) '-
(corporation for Nationa1 Research Initiatives, Reston,
Virginia).

9 Kahn 1992 at 4.

10 Kahn 1992 at 6.

11 Kahn 1992 at 10.

12 Kahn .1992 at _1z.

13.Kahn_1992 at is. . 1 ‘W . _

14 Browsabi‘l,ity through _t.echnigues ‘like the co'l1apsib'leout1iner function in Microsoft wor .for windows and
competing products require more chunking and tagging va1ue
in the form of sty]e and text e1ement codes. Hand]ing this
additiona1 formatting information through encryption and

. description processes is prob1ematic.

'15 " A 'transfer of copyright ownership‘ is anassignment, mortgage, exc usive 1icense, or any other .
conveyance, a1ienation, or hypothecation of a copyright or
of any of the exc1usive rights comprised in a copyright,
whether or not it_is 1imited in time or p1ace of effect, but

?p38gpc1uding a non—exc1usive 1icense " 17 u.s.c. 101

16 17 U.S.C. 204(a) (1988); va1ente—Kritzer video v.
Pinckney, 881 F.2d 772. 774 (9th Cir. 1989) (affirming _ w
summary judgment for author; ora1 agreement unenforceabie
under Copyright Act); Library Pubiications, Inc. v. Medica1

« Economics CO}, 548 F. supp. 1231. 1233 (E.D. Pa. 1982)
(granting summary judgment against trade book pubiisher who
sought enforcement of ora1 exc1usive distribution agreement;
transfer of exciusive rights, no matter how narrow, must be
in writing), aff'd mem., 714 F.2d 123 (3d Cir. 1983).

17 17 u.s.c. 205 (1988) provides constructive notice of
the contents of the recorded document, determining priority -
as between conf1icting transfers, and determines priority as
between recorded transfer and non—exc1usive 1icense. The
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former reguirement for transfers to be recorded in order for
the trans eree to maintain an infringement, 17 U.S.C.
20S(d), was repea1ed by the Berne Act Amendments 5.

18 under Adams v. Burke, 84 u.S. (17 wa11.) 453 (1873), a

patentee must not attempt to exert contro1 past the firstsa1e. In genera1. use restrictions may be p aced on1y on1icensees, consistent with Genera1 Ta king Pictures v.
western E1ec.. 304 U.S. 175 (1938). See genera11y Ba1dwin-
Lima-Hami1ton corp. v. Tatna11. 169 F. supp. 1 (E.D._
Pa.1958) (app1ying no contro1 after purchase ru1e).

19 See Red-Baron-Frank1in Park. Inc. v. Taito Corp., 883
F.2d 275, 278 (4th Cir. 1989) (purchase of video game .
circuit boards did not create rivi1ege to perform video
game under first sa1e doctrine ; United States v. Moore, 604.
.F.2d 1228, 1232 (9th Cir. 1979) (pirated sound recording not
within first sa1e doctrine in crimina1 copyright . V
infringement prosecution). But see Mirage Editions, Inc. v.
A1huquerque A.R.T. Co., 856 F.2d 1341, 1344 (9th Cir. 1988)
(first sa1e doctrine did not create privi1ege to prepare
dehivgtive work by transferring art in book to ceramicti es . -» . .

20 The way in which the first saTe doctrine wou1d impact’
"the e1ectronica11y imposed use restrictions is b
frustratinh_a breach-of—contract 1awsuit by the_¥icensor'
against a icensee who exceeds the use restrictions. The _
1icensee exceeding the use restrictions wou1d argue that it
,vio1ates pub1ic po1icy to enforce the restrictions and"-
therefore that state contract 1aw may not impose 1iabi1ity
for their vio1ation. see genera11y Restatement (second) of
Contracts 178 (1981) (stating genera1 ru1e for determining
when contract term in unenforceab1e on grounds of pub1ic
po1icy).

'21 In addition, as _;_ of this paper notes, the~ .
Copyright Act itse1f requires signed writings for transfers
of copyright interests. 17 U.S.C. 204(a). (1988). ’

22 Michae1 S. Baum & Henry H. Perritt, Jr., E1ectronic
Contracting, PubTishing and EDI Law ch. 6 (1991) (contract,
evidence and agency issues) [hereinafter "Baum & Perritt"].
Accord, signature Reguirements Under EDGAR. Memorandum fromD. Goe1zer, office 0 the Genera1 Counse1, SEC to Kenneth A.
Fogash. Deputy Executive Director, sec (Jan. 13, 1986)
(statutory and non-statutory requirements for "signatures"

may be satisfied by means other than manua1 writing on paperin the hand of the signatory . ; . "In fact, the e ectronic
transmission of an individua1's name may 1ega11y serve as
that person's signature. providing it is transmitted with
the present intention to authenticate.").

_ 23 17 U.S.C. 101 (1988). For copyright purposes, a work
is created, and therefore capab1e of protection. when it is
«fixed for the first time. 17 U.S.C. 101 (1988). "[I]t makes
no difference what the form. manner, or medium of fixation
may be — whether it is in words. numbers, notes, sounds, .
pictures, or an other graphic or symbo1ic indicia, whetherembodied in a physica1 object in written, printed,

H‘ photographic, scu1 tura1. punched, magnetic, or any other"
stab1e form, and w ether it is capab1e of perception
direct1y or by means of any machine or device ‘now known or
1ater deve1oped.'" 1976_U.s. Code Cong. & Admin. News 5659,
5665. The 1e is1ative history further says that, "thedefinition 0 ‘fixation' wou d exc1ude from the concepts
pure1y of an evanescent or transitory nature --
reproductions such_as those projected brief1y on a screen
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shown e1ectronica11y on a te1evision or other video disp1ay
or captured momentari1y in the memory‘ of a computer." 17
U.S.C. 102 note (excerpting from House Report 94—1476).

24 or, more 1ike1y, what is on computer medium read by.
-computer x, such as a magnetic cartridge used for archival
records. Further references in the textua1 discussion to.
"what is in computer x nowf shou1d be understood to inc1ude
such computer readab1e media. <

25 Cf. Peritz, Computer Data and Re1iabi1ity: A Ca11 for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federa1 Ru1es
of Evidence, 80 Nw.u.L.Rev. 956. 980 (1986) (proof that a
printout accurate1y ref1ects what is in the computer is too
imited a basis for authentication of computer records).

26 In some cases, the e1ectronic transaction wi11 be
accom 1ished by means of a physica1 transfer of computer
reada 1e media. In such a case. this step in the proof wou1d
invo1ve.proving what was received physica11y.

27 See genera11y Peritz, Computer Data and Re1iabi1ity: A
Ca11 for Authentication of Business Records Under the
Federa1 Ru1es of Evidence, 80 Nw.u.L.Rev. 956. 979 (1986)
(citing as examp1es of authentication Ford Motor Credit Co.
v. swarens, 447 s.w.2d 53 (Ky. 1969) (authentication by
estab1ishing re1ationship between computer-generated month1y
summar of account activity and the customer reported on);
Ed Gut Rea1ty, Inc. v. Gin 01d, 34 N.Y.2d 440, 315 N.E.2d
441, 358 N.Y.S.2d 367 (1974? (authentication of summary of
taxpayer 1iabi1ity and the taxpayer)).

28 of course, a paper document signed at the end a1so is
probative of the fact that no a1ternations have been made.
In this sense, a signature requirement te1escopes severa1
steps in the inquiry out1ined in the text.

29 United States v. Linn. 880 F.2d 209. 216 (9th Cir.
1989) (computer printout showing time of hote1 room
te1ephone ca11 admissib1e in narcotics prosecution). see
a1so United States v. Mi11er, 771 F.2d 1219. 1237 (9th Cir.

1985) (computer generated to11 and bi11ing records in price-fixing prosecution based on testimony by i11ing supervisora1thoug he had no technica1 know1edge of system which
operated from another office; no need for programmer to‘
testify; sufficient because witness testified that he was -
familiar with the methods by which the computer system
records information). ’

'30 See United States v. Hutson, 821 F.2d 1015, 1020 (5th
Cir. 1987) (remanding embezz]ement conviction, a1though
computer records were-admissib1e_under business records
exception, despite trustworthiness cha11enged based on fact

- that defendant embezz1ed by a1tering computer files; access
todf;1es offered in evidence was restricted by specia1’co e . -

31 Restatement (second) of Contracts) __; (1981).

32 Cite for when extrinsic evidence is admissib1e.

33 See Baum & Perritt 2.6; The E1ectronic Messaging
Services Task Force, The commercia1 use of E1ectronic Data
Interchange:-A Report and Mode1 Trading Partner Agreement,
45 Bus.Law. 1645 (1990); Jeffrey E. Ritter, scope of the
uniform Commercia1 Code: computer Contracting Cases and
E1ectronic Commercia1 Practices,_45 Bus.Law. 2533 (1990);
Note, Lega1 Responses to commercia1 Transactions Emp1oying
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Nove1 Communications Media. 90 Mich.L.Rev. 1145 (1992)

34 Garber v. Harris Trust & Savings Bank, 432 N.E.2d
1309. 1311-1312 (I11. App. 1982) ("each use of the credit
card constitutes a separate contract between the parties;"
citing cases).

It is not quite this simp1e, because both merchant and
credit card customer have separate written contracts with
the credit card issuer. But there is no reason that a
supp1ier of information to a Digita1 Library System and a11
customers of that sgstem might not have their own contractswith the Digita1 Li rary System in the same fashion.

35 Row1and v. union Hi11s country Club, 757 P.2d 105
(Ariz. 1988) (reversing summary judgment for country c1ub
officers because of factua1 question whether c1ub fo11owed

by1aws in expe11ing members); straub v. American Bow1ing
congress, 353 N.w. d 11 (Neb. 1984) (ru1e of judicia1
deference to private associations. and comp1iance with
association requirements, counse1ed affirmance of summary
judgment against member of bow1ing 1eague who comp1ained his
achievements were not recognized). But see we11s v. Mobi1e
County Board of Rea1tors, Inc.. 387 So.2d 140 (A1a. 1980)
(c1aim of expu1sion of rea1tor from private association was

justiciab1e and by1aws, ru1es and repu1ations requiringarbitration were void as against pub ic po1icy; reversing
dec1aratory judgment for defendant association).

36 F.R.E. 803(6) (exc1udin business records from
inadmissibi1ity as hearsay ; 28 u.s.c. 1732 ("Business

Records Act" permitting destruction of paper copies ofgovernment information re1iab1y recorded y any means and
a11owing admission of remaining re1iab]e record).

37 see Peritz, computer Data and Re1iabi1ity: A ca11 for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federa1 Ru1es
of Evidence. 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 978-80, 984-85 (1986) '
(noting body of commentator opinion saying that business
records exception and authentication are para11e1 ways of
estab1ishing re1iabi1ity).

38 See F.R.E. 901(b)(4) (appearance, contents. substance,interna1 patterns. as examp es of a11owab1e authentication
techniques). .

39 Peritz, Computer Data and Re1iabi1ity: A Ca11 for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federa1 Ru1es
of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 963-64 (1986)_(identifying
steps.and trend resu1ting in F.R.E.).

40 Peritz, Computer Data and Re1iabi1ity: A Ca11 for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federa1 Ru1es
of Evidence. 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 963 (1986).

41 Peritz, Computer Data and Re1iabi1ity: A Ca11 for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federa] Ru1es
of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 974 (1986) (reporting four

~requirements of Manua1; and endorsing their use genera11y).

42 see Henry H. Perritt, Jr., ___, ___ Jurimetrics ___
(1993) (distinguishing between format and content

, standardization).

43 See Marc Lauritsen, ___ (exp1aining re1ationship
between substantive 1ega1 systems and the fie1d of
artificia1 inte11igence).
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44 see Thorne, McCarty; Kev1n Ash1ey; and Gardner.

45 It may not be particu1ar1y im ortant to limit
competition by consumers. because t e consumers wi11 never
have the pointers and the rest of the network
1nfrastructure.
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Status of this Memo

This RFC specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
improvements. Please refer to the current edition of the “Internet
Official Protocol standards" for the standardization state and status
of this protocol. Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

This document gives an overview and specification of Version 5 of the
protocol for the Kerberos network authentication system. Version 4,
described elsewhere [1,2]. is presently in production use at MIT's
Project Athena, and at other Internet sites.

Overview

Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos,
Moira, and Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). No commercial use of these trademarks may be made
without prior written permission of MIT.

This RFC describes the concepts and model upon which the Kerberos
network authentication system is based. It also specifies Version 5
of the Kerberos protocol. V

The motivations, goals, assumptions, and rationale behind most design
decisions are treated cursorily; for Version 4 they are fully
described in the Kerberos portion of the Athena Technical Plan [1].
The protocols are under review, and are not being submitted for
consideration as an Internet standard at this time. Coments are
encouraged. Requests for addition to an electronic mailing list for
discussion of Kerberos, kerberos@MIT.EDU, may be addressed to
kerberos—request@MIT.EDU. This mailing list is gatewayed onto the
Usenet as the group comp.protocols.kerberos. Requests for further
information, including documents and code availability, may be sent
to info-kerberos@MIT.EDU.
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Background

The Kerberos model is based in part on Needham and Schroeder's
trusted third-party authentication protocol [3] and on modifications
suggested by Denning and Sacco [4]. The original design and
implementation of Kerberos Versions 1 through 4 was the work of two
former Project Athena staff members, Steve Miller of Digital
Equipment Corporation and Clifford Neuman (now at the Information
Sciences Institute of the University of Southern California), along
with Jerome Saltzer, Technical Director of Project Athena, and
Jeffrey Schiller, MIT Campus Network Manager. Many other members of
Project Athena have also contributed to the work on Kerberos.
version 4 is publicly available, and has seen wide use across the
Internet.

Version 5 (described in this document) has evolved from Version 4
based on new requirements and desires for features not available in
Version 4. Details on the differences between Kerberos Versions 4
and 5 can be found in [5].
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1. Introduction

Kerberos provides a means of verifying the identities of principals,
(e.g., a workstation user or a network server) on an open
(unprotected) network. This is accomplished without relying on
authentication by the host operating system, without basing trust on
host addresses, without requiring physical security of all the hosts
on the network, and under the assumption that packets traveling along
the network can be read, modified, and inserted at will. (Note,
however, that many applications use Kerberos' functions only upon the
initiation of a stream-based network connection, and assume the

absence of any "hijackers" who might subvert such a connection. Such
use implicitly trusts the host addresses involved.) Kerberos
performs authentication under these conditions as a trusted third-
party authentication service by using conventional cryptography,
i.e., shared secret key. (shared secret key - Secret and private are
often used interchangeably in the literature. In our usage, it takes
two (or more) to share a secret, thus a shared DES key is a secret
key. Something is only private when no one but its owner knows it.
Thus, in public key cryptosystems, one has a public and a private
key.)

The authentication process proceeds as follows: A client sends a
request to the authentication server (AS) requesting "credentials"
for a given server. The AS responds with these credentials,
encrypted in the client's key. The credentials consist of 1) a
"ticket" for the server and 2) a temporary encryption key (often
called a “session key“). The client transmits the ticket (which
contains the client's identity and a copy of the session key, all
encrypted in the server's key) to the server. The session key (now
shared by the client and server) is used to authenticate the client,
and may optionally be used to authenticate the server. It may also
be used to encrypt further comunication between the two parties or
to exchange a separate sub-session key to be used to encrypt further
communication.

The implementation consists of one or more authentication servers
running on physically secure hosts. The authentication servers
maintain a database of principals (i.e., users and servers) and their
secret keys. Code libraries provide encryption and implement the
Kerberos protocol. In order to add authentication to its
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transactions, a typical network application adds one or two calls to
the Kerberos library, which results in the transmission of the
necessary messages to achieve authentication.

The Kerberos protocol consists of several sub-protocols (or
exchanges). There are two methods by which a client can ask a
Kerberos server for credentials. In the first approach, the client
sends a cleartext request for a ticket for the desired server to the
AS. The reply is sent encrypted in the client's secret key. Usually
this request is for a ticket-granting ticket (TGT) which can later be
used with the ticket-granting server (TGS). In the second method,
the client sends a request to the TGS. The client sends the TGT to
the TGS in the same manner as if it were contacting any other
application server which requires Kerberos credentials. The reply is
encrypted in the session key from the TGT.

Once obtained, credentials may be used to verify the identity of the
principals in a transaction, to ensure the integrity of messages
exchanged between them, or to preserve privacy of the messages. The
application is free to choose whatever protection may be necessary.

To verify the identities of the principals in a transaction, the
client transmits the ticket to the server. Since the ticket is sent

"in the clear" (parts of it are encrypted, but this encryption
doesn't thwart replay) and might be intercepted and reused by an
attacker, additional information is sent to prove that the message
was originated by the principal to whom the ticket was issued." This
information (called the authenticator) is encrypted in the session
key, and includes a timestamp. The timestamp proves that the message
was recently generated and is not a replay. Encrypting the
authenticator in the session key proves that it was generated by a
party possessing the session key. Since no one except the requesting
principal and the server know the session key (it is never sent over
the network in the clear) this guarantees the identity of the client.

The integrity of the messages exchanged between principals can also
be guaranteed using the session key (passed in the ticket and
contained in the credentials). This approach provides detection of
both replay attacks and message stream modification attacks. It is
accomplished by generating and transmitting a collision-proof
checksum (elsewhere called a hash or digest function) of the client's
message, keyed with the session key. Privacy and integrity of the
messages exchanged between principals can be secured by encrypting
the data to be passed using the session key passed in the ticket, and
contained in the credentials.

The authentication exchanges mentioned above require read-only access
to the Kerberos database. Sometimes, however, the entries in the
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database must be modified, such as when adding new principals or

changing a principal's key. This is done using a protocol between a
client and a third Kerberos server, the Kerberos Administration
Server (KADM). The administration protocol is not described in this
document. There is also a protocol for maintaining multiple copies of
the Kerberos database, but this can be considered an implementation
detail and may vary to support different database technologies.

1.1. Cross-Realm operation

The Kerberos protocol is designed to operate across organizational
boundaries. A client in one organization can be authenticated to a
server in another. Each organization wishing to run a Kerberos
server establishes its own "realm". The name of the realm in which a
client is registered is part of the client's name, and can be used by
the end-service to decide whether to honor a request.

By establishing "inter-realm" keys, the administrators of two realms
can allow a client authenticated in the local realm to use its
authentication remotely (Of course, with appropriate permission the
client could arrange registration of a separately—named principal in
a remote realm, and engage in normal exchanges with that realm's
services. However, for even small numbers of clients this becomes
cumbersome, and more automatic methods as described here are
necessary). The exchange of inter-realm keys (a separate key may be
used for each direction) registers the ticket-granting service of
each realm as a principal in the other realm. A client is then able
to obtain a ticket-granting ticket for the remote realm's ticket-
granting service from its local realm. When that ticket-granting
ticket is used, the remote ticket-granting service uses the inter-
realm key (which usually differs from its own normal TGS key) to
decrypt the ticket-granting ticket, and is thus certain that it was
issued by the client's own TGS. Tickets issued by the remote ticket-
granting service will indicate to the end-service that the client was
authenticated from another realm.

A realm is said to communicate with another realm if the two realms
share an inter-realm key, or if the local realm shares an inter-realm
key with an intermediate realm that communicates with the remote
realm. An authentication path is the sequence of intermediate realms
that are transited in communicating from one realm to another.

Realms are typically organized hierarchically. Each realm shares a
key with its parent and a different key with each child. If an
inter-realm key is not directly shared by two realms, the
hierarchical organization allows an authentication path to be easily
constructed. If a hierarchical organization is not used, it may be
necessary to consult some database in order to construct an
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authentication path between realms.

Although realms are typically hierarchical, intermediate realms may
be bypassed to achieve cross—realm authentication through alternate
authentication paths (these might be established to make
communication between two realms more efficient). It is important
for the end—service to know which realms were transited when deciding
how much faith to place in the authentication process. To facilitate
this decision, a field in each ticket contains the names of the
realms that were involved in authenticating the client.

1.2. Environmental assumptions

Kerberos imposes a few assumptions on the environment in which it can
properly function:

+ “Denial of service“ attacks are not solved with Kerberos. There

are places in these protocols where an intruder intruder can
prevent an application from participating in the proper
authentication steps. .Detection and solution of such attacks
(some of which can appear to be not-uncommon "normal" failure
modes for the system) is usually best left to the human
administrators and users.

+ Principals must keep their secret keys secret. If an intruder
somehow steals a principal's key, it will be able to masquerade
as that principal or impersonate any server to the legitimate
principal.

+ "Password guessing“ attacks are not solved by Kerberos. If a
user chooses a poor password, it is possible for an attacker to
successfully mount an offline dictionary attack by repeatedly
attempting to decrypt, with successive entries from a
dictionary, messages obtained which are encrypted under a key
derived from the user's password.

+ Each host on the network must have a clock which is "loosely

synchronized" to the time of the other hosts; this
synchronization is used to reduce the bookkeeping needs of
application servers when they do replay detection. The degree
of "looseness“ can be configured on a per-server basis. If the
clocks are synchronized over the network, the clock
synchronization protocol must itself be secured from network
attackers.

+ Principal identifiers are not recycled on a short-term basis. A
typical mode of access control will use access control lists
(ACLs) to grant permissions to particular principals. If a
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stale ACL entry remains for a deleted principal and the
principal identifier is reused, the new principal will inherit
rights specified in the stale ACL entry. By not re-using
principal identifiers, the danger of inadvertent access isremoved.

1.3. Glossary of terms

Below is a list of terms used throughout this document.

Authentication Verifying the claimed identity of a
principal.

Authentication header A record containing a Ticket and an
Authenticator to be presented to a
server as part of the authentication
process.

Authentication path A sequence of intermediate realms transited
in the authentication process when
communicating from one realm to another.

Authenticator A record containing information that can
be shown to have been recently generated

using the session key known only by the
client and server.

Authorization The process of determining whether a
client may use a service, which objects
the client is allowed to access, and the

type of access allowed for each.

Capability A token that grants the bearer permission
to access an object or service. In
Kerberos, this might be a ticket whose
use is restricted by the contents of the
authorization data field, but which
lists no network addresses, together
with the session key necessary to use
the ticket.
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Ciphertext The output of an encryption function.
Encryption transforms plaintext into
ciphertext.

Client A process that makes use of a network
service on behalf of a user. Note that
in some cases a Server may itself be a
client of some other server (e.g., a
print server may be a client of a file
server).

Credentials A ticket plus the secret session key
necessary to successfully use that
ticket in an authentication exchange.

KDC Key Distribution Center, a network service
that supplies tickets and temporary
session keys; or an instance of that
service or the host on which it runs.
The KDC services both initial ticket and

ticket-granting ticket requests. The
initial ticket portion is sometimes
referred to as the Authentication Server
(or service). The ticket-granting
ticket portion is sometimes referred to
as the ticket—granting server (or service).

Kerberos Aside from the 3-headed dog guarding
Hades, the name given to Project
Athena's authentication service, the

protocol used by that service, or the
code used to implement the authentication
service.

Plaintext The input to an encryption function or
the output of a decryption function.
Decryption transforms ciphertext into
plaintext.

Principal A uniquely named client or server
instance that participates in a-network
comunication.
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Principal identifier The name used to uniquely identify each
different principal.

Seal To encipher a record containing several
fields in such a way that the fields
cannot be individually replaced without
either knowledge of the encryption key
or leaving evidence of tampering.

Secret key An encryption key shared by a principal
and the KDC, distributed outside the
bounds of the system, with a long lifetime.
In the case of a human user's

principal, the secret key is derived
from a password.

Server A particular Principal which provides a
resource to network clients.

Service A resource provided to network clients;
often provided by more than one server
(for example, remote_file service).

Session key A temporary encryption key used between
two principals, with a lifetime limited
to the duration of a single login "session".

Sub-session key A temporary encryption key used between
two principals, selected and exchanged V
by the principals using the session key,
and with a lifetime limited to the duration
of a single association.

Ticket A record that helps a client authenticate
itself to a server; it contains the
client's identity, a session key, a
timestamp, and other information, all
sealed using the server's secret key.
It only serves to authenticate a client
when presented along with a fresh
Authenticator.
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2. Ticket flag uses and requests

Each Kerberos ticket contains a set of flags which are used to
indicate various attributes of that ticket. Most flags may be
requested by a client when the ticket is obtained; some are
automatically turned on and off by a Kerberos server as required.
The following sections explain what the various flags mean, and gives
examples of reasons to use such a flag.

2.1. Initial and pre-authenticated tickets

The INITIAL flag indicates that a ticket was issued using the AS
protocol and not issued based on a ticket-granting ticket.
Application servers that want to require the knowledge of a client's
secret key (e.g., a passwordchanging program) can insist that this
flag be set in any tickets they accept, and thus be assured that the
client's key was recently presented to the application client.

The PRE-AUTHENT and HW—AUTHENT flags provide addition information
about the initial authentication, regardless of whether the current
ticket was issued directly (in which case INITIAL will also be set)
or issued on the basis of a ticket-granting ticket (in which case the
INITIAL flag is clear, but the PRE—AUTHENT and HW—AUTHENT flags are
carried forward from the ticket—granting ticket).

2.2. Invalid tickets

The INVALID flag indicates that a ticket is invalid. Application
servers must reject tickets which have this flag set. A postdated
ticket will usually be issued in this form. Invalid tickets must be
validated by the KDC before use, by presenting them to the KDC in a
TGS request with the VALIDATE option specified. The KDC will only
validate tickets after their starttime has passed. The validation is
required so that postdated tickets which have been stolen before
their starttime can be rendered permanently invalid (through a hot-
list mechanism).

2.3. Renewable tickets

Applications may desire to hold tickets which can be valid for long
periods of time. However, this can expose their credentials to
potential theft for equally long periods, and those stolen
credentials would be valid until the expiration time of the
ticket(s). Simply using shortlived tickets and obtaining new ones
periodically would require the client to have long-term access to its
secret key, an even greater risk. Renewable tickets can be used to
mitigate the consequences of theft. Renewable tickets have two
"expiration times": the first is when the current instance of the
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ticket expires, and the second is the latest permissible value for an
individual expiration time. An application client must periodically
(i.e., before it expires) present a renewable ticket to the KDC, with
the RENEW option set in the KDC request. The KDC will issue a new
ticket with a new session key and a later expiration time. All other
fields of the ticket are left unmodified by the renewal process.
When the latest permissible expiration time arrives, the ticket
expires permanently. At each renewal, the KDC may consult a hot-list
to determine if the ticket had been reported stolen since its last
renewal; it will refuse to renew such stolen tickets, and thus the
usable lifetime of stolen tickets is reduced.

The RENEWABLE flag in a ticket is normally only interpreted by the
ticket-granting service (discussed below in section 3.3). It can
usually be ignored by application servers. However, some
particularly careful application servers may wish to disallow
renewable tickets.

If a renewable ticket is not renewed by its expiration time, the KDC
will not renew the ticket. The RENEWABLE flag is reset by default,
but a client may request it be set by setting the RENEWABLE option
in the KRB_As_REQ message. If it is set, then the renew-till field
in the ticket contains the time after which the ticket may not be
renewed.

2.4. Postdated tickets

Applications may occasionally need to obtain tickets for use much
later, e.g., a batch submission system would need tickets to be valid
at the time the batch job is serviced. However, it is dangerous to
hold valid tickets in a batch queue, since they will be on-line
longer and more prone to theft. Postdated tickets provide a way to
obtain these tickets from the KDC at job submission time, but to
leave them "dormant" until they are activated and validated by a
further request of the KDC. If a ticket theft were reported in the
interim, the KDC would refuse to validate the ticket, and the thief
would be foiled.

The MAY-POSTDATE flag in a ticket is normally only interpreted by the‘
ticket-granting service. It can be ignored by application servers.
This flag must be set in a ticket-granting ticket in order to issue a
postdated ticket based on the presented ticket. It is reset by
default; it may be requested by a client by setting the ALLOW-
POSTDATE option in the KRB_AS_REQ message. This flag does not allow
a client to obtain a postdated ticket-granting ticket; postdated
ticket-granting tickets can only by obtained by requesting the
postdating in the KRB_AS_REQ message. The life (endtime-starttime)
of a postdated ticket will be the remaining life of the ticket-
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granting ticket at the time of the request, unless the RENEWABLE
option is also set, in which case it can be the full life (endtime—
starttime) of the ticket-granting ticket. The KDC may limit how far
in the future a ticket may be postdated.

The POSTDATED flag indicates that a ticket has been postdated. The
application server can check the authtime field in the ticket to see
when the original authentication occurred. some services may choose
to reject postdated tickets, or they may only accept them within a
certain period after the original authentication. when the KDC issues
a POSTDATED ticket, it will also be marked as INVALID, so that the

application client must present the ticket to the KDC to be validated
before use.

2.5. Proxiable and proxy tickets

At times it may be necessary for a principal to allow a service to
perform an operation on its behalf. The service must be able to take
on the identity of the client, but only for a particular purpose. A
principal can allow a service to take on the principal's identity for
a particular purpose by granting it a proxy.

The PROXIABLE flag in a ticket is normally only interpreted by the
ticket-granting service. It can be ignored by application servers.
when set, this flag tells the ticket-granting server that it is OK to
issue a new ticket (but not a ticket-granting ticket) with a
different network address based on this ticket. This flag is set by
default.

This flag allows a client to pass a proxy to a server to perform a
remote request on its behalf, e.g., a print service client can give
the print server a proxy to access the client's files on a particular
file server in order to satisfy a print request.

In order to complicate the use of stolen credentials, Kerberos
tickets are usually valid from only those network addresses
specifically included in the ticket (It is permissible to request or
issue tickets with no network addresses specified, but we do not
recomend it). For this reason, a client wishing to grant a proxy
must request a new ticket valid for the network address of the
service to be granted the proxy.

The PROXY flag is set in a ticket by the TGS when it issues a
proxy ticket. Application servers may check this flag and require
additional authentication from the agent presenting the proxy in
order to provide an audit trail.
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2.6. Forwardable tickets

Authentication forwarding is an instance of the proxy case where the
service is granted complete use of the client's identity. An example
where it might be used is when a user logs in to a remote system and
wants authentication to work from that system as if the login were
local.

The FORWARDABLE flag in a ticket is normally only interpreted by the
ticket-granting service. It can be ignored by application servers.
The FORWARDABLE flag has an interpretation similar to that of the
PROXIABLE flag, except ticket-granting tickets may also be issued
with different network addresses. This flag is reset by default, but

users may request that it be set by setting the FORWARDABLE option in
the AS request when they request their initial ticket-granting
ticket.

This flag allows for authentication forwarding without requiring the
user to enter a password again. If the flag is not set, then
authentication forwarding is not permitted, but the same end result
can still be achieved if the user engages in the AS exchange with the

requested network addresses and supplies a password.

The FORWARDED flag is set by the TGS when a client presents a ticket
with the FORWARDABLE flag set and requests it be set by specifying
the FORWARDED KDC option and supplying a set of addresses for the new
ticket. It is also set in all tickets issued based on tickets with
the FORWARDED flag set. Application servers may wish to process
FORWARDED tickets differently than non-FORWARDED tickets.

2.7. Other KDC options

There are two additional options which may be set in a client's
request of the KDC. The RENEWABLE-OK option indicates that the
client will accept a renewable ticket if a ticket with the requested
life cannot otherwise be provided. If a ticket with the requested
life cannot be provided, then the KDC may issue a renewable ticket
with a renew-till equal to the the requested endtime. The value of
the renew-till field may still be adjusted by site-determined limits
or limits imposed by the individual principal or server.

The ENC-TKT-IN—SKEY option is honored only by the ticket-granting
service. It indicates that the to-be—issued ticket for the end
server is to be encrypted in the session key from the additional
ticket-granting ticket provided with the request. See section 3.3.3
for specific details.
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3. Message Exchanges

The following sections describe the interactions between network
clients and servers and the messages involved in those exchanges.

3.1. The Authentication Service Exchange

Summary

Message direction Message type Section
1. Client to Kerberos KRB_AS_REQ 5.4.1
2. Kerberos to client KRB_AS_REP or 5.4.2

KRs_mRoR 5 9 . 1

The Authentication Service (AS) Exchange between the client and the
Kerberos Authentication Server is usually initiated by a client when
it wishes to obtain authentication credentials for a given server but
currently holds no credentials. The client's secret key is used for
encryption and decryption. This exchange is typically used at the
initiation of a login session, to obtain credentials for a Ticket-
Granting Server, which will subsequently be used to obtain
credentials for other servers (see section 3.3) without requiring
further use of the client's secret key. This exchange is also used
to request credentials for services which must not be mediated
through the Ticket—Granting Service, but rather require a principal's
secret key, such as the password-changing service. (The password-
changing request must not be honored unless the requester can provide
the old password (the user's current secret key). Otherwise, it
would be possible for someone to walk up to an unattended session and
change another user's password.) This exchange does not by itself
provide any assurance of the the identity of the user. (To
authenticate a user logging on to a local system, the credentials
obtained in the AS exchange may first be used in a TGS exchange to
obtain credentials for a local server. Those credentials must then
be verified by the local server through successful completion of the
Client/server exchange.)

The exchange consists of two messages: KRB_AS_REQ from the client to
Kerberos, and KRB AS_REP or KRB_ERROR in reply. The formats for these
messages are described in sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2, and 5.9.1.

In the request, the client sends (in cleartext) its own identity and
the identity of the server for which it is requesting credentials.
The response, KRB_AS_REP, contains a ticket for the client to present
to the server, and a session key that will be shared by the client
and the server. The session key and additional information are
encrypted in the client's secret key. The KRB_As_REP message
contains information which can be used to detect replays, and to
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associate it with the message to which it replies. Various errors
can occur; these are indicated by an error response (KRB_ERROR)
instead of the KRB_AS_REP response. The error message is not
encrypted. The KRB_ERROR message also contains information which can
be used to associate it with the message to which it replies. The
lack of encryption in the KRB_ERROR message precludes the ability to
detect replays or fabrications of such messages.

In the normal case the authentication server does not know whether
the client is actually the principal named in the request. It simply
sends a reply without knowing or caring whether they are the same.
This is acceptable because nobody but the principal whose identity
was given in the request will be able to use the reply. Its critical
information is encrypted in that principal's key. The initial
request supports an optional field that can be used to pass
additional information that might be needed for the initial exchange.
This field may be used for preauthentication if desired, but the
mechanism is not currently specified.

3.1.1. Generation of KRB_As_REQ message

The client may specify a number of options in the initial request.
Among these options are whether preauthentication is to be performed;
whether the requested ticket is to be renewable, proxiable, or
forwardable; whether it should be postdated or allow postdating of
derivative tickets; and whether a renewable ticket will be accepted
in lieu of a non-renewable ticket if the requested ticket expiration
date cannot be satisfied by a nonrenewable ticket (due to
configuration constraints; see section 4). See section A.1 for
pseudocode.

The client prepares the KRB_AS_REQ message and sends it to the KDC.

3.1.2. Receipt of KRB_AS_REQ message

If all goes well, processing the KRB_AS_REQ message will result in
the creation of a ticket for the client to present to the server.
The format for the ticket is described in section 5.3.1. The
contents of the ticket are determined as follows.

3.1.3. Generation of KRB_AS_REP message

The authentication server looks up the client and server principals
named in the KRB_AS_REQ in its database, extracting their respective
keys. If required, the server pre-authenticates the request, and if
the pre—authentication check fails, an error message with the code
KDC_ERR_PREAUTH_FAILED is returned. If the server cannot accommodate
the requested encryption type, an error message with code
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KDC_ERR_ETYPE_NOsUPP is returned. Otherwise it generates a "random"
session key ("Random" means that, among other things, it should be
impossible to guess the next session key based on knowledge of past
session keys. This can only be achieved in a pseudo—random number
generator if it is based on cryptographic principles. It would be
more desirable to use a truly random number generator, such as one
based on measurements of random physical phenomena.).

If the requested start time is absent or indicates a time in the
past, then the start time of the ticket is set to the authentication
server's current time. If it indicates a time in the future, but the
POSTDATED option has not been specified, then the error
KDC_ERR_CANNOT_POSTDATE is returned. Otherwise the requested start
time is checked against the policy of the local realm (the
administrator might decide to prohibit certain types or ranges of
postdated tickets), and if acceptable, the ticket's start time is set
as requested and the INVALID flag is set in the new ticket. The
postdated ticket must be validated before use by presenting it to the
KDC after the start time has been reached.

The expiration time of the ticket will be set to the minimum of the
following:

+The expiration time (endtime) requested in the KRB_AS_REQ
message.

+The ticket's start time plus the maximum allowable lifetime
associated with the client principal (the authentication
server's database includes a maximum ticket lifetime field
in each principal's record; see section 4).

+The ticket's start time plus the maximum allowable lifetime
associated with the server principal.

+The ticket's start time plus the maximum lifetime set by
the policy of the local realm.

If the requested expiration time minus the start time (as determined
above) is less than a site-determined minimum lifetime, an error
message with code KDC_ERR_NEVER_VALID is returned. If the requested
expiration time for the ticket exceeds what was determined as above,
and if the “RENEwABLE—OK" option was requested, then the "RENEWABLE"
flag is set in the new ticket, and the renew-till value is set as if
the "RENEWABLE" option were requested (the field and option names are
described fully in section 5.4.1). If the RENEWABLE option has been
requested or if the RENEWABLE-OK option has been set and a renewable
ticket is to be issued, then the renew-till field is set to the
minimum of:
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+Its requested value.

+The start time of the ticket plus the minimum of the two
maximum renewable lifetimes associated with the principals’
database entries.

+The start time of the ticket plus the maximum renewable
lifetime set by the policy of the local realm.

The flags field of the new ticket will have the following options set
if they have been requested and if the policy of the local realm
allows : FORWARDABLE , MAY- POSTDATE , POSTDATED, PROXIABLE , RENEWABLE .
If the new ticket is postdated (the start time is in the future), its
INVALID flag will also be set.

If all of the above succeed, the server formats a KRB_AS_REP message
(see section 5.4.2), copying the addresses in the request into the
caddr of the response, placing any required pre—authentication data
into the padata of the response, and encrypts the ciphertext part in
the client's key using the requested encryption method, and sends it
to the client. See section A.2 for pseudocode.

3.1.4. Generation of KRB_ERROR message

Several errors can occur, and the Authentication Server responds by
returning an error message, KRB_ERROR, to the client, with the
error-code and e-text fields set to appropriate values. The error
message contents and details are described in Section 5.9.1.

3.1.5. Receipt of KRB_AS_REP message

If the reply message type is KRB_AS_REP, then the client verifies
that the cname and crealm fields in the cleartext portion of the
reply match what it requested. If any padata fields are present,
they may be used to derive the proper secret key to decrypt the
message. The client decrypts the encrypted part of the response
using its secret key, verifies that the nonce in the encrypted part
matches the nonce it supplied in its request (to detect replays). It
also verifies that the sname and srealm in the response match those
in the request, and that the host address field is also correct. It
then stores the ticket, session key, start and expiration times, and
other information for later use. The key-expiration field from the
encrypted part of the response may be checked to notify the user of
impending key expiration (the client program could then suggest
remedial action, such as a password change). See section A.3 for
pseudocode.

Proper decryption of the KRB_AS_REP message is not sufficient to
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verify the identity of the user; the user and an attacker could
cooperate to generate a KRB_AS_REP format message which decrypts
properly but is not from the proper KDC. If the host wishes to
verify the identity of the user, it must require the user to present
application credentials which can be verified using a securely-stored
secret key. If those credentials can be verified, then the identity
of the user can be assured.

3.1.6. Receipt of KRB_ERROR message

If the reply message type is KRB_ERROR, then the client interprets it
as an error and performs whatever application-specific tasks are
necessary to recover.

3.2. The Client/Server Authentication Exchange

Summary

Message direction Message type Section
Client to Application server KRB_AP_REQ 5.5.1
[optional] Application server to client KRB_AP_REP or

5.5.2

KRB_ERROR 5.9.1

The client/server authentication (CS) exchange is used by network
applications to authenticate the client to the server and vice versa.
The client must have already acquired credentials for the server
using the AS or TGS exchange.

3.2.1. The KRB_AP_REQ message

The KRB_AP_REQ contains authentication information which should be
part of the first message in an authenticated transaction. It
contains a ticket, an authenticator, and some additional bookkeeping
information (see section 5.5.1 for the exact format). The ticket by
itself is insufficient to authenticate a client, since tickets are
passed across the network in cleartext(Tickets contain both an
encrypted and unencrypted portion, so cleartext here refers to the
entire unit, which can be copied from one message and replayed in
another without any cryptographic skill.), so the authenticator is
used to prevent invalid replay of tickets by proving to the server
that the client knows the session key of the ticket and thus is
entitled to use it. The KRB_AP_REQ message is referred to elsewhere
as the "authentication header."

3.2.2. Generation of a KRB_AP_REQ message

When a client wishes to initiate authentication to a server, it
obtains (either through a credentials cache, the AS exchange, or the
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TGS exchange) a ticket and session key for the desired service. The
client may re-use any tickets it holds until they expire. The client
then constructs a new Authenticator from the the system time, its
name, and optionally an application specific checksum, an initial
sequence number to be used in KRB_SAFE or KRB_PRIV messages, and/or a
session subkey to be used in negotiations for a session key unique to
this particular session. Authenticators may not be re-used and will
be rejected if replayed to a server (Note that this can make
applications based on unreliable transports difficult to code
correctly, if the transport might deliver duplicated messages. In
such cases, a new authenticator must be generated for each retry.).
If a sequence number is to be included, it should be randomly chosen
so that even after many messages have been exchanged it is not likely
to collide with other sequence numbers in use.

The client may indicate a requirement of mutual authentication or the
use of a session-key based ticket by setting the appropriate flag(s)
in the ap-options field of the message.

The Authenticator is encrypted in the session key and combined with
the ticket to form the KRB_AP_REQ message which is then sent to the
end server along with any additional application-specific
information. See section A.9 for pseudocode.

3.2.3. Receipt of KRB_AP_REQ message

Authentication is based on the server's current time of day (clocks
must be loosely synchronized), the authenticator, and the ticket.
Several errors are possible. If an error occurs, the server is
expected to reply to the client with a KRB_ERROR message. This
message may be encapsulated in the application protocol if its "raw"
form is not acceptable to the protocol. The format of error messages
is described in section 5.9.1.

The algorithm for verifying authentication information is as follows.
If the message type is not KRB_AP_REQ, the server returns the
KRB_AP_ERR_MSG_TYPE error. If the key version indicated by the Ticket
in the KRB_AP_REQ is not one the server can use (e.g., it indicates
an old key, and the server no longer possesses a copy of the old
key), the KRB_AP_ERR_BADKEYVER error is returned. If the USE-
SESSION-KEY flag is set in the ap-options field, it indicates to the
server that the ticket is encrypted in the session key from the
server's ticket-granting ticket rather than its secret key (This is
used for user-to—user authentication as described in [6]). Since it
is possible for the server to be registered in multiple realms, with
different keys in each, the srealm field in the unencrypted portion
of the ticket in the KRB_AP_REQ is used to specify which secret key
the server should use to decrypt that ticket. The KRB_AP_ERR_NOKEY
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error code is returned if the server doesn't have the proper key to
decipher the ticket.

The ticket is decrypted using the version of the server's key
specified by the ticket. If the decryption routines detect a
modification of the ticket (each encryption system must provide
safeguards to detect modified ciphertext; see section 6), the
KRB_AP_ERR_BAD_INTEGRITY error is returned (chances are good that
different keys were used to encrypt and decrypt).

The authenticator is decrypted using the session key extracted from
the decrypted ticket. If decryption shows it to have been modified,
the KRB_AP_ERR_BAD_INTEGRITY error is returned. The name and realm
of the client from the ticket are compared against the same fields in
the authenticator. If they don't match, the KRB_AP_ERR_BADMATCH
error is returned (they might not match, for example, if the wrong
session key was used to encrypt the authenticator). The addresses in
the ticket (if any) are then searched for an address matching the
operating-system reported address of the client. If no match is
found or the server insists on ticket addresses but none are present

in the ticket, the KRB_AP_ERR_BADADDR error is returned.

If the local (server) time and the client time in the authenticator
differ by more than the allowable clock skew (e.g., 5 minutes), the
KRB_AP_ERR_SKEW error is returned. If the server name, along with
the client name, time and microsecond fields from the Authenticator
match any recently-seen such tuples, the KRB_AP_ERR_REPEAT error is
returned (Note that the rejection here is restricted to
authenticators from the same principal to the same server. other
client principals communicating with the same server principal should
not be have their authenticators rejected if the time and microsecond

fields happen to match some other client's authenticator.). The
server must remember any authenticator presented within the allowable
clock skew, so that a replay attempt is guaranteed to fail. If a
server loses track of any authenticator presented within the
allowable clock skew, it must reject all requests until the clock
skew interval has passed. This assures that any lost or re-played
authenticators will fall outside the allowable clock skew and can no
longer be successfully replayed (If this is not done, an attacker
could conceivably record the ticket and authenticator sent over the
network to a server, then disable the client's host, pose as the
disabled host, and replay the ticket and authenticator to subvert the
authentication.). If a sequence number is provided in the
authenticator, the server saves it for later use in processing
KRB_SAFE and/or KRB_PRIV messages. If a subkey is present, the
server either saves it for later use or uses it to help generate its
own choice for a subkey to be returned in a KRB_AP_REP message.
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The server computes the age of the ticket: local (server) time minus
the start time inside the Ticket. If the start time is later than
the current time by more than the allowable clock skew or if the
INVALID flag is set in the ticket, the KRB_AP_ERR_TKT_NYV error is
returned. Otherwise, if the current time is later than end time by
more than the allowable clock skew, the KRB_AP_ERR_TKT_EXPIRED error
is returned.

If all these checks succeed without an error, the server is assured
that the client possesses the credentials of the principal named in
the ticket and thus, the client has been authenticated to the server.
See section A.10 for pseudocode.

3.2.4. Generation of a KRB_AP_REP message

Typically, a client's request will include both the authentication
information and its initial request in the same message, and the
server need not explicitly reply to the KRB_AP_REQ. However, if
mutual authentication (not only authenticating the client to the
server, but also the server to the client) is being performed, the
KRB_AP_REQ message will have MUTUAL-REQUIRED set in its ap-options
field, and a KRB_AP_REP message is required in response. As with the
error message, this message may be encapsulated in the application
protocol if its "raw" form is not acceptable to the application's
protocol. The timestamp and microsecond field used in the reply must
be the client's timestamp and microsecond field (as provided in the
authenticator). [Note: In the Kerberos version 4 protocol, the

timestamp in the reply was the client's timestamp plus one. This is
not necessary in version 5 because version 5 messages are formatted
in such a way that it is not possible to create the reply by
judicious message surgery (even in encrypted form) without knowledge
of the appropriate encryption keys.) If a sequence number is to be
included, it should be randomly chosen as described above for the
authenticator. A subkey may be included if the server desires to
negotiate a different subkey. The KRB_AP_REP message is encrypted in
the session key extracted from the ticket. See section A.11 for
pseudocode.

3.2.5. Receipt of KRB_AP_REP message

If a KRB_AP_REP message is returned, the client uses the session key
from the credentials obtained for the server (Note that for
encrypting the KRB_AP_REP message, the sub-session key is not used,
even if present in the Authenticator.) to decrypt the message, and
verifies that the timestamp and microsecond fields match those in the
Authenticator it sent to the server. If they match, then the client
is assured that the server is genuine. The sequence number and subkey

(if present) are retained for later use. See section A.12 for
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pseudocode.

3.2.6. Using the encryption key

After the KRB_AP_REQ/KRB_AP_REP exchange has occurred, the client and
server share an encryption key which can be used by the application.
The "true session key" to be used for KRB_PRIv, KRB_SAFE, or other
application-specific uses may be chosen by the application based on
the subkeys in the KRB_AP_REP message and the authenticator
(Implementations of the protocol may wish to provide routines to
choose subkeys based on session keys and random numbers and to
orchestrate a negotiated key to be returned in the KRB_AP_REP
message.). In some cases, the use of this session key will be
implicit in the protocol; in others the method of use must be chosen
from a several alternatives. We leave the protocol negotiations of
how to use the key (e.g., selecting an encryption or checksum type)
to the application programmer; the Kerberos protocol does not
constrain the implementation options.

with both the one-way and mutual authentication exchanges, the peers
should take care not to send sensitive information to each other

without proper assurances. In particular, applications that require
privacy or integrity should use the KRB_AP_REP or KRB_ERROR responses
from the server to client to assure both client and server of their

peer's identity. If an application protocol requires privacy of its
messages, it can use the KRB_PRIV message (section 3.5). The KRB_SAFE
message (section 3.4) can be used to assure integrity.

3.3. The Ticket-Granting Service (TGS) Exchange

Summary

Message direction Message type Section
1. Client to Kerberos KRB_TGS_REQ 5.4.1
2. Kerberos to client KRB_TGS_REP or 5.4.2

KRB_ERROR 5 . 9 . 1

The TGS exchange between a client and the Kerberos Ticket-Granting
Server is initiated by a client when it wishes to obtain
authentication credentials for a given server (which might be
registered in a remote realm), when it wishes to renew or validate an
existing ticket, or when it wishes to obtain a proxy ticket. In the
first case, the client must already have acquired a ticket for the
Ticket-Granting Service using the AS exchange (the ticket—granting
ticket is usually obtained when a client initially authenticates to
the system, such as when a user logs in). The message format for the
TGS exchange is almost identical to that for the AS exchange. The
primary difference is that encryption and decryption in the TGS
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exchange does not take place under the client's key. Instead, the
session key from the ticket-granting ticket or renewable ticket, or
sub—session key from an Authenticator is used. As is the case for
all application servers, expired tickets are not accepted by the TGS,
so once a renewable or ticket-granting ticket expires, the client
must use a separate exchange to obtain valid tickets.

The TGS exchange consists of two messages: A request (KRB_TGS_REQ)
from the client to the Kerberos Ticket-Granting Server, and a reply

(KRB_TGS_REP or KRB_ERROR). The KRB_TGS_REQ message includes
information authenticating the client plus a request for credentials.
The authentication information consists of the authentication header

(KRB_AP_REQ) which includes the client's previously obtained ticket-
granting, renewable, or invalid ticket. In the ticket-granting
ticket and proxy cases, the request may include one or more of: a
list of network addresses, a collection of typed authorization data
to be sealed in the ticket for authorization use by the application
server, or additional tickets (the use of which are described later).
The TGS reply (KRB_TGS_REP) contains the requested credentials,
encrypted in the session key from the ticket-granting ticket or
renewable ticket, or if present, in the subsession key from the
Authenticator (part of the authentication header). The KRB_ERROR
message contains an error code and text explaining what went wrong.
The KRB_ERROR message is not encrypted. The KRB_TGS_REP message
contains information which can be used to detect replays, and to
associate it with the message to which it replies. The KRB_ERROR
message also contains information which can be used to associate it
with the message to which it replies, but the lack of encryption in
the KRB_ERROR message precludes the ability to detect replays or
fabrications of such messages.

3.3.1. Generation of KRB_TGS_REQ message

Before sending a request to the ticket-granting service, the client
must determine in which realm the application server is registered
[Note: This can be accomplished in several ways. It might be known
beforehand (since the realm is part of the principal identifier), or
it might be stored in a nameserver. Presently, however, this
information is obtained from a configuration file. If the realm to
be used is obtained from a nameserver. there is a danger of being

spoofed if the nameservice providing the realm name is not
authenticated. This might result in the use of a realm which has
been compromised, and would result in an attacker's ability to
compromise the authentication of the application server to the
client.]. If the client does not already possess a ticket-granting
ticket for the appropriate realm, then one must be obtained. This is
first attempted by requesting a ticket-granting ticket for the
destination realm from the local Kerberos server (using the
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KRB_TGS_REQ message recursively). The Kerberos server may return a
TGT for the desired realm in which case one can proceed.

Alternatively, the Kerberos server may return a TGT for a realm which
is "closer" to the desired realm (further along the standard
hierarchical path), in which case this step must be repeated with a
Kerberos server in the realm specified in the returned TGT. If
neither are returned, then the request must be retried with a
Kerberos server for a realm higher in the hierarchy. This request
will itself require a ticket—granting ticket for the higher realm
which must be obtained by recursively applying these directions.

Once the client obtains a ticket-granting ticket for the appropriate
realm, it determines which Kerberos servers serve that realm, and
contacts one. The list might be obtained through a configuration file
or network service; as long as the secret keys exchanged by realms
are kept secret, only denial of service results from a false Kerberosserver .

As in the AS exchange, the client may specify a number of options in
the KRB_TGS_REQ message. The client prepares the KRB_TGS_REQ
message, providing an authentication header as an element of the
padata field, and including the same fields as used in the KRB_AS_REQ
message along with several optional fields: the enc-authorization-
data field for application server use and additional tickets required
by some options.

In preparing the authentication header, the client can select a sub-
session key under which the response from the Kerberos server will be
encrypted (If the client selects a sub-session key, care must be
taken to ensure the randomness of the selected subsession key. One

approach would be to generate a random number and XOR it with the
session key from the ticket—granting ticket.). If the sub-session key
is not specified, the session key from the ticket—granting ticket
will be used. If the enc-authorization-data is present, it must be
encrypted in the sub-session key, if present, from the authenticator
portion of the authentication header, or if not present in the
session key from the ticket-granting ticket.

Once prepared, the message is sent to a Kerberos server for the
destination realm. See section A.S for pseudocode.

3.3.2. Receipt of KRB_TGS_REQ message

The KRB_TGS_REQ message is processed in a manner similar to the
KRB_AS_REQ message, but there are many additional checks to be
performed. First, the Kerberos server must determine which server
the accompanying ticket is for and it must select the appropriate key
to decrypt it. For a normal KRB_TGS_REQ message, it will be for the
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ticket granting service, and the TGS’s key will be used. If the TGT
was issued by another realm, then the appropriate inter-realm key
must be used. If the accompanying ticket is not a ticket granting
ticket for the current realm, but is for an application server in the
current realm, the RENEW, VALIDATE, or PROXY options are specified in
the request, and the server for which a ticket is requested is the
server named in the accompanying ticket, then the KDC will decrypt
the ticket in the authentication header using the key of the server
for which it was issued. If no ticket can be found in the padata
field, the KDC_ERR_PADATA_TYPE_NOSUPP error is returned.

Once the accompanying ticket has been decrypted, the user-supplied
checksum in the Authenticator must be verified against the contents
of the request, and the message rejected if the checksums do not
match (with an error code of KRB_AP_ERR_MODIFIED) or if the checksum
is not keyed or not collision—proof (with an error code of
KRB_AP_ERR_INAPP_CKSUM). If the checksum type is not supported, the
KDC_ERR_SUMTYPE_NOSUPP error is returned. If the authorization-data
are present, they are decrypted using the sub—session key from the
Authenticator.

If any of the decryptions indicate failed integrity checks, the
ICRB_AP_ERR_BAD_IN'I'EGRITY error is returned.

3.3.3. Generation of KRB_TGS_REP message

The KRB_TGs_REP message shares its format with the KRB_AS_REP
(KRB_KDC_REP), but with its type field set to lCRB_'I‘GS_REP. The
detailed specification is in section 5.4.2.

The response will include a ticket for the requested server. The
Kerberos database is queried to retrieve the record for the requested
server (including the key with which the ticket will be encrypted).
If the request is for a ticket granting ticket for a remote realm,
and if no key is shared with the requested realm, then the Kerberos
server will select the realm "closest" to the requested realm with
which it does share a key, and use that realm instead. This is the
only case where the response from the KDC will be for a different
server than that requested by the client.

By default, the address field. the client's name and realm, the list
of transited realms, the time of initial authentication, the
expiration time, and the authorization data of the newly-issued
ticket will be copied from the ticket-granting ticket (TGT) or
renewable ticket. If the transited field needs to be updated, but
the transited type is not supported, the KDC_ERR_TRTYPE_NOSUPP error
is returned.
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If the request specifies an endtime, then the endtime of the new
ticket is set to the minimum of (a) that request, (b) the endtime
from the TGT. and (c) the starttime of the TGT plus the minimum of
the maximum life for the application server and the maximum life for
the local realm (the maximum life for the requesting principal was

already applied when the TGT was issued). If the new ticket is to be
a renewal, then the endtime above is replaced by the minimum of (a)
the value of the renew_ti1l field of the ticket and (b) the starttime
for the new ticket plus the life (endtimestarttime) of the old
ticket.

If the FORWARDED option has been requested, then the resulting ticket
will contain the addresses specified by the client. This option will
only be honored if the FORWARDABLE flag is set in the TGT. The PROXY
option is similar; the resulting ticket will contain the addresses
specified by the client. It will be honored only if the PROXIABLE
flag in the TGT is set. The PROXY option will not be honored on
requests for additional ticket-granting tickets.

If the requested start time is absent or indicates a time in the
past, then the start time of the ticket is set to the authentication
server's current time. If it indicates a time in the future, but the
POSTDATED option has not been specified or the MAY-POSTDATE flag is
not set in the TGT, then the error KDC_ERR_CANNOT_POSTDATE is
returned. Otherwise, if the ticket-granting ticket has the
MAYPOSTDATE flag set, then the resulting ticket will be postdated and
the requested starttime is checked against the policy of the local
realm. If acceptable, the ticket's start time is set as requested,
and the INVALID flag is set. The postdated ticket must be validated
before use by presenting it to the KDC after the starttime has been
reached. However, in no case may the starttime, endtime, or renew-
till time of a newly-issued postdated ticket extend beyond the
renew-till time of the ticket-granting ticket.

If the ENC-TKT-IN-SKEY option has been specified and an additional
ticket has been included in the request, the KDC will decrypt the
additional ticket using the key for the server to which the
additional ticket was issued and verify that it is a ticket-granting
ticket. If the name of the requested server is missing from the

request, the name of the client in the additional ticket will be
used. Otherwise the name of the requested server will be compared to
the name of the client in the additional ticket and if different, the
request will be rejected. If the request succeeds, the session key
from the additional ticket will be used to encrypt the new ticket
that is issued instead of using the key of the server for which the
new ticket will be used (This allows easy implementation of user—to-
user authentication [6], which uses ticket-granting ticket session

keys in lieu of secret server keys in situations where such secret
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keys could be easily compromised.).

If the name of the server in the ticket that is presented to the KDC
as part of the authentication header is not that of the ticket-
granting server itself, and the server is registered in the realm of
the KDC, If the RENEW option is requested, then the KDC will verify
that the RENEWABLE flag is set in the ticket and that the renew_till
time is still in the future. If the VALIDATE option is rqeuested,
the KDC will check that the starttime has passed and the INVALID flag
is set. If the PROXY option is requested, then the KDC will check
that the PROXIABLE flag is set in the ticket. If the tests succeed,
the KDC will issue the appropriate new ticket.

Whenever a request is made to the ticket-granting server, the
presented ticket(s) is(are) checked against a hot-list of tickets
which have been canceled. This hot-list might be implemented by
storing a range of issue dates for “suspect tickets"; if a presented
ticket had an authtime in that range, it would be rejected. In this
way, a stolen ticket-granting ticket or renewable ticket cannot be
used to gain additional tickets (renewals or otherwise) once the
theft has been reported. Any normal ticket obtained before it was
reported stolen will still be valid (because they require no
interaction with the KDC), but only until their normal expiration
times

The ciphertext part of the response in the KRB_TGS_REP message is
encrypted in the sub-session key from the Authenticator, if present,
or the session key key from the ticket-granting ticket. It is not
encrypted using the client's secret key. Furthermore, the client's
key's expiration date and the key version number fields are left out
since these values are stored along with the client's database
record, and that record is not needed to satisfy a request based on a
ticket-granting ticket. See section A.6 for pseudocode.

3.3.3.1. Encoding the transited field

If the identity of the server in the TGT that is presented to the KDC
as part of the authentication header is that of the ticket-granting
service, but the TGT was issued from another realm, the KDC will look
up the inter-realm key shared with that realm and use that key to
decrypt the ticket. If the ticket is valid, then the KDC will honor
the request, subject to the constraints outlined above in the section
describing the AS exchange. The realm part of the client's identity
will be taken from the ticket-granting ticket. The name of the realm
that issued the ticket-granting ticket will be added to the transited
field of the ticket to be issued. This is accomplished by reading
the transited field from the ticket-granting ticket (which is treated
as an unordered set of realm names), adding the new realm to the set,
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then constructing and writing out its encoded (shorthand) form (this
may involve a rearrangement of the existing encoding).

Note that the ticket-granting service does not add the name of its
own realm. Instead, its responsibility is to add the name of the
previous realm. This prevents a malicious Kerberos server from
intentionally leaving out its own name (it could, however, omit other
realms’ names).

The names of neither the local realm nor the principal’s realm are to
be included in the transited field. They appear elsewhere in the
ticket and both are known to have taken part in authenticating the

principal. Since the endpoints are not included, both local and
single-hop inter—realm authentication result in a transited field
that is empty.

Because the name of each realm transited is added to this field,
it might potentially be very long. To decrease the length of this
field, its contents are encoded. The initially supported encoding is
optimized for the normal case of inter—realm communication: a
hierarchical arrangement of realms using either domain or X.500 style
realm names. This encoding (called DOMAIN—X500—COMPRESS) is now
described.

Realm names in the transited field are separated by a ",". The “,“,

"\", trailing "."s, and leading spaces (" ") are special characters,
and if they are part of a realm name, they must be quoted in the
transited field by preceding them with a "\".

A realm name ending with a “.“ is interpreted as being prepended to
the previous realm. For example, we can encode traversal of EDU,
MIT.EDU, ATHENA.MIT.EDU, WASHINGTON.EDU, and CS.WASHINGTON.EDU as:

"EDU,MIT.,ATHENA.,WASHINGTON.EDU,CS.".

Note that if ATHENA.MIT.EDU, or CS.WASHINGTON.EDU were endpoints,
that they would not be included in this field, and we would have:

"EDU,MIT.,WASHINGTON.EDU"

A realm name beginning with a "l" is interpreted as being appended to
the previous realm (For the purpose of appending, the realm preceding
the first listed realm is considered to be the null realm ("")). If
it is to stand by itself, then it should be preceded by a space ("
"). For example, we can encode traversal of /COM/HP/APOLLO, /COM/HP,
/COM, and /COM/DEC as:

" /con, /HP, /APOLLO. /COM/DEC".
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Like the example above, if /COM/HP/APOLLO and /COM/DEC are endpoints,
they they would not be included in this field, and we would have:

"/COM,/HP"

A null subfield preceding or following a "," indicates that all
realms between the previous realm and the next realm have been
traversed (For the purpose of interpreting null subfields, the
client's realm is considered to precede those in the transited field,
and the server's realm is considered to follow them.). Thus, ","
means that all realms along the path between the client and the
server have been traversed. ",EDU, /COM," means that that all realms
from the client's realm up to EDU (in a domain style hierarchy) have
been traversed, and that everything from /COM down to the server's
realm in an X.5OO style has also been traversed. This could occur if
the EDU realm in one hierarchy shares an inter-realm key directly
with the /COM realm in another hierarchy.

3.3.4. Receipt of KRB_TGS_REP message

when the KRB_TGS_REP is received by the client, it is processed in
the same manner as the KRB_AS_REP processing described above. The
primary difference is that the ciphertext part of the response must
be decrypted using the session key from the ticket-granting ticket
rather than the client's secret key. See section A.7 for pseudocode.

3.4. The lCRB_SAFE Exchange

The KRB_SAFE message may be used by clients requiring the ability to
detect modifications of messages they exchange. It achieves this by
including a keyed collisionproof checksum of the user data and some
control information. The checksum is keyed with an encryption key
(usually the last key negotiated via subkeys, or the session key if
no negotiation has occured).

3.4.1. Generation of a KRB_SAFE message

when an application wishes to send a KRB_SAFE message, it collects
its data and the appropriate control information and computes a
checksum over them. The checksum algorithm should be some sort of
keyed one—way hash function (such as the RSA-MD5-DES checksum
algorithm specified in section 6.4.5, or the DES MAC), generated
using the sub-session key if present, or the session key. Different
algorithms may be selected by changing the checksum type in the
message. Unkeyed or non—collision-proof checksums are not suitablefor this use.

The control information for the KRB_SAFE message includes both a
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timestamp and a sequence number. The designer of an application
using the KRB_SAFE message must choose at least one of the two
mechanisms. This choice should be based on the needs of the
application protocol.

Sequence numbers are useful when all messages sent will be received
by one's peer. Connection state is presently required to maintain
the session key, so maintaining the next sequence number should not
present an additional problem.

If the application protocol is expected to tolerate lost messages
without them being resent, the use of the timestamp is the
appropriate replay detection mechanism. Using timestamps is also the
appropriate mechanism for multi:cast protocols where all of one's
peers share a common sub-session key, but some messages will be sent
to a subset of one's peers.

After computing the checksum, the client then transmits the
information and checksum to the recipient in the message format
specified in section 5.6.1.

3.4.2. Receipt of KRB_SAFE message

when an application receives a KRB_SAFE message, it verifies it as
follows. If any error occurs, an error code is reported for use by
the application.

The message is first checked by verifying that the protocol version
and type fields match the current version and KRB_SAFE, respectively.
A mismatch generates a KRB_AP_ERR_BADVERSION or KRB_AP_ERR_MSG_TYPE
error. The application verifies that the checksum used is a
collisionproof keyed checksum, and if it is not, a
KRB_AP_ERR_INAPP_CKSUM error is generated. The recipient verifies
that the operating system's report of the sender's address matches
the sender's address in the message, and (if a recipient address is
specified or the recipient requires an address) that one of the
recipient's addresses appears as the recipient's address in the
message. A failed match for either case generates a
KRB_AP_ERR_BADADDR error. Then the timestamp and usec and/or the
sequence number fields are checked. If timestamp and usec are
expected and not present, or they are present but not current, the
KRB_AP_ERR_sKEw error is generated. If the server name, along with
the client name, time and microsecond fields from the Authenticator
match any recently—seen such tuples, the KRB_AP_ERR_REPEAT error is
generated. If an incorrect sequence number is included, or a
sequence number is expected but not present, the KRB_AP_ERR_BADORDER
error is generated. If neither a timestamp and usec or a sequence
number is present, a KRB_AP_ERR_MODIFIED error is generated.
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Finally, the checksum is computed over the data and control
information, and if it doesn't match the received checksum, a

KRB_AP_ERR_MODIFIED error is generated.

If all the checks succeed, the application is assured that the
message was generated by its peer and was not modified in transit.

3.5. The KRB_PRIV Exchange

The KRB_PRIV message may be used by clients requiring confidentiality
and the ability to detect modifications of exchanged messages. It
achieves this by encrypting the messages and adding control
information.

3.5.1. Generation of a KRB_PRIV message

When an application wishes to send a KRB_PRIV message, it collects
its data and the appropriate control information (specified in
section 5.7.1) and encrypts them under an encryption key (usually the
last key negotiated via subkeys, or the session key if no negotiation
has occured). As part of the control information, the client must
choose to use either a timestamp or a sequence number (or both); see
the discussion in section 3.4.1 for guidelines on which to use.
After the user data and control information are encrypted, the client
transmits the ciphertext and some "envelope" information to the
recipient.

3.5.2. Receipt of KRB_PRIV message

when an application receives a KRB_PRIv message, it verifies it as
follows. If any error occurs, an error code is reported for use by
the application.

The message is first checked by verifying that the protocol version
and type fields match the current version and KRB_PRIV, respectively.
A mismatch generates a KRB_AP_ERR_BADVERSION or KRB_AP_ERR_MSG_TYPE
error. The application then decrypts the ciphertext and processes
the resultant plaintext. If decryption shows the data to have been
modified, a KRB_AP_ERR_BAD_INTEGRITY error is generated. The
recipient verifies that the operating system's report of the sender's
address matches the sender's address in the message, and (if a
recipient address is specified or the recipient requires an address)
that one of the recipient's addresses appears as the recipient's
address in the message. A failed match for either case generates a
KRB_AP_ERR_BADADDR error. Then the timestamp and usec and/or the
sequence number fields are checked. If timestamp and usec are
expected and not present, or they are present but not current, the
KRB_AP_ERR_SKEW error is generated. If the server name, along with
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the client name, time and microsecond fields from the Authenticator
match any recently-seen such tuples, the KRB_AP_ERR_RBPEAT error is
generated.A If an incorrect sequence number is included, or a
sequence number is expected but not present, the KRB_AP_ERR_BADORDER
error is generated. If neither a timestamp and usec or a sequence
number is present, a KRB_AP_£RR_MODIFIED error is generated.

If all the checks succeed, the application can assume the message was

generated by its peer, and was securely transmitted (without
intruders able to see the unencrypted contents).

3.6. The KRB_CRED Exchange

The KRB_CRED message may be used by clients requiring the ability to
send Kerberos credentials from one host to another. It achieves this
by sending the tickets together with encrypted data containing the
session keys and other information associated with the tickets.

3.6.1. Generation of a KRB_CRED message

when an application wishes to send a KRB_CRED message it first (using
the KRB_TGS exchange) obtains credentials to be sent to the remote
host. It then constructs a KRB_CRED message using the ticket or
tickets so obtained, placing the session key needed to use each
ticket in the key field of the corresponding Krbcredlnfo sequence of
the encrypted part of the the KRB_CRED message.

Other information associated with each ticket and obtained during the

KRB_TGS exchange is also placed in the corresponding Krbcredlnfo
sequence in the encrypted part of the KRB_CRED message. The current
time and, if specifically required by the application the nonce, s-
address, and raddress fields, are placed in the encrypted part of the
KRB_CRED message which is then encrypted under an encryption key
previosuly exchanged in the KRB_AP exchange (usually the last key
negotiated via subkeys, or the session key if no negotiation has
occured).

3.6.2. Receipt of KRB_CRED message

when an application receives a KRB_CRED message, it verifies it. If
any error occurs, an error code is reported for use by the
application. The message is verified by checking that the protocol
version and type fields match the current version and KRB_CRED,
respectively. A mismatch generates a KRBwAP_ERR_BADVERsION or
KRB_AP_ERR_MSG_TYPE error. The application then decrypts the
ciphertext and processes the resultant plaintext. If decryption shows
the data to have been modified, a KRB_AP_ERR_BAD_INTEGRITY error is
generated.
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If present or required, the recipient verifies that the operating
system's report of the sender's address matches the sender's address
in the message, and that one of the recipient's addresses appears as
the recipient's address in the message. A failed match for either
case generates a KRB_AP_ERR_BADADDR error. The timestamp and usec
fields (and the nonce field if required) are checked next. If the
timestamp and usec are not present, or they are present but not
current, the KRB_AP_ERR_SKEW error is generated.

If all the checks succeed, the application stores each of the new
tickets in its ticket cache together with the session key and other
information in the corresponding Krbcredlnfo sequence from the
encrypted part of the KRB_CRED message.

4. The Kerberos Database

The Kerberos server must have access to a database containing the
principal identifiers and secret keys of principals to be
authenticated (The implementation of the Kerberos server need not
combine the database and the server on the same machine; it is

feasible to store the principal database in, say, a network name
service, as long as the entries stored therein are protected from
disclosure to and modification by unauthorized parties. However, we
recommend against such strategies, as they can make system management
and threat analysis quite complex.).

4.1. Database contents

A database entry should contain at least the following fields:

Field Value

name Principal's identifier
key Principal's secret key
p_kvno Principal's key version
max_life Maximum lifetime for Tickets
max_renewable_life Maximum total lifetime for renewableTickets

The name field is an encoding of the principal’s identifier. The key
field contains an encryption key. This key is the principal’s secret
key. (The key can be encrypted before storage under a Kerberos
"master key" to protect it in case the database is compromised but
the master key is not. In that case, an extra field must be added to
indicate the master key version used, see below.) The p_kvno field is
the key version number of the principal’s secret key. The max_life
field contains the maximum allowable lifetime (endtime - starttime)

for any Ticket issued for this principal. The max_renewab1e_life
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field contains the maximum allowable total lifetime for any renewable
Ticket issued for this principal. (See section 3.1 for a description
of how these lifetimes are used in determining the lifetime of a
given Ticket.)

A server may provide KDC service to several realms, as long as the
database representation provides a mechanism to distinguish between
principal records with identifiers which differ only in the realmname.

when an application server's key changes, if the change is routine
(i.e., not the result of disclosure of the old key), the old key
should be retained by the server until all tickets that had been
issued using that key have expired. Because of this, it is possible
for several keys to be active for a single principal. Ciphertext
encrypted in a principal's key is always tagged with the version of
the key that was used for encryption, to help the recipient find the
proper key for decryption.

when more than one key is active for a particular principal, the
principal will have more than one record in the Kerberos database.
The keys and key version numbers will differ between the records (the
rest of the fields may or may not be the same). Whenever Kerberos
issues a ticket, or responds to a request for initial authentication,
the most recent key (known by the Kerberos server) will be used for
encryption. This is the key with the highest key version number.

4.2. Additional fields

Project Athena's KDC implementation uses additional fields in its
database:

Field Value

K_kvno Kerberos' key version
expiration Expiration date for entry
attributes Bit field of attributes

mod_date Timestamp of last modification
mod_name Modifying principal's identifier

The K_kvno field indicates the key version of the Kerberos master key
under which the principal's secret key is encrypted.

After an entry's expiration date has passed, the KDC will return an
error to any client attempting to gain tickets as or for the
principal. (A database may want to maintain two expiration dates:
one for the principal, and one for the principal's current key. This
allows password aging to work independently of the principal's
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expiration date. However, due to the limited space in the responses,
the KDC must combine the key expiration and principal expiration date
into a single value called "key_exp", which is used as a hint to the
user to take administrative action.) '

The attributes field is a bitfield used to govern the operations
involving the principal. This field might be useful in conjunction
with user registration procedures, for site-specific policy
implementations (Project Athena currently uses it for their user
registration process controlled by the system-wide database service,
Moira [7]), or to identify the "string to key" conversion algorithm
used for a principal's key. (See the discussion of the padata field
in section 5.4.2 for details on why this can be useful.) Other bits
are used to indicate that certain ticket options should not be
allowed in tickets encrypted under a principal’s key (one bit each):
Disallow issuing postdated tickets, disallow issuing forwardable
tickets, disallow issuing tickets based on TGT authentication,
disallow issuing renewable tickets, disallow issuing proxiable
tickets, and disallow issuing tickets for which the principal is theserver.

The mod_date field contains the time of last modification of the
entry, and the mod_name field contains the name of the principal
which last modified the entry.

4.3. Frequently Changing Fields

Some KDC implementations may wish to maintain the last time that a
request was made by a particular principal. Information that might
be maintained includes the time of the last request, the time of the
last request for a ticket—granting ticket, the time of the last use
of a ticket—granting ticket, or other times. This information can
then be returned to the user in the last—req field (see section 5.2).

Other frequently changing information that can be maintained is the
latest expiration time for any tickets that have been issued using
each key. This field would be used to indicate how long old keys
must remain valid to allow the continued use of outstanding tickets.

4.4. Site Constants

The KDC implementation should have the following configurable
constants or options, to allow an administrator to make and enforce
policy decisions:

+ The minimum supported lifetime (used to determine whether the
KDC_ERR_NEVER_VALID error should be returned). This constant
should reflect reasonable expectations of round-trip time to the
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KDC, encryption/decryption time, and processing time by the client
and target server, and it should allow for a minimum "useful"
lifetime.

+ The maximum allowable total (renewable) lifetime of a ticket

(renew_till - starttime).

+ The maximum allowable lifetime of a ticket (endtime - starttime).

+ Whether to allow the issue of tickets with empty address fields
(including the ability to specify that such tickets may only be
issued if the request specifies some authorization_data).

+ whether proxiable, forwardable, renewable or post-datable tickets
are to be issued.

5. Message Specifications

The following sections describe the exact contents and encoding of
protocol messages and objects. The ASN.1 base definitions are
presented in the first subsection. The remaining subsections specify
the protocol objects (tickets and authenticators) and messages.
Specification of encryption and checksum techniques, and the fields
related to them, appear in section 6.

5.1. ASN.1 Distinguished Encoding Representation

All uses of ASN.1 in Kerberos shall use the Distinguished Encoding
Representation of the data elements as described in the X.509
specification, section 8.7 [8].

5.2. ASN.1 Base Definitions

The following ASN.1 base definitions are used in the rest of this
section. Note that since the underscore character (_) is not
permitted in ASN.1 names, the hyphen (-) is used in its place for the
purposes of ASN.1 names.

Realm ::= Generalstring
PrincipalName = SEQUENCE {

name-type[0] INTEGER,
name-string[1] SEQUENCE OF Generalstring

}

Kerberos realms are encoded as Generalstrings. Realms shall not
contain a character with the code 0 (the ASCII NUL). Most realms

will usually consist of several components separated by periods (.),
in the style of Internet Domain Names, or separated by slashes (/) in
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the style of X.S00 names. Acceptable forms for realm names are
specified in section 7. A PrincipalName is a typed sequence of
components consisting of the following sub—fields:

name-type This field specifies the type of name that follows.
Pre-defined values for this field are

specified in section 7.2. The name-type should be
treated as a hint. Ignoring the name type, no two

p names can be the same (i.e., at least one of the
components, or the realm, must be different).
This constraint may be eliminated in the future.

name—string This field encodes a sequence of components that
form a name, each component encoded as a General
String. Taken together, a PrincipalName and a Realm
form a principal identifier. Most Principa1Names
will have only a few components (typically one or two).

GeneralizedTime

-- Specifying UTC time zone (2)

KerberosTime

The timestamps used in Kerberos are encoded as GeneralizedTimes. An
encoding shall specify the UTC time zone (Z) and shall not include
any fractional portions of the seconds. It further shall not include
any separators. Example: The only valid format for UTC time 6
minutes, 27 seconds after 9 pm on 6 November 1985 is 19B51106210627Z.

HostAddress = SEQUENCE {
addr-type[0] INTEGER,
address[1] OCTET STRING

I

HostAddresses = SEQUENCE OF SEQUENCE {
addr-type[0] INTEGER.
address [1] OCTET STRING

The host adddress encodings consists of two fields:

addr-type This field specifies the type of address that
follows. Pre—defined values for this field are

specified in section 8.1.

address This field encodes a single address of type addr-type.

The two forms differ slightly. HostAddress contains exactly one
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address; HostAddresses contains a sequence of possibly many
addresses.

AuthorizationData = SEQUENCE OF SEQUENCE {
ad-type[0] INTEGER,
ad— data [1] OCTET STRING

ad—data This field contains authorization data to be
interpreted according to the value of the
corresponding ad—type field.

ad-type This field specifies the format for the ad-data
subfield. A11 negative values are reserved for
local use. Non—negative values are reserved for
registered use.

APOptions BIT STRING {
reserved(0),
use-session-key(1),
mutual-required(2)

BIT STRING (
reserved(0),
forwardab1e(1),
forwarded(2),
proxiab1e(3),
proxy(4).
may-postdate(5),
postdated(6),
inva1id(7),
renewab1e(8),
initia1(9),
pre—authent(10),
hw-authent(11)

TicketF1ags

)

KDCOptions BIT STRING {
reserved(0),
forwardable(1),
forwarded(2),
proxiab1e(3),
proxy(4).
allow-postdate(5),
postdated(6),

ll
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unused7(7),
renewab1e(8),
unused9(9),
unused10(10),
unused11(11),
renewable—ok(27),
enc-tkt—in-skey(28).
renew(30),
va1idate(31)

}

LastReq ::= SEQUENCE OF SEQUENCE {
lr—type[0] INTEGER,
lr-value[1] KerberosTime

lr—type This field indicates how the following lr-value
field is to be interpreted. Negative values indicate
that the information pertains only to the

responding server. Non-negative values pertain to
all servers for the realm.

If the lr—type field is zero (0), then no information
is conveyed by the lr-value subfield. If the
absolute value of the lr—type field is one (1),
then the lr-value subfield is the time of last
initial request for a TGT. If it is two (2), then
the lr-value subfield is the time of last initial

request. If it is three (3), then the lr-value
subfield is the time of issue for the newest
ticket-granting ticket used. If it is four (4),
then the lr-value subfield is the time of the last
renewal. If it is five (5), then the lr-value
subfield is the time of last request (of any
type).

lr-value This field contains the time of the last request.
The time must be interpreted according to the contents
of the accompanying lr—type subfield.

See section 6 for the definitions of Checksum, ChecksumType,

Encryptednata, Encryptionxey, EncryptionType, and KeyType.
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5.3. Tickets and Authenticators

This section describes the format and encryption parameters for
tickets and authenticators. when a ticket or authenticator is

included in a protocol message it is treated as an opaque object.

5.3.1. Tickets

A ticket is a record that helps a client authenticate to a service.
A Ticket contains the following information:

Ticket = [APPLICATION 11 SEQUENCE {
tkt-vno[0] INTEGER,
rea1m[1] Realm,
sname[2] PrincipalName,
enc-part[3] EncryptedData

)
-- Encrypted part of ticket
EncTicketPart ::= [APPLICATION 3] SEQUENCE {

f1ags[o] TicketFlags.
key[1] Encryptionxey,
crealm[2] Realm,
cname[3] PrincipalName,
transited[4] TransitedEncoding,
authtime[5] KerberosTime,
starttimelsl KerberosTime OPTIONAL,
endtime[7] KerberosTime,
renew-till[8] KerberosTime OPTIONAL,
caddr[9] HostAddresses OPTIONAL,
authorization—data[10] AuthorizationData OPTIONAL

)
-- encoded Transited field

TransitedEncoding ::= SEQUENCE {
tr-type[0] INTEGER, -- must be registered
contentslll OCTET STRING

The encoding of EncTicketPart is encrypted in the.key shared by
Kerberos and the end server (the server's secret key). See section 6
for the format of the ciphertext.

tkt-vno This field specifies the version number for the ticket
format. This document describes version number 5.

realm This field specifies the realm that issued a ticket. It
also serves to identify the realm part of the server's
principal identifier. Since a Kerberos server can only
issue tickets for servers within its realm, the two will
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always be identical.

sname This field specifies the name part of the server's
identity.

enc-part This field holds the encrypted encoding of the
EncTicketPart sequence.

flags This field indicates which of various options were used or
requested when the ticket was issued. It is a bit-field,
where the selected options are indicated by the bit being
set (1), and the unselected options and reserved fields
being reset (0). Bit 0 is the most significant bit. The
encoding of the bits is specified in section 5.2. The
flags are described in more detail above in section 2. The
meanings of the flags are:

Bit(s) Name Description

0 RESERVED Reserved for future expansion of this
field.

1 FORWARDABLE The FORWARDABLE flag is normally only
interpreted by the TGS, and can be
ignored by end servers. when set,
this flag tells the ticket-granting
server that it is OK to issue a new

ticket- granting ticket with a
different network address based on

the presented ticket.

2 FORWARDED when set, this flag indicates that
the ticket has either been forwarded
or was issued based on authentication

involving a forwarded ticket-granting
ticket.

3 PROXIABLE The PROXIABLE flag is normally only
interpreted by the TGS, and can be
ignored by end servers. The PROXIABLE
flag has an interpretation identical
to that of the FORWARDABLE flag,
except that the PROXIABLE flag tells
the ticket-granting server that only
non— ticket-granting tickets may be
issued with different network
addresses.
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PROXY when set, this flag indicates that a
ticket is a proxy.

MAY—POSTDATE The MAY-POSTDATE flag is normally
only interpreted by the TGS, and can
be ignored by end servers. This flag
tells the ticket-granting server that
a post- dated ticket may be issued
based on this ticket-granting ticket.

POSTDATED This flag indicates that this ticket
has been postdated. The end-service
can check the authtime field to see

when the original authentication
occurred.

INVALID This flag indicates that a ticket is
invalid, and it must be validated by
the KDC before use. Application
servers must reject tickets which
have this flag set.

RENEWABLE The RENEWABLE flag is normally only
interpreted by the TGS, and can
usually be ignored by end servers
(some particularly careful servers

may wish to disallow renewable
tickets). A renewable ticket can be
used to obtain a replacement ticket
that expires at a later date.

INITIAL This flag indicates that this ticket
was issued using the AS protocol, and
not issued based on a ticket-granting
ticket.

PRE-AUTHENT This flag indicates that during
initial authentication, the client
was authenticated by the KDC before a
ticket was issued. The strength of
the preauthentication method is not
indicated, but is acceptable to the
KDC.

HW-AUTHENT This flag indicates that the protocol
employed for initial authentication
required the use of hardware expected
to be possessed solely by the named
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client. The hardware authentication

method is selected by the KDC and the
strength of the method is not
indicated.

12-31 RESERVED Reserved for future use.

key This field exists in the ticket and the xbc response and is
used to pass the session key from Kerberos to the
application server and the client. The field's encoding is
described in section 6.2.

crealm This field contains the name of the realm in which the
client is registered and in which initial authentication
took place.

cname This field contains the name part of the client's principal
identifier.

transited This field lists the names of the Kerberos realms that took

part in authenticating the user to whom this ticket was
issued. It does not specify the order in which the realms
were transited. See section 3.3.3.1 for details on how
this field encodes the traversed realms.

authtime This field indicates the time of initial authentication for

the named principal. It is the time of issue for the
original ticket on which this ticket is based. It is
included in the ticket to provide additional information to
the end service, and to provide the necessary information
for implementation of a ‘hot list’ service at the KDC. An
end service that is particularly paranoid could refuse to
accept tickets for which the initial authentication
occurred “too far" in the past.

This field is also returned as part of the response from
the KDC. when returned as part of the response to initial
authentication (KRB_AS_REP), this is the current time on
the Kerberos server (It is NOT recomended that this time
value be used to adjust the workstation's clock since the
workstation cannot reliably determine that such a
KRB_AS_REP actually came from the proper KDC in a_timely
manner.).

starttime This field in the ticket specifies the time after which the
ticket is valid. Together with endtime, this field
specifies the life of the ticket. If it is absent from
the ticket, its value should be treated as that of the
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authtime field.

endtime This field contains the time after which the ticket will

not be honored (its expiration time). Note that individual
services may place their own limits on the life of a ticket
and may reject tickets which have not yet expired. As
such, this is really an upper bound on the expiration time
for the ticket.

renew-till This field is only present in tickets that have the
RENEWABLE flag set in the flags field. It indicates the
maximum endtime that may be included in a renewal. It can
be thought of as the absolute expiration time for the
ticket, including all renewals.

caddr This field in a ticket contains zero (if omitted) or more
(if present) host addresses. These are the addresses from
which the ticket can be used. If there are no addresses,
the ticket can be used from any location. The decision
by the KDC to issue or by the end server to accept zero-
address tickets is a policy decision and is left to the
Kerberos and end-service administrators; they may refuse to
issue or accept such tickets. The suggested and default
policy, however, is that such tickets will only be issued
or accepted when additional information that can be used to
restrict the use of the ticket is included in the '

authorization_data field. Such a ticket is a capability.

Network addresses are included in the ticket to make it
harder for an attacker to use stolen credentials. Because

the session key is not sent over the network in cleartext,
credentials can't be stolen simply by listening to the
network; an attacker has to gain access to the session key
(perhaps through operating system security breaches or a
careless user's unattended session) to make use of stolen
tickets.

It is important to note that the network address from which
a connection is received cannot be reliably determined.
Even if it could be, an attacker who has compromised the
client's workstation could use the credentials from there.

Including the network addresses only makes it more
difficult, not impossible, for an attacker to walk off with
stolen credentials and then use them from a "safe"
location.
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authorization-data The authorization-data field is used to pass
authorization data from the principal on whose behalf a
ticket was issued to the application service. If no
authorization data is included, this field will be left
out. The data in this field are specific to the end
service. It is expected that the field will contain the
names of service specific objects, and the rights to those
objects. The format for this field is described in section
5.2. Although Kerberos is not concerned with the format of
the contents of the subfields, it does carry type
information (ad-type).

By using the authorization_data field, a principal is able
to issue a proxy that is valid for a specific purpose. For
example, a client wishing to print a file can obtain a file
server proxy to be passed to the print server. By
specifying the name of the file in the authorization_data
field, the file server knows that the print server can only
use the client's rights when accessing the particular file
to be printed.

It is interesting to note that if one specifies the
authorization-data field of a proxy and leaves the host
addresses blank, the resulting ticket and session key can
be treated as a capability. See [9] for some suggested
uses of this field.

The authorization-data field is optional and does not have
to be included in a ticket.

5.3.2. Authenticators

An authenticator is a record sent with a ticket to a server to

certify the client's knowledge of the encryption key in the ticket,
to help the server detect replays, and to help choose a "true session
key“ to use with the particular session. The encoding is encrypted
in the ticket's session key shared by the client and the server:

-— Unencrypted authenticator
Authenticator ::= [APPLICATION 2] SEQUENCE {

authenticator-vno[0] INTEGER,
crealm[1] Realm,
cname[2] PrincipalName,
cksum[3] Checksum OPTIONAL,
cusec[4] INTEGER,
ctime[5] KerberosTime,
subkey[6] Encryptionxey OPTIONAL,
seq—number [7] INTEGER OPTIONAL,
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authorization-data[B] AuthorizationData OPTIONAL

}

authenticator-vno This field specifies the version number for the
format of the authenticator. This document specifies
version 5.

crealm and cname These fields are the same as those described for the
ticket in section 5.3.1.

cksum This field contains a checksum of the the application data
that accompanies the KRB_AP_REQ.

cusec This field contains the microsecond part of the client's
timestamp. Its value (before encryption) ranges from 0 to
999999. It often appears along with ctime. The two fields
are used together to specify a reasonably accurate
timestamp.

ctime This field contains the current time on the client's host.

subkey This field contains the client's choice for an encryption
key which is to be used to protect this specific
application session. Unless an application specifies
otherwise, if this field is left out the session key from
the ticket will be used.

seq-number This optional field includes the initial sequence number
to be used by the KRB_PRIV or KRB_SAFE messages when
sequence numbers are used to detect replays (It may also be
used by application specific messages). when included in
the authenticator this field specifies the initial sequence
number for messages from the client to the server. when
included in the AP-REP message, the initial sequence number
is that for messages from the server to the client. when
used in KRB_PRIV or KRB_SAFE messages, it is incremented by
one after each message is sent.

For sequence numbers to adequately support the detection of
replays they should be non-repeating, even across
connection boundaries. The initial sequence number should
be random and uniformly distributed across the full space
of possible sequence numbers, so that it cannot be guessed
by an attacker and so that it and the successive sequence
numbers do not repeat other sequences.
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authorization—data This field is the same as described for the ticket

in section 5.3.1. It is optional and will only appear when
additional restrictions are to be placed on the use of a
ticket, beyond those carried in the ticket itself.

5.4. Specifications for the AS and TGS exchanges

This section specifies the format of the messages used in exchange
between the client and the Kerberos server. The format of possible
error messages appears in section 5.9.1.

5.4.1. KRB_KDC_REQ definition

The KRB_KDC_REQ message has no type of its own. Instead, its type is
one of KRB_AS_REQ or KRB_TGS_REQ depending on whether the request is
for an initial ticket or an additional ticket. In either case, the
message is sent from the client to the Authentication Server to
request credentials for a service.

The message fields are:

AS—REQ ::= [APPLICATION 10] KDC-REQ
TGS-REQ ::= [APPLICATION 12] KDC—R.EQ

KDC-REQ = SEQUENCE {
pvnolll INTEGER.
msg—type[2] INTEGER,
padata[3] SEQUENCE OF PA-DATA OPTIONAL,
req-body[4] KDC-REQ-BODY

}

PA-DATA ::= SEQUENCE {
padata-typelll INTEGER,
padata-value[2] OCTET STRING,

—— might be encoded AP-REQ
}

ICDC-REQ-BODY ::= SEQUENCE {
kdc-options(0] KDCOptions,
cname[1] PrincipalName OPTIONAL,

-- Used only in AS~REQ
realm[2] Realm, -— Server's realm

-— Also client's in As-REQ
sname[3] PrincipalName OPTIONAL,
from[4] KerberosTime OPTIONAL,
till[5] KerberosTime,
rtime[6] KerberosTime OPTIONAL,
nonce[7] INTEGER,
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